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ABSTRACT
Socio-cultural brand associations (e.g., brand personality) often drive the
preferences and choices of consumers. While previous research suggests that the people
and social situations represented in advertisements play an important role in shaping
consumers' socio-cultural brand associations, extant theorizing offers little insight into
the specific mental mechanisms involved in producing such outcomes. In attempting to
address this important shortcoming, my dissertation develops a new conceptual
framework for investigating social information processing, the Controlled-Automatic
Meaning (or CAM) Model. This model casts social information in a central role, giving
primary emphasis to the mental processes through which consumers draw socio-cultural
meanings from the social cues used in advertising. Two studies aimed at providing an
initial assessment of the CAM Model are reported. The first study utilizes conservative
methodology to provide a strict test of the model's processing specifications, and
unfortunately fails to provide evidence that preconscious exposure to social imagery
impacts adult consumers' socio-cultural brand associations in the manner outlined by the
model. The second study provides a more successful examination of the model's utility
in predicting how children and adults process the social meanings contained in television
advertising when the ads are seen under normal, marketplace viewing conditions. Results
from the study provide compelling evidence of the model's utility in predicting and
explaining developmental changes in consumers' processiig of gender meanings
represented in advertising. The second study's outcomes also suggest several promising
directions for future research involving the CAM Model.

CHAPTER 1: DISSERTATION OVERVIEW AND ORGANIZATION

Scholars from many disciplines have investigated the processes through which
mass-mediated messages influence the consumption-related beliefs, attitudes, values,
emotions, motivations, experiences, and behaviors of children and adults. While these
inquiries have greatly enhanced our understanding of "how advertising works" (see
Lodish, Abraham, Kalmenson et al. 1995; Vakratsas and Ambler 1999), a process-based
account of how advertising shapes the lifestyle associations, beliefs about brand
personalities, and symbolic consumption meanings that often drive product and brand
choice (c.f., Biel 1993; Levy 1959) is notably lacking. In other words, current theorizing
offers few insights into the specific mental processes through which advertising
influences consumers' socio-cultural associations with brands. The central objective of
my dissertation is to enrich current understanding of how advertising affects such
outcomes through the formulation and empirical test of a new meaning-driven model of
social information processing.
Toward this end, extant research and published ideas germane to the impact of
advertising on consumers' socio-cultural brand associations are discussed in Chapter 2.
Previous work pertaining to brand management, consumption symbolism, and
information processing is thoroughly reviewed. Chapter 2 also outlines the rationale for
building a new psychological model specifically to address the mental activities involved
in processing social information. Four key theoretical factors that the new model must
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address are detailed, including (1) the centrality of social information, (2) the
determination of a suitable motivation for consumers' processing social information, (3)
the level of detail needed with regard to the mental operations involved in processing,
and (4) the explicit modeling of developmental factors.
Chapter 3 provides the basic formulation of the Controlled-Automatic Meaning
Model. The model's three underlying postulates, the meaning postulate, the least effort
principle, and the automaticity principle, are presented in the chapter along with the
deductive logic used to generate two novel propositions. These propositions involve (I)
the specification of an automatic route through which exposure to advertising influences
consumers' socio-cultural brand associations without their awareness, and (2) the
model's prediction of developmental changes in the relative impact of automatic versus
controlled processes, respectively. The automatic processing proposition provides the
theoretical basis for the derivation of the hypotheses tested in Smdy 1. The
developmental changes proposition underlies the hypotheses tested in Study 2.
Chapter 4 reports the rationale, methods, and results for the Study I test of the
CAM Model's specification that advertised social cues can influence adult consumers'
socio-cultural brand associations via preconscious automatic processes. The chapter
details how undergraduate subjects' abilities to non-consciously process gender and
status meanings were tested using a strict, preconscious exposure paradigm adapted from
previous research. Since the study's hypotheses were not supported, the chapter provides
extended discussions of plausible explanations for the study's failures and the
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implications of its null findings for the CAM Model. Lessons learned for future model
validation efforts are also highlighted.
The rationale and methods pertaining to the initial test of the model's predictive
utility are detailed in Chapter S. Particular emphasis is given to hypothesized differences
in the manner in which children and adults draw meaning from the social cues contained
in advertising under normal, marketplace viewing conditions. The chapter emphasizes
how parent-child pairs and three advertisements containing gender, status, and sociability
meanings, respectively, were used to test Study 2 hypotheses regarding the impact of the
advertisements on participants' socio-cultural brand associations, attitudes, and
memories. Extended discussions of the parallels and points of distinction between the
methods and measures used with children and adults are also provided.
Results from the second study are presented in Chapter 6. In addition to detailing
the hypothesis-supporting fmdings for children and adults' processing of gender
meanings, the null and occasionally hypothesis-contradicting findings for brand-status
and brand-sociability meanings are described at length. Extended discussions of the
study's outcomes highlight refinements to the model's initial formulation that promise to
greatly enhance its predictive utility. Namely, the incorporation of factors resulting in (1)
situational variability in children's level of motivation to process advertised social cues,
and (2) adults' utilization of cognitive defenses is suggested. Chapter 6 concludes with a
general discussion of the significant findings and limitations of study 2.
The final chapter (Chapter 7) sununarizes the contributions of the research
reported herein in terms of advancing our current understanding regarding the mental
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operations through which exposure to the social cues contained in advertising shapes
consumers' socio-cultural brand associations. Several promising directions for future
research are also offered. Central among these are the (1) formulation of a
developmentally-contingent typology of social information, (2) exploration of the
situational variability in consumer's motivation to draw meanings from advertised social
cues, (3) investigation of automatic triggers of conscious, deliberative social information
processing, and (4) consideration of adults' utilization of cognitive defenses.
Three appendices are also provided. Taken together, the appendices provide
additional details regarding the pretesting efforts used to develop the methods and
measures for Study 1, as well as the measures, stimuli, and coding schemes involved in
the completion of Study 2.
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CHAPTER 2: BACKGROUND AND LITERATURE REVIEW

The goal of furthering knowledge regarding the mental mechanisms through
which advertising impacts consumers' socio-cultural associations with products and
brands is germane to several research streams within the marketing literature. Most
notable among these are consumer socialization, social criticisms of advertising, and
brand management. In terms of consumer socialization, the degree to which children and
adults ascribe symbolic meanings to products and brands as a result of their exposure to
advertising speaks to both the power of advertising as a cultural agent and its role in the
socialization process (see Ward 1974; Moschis and Moore 1982). For social critics of
advertising, the extent to which consumers fail to account for the fact that advertising
reflects only some cultural values (e.g., materialism) and socio-cultural meanings (e.g.,
high status) to the relative exclusion of others (e.g., material simplicity, low status) is a
primary concern (Pollay 1986,1987; see also O'Guinn and Shrum 1997 for a discussion
of how advertising distorts consumers' perceptions of reality). And, in terms of brand
management, furthering our understanding of how advertising can be best utilized to
shape consumer's socio-cultural brand associations has important implications for
strategic brand-concept image management (Park, Jaworski, and Maclnnis 1986).
While advancing current knowledge in all three of these areas is of great interest,
the conceptual and methodological scope of a single dissertation is necessarily too narrow
to adequately address the myriad issues relevant to even one of these theoretical domains.
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Thus, the decision was made early in the process to focus on a subset of critical issues
&om the brand management domain only. The greater stature of this domain within
mainstream marketing theory and practice vis-a-vis consumer socialization and the social
criticisms of advertising served as the basis for this choice. Given this decision, the
remainder of this chapter addresses published literature related to the impact of
advertising on consumer's socio-culmral brand associations; model development and the
two initial validation studies reported in subsequent chapters are similarly focused.
LITERATURE REVIEW

Three distinct literatures focusing on brand management, product symbolism, and
information processing, respectively, elucidate how marketing communications shape
consumers' socio-cultural brand associations. To provide a starting point for model
development, key insights and limitations from these literatures are first highlighted
below. Then, a discussion of the conceptual distinctions between social information and
product-based, feature and benefit information is provided to underscore die need for a
new, meaning-driven framework to guide the investigation of social information
processing. The chapter concludes with a brief synopsis of four factors that warrant
attention in model construction.
Brand Management
For almost five decades, marketing scholars have pointed out that consumers
make many of their brand and product choices based on lifestyle associations, unspoken
beliefs about brand personality, symbolic consumption meanings, and other nonverbal
factors (Gardner and Levy 1955; Levy 1959). Current perspectives on brand
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management continue to reiterate the importance of these socio-cuitural factors in
producing desirable marketing outcomes. Writings in this area indicate that assessing
consumers' social associations with a brand (e.g., the brand's human-like characteristics)
is extremely useful in developing and evaluating marketing strategies (D. Aaker 1991).
These writings also suggest that user imagery (i.e., the socio-cultural groups most closely
associated with brand usage) and brand personality represent important components of
brand equity (Keller 1993). Similarly, market positions based on "soft" associations like
brand personality versus "hard" associations based on tangible, functional attributes are
believed to often allow for greater differentiation, provide more erosion-resistance in the
face of innovation, and result in greater brand equity (Biel 1993). A recent quote from an
article published in Harvard Business Review further illustrates contemporary views on
the importance of socio-cultural associations to brand management practice:
"Most strong brands go beyond functional benefits; despite what customers might
say, a brand can also deliver emotional benefits and help people express
themselves. ..A simple three-word phrase or a brief list of product attributes
cannot adequately represent a strong brand." (D. Aaker and Joachimsthaler 1999,
p. 140)
Thus, for nearly SO years, marketers have recognized that understanding how advertising
can be utilized to foster lifestyle, personality, and symbolic brand associations is of great
importance to brand management theory and practice.
Brand Management Insights and Limitations. In addition to highlighting the
importance of furthering knowledge regarding advertising's impact on consumers' sociocultural brand associations, the brand management literature provides one crucial insight.
Namely, this literature suggests that the people and social situations (e.g., spokespersons.
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user imagery, slices-of-life) employed in advertisements play a key role in the formation
of socio-cultural brand associations (D. Aaker 1991; J. Aaker 1997). Unfortunately,
current theorizing in the brand management literature offers only vague notions of the
mental processes leading to the formation of socio-cultural brand associations. For
example, J. Aaker (1997, p.348) suggests that "personality traits come to be associated
with a brand in a direct way by the people associated with the brand." Table 2.1
summarizes the insights and limitations drawn from extant brand management literature
in terms of the stimulus factors, mental processes, and processing outcomes germane to
the development of a new model of social information processing.
Table 2.1: Insights and Limitations of the Brand Management Literature
Insiehts

Limitations

Brand Management
stimulus factors

mental processes

processing outcomes

the people used in advertisements
can become associated with
products and brands

theoretically meaningful categories
or dimensions of advertised social
information are not specified

an associative mechanism links
user imagery with brands

an accounting of the mental
processes involved in the formation
of socio-cultural associations with
products and brands is lacking

socio-cultural associations are often
more important than functional
considerations in brand positioning
and product choice

the range of meaningful lifestyle,
personality, and symbolic
associations that can influence
consumer behavior is not specified

Product Symbolism
Drawing from research traditions that have helped to clarify the role of symbolic
meanings in shaping consumption experiences (c.f., Belk, Wallendorf, and Sherry 1989),
McCracken (1986,1989) posits an anthropological model of meaning transfer to account
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for how symbolic meanings come to be resident in goods. According to McCracken,
culture constitutes the phenomenal world by determining the coordinates for human
activity, and providing a lens through which we view objects and behaviors. In so doing,
culture defines the meaningful categories of phenomena and specifies the principles by
which these categories can be distinguished, ranked, and interrelated. In the culturally
constituted world, meaning resides within constellations of time, place, activity, and
people (McCracken 1993).
According to McCracken's model, for meaning to transfer to a good through
advertising, the would-be consumer must observe the essential equivalence between a
representation of the culturally constituted world (which already has meaning) and the
product within the frame of an advertisement. In this way, advertising serves as "a
conduit through which meaning constantly pours from the culturally constituted world to
consumer goods" (McCracken, 1986, p.75-76). McCracken (1989) provides a thorough
discussion of this process for celebrity endorsements. From a cultural perspective, the
celebrity is presumed to contain a bundle of symbolic properties, including meaningful
cultural distinctions pertaining to status, class, gender, age, lifestyle, and personality. For
example, James Gamer is believed to represent maturity, Americanness, confidence,
masculinity, intelligence, and good humor stenuning from his fictional roles in
"Maverick" and "The Rockford Files." According to the meaning transfer model
(McCracken, 1989, p.314, brackets added), if the consumer were to "glimpse in a
moment of recognition an essential similarity between the elements [e.g., James Gamer]
and the product in the ad," then meaning transfer would have occurred.
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Product Symbolism Insights and Limitations. McCracken's (1986,1989)
discussions of the model of meaning transfer provide two important insights pertinent to
the development of a meaning-driven model of social information processing. First,
applying McCracken's notion of celebrities as containers of meaning to social stimuli in
general suggests that the people and social situations used in advertisements serve as
repositories of cultural meanings that can be uransferred to goods. In other words, from a
product symbolism perspective, social cues in advertising should play a central role in
any process-based account of advertising's impact on socio-cultural brand associations.
Second, McCracken provides the beginnings of a typology of the varieties of sociocultural meanings that can become associated with products and brands. Specifically, he
notes (McCracken, 1986, p.72), that meanings based on status, class, gender, age, and
occupational distinctions are considered to be "perhaps the most important" that cultures
create in the human community. Moreover, divisions according to lifestyle and
personality are also thought to be culturally meaningful (McCracken, 1989).
Unfortunately, the model of meaning transfer provides little insight into the
individual-level processes involved in the formation of socio-cultural associations with
brands. Specifically, it is unclear what mental mechanisms are involved in the process of
"glimpsing...an essential similarity" and how this results in a transfer of meaning
(McCracken, 1989, p.314). Table 2.2 outlines the insights and limitations of the product
symbolism literature pertaining to the mental mechanisms through which advertising
impacts consumers' socio-cultural brand associations.
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Table 2.2: Insights and Limitations of the Product Symbolism Literature
Insights

Limitations

Product Symbolism
stimulus factors

people and social situations can
represent meaningful status, class,
gender, age, occupational, lifestyle,
and personality distinctions

unclear when people leam the
cultural distinctions that allow
meaning to be transferred to
products and brands

mental processes

consumers are likely to be
motivated to process social cues due
to their central role in transferring
meanings to products and brands

an accounting of the mental
processes involved in the formation
of socio-cultural associations with
products and brands is lacking

socio-cultural distinctions are
extremely important in the human
community and can be signified by
products and brands

unclear how the meanings contained
in products and brands are stored in
memory

processing outcomes

Information Processing
In contrast to the brand management and product symbolism literatures, research
on information processing provides considerable detail regarding the mental operations
underlying advertising effects. Drawing from research traditions focusing on persuasion
processes in social issues contexts, the predominant frameworks within this literature.
Petty and Cacioppo's (1986) Elaboration Likelihood Model (ELM) and Eagly and
Chaiken's (1993) Heuristic-Systematic Model (HSM), suggest that consumers utilize two
basic processing modes in responding to advertisements. In central (systematic)
processing, the would-be consumer carefully scrutinizes product-relevant arguments to
determine their merits, and bases his or her attitude on the strength of the message claims.
In the peripheral (heuristic) processing mode, the would-be consumer uses cues that are
not directly related to the features and functional benefits of the advertised product (e.g..
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number of product claims, source attractiveness), and bases his or her attitude on these
"non-product relevant" factors.
Utilization of the central (systematic) and peripheral (heuristic) processing modes
is presumed to be guided by "cognitive miserliness" (Fiske and Taylor 1991) and the
least effort and sufficiency principles (Chaiken, Liberman, and Eagly 1989). As
described by Chen and Chaiken (1999, p.74), these principles specify that consumers
"attempt to strike a balance between minimizing cognitive effort on the one hand and
satisfying their present motivation concerns on the other." Thus, consumers are only
likely to expend the mental effort required to scrutinize product-relevant arguments when
motivation, ability, and opportunity are high (see also Maclnnis, Moorman, and
Jaworski's [1991] Motivation, Ability, and Opportunity Model). When motivation,
ability, or opportunity are low, consumers are likely to process only non-substantive
message factors (i.e., peripheral cues like source attractiveness and trustworthiness) or
apply simple decision rules (i.e., heuristics), thereby expending fewer mental resources.
While the ELM has been widely criticized for lacking precision in its
specification of the factors and cognitive mechanisms involved in peripheral route
persuasion (Eagly and Chaiken 1993), writings pertaining to the HSM offer considerable
insight into the namre and functioning of heuristics. Broadly defined, heuristics refer to
learned declarative or procedural knowledge structures stored in memory (Chaiken et al.
1989). The application of heuristics is thought to depend on their availability,
accessibility, and applicability (Chaiken et al. 1989; Chaiken and Eagly 1993). When
heuristics are stored in memory (are available), possess sufficient activation potential (are
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accessible), and bare relevance to the information-processing task at hand (are
applicable), consumers may invoke them to complete their task (Chen and Chaiken
1999).
Information Processing Insights and Limitations. The components of the ELM
and HSM outlined above offer great insight into the individual-level, mental mechanisms
through which exposure to advertising affects consumer's lifestyle, personality, and
symbolic associations with brands. Specifically, the least effort principle suggests that
consumers will only use the cognitive resources required to carefully consider advertised
social cues when they are motivated to do so and also possess sufficient ability and
opportunity. Conversely, consumers lacking sufficient motivation, ability, or opportunity
to consider the meanings of advertised social information will rely heavily on learned
declarative and procedural knowledge to process the cues. Assuming declarative and
procedural knowledge are positive functions of cumulative processing experiences, this
line of reasoning implies that more experienced processors will possess a greater
repertoire of well-practiced algorithms for drawing meaning from social cues contained
in advertising than relatively inexperienced processors. Therefore, when lacking
motivation, ability, or opportunity for effortful processing, more experienced processors
should demonstrate greater success in extracting social meanings from advertising than
less experienced processors. This insight serves as one component of the rationale for
explicitly modeling developmental factors (see "Developmental Factors Should be
Explicitly Modeled" below), and also underlies two of the operational hypotheses for
study 2 (see Chapter 5).
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While stretching the ELM and HSM outside of their original social issues
contexts has yielded considerable utility in predicting brand attitudes following exposure
to product-feature-oriented advertising (c.f.. Petty, Cacioppo, and Schumann 1983), there
is reason to doubt whether these models can be fruitfully applied to the processing of
advertised social cues. Both models were constructed to account for persuasion
outcomes in social issues contexts where messages are: (1) readily distinguishable from
the source, (2) typically conveyed through explicit, verbal arguments, and (3) capable of
exerting considerable influence from a single exposure. In contrast, the formation of
socio-cultural brand associations is believed to occur in advertising contexts where: (1)
the source can be the message, (2) the typical mode of message conveyance is through
implicit, visual imagery, and (3) the influence resulting from message processing builds
gradually over numerous repetitions.
In addition to these contextual distinctions, two aspects of the ELM and HSM also
serve to limit their applicability to the processing of social cues contained in advertising.
Namely, the models' specification of correctness (accuracy) as the motivational driver of
processing effort, and their emphasis on predicting attitudes greatly constrain the models'
usefulness for present purposes.
In terms of motivation, the ELM and HSM posit that people exert varying
degrees of mental effort to process issue-related arguments out of their desire to hold
correct, or accurate, attitudes. The more a consumer desires to hold correct (accurate)
attitudes, the greater the processing effort. Since it is impossible to hold attitudes that are
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correct in any absolute sense (Festinger 1954), such attitudes are thought to be based on a
preponderance of evidence (Petty and Wegener 1999).
In terms of the processing of social cues in advertising, the basic problem with the
correctness postulate lies in the evidentiary standards of concreteness and objectivity.
For product-feature claims like "the Brand X computer monitor can operate at a setting of
600 X 800 pixels" and "the brand Y automobile gets 31 miles per gallon on the highway"
these standards are appropriate because both display resolution and mileage are physical
properties that can be empirically verified through means that leave little room for
disputes about correcmess (accuracy). While some socio-cultural associations may
approximate this standard - a shampoo for women, a man's wallet - most social
phenomena are inherently abstract and subjective and therefore not suitable as evidence
of correctness (accuracy). For example, the socio-cultural descriptors individualism,
freedom, success, style, rebelliousness, grace, friendliness, and sophistication all refer to
abstract and subjective meanings, which are all widely disputable based on cultural, subcultural, group, and idiosyncratic interpretations. The inappropriateness of correctness as
a motive for social information processing is reflected in the common treatment of social
cues as "non-issue-relevant," and "peripheral" in studies guided by the ELM and HSM
(Petty, Cacioppo, and Schumann 1983). Thus, correctness is simply too restrictive to
guide research in market contexts in which consumers' lifestyle, personality, or symbolic
associations with a brand dominate functional considerations (i.e., most simations where
the brand image-concept is symbolic or hedonic, see Park et al. 1986).
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In terms of predicting information processing outcomes, both the ELM and HSM
attempt to account for changes in attitudes toward the object of a persuasive message. In
consumer contexts, this means predicting attitudes toward a given product following
exposure to one or more advertisements under a variety of processing conditions (Petty,
Cacioppo, and Schumann 1983). While the utility of the model's attitudinal predictions
has been questioned when relative preferences are considered (Heath, McCarthy, and
Mothersbaugh 1994), the greatest concern for present purposes is that attitude measures
lack sufficient precision to detect managerially relevant changes in socio-cultural brand
associations.
The rationale for positing that attitude measures lack sufficient precision for
detecting changes in socio-cultural brand associations is two-fold. First, while a given
consumer's beliefs about product features like quality and durability will almost always
correlate highly with their attitudes, their beliefs about the extent to which a brand is
associated with socio-cultural distinctions like femininity or rebelliousness may exhibit a
positive, negative, or zero correlation with their attitudes. In the former case, the
importance of advertised features can be presumed to be positive because more is almost
always better; however, in the later case, the direction of the conelation will depend on
the value attributed to the socio-cultural association. For example, while all consumers
will view a higher quality television more positively than one with lower quality (ceterus
paribus), a more feminine brand of shampoo may be viewed more positively by a typical
woman but more negatively by a typical man.
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Second, attitude measures may fail to detect cumulative message effects. For
example, repeated exposures to smiling customer service representatives are likely to
continually strengthen the connection between Saturn automobiles and "friendly,"
producing small incremental changes in this brand personality association. However,
because attitudes reflect a composite index consisting of all brand relevant beliefs and the
importance weightings of those beliefs (Fishbein and Ajzen 1972), such changes are
unlikely to be detected by attitude measures. Thus, for present purposes, a focus on
socio-cultural associations rather than attitudes is warranted.
Table 2.3 presents an overview of the insights and limitations provided by
previous information processing research in terms of stimulus factors, mental processes,
and processing outcomes.
Table 2.3: Information Processing Insights and Limitations
Insights

Limitations

Information ProcBsing
stimulus factors

mental processes

processing outcomes

source variables including
credibility, attractiveness, and
celebrity can influence processing
outcomes

conceptualization of social
information limited to a small set of
source factors that are viewed as
non-product relevant

when sufficiently motivated,
consumers will scrutinize advertised
social information; otherwise, less
effortful, learned heuristics will
determine the processing outcome

situations where consumers are
highly motivated to process social
cues or where social cues contain
product-relevant information lie
outside the theoretical domains of
extant models

outcomes resulting from greater
mental scrutiny will be more
persistent and more resistant to
change than those resulting from
less effortful processing

measures of attitudes toward the
advertised product will often fail to
reflect the formation or
strengthening of socio-cultural
associations

Literature Review Summary
Taken together, the brand management, product symbolism, and information
processing research discussed above suggests that advertised social information plays a
lead role in the formation of socio-cultural brand associations; however, a process-based
rationale capable of predicting and explaining such outcomes is notably lacking. The
initial formulation of the Controlled-Automatic Meaning (CAM) Model, which is
outlined in Chapter 3, attempts to address this shortcoming. Although some of its
elements may generalize to non-social stimuli, the CAM Model is intended to provide an
integrative framework for investigating consumers' processing of social information
contained in advertising.
WHY SOCIAL INFORMATION WARRANTS ITS OWN PROCESSING FRAMEWORK

As noted above, extant theories emphasize the role of advertising claims about the
functional attributes of products and generally treat social information as "non-issue
relevant" and "peripheral," (Petty, Cacioppo, and Schumann 1983; for an exception see
Kirmani and Shiv 1998). While it might be possible to amend or extend the existing
frameworks to acconmiodate a focus on social information, conceptual distinctions
between social and product-feature based information suggest that social information
warrants its own information processing framework.
Social information differs from product-based, feature and benefit information in
three important respects. First, empirical evidence from the last 20 years suggests that
humans are predisposed to process some forms of social information (see Bjorklund
1995). These findings present the possibility that the processing of social information
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may take precedence in the allocation of cognitive processing capacity, with only residual
capacity being available to process non-social attribute information. Second, people's
processing motives are likely to differ for social versus non-social information.
Processing social information is necessary to gain an understanding of oneself and the
social world, which enables us to perform a variety of social roles and meet our basic and
higher-order needs. In contrast, processing information about tangible product benefits
leads to utilitarian knowledge. Finally, within an advertising context, the communication
of social and non-social meanings tends to involve cues that vary by directness and
modality. Social meanings are generally communicated indirectly through images of
people without accompanying verbal claims (e.g., the models employed in Nike ads
symbolize athleticism, the Marlboro Man represents ruggedness and independence). In
contrast, the visual imagery used to communicate non-social meanings is typically
accompanied by explicit verbal claims (e.g., "Miller Light tastes great", "Energizer
outlasts Duracell in laboratory tests").
Given these differences, and the limitations of extant theorizing detailed above,
there appears to be little reason to attempt to hammer the round socio-cultural brand
associations peg into the square ELM and HSM information processing hole. Rather, a
new firamework appears warranted.
FOUR FACTORS THAT A NEW FRAMEWORK
FOR INVESTIGATING SOCIAL INFORMATION PROCESSING MUST ADDRESS

The literature reviewed herein highlights four factors that must be accounted for
in developing a new model of social information processing pertinent to the impact of
advertising on consumers' socio-cultural associations. These factors pertain to the role of
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social information, the motivation for processing social information, the mental
operations used in processing social information, and the inclusion of developmental
variables, respectively. As detailed in the following chapter, the initial formulation of the
Controlled-Automatic Meaning (CAM) Model successfully addresses all four of these
theoretical concerns.
Social information must be given the central role
The principal failing of extant information processing frameworks is that they
presume that social cues play a limited role in considerations of the impact of advertising
on consumers. Given that the spokespersons, user imagery, and slices of life represented
in advertising are thought to shape consumers' socio-cultural brand associations, the
development of anew framework must cast social information in the central role.
A motivation for drawing social meanings from advertising must be specified
Since correctness (accuracy) cannot adequately account for why people would
exert varying degrees of mental effort in extracting socio-cultural meanings from
advertising, a different motive must be identified. Specifically, a motivational
explanation for observed variations in consumers' efforts to draw socio-cultural meanings
from advertised social cues must be specified.
Specific mental operations must be detailed
Borrowing from rich traditions in information processing research, something
beyond a black box, stimulus-output model is needed. Specifically, the processing
algorithms and cognitive representations which mediate and/or moderate the relationship
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between exposure to social cues in advertising and observed effects on consumers' sociocultural brand associations must be detailed.
Developmental factors should be explicitly modeled
Based on findings showing that learned declarative and procedural knowledge
structures (e.g., processing heuristics) play an important role in low involvement
situations (Darke, Chaiken, Bohner et al. 1998), a developmental accounting of how and
why these cognitive representations are acquired is warranted. The need to explicitly
consider developmental factors is further indicated by the present focus on social
processes in an advertising context. Children tend to be highly motivated to learn about
themselves and the social world (Durkin 1995), and many studies show that young
consumers are particularly susceptible to influence from advertising (Goldberg 1990;
Gora and Goldberg 1982; Roedder, Stemthal, and Calder 1983; Ross, Campbell, HustonStein, and Wright 1981).
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CHAPTER 3: THE CONTROLLED-AUTOMATIC MEANING MODEL

Lifestyle, personality, and symbolic associations with products and brands play an
important role in product positioning and brand choice. While advertising is believed to
affect the nature and strength of these linkages, an account of the specific mental
processes involved in shaping consumer's socio-cultural associations with products and
brands is currently lacking. This chapter outlines the construction of the Controlled Automatic Meaning (CAM) Model of social information processing, which is intended to
address this gap in our current understanding. The first section of this chapter provides
conceptual defmitions of social information and socio-cultural brand associations. The
second section presents an overview of the model, highlighting two novel propositions
that are investigated in the two initial validation studies reported herein.
Defining Social Information and Socio-Cuitural Associations
The CAM Model employs advertised social information and socio-cultural brand
associations to serve as processing inputs and processing outputs, respectively. Broadly
defined, social information refers to perceptual stimuli pertaining to people and their
relationships with objects and other people. For example, an image of a man in an ad for
Hamburger Helper would be a social stimulus. Similarly, an elderly woman dressed in a
black gown and pearl necklace walking down the street and waving at her neighbors would
represent a series of social cues.
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It is important to note that the defmition of social information given above does not
cleanly divide the phenomenological world into social and non-social components. Rather,
it allows for the possibility that even perceptions of inanimate objects like tomatoes and
desks may contain socio-cultural meanings. The rationale for employing such a fuzzy
definition of social information is twofold. First, any defmition that clearly demarcates
social and non-social information will necessarily be tautological (e.g., social information
refers to all stimuli from which social meaning can be extracted), and therefore of minimal
utility. Second, in terms of the motivation for drawing meanings from the social cues
contained in advertising, it makes little difference whether a cue is a direct perception of a
person's appearance and behavior or whether an object with a similar meaning is used. For
single instances, if a person is motivated to process the meaning of either cue, then a
similar outcome will obtain.
The admission that social information constimtes a fiizzy construct should not be
taken to mean that the distinction between social and non-social information is not
fundamentally important (see the "Why Social Information Warrants Its Own Processing
Framework" section of Chapter 2 for a discussion of important conceptual distinctions
between the two types of information). Rather, the discussion of social information's
fuzziness is meant to highlight the notion that classes of social stimuli are many and varied.
For present purposes, one important dimension of social cues refers to their inherent
socialness. Extending the examples used above, an image of a woman can be safely
presumed to possess a high degree of inherent socialness, whereas the social properties of
an inanimate object like a tomato must be learned through socialization processes. In
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general, the attribution of social significance to inanimate objects must be learned, but the
attribution of social significance to direct perceptions of people and their behaviors is most
likely innate (see Bomstein, Ferdinandsen, and Gross 1981; Desimone and Ungerleider
1989; Maurer and Barrera 1981; Ruff and Birch 1974). In terms of social information
processing, this distinction suggests that consumers of any given age are likely to have
more experience employing processes related to drawing meanings from direct percepuons
of people and their behaviors because the "socialness" of these stimuli are recognized
earlier and more often in human ontogeny than the social properties of inanimate objects,
which culture must first teach us to treat as containers of socio-cultural meanings. The
implications of variations in processing experiences for different types of social cues are
developed in the section on the automaticity principle below.
Drawing from an associative network conceptualization of memory (Collins and
Loftus 197S), socio-cultural associations with brands are deHned as linkages in memory
between a culturally meaningful social category and a brand. For example, links in
memory between the social categories "female," "family-oriented," or "modier" and the
brand Hamburger Helper would all be referred to as socio-cultural brand associations. Use
of the term socio-cultural brand associations is intended to subsume cognitive stmcnires
related to brand personaliQr, user imagery, symbolic socio-cultural meanings, and lifestyle
associations.
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Overview of the CAM Model
The CAM Model specifies a comprehensive framework for investigating
consumers' processing of advertised social information. However, only the components of
the model that are germane to two initial validation smdies are discussed herein. These
components include three theoretical postulates that underlie the model, and the deductive
logic leading to two novel predictions.
The basic formulation of the CAM Model builds from three theoretical postulates
relating to the processing of social information in advertising. I have derived these
postulates from vast streams of research in psychology, including research on perception,
cognitive miserliness, and automaticity. The three postulates are labeled (1) the meaning
postulate, (2) the least effort principle, and (3) the automaticity principle.
The Meaning Postulate. Given the inappropriateness of correctness as a
motivational driver of social information processing (see Chapter 2), the specification of
an alternative drive state was needed. Drawing from the presumption that processing
social information is instrumental to our success in the social world, the basic motive
specified by the CAM Model is the need for social meaning. Stated formally, the
model's meaning postulate claims:
The necessity of understanding oneself and the social world to meet basic and
higher order needs motivates people to draw meaning from advertised social
information.
The idea that people desire to make sense out of the social and non-social objects in their
environments is consistent with a large body of research pertaining to perception. An
especially illustrative example of sense making is provided by research on the closure
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principle (Snodgrass and Feenan 1990; Snodgrass and Kinjo 1998; Wallace 1990).
Extensive research on this topic has shown that people can and do try to make sense of
degraded and incomplete stimuli to make sense of their perceptions. A recent
advertisement for J&B Scotch, which is sketched in Figure 3.1, represents an attempt to
take advantage of this principle.
Figure 3.1: J&B Holiday Advertisement

ells,
ells.
The holidays aren't the same without J&B.

Additional support for the meaning postulate stems from developmental
considerations. From birth, we are surrounded by social stimuli in interpersonal contexts
(e.g., home, school) and mass media. Successful navigation through this complex sociocultural milieu requires frequent processing of social information; otherwise, our needs
for food, safety, affiliation, etc. would go uiunet.

The Least Effort Principle. The meaning postulate addresses the issue of why
consumers exert effort to draw meaning from the social cues contained in advertising, but
it does not specify how much effort consumers will exert and under what circumstances
they can be expected to exert differential levels of processing effort. The least effort
principle resolves these issues by suggesting that people tend to be miserly in their
allocation of cognitive resources to processing tasks, using just enough mental energy to
accomplish their goals. Borrowed from previous information processing frameworks
(e.g., the ELM and HSM), this principle specifies that;
Consumers will employ the fewest mental resources possible to satisfy their
desire to draw meaning from advertised social cues.
Support for the least effort principle comes from the observation that people generally
process information only superficially and minimally unless they are motivated to do
otherwise (Chaiken 1980,1987; Fiske and Taylor 1991).
In combination, the meaning postulate and the least effort principal defme a
motivational context for the processing of social information in advertising. Within this
context, consumers are predicted to process social information in an effortful,
deliberative manner only when their desire to further their understanding of themselves
and the social world is strong. Otherwise, they will attempt to rely on less effortful
processes to draw meaning from advertised social cues.
The Automaticity Principle. The last building block used in the CAM Model's
basic formulation, the automaticity principle, pertains to die specification of the mental
operations used to draw meaning from social cues in advertising. This principle borrows
from the work of numerous scholars who have observed that the repetition of mental
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tasks gradually increases the speed of task performance while reducing the amount of
mental effort needed to complete the task (Logan 1988; Shiffron and Schneider 1977; for
a review see Bargh 1994). When a mental task that initially requires deliberate,
controlled processing becomes fast, effortless, involuntary, and non-conscious, it is said
to have become automatic (Hasher and Zacks 1979; LaBerge and Samuels 1974; Posner
and Synder 1975). In the context of processing advertised social cues, the automaticity
principle proposes:
Drawing meaning from advertised social cues that are perceptually similar
progresses from conscious/controlled to non-conscious/automatic with repetition.
Two stimuli are perceptually similar if they invoke a common processing
algorithm (or production, see Anderson 1983,1987) that results in their classification into
the same, meaningful socio-cultural category by the perceiver. For example, the
perception of a smile and a frown would not be perceptually similar because the sequence
of steps used to interpret their contrasting connotations (e.g., "friendly" vs. "not
friendly") do not reconcile into a meaningful socio-cultural category. On the other hand,
the perception of two smiles would be perceptually similar for most people.
This conceptualization implies that stored knowledge of a processing algorithm
corresponding to a meaningful socio-cultural category is a necessary condition for
perceptual similarity. Consequently, the progression from conscious/controlled to nonconscious/automatic will not begin until a stored algorithm succeeds in assimilating a
newly perceived stimulus into a pre-existing, meaningfiil socio-cultural category. This
view of automaticity is based on Anderson's ACT* (1983,1987). The basic idea
underlying this perspective on automaticity is that a set of mental operations that initially
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require conscious deliberation to complete can become non-conscious and automatic
through proceduralization (Anderson 1992). When this occurs, the memory trace
containing the algorithm becomes strengthened and chronically accessible (Fazio,
Sanbonmatsu, Powell, and Kardes 1986), thereby becoming unavailable to deliberative
processing, much like the sequence of steps involved in riding bike or effectively
gesturing while lecturing (see Tulving's 1983 conceptualization of procedural memory).
Novel Predictions
Combining the three theoretical postulates above with additional research
pertaining to: (1) cognitive skill (e.g., Roedder 1981), (2) cognitive defenses (e.g.,
Brucks, Armstrong, and Goldberg 1988; Friestad and Wright 1994), (3) self-knowledge
(e.g., Damon and Hart 1988), and (4) cumulative processing experiences (e.g., Anderson
1992) yields two novel predictions. Hypotheses derived from the logic underlying these
predictions are tested in two initial validation studies, which are detailed in subsequent
chapters.
PI: Cumulative processing experiences will result in the acquisition of nonconscious, automatic processes capable of influencing consumers' sociocultural brand associations without their awareness.
The predicted acquisition of non-conscious, automatic processes follows from the
CAM Model's specification of a motivational context for processing advertised social cues
and the automaticity principle. Due to their rapidly developing self-identities (Damon and
Hart 1988) and general lack of cognitive defenses (Brucks et al. 1988), children are
predicted to be highly motivated to draw meaning from advertised social cues. Therefore,
given the ubiquity of advertising, children can be expected to amass tremendous experience
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in using controlled processing algorithms to assess the meaning(s) of advertised social cues
before they begin to discount advertising as a source of information about status, class,
gender, age, occupation, lifestyle, and personality distinctions. Based on the automaticity
principle, such vast experience should lead to the acquisition of automatic processes over
time.
Once acquired, automatic processes are believed to operate preconsciously (see
Bargh 1994). In other words, the mere presence of a social stimulus in an advertisement
should trigger the processing algorithm(s), resulting in the automatic categorization of the
stimulus and the activation (i.e., priming) of corresponding socio-cultural meaning(s) in
memory. Assuming that the consumer also processes brand information, the concurrent
activation of memory nodes corresponding to one or more socio-cultural meanings and a
given brand is hypothesized to lead to the formation (or strengthening) of one or more
linkages in memory. Since preconscious processes activate meanings at a level below the
consciousness threshold (Bargh 1994), the consumer will not be aware such influences.
Thus, as shown in Figure 3.2, their cognitive defenses will be circumvented.
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Figure 3.2: Non-Conscious Influences on Socio-Cultural Brand Associations
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Relative to controlled processes, the potential impact of automatic processes on
socio-cultural brand associations will increase with cognitive and social
development.
P2 pertains to the CAM Model's specification that two basic mental processes can
lead to the formation of socio-cultural brand associations: (I) conscious, controlled
processes and (2) non-conscious, automatic processes. The central premise underlying P2
is that developmental changes work to (1) facilitate consumers' usage of automatic
processes capable of influencing socio-cultural brand associations through concurrent
activation, and (2) curtail consumers' utilization of controlled processes capable of
influencing such associations through thoughtful mechanisms (e.g., subvocalization,
rehearsal, elaboration). Specific developmental changes and operational hypotheses
pertaining to this premise are discussed in Chapter 5.

Summary of the CAM Model
The CAM Model defines a motivational context for the processing of social
information in advertising, and also provides a process-based account of advertising's
influence on the formation of socio-cultural brand associations. In so doing, the model
addresses the four requirements - social information centrality, processing motivation,
specific mental operations, and inclusion of developmental factors - for a new model of
social information processing discussed in Chapter 2. The model has been constructed
specifically to address consumers' processing of advertised social information, and offers
two novel predictions germane to brand management theory and practice. Two studies,
intended to (1) test the model's specification of an automatic effects of consumers' socioculniral brand associations through concurrent activation, and (2) its utility in predicting
observed differences in children's and adults' processing of social cues in advertising,
respectively, are discussed in subsequent chapters.

CHAPTER 4: AUTOMATIC INFLUENCES

ON Socio-CULTURAL BRAND ASSOCUTIONS (STUDY 1)

Numerous studies in ttie social cognition literature investigate automatic social
information processing (see Bargh 1994,1999). In general, these studies demonstrate that
exposure to social information automatically activates relevant socio-cultural categories in
memory, thereby influencing subjects' affective responses (Perdue and Gurtman 1990),
person perceptions (Erdley and D'Agostino 1988), and behaviors (Bargh, Chen, and
Burrows 1996). While this collection of research has greatly advanced our knowledge of
automatic processing effects in social contexts, two important limitations restrict its
usefulness for furthering understanding in consumption-related contexts. First, only
inherently social outcomes (e.g., person perceptions) have been investigated; the potential
for exposure to social information to automatically influence consumers' perceptions of
products and brands awaits exploration. Second, only the immediate consequences of
priming have been considered. The potential for automatic processing to result in the
formation of enduring linkages between the primed socio-cultural categories and
concurrently activated nodes in memory has not been determined. Guided by tb CAM
Model, which was developed specifically for application in consumption-related contexts,
the present smdy attempts to address these important shortcomings.
As Chapter 3 details, the CAM Model proposes that consumers acquire the ability
to automatically process socio-cultural meanings represented in advertising after they
amass considerable processing experience. Once acquired, these processes are predicted to
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influence consumers' socio-cultural brand associations without awareness. The model's
basic rationale for this prediction specifies that: (1) exposure to advertised social cues
triggers automatic categorization processes resulting in the priming of cue-relevant sociocultural meanings in memory, and (2) concurrent activation of socio-culniral meanings and
brand information results in the formation of a linkage in memory. The purpose of the
present study is to test this basic rationale.
The CAM Model was developed to account for how consumers process advertised
social cues under naturalistic conditions. However, verifying the model's prediction that
non-conscious, automatic processes influence socio-cuiniral brand associations requires a
strict test capable of ruling out conscious processing as a rival explanation. Toward this
end, a preconscious (i.e., below the perceptual threshold required for recognition) exposure
paradigm is utilized. The primary advantage gained from using such a suict test is that any
observed impact on consumers' socio-cultural brand associations can be attributed to nonconscious, automatic processes only. While the distinction between fully non-conscious,
automatic processes and processes requiring a modicum of intendon, awareness, mental
resources, and/or control may seem like a relatively minor theoretical issue (see Bargh
1989), the distinction has profound implications in advertising contexts. Namely, if
consumers' socio-culmral brand associations are in fact shaped by non-conscious,
automatic processes, then persuasion knowledge - the application of which involves
conscious, deliberative processes - provides little efficacy in protecting consumers from
this type of influence from advertising. Thus, even the most skeptical consumers would be
viewed as susceptible to influence from advertising.

The benefit of using a strict exposure paradigm to rule out various forms of
conscious processing is offset by the reduced probability of observing the true effects of
automatic processes. This reduction is due to the relatively weak priming of socio-cultural
categories that will occur from preconscious stimulus exposure vis-a-vis the higher levels
of activation that would obtain firom naturalistic exposure to identical social stimuli. Given
this relative weakness, only supportive evidence from the study will reflect directly on the
veracity of the CAM Model's processing specifications. In other words, if no effects on
socio-cultural brand associations are observed using the preconscious exposure paradigm,
then the model's specification may still accurately reflect the mental operations that occur
under marketplace viewing conditions. However, if null results do obtain, then the
possibility of ever successfully producing definitive proof that advertising influences
consumers' socio-cultural associations in a purely automatic manner will be drawn into
question.
The stimulus exposure paradigm employed herein closely follows procedures that
have proven highly successfiil in research showing that preconscious exposure to social
information results in automatic stereotype activation, which subsequently influences
stereotype-relevant judgements and behaviors (Bargh et al. 1996; Chen and Bargh 1997;
Devine 1989; Fazio, Jackson, Dunton, and Williams 1995; Wasel and Gollwitzer 1997).
Devine (1989, study 2) provides the seminal smdy in this line of research. Subjects in this
study are parafovially exposed to varying concentrations of racial stereotype-relevant
words (e.g., blacks, Negroes), and then asked to form an impression of an aggressionneutral target individual by reading a brief description of some of their activities.
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Although, as evidenced by chance level stimulus recognition, the brief parafovial exposures
(i.e., 80 milliseconds) prevented conscious processing, subjects' impressions of the target
show clear evidence of stereotype priming. Specifically, subjects exposed to higher
concentrations (i.e., 80%) of words pertaining to African-American stereotypes rated the
target individual as more hostile, dislikable, and unfriendly than subjects exposed to lower
concentrations (i.e., 20%) of stereotype relevant words. Further evidence for subject's lack
of awareness of these effects is provided by the consistency of this pattern of results for
both high and low prejudice subjects.
More recently, Bargh et aL(1996, study 3) uses the preconscious exposure paradigm
to subliminally expose subjects to a series of either young African-American male faces or
Caucasian faces to test the effects of automatic stereotype activation on stereotype-relevant
behaviors. Exposure to the images of black or white faces occurs in between task trials in
which subjects are asked to indicate how many colored circles are displayed on a computer
screen. The dependent measures used in the smdy relate to the degree of hostility shown
after subjects are informed that due to a computer error, which was preprogrammed by the
experimenters without the subject's knowledge, they would need to redo the intentionally
long and boring rating task. Results show a strong effect of priming condition on subjects'
subsequent hostility. Consistent with the researchers' automatic processing hypothesis,
subjects in the African-American priming condition exhibited substantially more hostility
than subjects in the Caucasian stereotype priming condition.
In general terms, the preconscious exposure paradigm developed in prior work
involves asking subjects to (1) complete a task that preconsciously exposes them to
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stereotyped information prior to (2) performing an ambiguous judgment or behavioral task
in which the primed stereotype is applicable. For the specific purposes of this study, use of
this paradigm involves (1) preconsciously exposing subjects to stereotypical images of
men, women, high status individuals, or low status individuals while completing a series of
non-stereotype-relevant product ratings prior to (2) their completion of a series of
stereotype-relevant product ratings. To meet the ambiguity requirement, fictitious gender
and status-neutral products have been developed for the critical stereotype-relevant product
ratings task.
Consistent with previous research on automatic stereotype activation (e.g., Devine
1989), this study utilizes indirect measurement of priming via product ratings. By
deflnidon, priming a node in memory increases its accessibility. Since the product ratings
measures for the study's critical ratings task have been selected to be stereotype-relevant
(e.g., subjects will rate a product's masculinity after preconscious exposure to images of
men), primed socio-cultural meanings will also be applicable to the task. Therefore, based
on a large body of research demonstrating that information that is accessible and applicable
is positively related to judgment (e.g., Feldman and Lynch 1988; Kahneman and Tversky
1973; Tversky and Kahneman 1975), differences in product ratings between
preconsciously exposed (i.e., experimental) and non-exposed (i.e., control) groups will be
attributable to priming.
The study employs undergraduate subjects and two varieties of social information,
gender cues and status cues. The use of undergraduates provides a relatively homogenous
subject pool appropriate for theory building (Calder, Phillips, and Tybout 1981). Gender
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and status cues are used due to their cultural importance (McCracken 1986) and their
prevalence in advertising appeals. Since children typically learn gender meanings at very
early ages and appear capable of encoding status distinctions by grade two (Belk, Bahn,
and Mayer 1982), consumers should amass a tremendous amount of experience in
processing these types of social cues during childhood and adolescence. Thus,
investigating undergraduates' (i.e., young adults aged 18-f) processing of gender and status
cues provides a suitable test of the logic of the CAM Model, which specifies that
considerable processing experience is needed to acquire the ability to automatically process
social stimuli.
Combining the CAM Model's rationale with the preconscious exposure paradigm,
the indirect measurement of priming via product ratings, the use of undergraduates, and the
employment of gender and status cues yields two operational hypotheses for the study.
These hypotheses are:
HI: Preconscious exposure to gender and status imagery will prime corresponding
socio-cultural meanings in memory resulting in: (a) higher product
descriptiveness ratings for stereotype-relevant adjectives, and (b) a higher
proportion of subjects selecting the primed socio-cultural group as most
appropriate for use of the product m experimental versus control conditions.
H2: Concurrent activation of socio-cultural meanings and brand information will
result in the formation of linkages in memory such that indirect memory tests
will reflect: (a) more meaning-relevant brand associations, (b) higher product
descriptiveness ratings for meaning-relevant adjectives, and (c) a higher
proportion of subjects selecting the linked social groups as most appropriate
for use of the product in experimental versus control conditions.

The research plan devised to test HI and H2 includes two phases. Phase I assesses
whether or not exposure to social cues results in the priming of sociocultural meanings in

memory (HI). Phase n assesses whether or not concurrent activation of socio-cultural
meanings and brand information results in the formation of a linkage in memory (H2).
Unfortunately, as the "Results" section details (below), findings from phase I offer little
evidence that preconscious exposure to stereotypical images successfully primed
corresponding meanings in memory. Therefore, given that H2 is logically subordinate to
HI, and that the research plan for phase n relies on the unsuccessful phase I priming
procedure, phase n was not conducted and will not be discussed further.
The remainder of the chapter addresses the phase I assessment of whether
preconscious exposure to gender and status-related imagery automatically primes related
socio-cultural meanings in memory (HI). Subsequent sections include discussions of (I)
methods, (2) results, (3) explanations of the results, and (4) future directions.
METHODS

Two basic considerations guided the development of methods for this study. First,
potential sources of error variance were identified and eliminated to maximize statistical
power. Second, care was taken develop methods that would maximize the integrity and
strength of the priming manipulation. While analogous considerations are common to all
experimental studies, such concerns are particularly poignant for the present smdy because
previous research suggests that the predicted effects will be small, and therefore difficult to
detect.
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Procedure
To maximize the strength of the priming manipulations while minimizing noise, an
individual, computer-guided data collection procedure was utilized. In general, computergtiided procedures are advantageous in two respects. First, they reduce noise by removing
the human element from carrying out experimental manipulations and administering
measurement instruments. Second, they eliminate the possibility for data entry errors. For
present purposes, the use of a computer-guided procedure was also beneficial because the
presence of the experimenter could act as a prime capable of falsely augmenting or
detracting from the effects due to preconscious exposure to social cues.
The procedure formulated for this study involved having a research assistant greet
each participant individually and seat him or her in front of a computer screen. Subjects
were told that they were participating in a product concept test in which they would be
asked to provide ratings of "several characteristics pertaining to brand image" for a variety
of new products. After subjects read a set of detailed instructions and completed two
practice items, a series of three product rating trials began. During these trials, a product
picture and description were continuously displayed on the computer screen while subjects
completed thirteen product rating items, one question at a time. After completing each
item, subjects used a mouse to click an "OK" button on the screen to indicate that they
were ready for the next item. Subjects then saw the computer screen "flash" briefly before
the next item appeared. After subjects completed the thirteen product rating items for a
third and final product, they viewed a transition screen before completing measures of
media usage, several demographic items, and checks for experimental demand.
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Sample
Undergraduate students from a large university located in the southwestern United
States served as subjects for the study. This sampling frame was chosen to maximize
homogeneity with regard to subjects' stereotypes of men, women, high social status, and
low social status individuals. Such homogeneity served an important purpose. Namely,
stereotype homogeneity aided the integrity of the priming manipulations by ensuring that
all subjects would draw similar meanings from the social image primes.
An exclusion criterion served to increase stereotype homogeneity within the
obtained sample of undergraduates, thereby further strengthening the integrity of the
priming manipulations. While all students enrolled in several sections of an introduction to
marketing course were allowed to participate in the study to avoid any controversy
regarding sample exclusions, data from international students was subsequently excluded
from analyses. This exclusion criterion was determined a priori based on the high
probability that the most common meanings associated with study-relevant socio-cultural
categories vary considerably across cultures. To the extent that such cross-cultural
differences exist, the inclusion of international students would result in the introduction of a
powerful source of random variation into die product ratings collected in priming
conditions, thereby increasing the likelihood of Type n errors.
An initial sample of 292 undergraduates participated in the study to partially fulfill
course requirements. Each subject was randomly assigned to one of four experimental
priming conditions (i.e., male, female, high status, low status) or one of four control
conditions (i.e., no prime - male, no prime - female, no prime - high status, no prime-low
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status) in a manner that ensured slightly larger initial cell sizes for experimental (n = 36,37,
46,46) versus control groups (n= 31,32,32,32). This slightly unbalanced sampling plan
was employed so that cell sizes would be approximately equal after excluding experimental
subjects who were aware that they had been exposed to social images when the monitor
flashed and/or correctly guessed the true purpose of the study. These exclusions were
necessary to eliminate the potential for experimental demand.
Following the exclusion of aware (n = 19) and international subjects (n = 34), data
from 239 participants remained for use in statistical analyses. Post-exclusion cell-sizes
varied somewhat, ranging from 22 to 38. The disuibution of these subjects across study
conditions is shown in Table 4.1.
Table 4.1: Sample Overview (Aware exclusions, international student exclusions)
Experimental
Control

Women
26(4,7)
29(1,2)

Men
28 (3,5)
22(1,8)

High Status
38 (7, I)
29 (0,3)

Low Status
38 (3,5)
29 (0,3)

The sample used for data analysis was predominantly white and fairly balanced
between genders. A demographic profile of the sample is shown in Table 4.2.
Table 4.2: Sample Demographic Profile
Characteristic
Men (Women)
White/Caucasion
Marketing Major
Age in years

%

49(51)
78
22
-

Mean

StdDev

-

-

-

-

-

-

22.2

4.4
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Experimental Manipulations
A simple two-group between-subjects design (primed, experimental vs. nonprimed, control) with repeated measurement for two products was utilized. Product order
was also varied between subjects to account for ordering effects. (However, subsequent
statistical tests showed no evidence of ordering effects so the data was pooled across
product orders and this factor will not be discussed further). The use of this basic design
was dictated by the necessity of using different measures to detect priming related to
different socio-cultural meanings. The design was replicated four times for socio-cultural
meanings pertaining to men, women, high status individuals, and low status individuals,
respectively.
Priming manipulations were designed to maximize the duration and the frequency
of image exposure while also ensuring that the perceived visual experience remained
constant across experimental and control conditions. Subjects in experimental priming
conditions were preconsciously exposed to social imagery during a series of computer
monitor "flashes" that immediately followed the completion of each product rating item.
Subjects in control conditions saw similar flashes, but they were not exposed to any social
imagery. The duration of flashing was approximately 80 milliseconds for all study
conditions. This duration was achieved by setting the monitor to a re&esh rate of 75 hertz
(i.e., 75 screen refreshes per minute).
During each flash, experimental subjects received a 27 millisecond exposure to a
social image (shown for two screen refreshes) followed by a 53 millisecond exposure to a
brightly colored pattern mask (shown for four screen refreshes). Conurol subjects received
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a 27 millisecond exposure to a geometric pattern designed to approximate the shape,
brighmess, and color of the social image followed by a S3 millisecond exposure to the
same brightly colored pattern mask used in experimental conditions. Through the use of
non-stereotype relevant product ratings items, subjects in the experimental groups received
eight exposures to the social image primes prior to completing the stereotype-relevant items
for each product; conurol subjects received eight exposures to the geometric pattern image.
IDue to the manner in which the eye perceives light and the way monitors display images^
pattern mask was needed to ensure that the length of exposure to the social image primes
and geometric pattern images was indeed 27 milliseconds.
The exposure duration for social images was determined via a within-subjects
pretest (n = 11). Participants in this pretest were exposed to one of the social images
employed in the main study for durations of 33,27,20, and 17 milliseconds. This was
accomplishing using the same "flashing" technique developed for the main study.
Following their completion of a product rating item and the accompanying monitor flash,
subjects were asked "did you notice anything?" after you finished that item and "what did
you see?" Subjects' responses to these queries were coded into one of three categories; (1)
noticed nothing, (2) noticed the pattern mask, and (3) noticed the social image. The
selection of 27 milliseconds as the preconscious exposure duration for the main study was
based on the desire to maximize the length of exposure while maintaining an awareness
rate of less than 10%. This duration is similar to the 30 millisecond exposure used by
Lewicki (1985) for preconscious social information processing research. (A more thorough
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discussion of the exposure duration pretest can be found in the "Exposure Duration"
section of Appendix I).
A rectangle encompassing approximately 16% of the area of the computer screen
was used to display images and pattern masks during monitor flashes. This rectangle was
located to the right of the product image, and was roughly centered behind the "OK" button
subjects "clicked" with the mouse to indicate their readiness for the next product rating
item. Since subjects needed to look at the button to click on it, placing the social images in
this location ensured that subjects' focal attention was directed toward the images when
they were flashed. Unobtrusively directing subjects' attention in this manner served to
maximize the strength of the priming manipulations. The approximate layout and
appearance of the monitor during the completion of product rating items is shown in Figure
4.1.
Two different pictures served as primes in each of the imagery conditions. Pictures
were selected based on ratings of the degree to which they represent stereotypical images of
men, women, high status, and low status, respectively. These ratings were obtained from a
series of three pretests (n = 81,39,49). Each pretest involved showing undergraduate
subjects eight to twelve pictures of people on an overhead projector, one picture at a time,
and asking them to rate the images using a 4-item gender-perceptions and/or statusperceptions semantic-differential scale. (Adjective pairs from the scales were subsequently
split to serve as dependent measures in the main study - see "Measures" below).

Figure 4.1: Approximate Monitor Displays
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At least eight images were pretested per condition to select the two images that best
represented the relevant stereotype. Prior to pretesting, each picture was (1) subjected to an
initial screening for meaning by the researcher and an assistant, (2) clipped from a print
advertisement, (3) scanned, and (4) edited to remove any product images or text. The
resulting pictures depict the head and shoulders of a single non-celebrity, Caucasian woman
or man in full color. Copies of the final social image stimuli and their mean pretest ratings
are shown in Figure 4.2. A comprehensive discussion of the pretests used to select these
stimuli is included in the "Stimuli Development, Social Images" section of Appendix 1).
Figure 4.2: Social Image Stimuli
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* average item rating on revised 4-item, 7-point gender scale (n=:39); lower rating means closer
association with male adjectives, higher means closer association with female adjectives; all relatedsample pairwise t's between male and female images > 10, p < .01).
** average item rating on revised 4-item, 7-point status scale (n=49); lower rating means closer association
with high status adjectives, higher means closer association with low status adjectives; all relatedsample pairwise t's between high status and low status images > 12, p < .01).
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Product Stimuli
Familiar brands and/or those with inherently strong gender and status-related
meanings were not used in the study because successful priming would have little effect
on subjects' ratings of such products. Rather, gender and status-neutral product stimuli
were employed to maximize the possibility of detecting priming effects on subjects'
stereotype-relevant product ratings.
Product stimuli were developed by modifying pictures of existing products and
chosen via pretesting to ensure their neutrality. A total of sixteen pictures representing four
product categories were modified for pretesting by; (1) scanning product pictures from
magazine advertisements, (2) removing all brand-specific information (including
modifying package color and shape when necessary), and (3) labeling the product with a
bogus brand name and brand symbol. The selection of two sets of three product stimuli for
the gender and status conditions was based on pretest ratings (n = 81) of gender and status
neutrality, respectively. Gender neutrality was determined by the percentage of subjects
who indicated that the product was appropriate for "both men & women," rather than
"men" or "women" only. Status neutrality was jointly determined by (1) the product's
average item rating on a 4-item, 7-point status-perceptions scale, and (2) by the percentage
of subjects who indicated that the product was "middle-of-the-road" rather than "upscale"
or "economy." Based on these criteria, Meringer Cigarettes and Comfy Clothes were
chosen for the two critical trials in the male and female conditions; Ocean Fragrance was
used for the practice trial. For the high and low status conditions. Shell Bodywash and
Blue Moon Clothing were chosen for the critical trials; Carnival Fragrance was employed
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for the practice trial. Pictures of these stimuli and their neutrality ratings are shown in
Figure 4.3. A comprehensive discussion of the pretest utilized to select product stimuli is
included in the "Stimuli Development, Product Stimuli" section of Appendix 1).
Figure 4.3: Product Stimuli
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Measures
Subjects completed a variety of measures for each of three products, including
measures of (1) stereotype-relevant product ratings, (2) non-stereotype-relevant product
ratings, and (3) product appropriateness. Subjects also completed a measure of media
usage, several demographic items, and a measure of experimental demand. A
measurement timeline is depicted in Figure 4.4.
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Figure 4.4: Measurement timeline
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7-11 minutes
8-12 minutes
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Stereotype-Relevant Product Ratings Measures. For the present study, priming was
measured indirectly via four sets of stereotype-relevant product ratings items pertaining to
men, women, high status individuals, and low status individuals, respectively. The basic
idea underlying the use of indirect, stereotype-relevant product ratings is that successful
priming increases the accessibility of pertinent socio-cultural meanings in memory, thereby
increasing the extent to which a given product stimulus will be rated as male, female, high
status, or low status, respectively. The product ratings measures used herein are similar to
the trait judgement measures successfully used by Devine (1989), and are part of a large
family of induect priming measures that includes word stem completion, response latency,
and behavioral indicators. Although a variety of neurological imaging techniques are
available for directly measuring priming, these techniques lack the ability to determine the
specific semantic content of the primed region(s) of the brain and are generally cost
prohibitive.
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To ensure that the stereotype-relevant ratings would be germane to the study's
subject population, scale items were constructed from a stereotype elicitation task and
subsequently refmed using a series of three pretests. Detailed descriptions of these measure
development efforts are included in the "Measures" section of Appendix 1. A brief
overview is provided below.
The process of developing stereotype-relevant product ratings measures began with
a stereotype elicitation pretest. To avoid socially desirable responding, undergraduate
participants in this pretest were asked "what stereotypes do you think some people have
about

?" and "what adjectives do you think people would use to describe the

personality of the typical

?" for men, women, wealthy individuals, and poor

individuals, respectively. The construction of initial scale items involved grouping
subjects' responses about each social category together, and choosing adjectives to
represent the meanings of the most common responses. Since the resulting adjectives
suggested natural oppositions between men-women and wealthy-poor, a semanticdifferential format was used to construct a four-item gender perceptions scale and a fouritem status perceptions scale. The reliability of these scales was then assessed in an initial
pretest of social image stimuli (n = 81). Results from the pretest suggested that the gender
scale needed substantial revision (average Cronbach a = .28 for gender-relevant images),
while the status scale required only minor adjustment (average Cronbach a = .78 for statusrelevant images).
Following the removal of one item based on its negative item-total correlation, and
the addition of five new items based primarily on the gender-specific trait adjectives

identified by Broverman, Vogel, and Broverman et al. (1972), the gender scale was
employed in a second pretest (n = 39). This pretest involved using the scale to collect
subjects' ratings of the two images of men and two images of women that showed the
highest levels of stereotypicality in the initial pretest. Results &om this second social
image pretest suggested the retention of four scale items for the main study, strong/weak,
masculine/feminine, rough/smooth, and active/passive. These items demonstrated
adequate reliability (average Cronbach a = 0.66) and discriminant validity (all loadings on
a gender factor > 0.76, while all loadings on a second status-related factor < 0.31). The
items also showed the ability to successfully differentiate between the images of men and
women (all related sample pairwise t's > 10, p < .01).
Following the addition of one item, the status scale was employed in a third pretest
(n = 49) involving four images of high stanis individuals and eight images of low status
individuals. Results from the pretest suggested the retention of four scale iten\s for the
main study, influential/meek, ambitious/lazy, luxurious/cheap, and sophisticated/simple.
These items demonstrated adequate reliability (average Cronbach a = 0.78) and
discriminant validity (all loadings on a status factor > 0.85, while all loadings on a second
gender-related factor < 0.26). The items also showed the ability to differentiate between
high and low status images (for the four images chosen for the main study, all related
sample pairwise t's > 12, p < .01).
Although the revised four-item gender and status scales had now proven successfiil,
a formatting modification was made prior to their use in the main study. Specifically, each
scale's adjective pairs were split into distinct sets pertaining to men, women, high status
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individuals, and low status individuals, respectively, and the Likert-type response format
from J. Aaker's (1997) measure of brand personality was adopted. These formatting
changes were made to avoid unintentionally priming the namrally opposing socio-cultural
categories during measure completion. As smdies employing the scrambled sentence
paradigm demonstrate (e.g., Bargh et ai. 1996, study 2), merely reading a series of
adjectives pertinent to a socio-cultural category can prime the category in memory. For the
present smdy, such results suggest that the use of a semantic differential format could
produce unintentional priming, which would serve to wash out the effects of preconscious
exposure to images representing a particular socio-cultural category by increasing the
accessibility of the naturally opposing category in memory. Thus, failure to reformat the
gender and status prior to their employment in the main study could have dramatically
increased the likelihood of committing Type n errors.
After the formatting modifications, resulting items asked subjects to "rate the extent
to which the word listed below describes this product" on a 7-point scale ranging from "not
at all descriptive" to "very descriptive." A complete listing of the adjective sets that
accompanied this wording can be found in Table 4.3. As the table shows, the resulting
four-item stereotype-relevant product ratings measures were unique to the study's male,
female, high status, and low status conditions, respectively. Subjects completed the
appropriate set of stereotype-relevant ratings items for each of three products following
their completion of a series of eight non-stereotype relevant filler items.
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Table 4.3: Words Used for Critical Product Ratings Measures
Condition
Men
Women
High Status
Low Status

Item #9
strong
weak
influential
meek

Item #10
masculine
feminine
ambitious
lazy

Item #11
rough
smooth
luxurious
cheap

Item #12
active
passive
sophisticated
simple

Non-Stereotype-Relevant Product Ratings Items. Prior to their completion of the
appropriate stereotype-relevant product ratings measure, subjects completed a series of
filler items for each product. These items were included to allow for eight exposures to
social image primes ratings (in experimental conditions) prior to the completion of
stereotype-relevant ratings. The formatting of these items was identical to that used for the
stereotype-relevant product ratings (i.e., subjects were asked to "rate the extent to which the
word listed below describes this product" on a 7-point scale ranging from "not at all
descriptive" to "very descriptive"). However, in contrast to the critical product ratings
items, which were unique between social category conditions, filler items were held
constant across all study conditions. Words used for the eight items were selected to be
unrelated to the socio-cultural categories investigated in the study. Taken together, the set
of items was also chosen to have a neutral valence to avoid the potential for positive or
negative framing of the critical stereotype-relevant ratings measure. The eight adjectives
used as filler items are listed in their order of appearance in Table 4.4.
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Table 4.4: Words Used for Non-Stereotype Relevant Product Ratings
Item#
1
2
3
4

contemporary
deceptive
cheerful
familiar

Item#
5
6
7
8

sentimental
honest
dreary
unusual

Product Appropriateness Measure. Following their completion of the eight filler
items and the four stereotype-relevant items, subjects completed one additional stereotyperelevant rating item for each product. For gender conditions, this two-option, forced-choice
item asked subjects to indicate whether the product was most appropriate for men or
women. For status conditions, the item asked subjects whether the product was economy
or upscale. Three-option versions of this item proved successful in selecting gender and
stams-neutral product stimuli, respectively. However, prior to the item's use in the main
study, the neutral categories "for both men and women" and "middle-of-the-road" were
removed based on the presumption that their elimination would increase the measures'
sensitivity in detecting priming effects.
Media Usage, Demographics, and Experimental Demand Measures. Following
their completion of the last product rating item for a third and fmal product, subjects were
asked to complete media usage, demographic, and experimental demand measures. Media
usage items asked subjects about the current and past consumption of television and other
media (e.g., radio, newspaper, internet). Demographic items included: age, gender, and
ethnicity, as well as indicators of international student status and marketing major stanis.
Measures of experimental demand included items asking subjects to: (1) state die purpose
of the study in their own words prior to debriefing, and (2) describe any images that they

recall seeing while the computer screen "flashed." The specific wording and response
options for the entire sets of media usage, demographic, and experimental demand
measures have been included as Appendix 2.
RESULTS

As detailed above, different stereotype-relevant product ratings measures were
used for the male, female, high social status, and low social status conditions,
respectively. Therefore, to determine whether preconscious exposure to social imagery
resulted in higher product descriptiveness ratings for meaning-relevant adjectives (HIa),
separate sets of analyses were conducted for each pairing of experimental and control
conditions. Each set of analyses began with the computation of a reliability coefficient
(i.e., Cronbach's a) for the pertinent stereotype-relevant product ratings scale. A 2
(priming condition) x 2 (products) repeated-measures analysis of variance (ANOVA) was
then conducted for each ratings measure.
Separate analyses of the product appropriateness items were also conducted for
each pairing of experimental and control conditions. These analyses, which assessed
whether preconscious exposure to social imagery resulted in a higher proportion of
subjects selecting the primed socio-cultural category as most appropriate for product use
in experimental versus control conditions (Hlb), involved chi-square tests of equal
proportions for each product.
Exposure to Male Images Versus No-Image Controls. Reliability analyses for the
two products used in the male-imagery conditions suggested that the four-item male
perceptions scale was marginally reliable (Cronbach's a = 0.59 for Meringer Cigarettes
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and 0.60 for Comfy Clothes). Subsequent consideration of the alpha-if-item-deleted
statistics indicated that item removal would produce only marginal enhancement of the
scale's reliability, so a series of factor analyses were performed to probe the relationship
between the scale items. These analyses included (1) assessments of the underlying
factor structure for the four items only and (2) assessments of the factor structure when
the eight non-stereotype relevant filler items were also included. Results from the factor
analyses showed that two of the male perceptions items consistently loaded together on a
common factor, masculine and rough. Since a scale constructed from the two items
exhibited adequate and much improved reliability (Cronbach's a = 0.62 for Meringer
Cigarettes and 0.82 for Comfy Clothes), the items were combined to serve as the
dependent measure in a subsequent 2 (priming condition) x 2 (products) repeatedmeasures ANOVA. According to Hla, this analysis should produce a main effect for
priming condition; however, as Table 4.5 shows, this effect was not significant (F(i.4g) =
0.4, p > .05).
Table 4.5; Repeated Measures ANOVA Table for Male-Imagery Conditions
Source

Sum of Squares df Mean Square
F
PC
0.4
1.1
1
1.1
S/PC
2.6
125.0
48
Prod
16.4
36.1
36.1
1
PC X Prod
0.2
0.8
0.2
I
Prod X S/PC
105.8
48
2.2
PC = Priming Condition, Prod = Product, S/ = Subjects Within

P
.51
-

.00
.78
-

According to Hlb, subjects who were preconsciously exposed to stereotypical
images of men should be more likely than control subjects to indicate that men are the
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most appropriate users of Meringer Cigarettes and Comfy Clothes. Unfortunately, chisquared analyses of the product appropriateness items failed to fmd support for this
hypothesis. While the chi-square statistic for ratings of Meringer Cigarettes was
statistically significant (x' = 5.0, df = I, p = .03), inspection of the cell proportions
showed that this result was in direct opposition to the prediction. Only 57% of
experimental (16/28) versus 86% control subjects (19/22) indicated that Meringer
Cigarettes are most appropriate for men. While a higher proportion of experimental
versus control subjects did rate Comfy Clothes as most appropriate for men, 54% (15/28)
versus 32% (7/22), this difference was not statistically significant (%' = 2.4, df = 1, p =
.12). Thus, Hla and Hlb were not supported for the male-image conditions.
Exposure to Female Images Versus No-Image Controls. The four-item female
perceptions measure showed poor reliability for both products (Cronbach'a = 0.22 for
Meringer Cigarettes and 0.48 for Comfy Clothes). Examination of the alpha-if-itemdeleted statistics, item-total correlations, and inter-item correlations suggested that the
scale's reliability could not be improved through item removal. Therefore, since there is
no conceptual basis for declaring any of the items irrelevant to Hla, separate repeated
measures ANOVAs were conducted for each item. As Table 4.6 shows, the main effect
for priming condition was significant for three items, weak, smooth and passive (all
F(I,48)'s > 4.5, p's < .05); however, inspection of the cells means (shown in Table 4.7)

indicates that in contrast to Hla, subjects in the control condition rated the stereotyperelevant adjectives as more descriptive of the product stimuli than subjects who were
preconsciously exposed to stereotypical images of women.

Table 4.6: Repeated Measures ANOVA Table for Female-Imagery Conditions

Source
PC
S/PC
Prod
PC X Prod
Prod X S/PC

Item sWeak
Sum of Squares df Mean Square
14.2
1
14.2
167.6
48
3.2
61.9
61.9
1
5.9
5.9
1
111.0
48
2.1

Source
PC
S/PC
Prod
PC X Prod
Prod X S/PC

Item = Feminine
Sum of Squares df Mean Square
5.3
5.3
I
48
177.2
3.3
25.1
1
25.1
1.1
1
l.I
105.3
48
2.0

PC
S/PC
Prod
PC X Prod
Prod X S/PC

Item = Smooth
Sum of Squares df Mean Square
19.7
19.7
I
48
4.1
215.2
14.7
14.7
1
4.9
4.9
I
154.8
48
2.9

Source
PC
S/PC
Prod
PC X Prod
Prod X S/PC

Item = Passive
Sum of Squares df Mean Square
22.7
22.7
1
207.8
48
3.9
3.5
3.5
1
0.2
0.2
1
103.1
48
1.9

Source

F
4.5

P
.04

-

-

29.5
2.8

.00
.10

-

-

F
1.6

P
.21

-

-

12.6
0.5

.00
.47

-

-

F
4.9

P
.03

-

-

5.0
1.7

.03
.20

-

-

F
5.8

P
.02

-

-

1.8
0.1

.18
.74

-

-

Table 4.7: Product IDescriptiveness Ratings for Female -Imagery Conditions
Product
Condition
Weak
Feminine
Meringer
Experimental
2.9
2.5
Cigarettes
4.1
3.1
Control
3.7
Comfy
Experimental
1.8
Clothes
3.9
2.1
Control
1 = not at all ( escriptive, 7 = very descriptive

Smooth
4.9
5.3
3.7
5.0

Passive
3.1
3.9
3.3
4.3
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Chi-squared analyses of the product appropriateness ratings provided by femaleimage exposed versus control subjects yielded no support for Hlb. For Meringer
Cigarettes, 35% of experimental (9/26) versus 55% control subjects (16/29) indicated that
the product was appropriate for women (x" = 2.3, df = 1, p = .13). Similarly, 46% of
experimental (12/26) versus 52% (15/29) of control subjects indicated that Comfy
Clothes were most appropriate for women (x' = 0.2, df = 1, p = .68). Thus, findings from
the female-imagery conditions failed to support Hla and Hlb.
Exposure to High Status Images Versus No-Image Controls. The four-item high
social status measure demonstrated adequate reliability (Cronbach's a = 0.83 for Shell
Bodywash and 0.76 for Blue Moon Clothing). Therefore, the four items were combined
to serve as the dependent measure in a subsequent 2 (priming condition) x 2 (products)
repeated-measure ANOVA to determine whether the adjectives comprising the measure
were rated as more descriptive of the product stimuli in experimental versus control
conditions (Hla). As Table 4.8 shows, the main effect for priming condition predicted by
Hla did not obtain (Fd.es) = 0.04, p = .84).
Table 4.8: Repeated Measures ANOVA Table for High Status-Imagery Conditions
Source
Sum of Squares df Mean Square
F
PC
0.04
O.l
0.1
I
S/PC
173.2
65
2.7
Prod
O.l
O.l
0.1
I
PC X Prod
0.9
1.3
0.9
I
Prod X S/PC
0.7
44.8
65
PC = Priming Condition, Prod = Product, S/ = Subjects Within
-

P
.84
-

.72
.26
-
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Chi-squared analyses of the product appropriateness ratings provided by high
status-image exposed versus control subjects produced little support for Hlb. For Shell
Bodywash, 24% of both experimental (9/38) and control subjects (7/29) indicated that the
product was an "upscale" brand (x" = 0.02, df = 1, p = .97). Virtually identical
percentages were also observed for Blue Moon Clothing, with 32% of experimental
(12/38) versus 31% (9/29) of control subjects indicating that the product was upscale (x"
= 0.02, df = 1, p = .96). Thus, no evidence supportive of HIa and Hlb was found for the
high-status-image conditions.
Exposure to Low Status Images Versus No-Image Controls. The four-item low
social status perceptions measure showed mediocre reliability for both products.
(Cronbach's a = 0.57 for Shell Bodywash and 0.46 for Blue Moon Clothing).
Examination of the alpha-if-item-deleted statistics, item-total correlations, and inter-item
correlations suggested that the scale's reliability could not be improved through item
removal. Therefore, since there is no conceptual rationale for considering any of the
items irrelevant to HI a, separate repeated measures ANOVAs were conducted for each
item. As Table 4.9 shows, the main effect for priming condition was not sipificant for
any of the items (all F(i.6S) < I.l, all p's > .30), indicating a lack of support for Hla.

Table 4.9; Repeated Measures ANOVA Table for Male-Imagery Conditions

Source
PC
S/PC
Prod
PC X Prod
Prod X S/PC

Item = Meek
Sum of Squares df Mean Square
2.8
2.8
I
247.5
65
3.8
0.00
0.00
1
O.I
I
O.l
36.9
65
0.6

Source
PC
S/PC
Prod
PC X Prod
Prod X S/PC

Item = Lazy
Sum of Squares df Mean Square
4.0
4.0
1
246.5
65
3.8
49.4
49.4
1
0.5
0.5
1
113.1
65
1.7

Source
PC
S/PC
Prod
PC X Prod
Prod X S/PC

Source
PC
S/PC
Prod
PC X Prod
Prod X S/PC

Item = Cheap
Sum of Squares df Mean Square
1.4
1.4
I
206.9
65
3.2
36.3
36.3
1
0.8
0.8
1
142.2
65
2.2
Item:= Sim pie
Sum of Squares df Mean Square
1.7
1.7
1
164.6
65
2.5
l.l
I
1.1
0.02
0.02
1
68.9
65
1.1

F
0.7

P
.39

-

-

0.004
0.2

.95
.65

-

-

F
1.05

P
.31

-

-

28.4
0.3

.00
.60

-

-

F
0.45

P
.51

-

-

16.6
0.4

.00
.55

-

-

F
0.65

P
.42

-

-

1.03
0.02

.31
.74

-

-

Chi-squared analyses of the product appropriateness ratings provided by low
status-image exposed versus control subjects provided little support for Hlb. For Shell
Bodywash, 89% of experimental (34/38) and 86% control subjects (25/29) indicated that
the product was an "economy" brand. This finding is directionally consistent with Hlb,
but nowhere near statistically significant (x' = 0.17, df = 1, p = .68). For Blue Moon
Clothing, the observed proportions were contrary to Hlb. 53% of experimental (20/38)
versus 66% (19/29) of control subjects indicated that the product was an "economy"
brand; however, this difference was not statistically significant (x" = 1.12, df = 1, p =
.29). Thus, Hla and Hlb went unsupported for the low status image conditions.
Summary of Results. Overall, the statistical tests reported above provide a
decisive lack of support for Hla and Hlb. Across four replications of the basic
experimental versus control group design, none of the product ratings or social group
appropriateness measures detected any evidence that preconscious exposure to
stereotypical social imagery successfully primed corresponding socio-cultural meanings
in memory. In fact, the only significant effects detected for priming condition run
counter to Hla and Hlb.
One culprit in the production of evidence contrary to the study hypotheses was an
anomalous finding from the male image control group. Specifically, an unexpectedly
high proportion of control group subjects indicated that Meringer cigarettes were
appropriate for men (86%). A few additional control group results also contributed to the
study's poor outcomes. Namely, 32% of male image controls rated Comfy Clothes as
appropriate for men, and 86% (66%) of low status image control subjects indicated that
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Shell Bodywash (Blue Moon Clothing) was an economy brand. Given that all
experimental brands were pretested to be gender or status-neutral under control
conditions, something unexpected appears to have caused the baseline group proportions
to deviate substantially from the expected 50% levels.
Given such strange results, a variety of post hoc explanations for the control
group findings were considered. The three most plausible will be discussed in turn.
First, the pretest may not have succeeded in producing neutral stimuli. The most likely
possibility in this regard is that while a large majority of pretest subjects rated the
products as "appropriate for men and women" or "middle of the road," respectively,
many were leaning toward one of the non-neutral classifications. Thus, when study
subjects were forced to make a non-neuu:al choice (because the neutral option was not
offered), a majority went for the socio-cultural category that pretest subjects were only
leaning towards. A second possibility is that random assignment may have failed to
produce equivalent groups. Inspection of the demographic composition of the
experincntal versus control groups detracts from the plausibility of this explanation,
however, as chi-squared tests of groups gender and ethnicity proportions and pairwise ttests of group age means showed no significant diitferences between experiment and
control groups. And third, the anomalous effects may simply be due to random variation.
Since the true population proportion was expected to be 50% for each control group, and
the variance of a sample proportion is maximized at this level (i.e., p =0.5 maximizes the
value of the variance formula = p[l-p]), then if the stimuli were truly neutral, the standard
error of the sample estimate would have been unintentionally maximized. Unfortunately,
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this issue was not considered a priori; otherwise, larger samples and or different
population proportions may have been utilized (e.g., a product rated as predominantly
female by 75% of pretest subjects may have been used in the male image conditions, etc).
It is important to note, though, that the issue of maximizing the error of the sample
estimate is most likely a partial explanation for the strange control group results.
Considering only the most extreme finding of 19 out of 22 control group members (86%)
indicating that Meringer Cigarettes were most appropriate for men, and assuming that the
product stimulus was truly neutral, a proportion this extreme is expected to obtain by
chance only about 1 time out of 2,(X)0 uials in a sample this size.
Irrespective of the cause of the anomalous control group findings, the most
important source of the study's failure was the lack of any evidence of successful priming
in the social image conditions. Therefore, the Hnal stage in the research process involve
a careful review of the study's experimental methods and theoretical underpinnings. As
the following sections detail, this analysis yielded a variety of explanations for the null
findings and also pointed to clear avenues for future research.
DISCUSSION

This study was designed to test the CAM Model's prediction that consumers'
acquire non-conscious, automatic processes capable of influencing their socio-cultural
brand associations without awareness. If the smdy's results had supported this prediction,
this section would have been devoted to an exploration of important implications for brand
management theory and practice. Unfortunately, the results did not support the CAM
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Model's predictions. Therefore, the remainder of the section will focus on uncovering
plausible explanations for the study's null fmdings.
Other than bad luck (aka-Type Q error), which can befall any application of
inferential statistics, there are two general sources of null results in experimental research,
methodological failures and incorrect theorizing. While the list of prospective methods
shortcomings is too long for comprehensive treatment (e.g., non-stereotype relevant
measure contamination of the study dependent variables, random assignment failure,
unintentional biases due to the experimenter's non-blindness to experimental conditions
while seating subjects in front of the computer, non-neutral stimuli, etc.), the two most
likely conUibutors to the poor findings are thoroughly reviewed, (1) invalid measurement
and (2) weakness of the independent variable (i.e., the priming manipulations). In addition,
an important theoretical issue pertaining to the possibility that subjects in experimental
conditions could have failed to automatically categorize social image stimuli is discussed in
turn.
Invalid Measurement. Invalid measurement is always a potential concern when
null results obtain. Specifically, the consistency of subjects' responses to conceptually
related scale items (i.e., measurement reliability) and the isomorphism between scale items
and the latent constructs they are intended to represent (i.e., construct validity) are potential
explanations for the study's lack of hypothesis-supporting findings.
Poor scale reliabilities were exhibited by three of the four stereotype-relevant
product ratings scales. One possible cause of these poor reliabilities is that the nature and
format of the scale items was inappropriate for present purposes. However, given that (1)
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indirect measures of priming have been used with great success by numerous scholars for
similar purposes (Bargh et al. 1996; Chen and Bargh 1997; Devine 1989; Fazio et al. 1995;
Wasel and Gollwitzer 1997), and that (2) the particular response format chosen for the
scales has been successfully employed by J. Aaker (1997) to measure brand personality,
this explanation seems highly implausible. A second, more compelling explanation for the
poor scale reliabilities has to do with the baseline neutrality of the products themselves.
While the socio-cultural brand perceptions scales were developed using pictures of people
who clearly represent socio-culniral meanings related to masculinity, femininity, high
social status, and low social status, respectively, the product stimuli were intended to be
inherently neutral. Thus, even if priming produced the predicted effect on experimental
subjects' perceptions, the products would have been perceived as only slightly male,
marginally female, etc. In other words, under no circumstances would the products used in
the study strongly convey a specific socio-cultural meaning. Thus, since many of the items
have both social and non-social meanings (e.g., rough, passive, luxurious, cheap) the lack
of strong meanings may have led subjects to rate the descriptiveness of the scale items in an
inconsistent manner. Such simational variability could account for the poor scale
reliabilities, which served to decrease the statistical power of the repeated measures
ANOVAs used for hypothesis testing. Therefore, this issue warrants attention in hiture
research.
In terms of constmct validity, at least some of the items comprising the stereotype
relevant ratings scales seem to bear unquestionable relevance to the meanings they are
intended to tap (i.e., masculine for male stereotypes, feminine for female stereotypes.
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sophisticated for high social status, simple for low social status). Thus, while new scales
and measurement processes should certainly be developed for future research in this area, a
lack of isomorphism between scale items and the latent constructs they are intended to
represent does not appear to constitute a plausible explanation for the study's poor results.
Strength of the Independent Variable. When experimental studies produce null
findings, the strength of the independent variable is also typical concern. In this study,
three methodological factors contributed to the strength of the priming manipulation, (1)
exposure duration, (2) image selection, and (3) the availability of competing inputs into the
product ratings process.
In terms of exposure duration, the use of 27 millisecond flashes was consistent with
previous, successful studies of automatic social information processing (Bargh et al. 1996,
study 3; Lewicki 1985; Wasel and Gollwitzer 1997). In addition, seven percent of the
subjects (19/292) became aware of seeing the flashed social images, which suggests that
this duration is probably close to the consciousness threshold for many of the study
participants. Therefore, any lengthening of the exposure would be very unlikely to increase
the strength of the preconscious priming manipulation, but it would be very likely to have
the adverse effect of increasing subject loss due to awareness. Based on this logic, the
exposure duration utilized for the study does not appear to represent a source of weakness
in the priming manipulation, which makes it an unlikely explanation for the study's null
findings. (However, as noted at the begiiming of this chapter, even a strong preconscious
prime is almost certainly weaker than a prime caused by supraliminal focal attention to a
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stimulus. So, while the duration made the prime used herein relatively strong based on a
nreconscious standard, it remained very weak based on a more naturalistic standard).
In terms of image selection for the priming manipulations, it is conceivable that the
images may not have adequately represented subjects' generalized conceptions of the
pertinent socio-cultural groups. However, the large mean differences in pretest ratings of
the pictures (i.e., about 2.4 out of 7 scale points for male versus female images and 3.0 out
of 7 scale points for high status versus low status images) suggest that this possibility is
highly unlikely. Therefore, unless the measures used to obtain the pretest differences were
not valid (see above), image selection probably should not be blamed for null fmdings.
A final methodological possibility pertaining to the strength of the independent
variable is that the priming manipulations were successful, but the impact of priming on
subjects' stereotype-relevant product ratings was dominated by one or more competing
inputs into the judgment process. In attempting to develop and maintain a realistic cover
story for the study (i.e., a new product concept test), product stimuli similar to the
packaging shots typically found in print advertisements were utilized. These stimuli
featured an assortment of colors and depicted deHnitive shapes for each product. Given
that previous studies show that both shape and color can exert strong influences on social
judgments relating to personality (Cortes and Gatti 1970; see Burgoon, Buller and
Woodall 1989), it is readily conceivable that subjects relied on these factors in (1)
determining the extent to which the stereotype-relevant adjectives described the product,
and (2) selecting the most appropriate user of the product. Since each product's color(s)
and shape were clearly visible and available for conscious deliberation throughout the
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judgment task, the impact of these marketplace factors on subjects' ratings would likely
dominate the impact of priming from preconscious exposure to social imagery. Based on
this line of reasoning, the availability of competing inputs appears to represent a highly
plausible explanation for the study's null findings.
Assuming that competing inputs do account for the lack of significant priming
effects, one could argue that such inputs are always present in marketplace contexts, so the
issue of automatic priming is solely a theoretical concern. Since the impact of competing
inputs would always be expected to dominate the influence of preconsciously primed
socio-cultural categories, such reasoning would lead to the conclusion that priming
phenomena are of little practical consequence. However, in evaluating the validity of these
arguments it is important to note that this study was intended to provide a strict test of the
possibility that non-conscious, automatic processes can lead to the formation of sociocultural brand associations in memory. At best, the methods used herein provide a veiy
conservative estimate of the extent to which priming contributes to the formation of such
linkages. Over time and with supraliminal stimulus exposures, such processes can be
expected to lead to the formation of very strong linkages capable of competing much more
readily with other inputs when primed. In fact, it is entirely conceivable based on the
automatic stereotyping literanire (see Bargh 1994), that influences from the priming of
strong linkages between socio-cultural categories and brands could dominate competing
marketplace inputs, especially under ambiguous judgment conditions (see Hoch and Ha
1986). Thus, using the poor results of this study to conclude that priming is
inconsequential to marketing practice is premature.
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Categorization Failure. In addition to competing inputs, there is also a plausible
theoretical explanation for the null fmdings related to the strength of the prinung
manipulation. Namely, subjects may have failed to automatically classify the social image
stimuli using the desired mental labels. Within the theoretical framework of the CAM
Model, there are two potential causes of classification failure: (1) subjects had yet to
acquire the ability to automatically process the stimuli, and (2) exposure alone was not
enough to trigger automatic processing along the anticipated dimensions. Each possibility
will be considered in turn.
Presuming that subjects did not possess the ability to automatically process the
socio-culmral meanings represented by the priming stimuli fully explains the study's null
findings - if no automatic categorization, then no priming. However, since a nearly
identical paradigm has been used with similar subjects to prime racial stereotypes (Bargh et
al. 1996, study 3) and gender stereotypes (Wasel and Gollwitzer 1997) this explanation
appears implausible for the male and female imagery conditions. To the researcher's
icnowledge, however, the preconscious priming of status-oriented stereotypes has never
been documented. Thus, it is possible that the subjects who participated in the study did
not possess the ability to automatically process status meanings. Since the utility of the
CAM Model's automatic processing specifications is a direct function of the extent to
which consumers ultimately acquire the ability to preconsciously draw a wide variety of
age, gender, ethnicity, status, lifestyle, and personality meanings from advertised social
information, fiimre research auned at model validation is needed to determine whether, and

under what circumstances, a broader array of socio-cultural meanings become activated
automatically by the mere presence of a triggering stimulus.
Situational variability in the task conditions needed to trigger an automatic
categorization response also represents a possible explanation for the study's poor results.
According to the initial formulation of the CAM Model, automatic categorization processes
are activated upon exposure to a triggering stimulus without intent, volition, effort, or
awareness. In other words, the model assumes that exposure alone is sufficient to trigger
an automatic response; intention, controllability, mental resources, and awareness are
viewed as unnecessary. The preconscious exposure paradigm utilized for the study reflects
this perspective. Social images are flashed in a manner that precludes the possibility that
intention, volition, resources, or awareness could affect subjects' responses. However, as
Bargh (1989,1994) suggests, a wide variety of seemingly automatic phenomena require
one or more of these factors. For example, driving a car to a familiar destination, which
becomes mindless and effortless with repetition, still requires at least some degree of
intention (Bargh 1994). Thus, it is possible that the smdy's poor results obtained because
the automatic categorization of social stimuli requires awareness, intention, volition, effort,
or some combination of these factors.
The CAM Model's initial concepmalization of automaticity as requiring only
stimulus exposure is supported by a wealth of social cognition literature (see Bargh 1994).
However, nearly all published studies of automatic categorization employ verbal stimuli,
which contain implicit categorizations of the objects they describe (Gilbert and Hixon
1991). In other words, the priming stimuli used in previous studies have typically referred
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to a single socio-cultural category. In contrast, the social images used in this study
represent a wide variety of meaningful distinctions pertaining to age, race, lifestyle,
personality, etc. as well as the gender and status categories being investigated. Given this
multitude of possible classifications for each pictorial social stimulus, it seems reasonable
that additional cognitive factors may play a necessary role in determining which automatic
processes are employed. For example, the intention to form an impression of a social
stimulus along a particular dimension (e.g., status) and/or the availability of mental
resources may be needed for automatic categorization to occur (see Gilbert and Hixon 1991
for an investigation of the latter possibility). Thus, situational variability in the utilization
of automatic categorization processes appears to represent a plausible theoretical
explanation for the study's null results.
Summary. In sum, a carefiil analysis of the study's methods and theoretical
underpinnings finds a variety of possible explanations for its null results. Specifically, the
analysis suggests that the construct validity of stereotype-relevant product ratings
measures, stimulus exposure duration, and image selection represent unlikely contributors
to the null findings. The review also suggests that poor measure reUabilities, availability of
competing inputs, and categorization failures due to situational variability in the utilization
of automatic processes represent highly plausible explanations for the study's findings.
Building on the insights provided by the review, the "Funire Directions" section offers an
outline for a study designed to address the competing inputs and situational variability
explanations. The section also highlights the importance of pursuing this line of research.
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FUTURE DIRECTIONS FOR MODEL VALIDATION

The CAM Model was formulated to fill an important gap in current knowledge
regarding the specific mental mechanisms involved in shaping consumers' socio-cultural
brand associations through advertising. While most marketing scholars and practitioners
will judge the success of the model based on its predictive utility (see study 2, Chapters 5
and 6), validation of its processing specifications remains an important goal for two
reasons. First, if the model's specification of a truly non-conscious, automatic route to
influencing consumers' socio-cultural brand associations is validated, then the implication
that the socio-cultural brand associations of even the most skeptical consumers can be
shaped through advertising will provide important insights for brand management theory
and practice. Second, successful model validation studies will provide a more complete
explanation of the mental operations involved in drawing meanings from the social cues
contained in advertising than assessments of the model's predictive utility. To the extent
that the model's processing specifications are validated, fiill prediction will result. In other
words, successful pursuit of explanation promises to yield insights and implications that
would be overlooked if only prediction was explored.
To the extent that model validation is achieved, significant advances in consumer
behavior theory and brand management theory and practice will result. Specifically, model
validation will enrich current understanding regarding the cumulative, socializing influence
resulting from prolonged exposure to advertising. It will also clarify the role that social
information in advertising plays in shaping consumers' socio-cultural brand associations,
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and lead toward the formulation of a normative communications framework for brand
management practice.
Unfortunately, as the present study illustrates, the road to model validation is very
narrow and fraught with many pitfalls. From a theoretical standpoint, automatic processing
of socio-cultural meanings in advertising is thought to influence consumers through longterm exposure and high repetition, so designing field and laboratory experiments to test the
processing specifications is problematic. Moreover, since the short-term effects of nonconscious, automatic processes are undoubtedly small and subtle, stringent experimental
conurols and large samples of homogeneous subjects are needed. And, as if these
limitations were not enough, convincing the many skeptics who believe that we enjoy
conscious control over most, if not all, of our cognitions and behaviors requires strict
testing that completely rules out the possibility of deliberative processing.
Given these tremendous constraints, future research aimed at model validation
should build on the lessons learned from the present study. Specifically, the product
stimuli used to elicit uidirect measures of priming should be revised to include brand names
only. While this may diminish the realism subjects associate with the new product concept
test cover story, the use of brand-name-only stimuli will eliminate the potential for the
colors and shapes of product packaging to serve as competing inputs into the product
ratings process. In addition, separate conditions using words as primes and images as
primes, respectively, should be included to determine whether the use of verbal stimuli in
most previous studies has led to the formulation of an incorrect, exposure-only theoretical
specification of triggering conditions for automatic categorization in the CAM Model.
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Since the present study and the work of Gilbert and Hixon (1991) suggest that this is likely
to be the case, the issue of intent should also be assessed by varying product ratings
instructions (awareness, volition, and effort are difficult to assess within the confines of a
preconscious exposure paradigm). For example, for gender conditions, one set of subjects
could be told to "form an impression" of the brandname while the another set could be told
to "form an impression of the brand's manliness." Combining these factors with a
reconsideration of the priming measures, exposure duration, and image selection will
provide for a much-improved investigation of automatic influences on consumers' sociocultural brand associations. Hopefiilly, these changes will produce outcomes consistent
with the processing specifications of the CAM Model so that further progress can be made
toward realizing the benefits of model validation.
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CHAPTER 5: DEVELOPMENTAL CHANGES
IN SocLVL INFORMATION PROCESSING (STUDY 2 METHODS)

One of the most widely researched topics within the broad domain of consumer
behavior pertains to the impact of advertising. In the twenty -five year history of the
Journal of Consumer Research alone, more than one hundred and fifty articles pertaining to
advertising effects have been published. Studies in this broad domain have considered the
influence of a wide variety of independent variables on consumer responses, including
executional variables like color (Myers-Levy and Perrachio 1995), image cropping
(Peracchio and Myers-Levy 1994), presentation modality (Heckler and Childers 1992;
Macklin 1994), duration (Pieters and Bijmolt 1997), and repetition (Haugtvedt, Schumann,
Schneier, and Warren 1994), as well as the use of music (Maclnnis and Park 1991)
celebrity endorsers (Heath, McCarthy and Mothersbaugh 1994; Tripp, Jensen, and Carlson
1994), and visual rhetoric (McQuarrie and Mick 1999). A broad set of dependent variables
have also been investigated, including product attitudes (Mick 1992), ad attitudes (Brown
and Stayman 1992), memories (Unnava, Burnkrant, and Erevelles 1994; Unnava, Agarwal,
and Haugtvedt 1996), purchase intentions (Miniard, Bhatala, Lord, Dickson, Unnava
1991), consideration sets (Shapiro, Maclnnis, and Heckler 1997), emotional responses
(Abeele and MacLachlan 1994), and satisfaction with the self (Richins 1991). And finally,
the moderating effects of several consumer characteristics have also been explored,
including gender (Myers-Levy and Maheswaran 1991), ethnicity (Koslow, Shamdasani,
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and Touchstone 1994), motivation (Sengupta, Goodstein, and Boninger 1997; Wright and
Lynch 1995), and affect intensity (Moore, Harris, and Chen 1995).
Despite this incredible level of attention, no previous experimental studies in the
consumer behavior or marketing literatures have investigated either (1) consumers'
processing of the social meanings represented in advertising, or (2) the impact of
advertising on consumers' socio-cultural brand associations. This omission appears
particularly surprising in light of the fact that socio-cultural factors are presumed to play a
central role in producing important marketing outcomes. Beginning with Gardner and
Levy (1955) and continuing into the present (Biel 1993), marketing scholars have long
pointed out that consumers make many of their brand and product choices based on sociocultural factors like lifestyle associations, unspoken beliefs about brand personality, and
symbolic consumption meanings (Levy 1959), which are believed to be heavily influenced
by advertising (J.Aaker 1997; McCracken 1986). Unfortunately, however, the social
cognition and consumer behavior literatures are devoid of theorizing directly germane to
these issues (see Chapter 2). Therefore, despite their importance, questions regarding the
impact of advertised social cues on consumers' socio-cultural brand associations have
awaited empirical exploration for nearly five decades.
Building from literature in marketing, anthropology, sociology, and cognitive,
developmental, and social psychology, the CAM Model was constructed to provide a
framework for addressing this important gap in current understanding of the impact of
advertising on consumers. As an initial step toward filling this gap, the present study aims
to assess the predictive utility of the model. In other words, in contrast to the study
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reported in Chapter 4, the purpose of this study is to investigate the outcomes predicted by
the CAM Model's processing specifications, rather than its processing specifications per se.
By investigating the model's predictive utility, the study promises to yield important
implications for brand management theory and practice. Specifically, knowledge regarding
the most effective strategies for shaping the socio-cultural brand associations of consumers
will be gained.
THEORETICAL FRAMEWORK

The study is guided by the CAM Model's assertion that relative to controlled
processes, the potential impact of automatic processes on socio-cultural brand associations
increases with cognitive and social development. This rationale Includes three changes that
accompany cognitive and social development. First, increases in cumulative processing
experiences lead to the acquisition of additional automatic processes for drawing meaning
from advertised social cues (as per the automaticity principle). Second, increases in selfknowledge and persuasion knowledge decrease consumers' motivation to utilize controlled
processes to seek meaning from advertised social cues (as per the meaning postulate and
least effort principle). Third, increases in cognitive skill and persuasion knowledge result
in increasing skepticism of socio-cultural meanings resulting from controlled processes
(Friestad and Wright 1994).
Taken togedier, these developmental changes lead to several predictions regarding
the manner in which younger and older consumers are likely to process the social cues
contained in television advertisements. First, the changes suggest that upon exposure to a
television advertisement, younger consumers, who are likely to be highly motivated to
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draw meaning from the advertised social cues, are apt to use controlled processes. In
contrast, adults, who presumably are not highly motivated, are likely to rely on automatic
processes. Second, the changes suggest that when younger consumers lack the mental
resources needed to enact controlled processes, they are incapable of drawing socio-cultural
meanings from advertisements because they do not possess the cumulative processing
experiences needed to have acquired automatic processes. Third, the changes suggest that,
in general, older consumers will not exert the mental energy necessary to deliberately
process advertised social cues unless they are prompted to do so by task instructions. And
finally, the changes suggest that when adults do engage in deliberative processing, they are
likely to be highly skeptical of the resulting socio-cultural meanings. Figure 5.1
summarizes the processing differences predicted to result from the developmental changes
included in the initial formulation of the CAM Model.
Figure 5.1: Predicted Processing Profiles for Young Consumers and Adults
Children

Adults

controlled

automatic

potential to extract social nieanings via automatic processing

low

high

potential for counter-argumentation when controlled
processes utilized

low

high

type of processing under normal viewing conditions

To test these basic predictions, a sample of 4"* and 5"* graders (9-12 year olds) and
adults (specifically, the children's parents) representing distinct levels of cognitive and
social development (Roedder 1981; Damon and Hart 1988) were included in the study. In
addition to being isomorphic with the developmental changes pertinent to the CAM Model,
the use of parent-child pairs provided one important benefit - it effectively controlled for a
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variety of socio-economic and other environmental factors that might otherwise have
greatly impacted the study's results. Thus, a high level of internal validity was achieved.
In keeping with the study's primary aim of assessing the predictive utility of the
CAM Model, the exposure of parents and children to advertisements needed to occur under
normal, marketplace viewing conditions. This was accomplished by showing participants a
brief, fifteen-minute videotape in the comfort of their own homes. In watching the
videotape, subjects saw three clips from educational television programs, and also received
three exposures to; (1) an advertisement containing gender cues, (2) an advertisement
containing status cues, and (3) an advertisement containing sociability cues.
Advertisements containing gender, status, and sociability cues were chosen for
investigation due to the high prevalence of such cues in advertising appeals and because
previous research suggests that 4"* and S"* grade children can comprehend gender, status,
and sociability meanings (Fagot and Leinbach 1989; Belk, Bahn, and Mayer 1982).
Two additional criteria were also utilized to select critical advertisements for the
study. First, the advertisements were chosen to promote brands from product classes
relevant to both groups, but slightly more involving for adults. This criterion provided a
conservative test of the CAM Model's predictions by working against the hypothesis that
children are motivated to exert considerable mental energy to draw socio-cultural meanings
from the social cues in the advertisements, whereas adults are generally not so motivated.
Second, the advertisements needed to be unfamiliar to study participants and promote
unknown brands. This criterion served to maximize both the likelihood of impacting
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consumers' socio-cultural brand associations after only three exposures, and the relevance
of the study to new product development and brand building contexts.
To determine whether any observed impact of the advertisements on participants'
socio-cultural brand associations was due to automatic or controlled processes, three types
of processing instructions were employed. First, to provide a naturalistic processing
situation, one group of subjects was instructed to simply "watch the video." Second, to
provide a benchmark to determine whether the socio-cultural brand associations observed
under naturalistic conditions were consistent with the operation of automatic processes,
one group of subjects viewed advertisements under conditions of distraction (i.e., high
cognitive load). The cognitive load manipulation used herein involved having subjects
try to remember a ten-digit phone number while the critical advertisements were shown.
Similar manipulations of load have been frequently used in cognitive psychology to
reduce or eliminate the potential for active, conscious deliberation (c.f., Bargh 1982;
Gilbert, Pelham, and Krull 1988; Mulligan 1998). Third, to provide a benchmark to
determine whether the socio-cultural brand associations observed under naturalistic
conditions are consistent with the operation of controlled processes, one group of subjects
was prompted to
"try to think about what the people in the commercials are showing you about the
product (or store) by the way they look and act."
Focused-attention manipulations of this type have been frequently used in psychology
and consumer research to increase the depth of processing for task information (c.f.,
Hawkins and Hoch 1992; Sengupta, Goodstein, and Boninger 1997).
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A no-advertising-exposure control group was also utilized to obtain baseline
measures of subjects' socio-cultural associations with, and attitudes for, the products
promoted in the three critical advertisements. The inclusion of this group provided a point
of comparison for assessing the incremental impact of exposure to the critical
advertisements under various processing conditions vis-a-vis the associations and attiuides
consumers derived from exposure to the products' brand names and logos during
measurement only. Without this control condition, it would have been impossible to
determine whether any impact of the critical advertisements observed under the various
processing conditions was positive or negative in an absolute sense (e.g., did prompting
lead to stronger sociability associations?). Rather, only the relative impact of the
processing conditions would have been discemable (e.g., did prompting lead to stronger
sociability associations than distraction?).
To measure the impact of the critical advertisements and provide indicators of the
types of mental processes utilized by children and adults, several dependent measures were
collected. These variables included sets of: three brand association measures, three attitude
measures, and two memory measures. Each set will be discussed in turn.
The three measures of brand associations involved asking subjects to (1) give an
open-ended description of an unagined person who would like to use the product, (2) mark
on a checklist which types of people are very likely to use the product, and (3) indicate
what kind of person the product would be if the product were a person using a series scale
items anchored by opposing adjective pairs, respectively. These measures were employed
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to provide a comprehensive and complementary assessment of children and adults' sociocultural brand associations following their viewing of the videotape.
Based on the processing predictions for children and adults discussed above (see
Figure 5.1), the three brand association measures were expected to show that under
naturalistic viewing conditions, children utilized effortful processes to extract social
meanings, while adults employed automatic processes. Stated formally:
HI: For 4'*' and S* graders, socio-cultural brand associations resulting from the
namralistic processmg of (a) gender, (b) status, and (c) sociability cues will
resemble the observed associations of the prompted group, and will be stronger
(i.e., more consistent with the socio-cultural meanings represented in the
advertisements) than the observed associations of the distracted group. The
observed associations of the distracted group will approximate the associations
of the no-advertising-exposure control group.
H2: For adults, socio-culmral brand associations resulting from the naturalistic
processing of (a) gender, (b) stams, and (c) sociability cues will resemble the
observed associations of the distracted group, and will be stronger (i.e., more
consistent with the socio-cultural meanings represented in the advertisements)
than the observed associations of the prompted group. The relative strength of
the associations observed for the no-advertising-exposure control group will
not exceed the strength observed for the naturalistic and distracted groups, but
may be greater than, less than, or equal to the observed associations of the
prompted group.

Three attitude measures were utilized to provide indirect indicants of the extent to
which subjects actively employed cognitive defenses while processing the advertisements.
Two of the attimde measures used a semantic-differential format and involved asking
subjects to indicate (1) their overall opinion of the product (A product), and (2) their overall
opinion of the commercial (Aad), respectively. The third measure was unobtrusively
constructed by coding the content of subjects' open-ended brand associations for positive,
negative, or neutral valence (Abnnd)- While the direct measurement of cognitive responses
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via verbal protocols would have provided a richer glimpse of subjects' mental activities
during exposure to the critical advertisements, the use of direct measures would have
contaminated the subsequent measurement of socio-cultural brand associations. Moreover,
the use of direct measures was simply not feasible for subjects in the distracted condition
(i.e., participants could not be asked to simultaneously remember a phone number and
report their thoughts). Thus, only indirect attitude measures were used to gauge whether
the advertisements elicited counter and/or supportive arguments.
Based on the predictions outlined above, the three attitude measures were expected
to show that when children utilized controlled processes, their attitudes would be more
favorable than when they were forced to rely on automatic processes only. In contrast,
adults' attitudes were expected to be more negative when they used controlled processes
than when they engaged automatic processes only due to increased counter-argumentation.
Stated formally:
H3: For 4'*' and 5"* graders, Aprodun. Ajj, and Abnmd resulting from the naturalistic
processing of advertisements will be similar to the attitudes observed for the
prompted group, and will be more positive than the attitudes of the distracted
group. The attitudes observed for the distracted group will approximate the
attitudes of the no-advertising-exposure conux)i group.
H4: For adults, Apnducb Aad, and Abnuid resulting from the naturalistic processing of
advertisements will be similar to the attitudes observed for the distracted
group, and will be more positive than the attitudes of the prompted group. The
attitudes observed for the prompted group may be greater than, less than, or
equal to the attitudes of the no-advertising-exposure control group.

Two memory measures were constructed from subjects' open-ended listings of
everything that they could remember seeing and hearing in each commercial. First, a
measure of total recall (MEMIM) was computed by summing the total number of elements
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recalled for each advertisement. Second, a ratio-based measure of social recall (MEMsoc)
was built by summing the number of recalled elements pertaining to the people used in
each advertisement and dividing by subjects' total recall. These measures were used to
provide (1) an indicator of subjects' relative depth of processing, and (2) an indicator of
subjects' relative attentional focus across the various processing conditions, respectively.
Regardless of age, subjects utilizing controlled processes were expected to exhibit
higher levels of overall recall than subjects relying on automatic processes due to greater
depth of encoding (Craik and Lockhart 1972). In terms of subjects' recall of the social
components of the advertisements, however, children were predicted to recall a higher
proportion of social components when they employed controlled processes due to their
greater focus on social cues and their inability to automatically encode social meanings. In
contrast, adults were expected to remember a higher proportion of social elements when
they used automatic versus controlled processes due to a lack of attention to non-social
elements and automatic encoding facilitation for social cues. Stated formally:
HS; For 4*'' and S*** graders, (a) overall recall of advertising elements resulting from
naturalistic processing (MEMtoi) will be similar to the overall recall observed
for the prompted group and will be higher than the recall observed for the
distracted group, and (b) the proportion of social cues recalled (MEMjoc) by
the naniralistic processing group will be similar to the proportion observed for
the prompted group and will be higher than the proportion observed for the
distracted group.
H6: For adults, (a) overall recall of advertising elements resulting from naturalistic
processing will be similar to the overall recall observed for the distracted group
and will be lower than the recall observed for the prompted group, and (b) the
proportion of social cues recalled by the naturalistic processing group will be
similar to the proportion observed for the distracted group and will be higher
than the proportion observed for the prompted group.
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The remaining sections in this chapter address study 2 methods and measures.
Before proceeding, it is important to note that all six of the study's hypotheses are within
age group. Therefore, strict methodological equivalence is NOT required for valid
hypothesis testing. However, since dyad-based comparisons between age groups represent
an interesting avenue for subsequent research (see Chapter 7), strict methodological
equivalence was maintained in all situations that did not threaten to undermine the study's
validity for present purposes. Discussions of the study's results and marketing implications
are deferred to Chapter 6.
METHODS

Assessing the predictive utility of the CAM Model required the use of ecologically
valid methods. However, since only a relatively small sample could be obtained due to the
high time and monetary costs associated with the use of parent-child pairs, methods
providing a high degree of control were also needed. Since these requirements tend to
conflict with each odier (Cook and Campbell 1979), study protocols were devised to
balance the need for ecological validity with the need for control. The remainder of this
section details how this was accomplished via the study's (1) procedure, (2) sample, (3)
experimental manipulations, and (4) advertising stimuli. For the most part, these elements
were identical for children and adults; except in cases where distinctions are elaborated,
strict methodological equivalence should be presumed.
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Procedure
In developing an experimental procedure for the study, the overriding concern
was to approximate normal, marketplace television viewing conditions during stimulus
presentation. This was accomplished by editing stimulus materials into a videotape
format that subjects could watch without experimenter interruption in the privacy and
comfort of their own homes.
For all subjects, participation involved watching a brief, 12-15 minute videotape
prior to completing a 20-35 minute survey. Most of the study's subjects choose to
participate in their own homes; however, a small number of subjects (n = 7 parent-child
pairs) elected to complete study activities in the library at their children's schools.
Except in one case where two parent-child pairs watched the videotape together, each
parent-child pair participated in a separate experimental session.
All experimental sessions began with a brief introduction by the experimenter.
This introduction included (1) asking subjects to sit somewhere where they would be
comfortable watching the television, (2) telling subjects that they were participating in a
study of television viewing in which they would be asked to watch and give their
opinions of "three short clips from educational television programs and three sets of
commercials," and (3) asking subjects if they had any questions about their task before
beginning. Prior to starting the video, participants were also told that as the
experimenter's way of saying "thank you," their names would be entered into a
sweepstakes drawing in which they would have a chance to win their choice of a "Sony
DVD player or $250 in cash," or one of several other cash prizes. Subjects then viewed the
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videotape in its entirety. During the presentation of the videotape, the experimenter or a
research assistant remained with the subjects to reinforce processing task instructions (if
needed, see "Experimental Manipulations") and gauge the extent to which attention to the
television was maintained.
At the conclusion of the videotape, subjects were asked to complete a 20-35 minute
survey that included several questions about the TV program clips, as well as the measures
of brand associations, attitudes, and memories pertinent to study hypotheses. For children,
the entire survey was administered orally by the researcher (n = 40) or a research assistant
(n = 47); for parents, a paper-and-pencil questionnaire was used. To avoid distraction and
the potential for children to feel parental pressure, the administration of the children's
survey occurred outside of the parent's earshot whenever possible. After completing their
respective questionnaires, parents and children were instructed to till out a sweepstakes
entry form and asked if they had any questions about the smdy. Subjects were then
thanked for their participation.
After exiting subjects' homes, an interview record form was completed by the member
of the research team who remained with the study participants during the video (i.e., either the
researcher or an assistant). The form included interviewer perceptions measures pertaining to;
(1) the amount of eye contact subjects maintained with the television throughout the videotape,
(2) the amount of environmental distraction present during the presentation of the video, and
(3) the degree to which subjects appeared to enjoy their participation in the study. A copy of
the interview record form has been included as Appendix 3.1.
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Experimental sessions generally required 50 to 70 minutes to complete. An overview
of the typical timeline is provided in Figure 5.2.
Figure 5.2: Experimental Session Timeline
Elapsed time
Experimental Activity
0 minutes
experimenter arrival
2-3 minutes
subjects seated in front of television
introduction to the study, begin videotape
4-7 minutes
7-10 minutes view program clip #1 (2 minutes, 12 seconds)
9-12 minutes view ad set #1 (1:35)
14-17 minutes view program clip #2 (3:42)
16-19 minutes view ad set #2 (1:35)
19-22 minutes view program clip #3 (2:30)
21-24 minutes view ad set #3 (1:40)
24-27 noinutes handout parental questionnaire; begin children's survey
44-62 minutes parental questionnaire completed; end children's survey
45-65 minutes thank you, debrief, and experimenter exit
50-70 minutes complete interview record form

Sample
To provide a fair, and statistically powerful test of the CAM Model's predictive
utility, a large, ecologically valid sample was desired. However, due to the massive time
commitment needed to successfully recruit parent-child pairs and run them through the
study, only modest samples of 80 children and 80 parents were planned. Therefore, some
degree of sample homogeneity was needed to preserve statistical power. Toward this
end, a small suburban public school district in the southwestern United States was chosen
as the sampling frame. In comparison with the broader metropolitan area, parents and
children living within the district's boundaries exhibited lower socio-economic variation
(i.e., primarily middle income), lower ethnic diversity (i.e., primarily white), and greater
value similarity (e.g., high involvement in the lives of their children and the school
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district). Since mental processes are generally believed to operate independent of these
factors, the use of this moderately homogeneous sampling frame helped to control several
potential sources of noise variation without affecting the generalizability of results.
After first gaining approval from the superintendent, consent and assistance was
sought and obtained from all three of the district's elementary schools. Specifically, the
principal of each school agreed to (I) distribute parental permission packets to all fourth
and fifth graders enrolled in their school, and (2) make their library available for data
collection, as needed. Approximately 700 parental permission packets were then sent
home from school with fourth and fifth graders over a two-month period. Packets
included a one-page cover letter, which informed parents that;
"You and your child are invited to participate in an important study that will help
to further understanding about the impact of television viewing on children."
The cover letter also alluded to a sweepstakes (and an enclosed sweepstakes flier), which
was used to motivate participation. Specifically, the letter informed prospective subjects
that the names of all study participants would be entered into a drawing for cash and
prizes, including a Grand Prize of $250 cash or a Sony DVD player. To minimize the
effort needed for parents to grant consent, a postage-paid return envelope was also
included in each packet. Copies of the parental consent letter, parental permission form,
and sweepstakes prize fiyer can be found in Appendix 3.2.
A total of 103 permission forms were returned by parents indicating a willingness
to participate in the smdy with their child. Five parent-child pairs were subsequently
contacted and employed in a pretest of study procedures. Of the remaining 98 pairs, only
72 were able to participate in the study during the 5-week span of data collection due to
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scheduling constraints. Fortunately, such difficulties were anticipated. Thus, it was
possible to augment the sample through the use of snowball sampling. In particular,
referrals were requested from early participants to expand the pool of prospective subjects.
The 25 referrals obtained turned into 11 additional parent-child pairs who completed the
study. Although a few referrals were for parent-child pairs from other school districts, only
referrals for members of the original district were pursued to preserve the integrity of the
sampling frame.
After scheduling a convenient time and place for participation, each parent-child
pair was randomly assigned to one of four experimental conditions (i.e., prompted,
distracted, naturalistic ad exposure, or no ad exposure) in a manner intended to produce
equal cell sizes. The failure of two scheduled pairs to complete the study because they
were not home at the appointed time slightly reduced the success of the randomization
procedure in producing equal cell sizes; however, neither of the two pairs was rescheduled
due to concerns about the parent's desire to participate. Morevoer, since an odd number of
pairs participated (n=83), and since a handful of pairs included either two parents (n = 3) or
two children (n s 4), the resulting cell sizes varied slightly (see Table 5.1).
Table S.l: Cell Sizes for the Student and Parental Samples
Sample
Student
Parental

Prompted
23
21

Distracted
22
22

Naturalistic
22
23

No Ad
20
20

Total N
87
86

As Table S.I shows, the final snident sample included 87 children firom the
district's three elementary schools, while the final adult sample included 86 of their
parents. The samples spanned two age levels, (I) 9-12 year old students and (2) adults.
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chosen to reflect distinct levels of information processing capabilities (Roedder 1981) and
cognitive defenses (Brucks, Armstrong, and Goldberg 1988; Friestad and Wright 1994).
The student sample was split approximately evenly between males and females (48% male
vs. 52% female); in contrast, the parental sample was heavily skewed toward females (14%
male vs. 86% female). Demographic profiles for the student and parental samples are
included in Table 5.2.
Plausible explanations for such disproportionate gender representation in the
parental sample include (1) women's tendency to have higher involvement with their
children, and (2) their greater willingness to participate in academic research vis-a-vis men.
Irrespective of the cause, however, the somewhat unanticipated female skew produced both
positive and negative consequences for the study. On the positive side, the heavy skew
toward women provided considerable sample homogeneity, which undoubtedly reduced
noise variance and enhanced statistical power vis-k-vis a more heterogeneous sample. On
the negative side, the lack of men in the sample served to (1) preclude the possibility of
using gender as a blocking factor to control noise variation, and (2) substantially reduce the
generalizability of study results. Discussion of the reduction in generalizability due to the
gender skew of the parental sample is deferred to the limitations portion of the "General
Discussion" section in Chapter 6.

Students
average age ^ears)
% female
Parents
% female
% non-white
% 4-yr college grad

10.28
52
86
17
26
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Experimental Manipulations
The study employed a basic 4 (processing conditions) by 3 (advertisements) mixedfactorial design. Processing condition served as a between-subjects factor, while the three
critical advertisements - each of which contained a different type of social cue - were
viewed within group. The basic 4x3 design was replicated for the two distinct samples
described above, children and adults.
Different levels of the processing condition variable were needed to test the CAM
Model's predictions regarding children's and adults' processing of social information in
advertising. To reiterate briefly, the CAM Model predicts that children will rely heavily on
controlled processes to draw meaning from social cues in advertising due to their high need
for social meaning and general failure to discount the veracity of advertising as a source of
such meaning. In contrast, adults are predicted to rely primarily on automatic processes to
draw meaning from social cues due to their low need for social meaning and their
awareness that advertising utilizes unrealistic social representations.
Since these predictions pertain to normal, marketplace viewing conditions, one
level of the processing condition variable needed to reflect such conditions. This level has
been termed "naturalistic." In addition, distinct experimental conditions were needed to
provide benchmarks for the impact of advertised social information on consumers' socioculmral associations when only controlled or only automatic processes were utilized. The
two levels of the processing condition variable corresponding these circumstances are
referred to as "prompted" and "distracted," respectively. Finally, a fourth level involving
no exposure to the pertinent brand advertisements was needed to isolate brand associations
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resulting from exposure to the social information in experimental commercials from
associations that were not due to exposure (e.g., preexisting brand associations,
associations derived from the brand name only). This level has been termed "no
advertisements." Operational details pertaining to the naturalistic, prompted, distracted,
and no advertisements treatments will be discussed in turn.
Naturalistic. The naturalistic condition was intended to simulate marketplace
viewing. Toward this end, subjects were given as few instructions and as little
information about the study as possible prior to their viewing of the videotape. Other
than a general task statement, which was used to inform all study subjects that they would
be watching three program clips and three sets of commercials, subjects in the naturalistic
condition received only the following greeting prior to watching the critical portions of
the videotape.
"Welcome to the University of Arizona's television viewing study . Over the next
35-40 minutes you will be asked to watch and give your opinions of three short
clips from educational television programs and three sets of commercials.
When screens like this one appear, please listen carefully for instructions. And
when you are asked to give your opinions, please answer as honestly as possible.
If you are ever not sure what you are supposed to do, please ask for assistance."
Thank you in advance for you help with this study. I sincerely hope that you will
find it interesting and enjoyable."
This message appeared on the screen in blue and red text with a white background while
being simultaneously read aloud by a male nairator. The Srst program clip immediately
followed this greeting, which was utilized for all four processing conditions.
Subjects in the namralistic and no advertisements conditions received no fiirther
instructions until they finished watching the video. In contrast, subjects in both the
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prompted and distracted groups received additional instructions during the video pertaining
to how to watch the three sets of advertisements.
Prompted. To encourage the use of controlled processes, subjects in this
condition were prompted to attend to the social cues contained in the advertisements they
viewed. This was accomplished with the following set of instructions, which was given
immediately prior to subjects' viewing of the first set of commercials (i.e., the
instructions came after the first program clip and before the first set of advertisements).
"Many TV commercials try to get you to think certain things about the product (or
store) they are advertising. One way they do this is by carefully choosing the
people and activities you see."
As you watch each of the following commercials, try to think about what the
people in the commercials are showing you about the product (or store) by the
way they look and act."
Your opinions of the products and stores you see in the commercials are very
important. You will be asked to give your opinions of the products and stores
you see at the end of the videotape."

These instructions appeared on the television screen in blue and red text with a white
background while being read aloud by a male narrator.
In contrast with other, less-standardized methods of providing task instructions,
prerecording the prompted instructions on the videotape served to eliminate potential
noise due to inconsistency. To ensure that subjects comprehended the instructions, the
tape was paused at the end of the prompting clip, and the student participant was queried
about what they were supposed to do while they watched the commercials. If the child
accurately described the intended task, then the tape was restarted immediately to show
the first set of conunercials; however, if the child was unable to accurately restate the
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instructions, then the tape was rewound and the prompting instructions clip was shown
again prior to subjects' exposure to the first set of commercials.
To reinforce the strength of the manipulation, an abbreviated version of the
prompting instructions was prerecorded on the tape immediately before the second and
third sets of advertisements. Specifically, the abbreviated instructions stated:
"As you watch the following set of commercials, don't forget to try to think about
what the people in the commercials are showing you about the product (or store)
by the way they look and act. Your opinions of the products and stores you see
are very important."
The final wordings for the prompted instructions were developed with the aid of
two pretests. The goal of the pretests was to develop instructions that would be easily
understood by both children and adults, while also motivating the use of effortful
cognitive processes to draw meanings from advertised social cues. The first pretest
utilized S parent-child pairs who were asked to watch two short program clips and view
two sets of commercials. Two of the parent-child pairs who participated in this pretest
were given an initial version of prompted instructions immediately prior to watching the
sets of commercials (the other 3 pairs viewed an initial version of the distracted
instructions, see below). The prompted instructions were prerecorded on the pretest
videotape in a manner analogous to the protocol used in the main study. Since no
definitive conclusions about the actual depth of processing triggered by the instructions
could be made with such a small sample, the primary purpose of this pretest was to
determine the extent to which the instructions made sense to children and adults. Toward
this end, pretest participants were asked to explain what they were supposed to do while
watching the commercials. A secondary purpose of the pretest was to gauge the extent to
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which children and adults felt like they would pay more attention to the social cues in the
advertisements as a result of their exposure to the instructions. To address this question,
participants were asked whether they would pay more, less, or about the same amount of
attention to the people and social situations used in the advertisements as they would
normally.
The 4 pretest participants (2 children and 2 parents) indicated that the prompted
instructions were readily understandable and that they believed the instructions would
motivate them to think more about the people and social situations represented in the
advertisements than they would otherwise. Based on this initial success, a second pretest
was conducted to provide a more rigorous assessment of the extent to which the
instructions succeeded in motivating greater processing of the social cues contained in the
advertisements. Due to their greater availability, 64 University of Arizona
undergraduates were employed for this purpose. These subjects participated in one of
four experimental sessions during which they viewed three program clips and three sets
of commercials. Thirty-eight subjects viewed the conunercials embedded in the
videotapes under the initial prompted condition processing instructions, and 26
undergraduates viewed the commercials under the initial instructions for the distracted
condition.
Results from the second pretest provided weak evidence that subjects in the
prompted condition thought more about the commercials than subjects in the distracted
condition. Specifically, when asked to rate the number of thoughts they had while
viewing two specific advertisements on a 6-point scale ranging from "I had many
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thoughts about the commercial," to "I had few thoughts about the commercial," subjects
in the prompted group exhibited higher levels of overall thoughts (2.08,2.0S) than
members of the distracted group (1.48,1.35). However, the absolute values of the levels
of thoughts in the prompted condition were well below the scale midpoint (3.5), and only
one of the mean differences was statistically significant (Fd.en = 2.40,3.85, p = .13, .055,
respectively). As a result, the prompted instructions were revised to place greater
emphasis on (1) thinking about what the people in the commercial are conmiunicating
about the products (store) through their appearances and actions, and (2) the importance
of subjects' opinions about the products (store). After verifying that the revised
instructions were still readily comprehensible with a convenience sample of two children,
ages 9 and 12, the revised instructions were recorded onto videotape for use in the main
study.
Distracted. The primary aim of the distracted manipulation was to prevent
subjects from consciously thinking about the social cues contained in the experimental
advertisements. In addition to exhausting subject's processing capacity, protocols
developed to achieve this aim needed to satisfy two criteria. First, completion of the
distraction task had to allow subjects to maintain eye contact with the television screen.
Without this criterion, subjects may have failed to notice the critical social stimuli, which
is a theoretical necessity for triggering preconscious automatic processes (Bargh 1994).
Second, the distraction task needed to be something that parents and children might try to
do while watching television. Without this criterion, subjects may have become
suspicious about the stated purpose of the study in general ("to further understanding
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about the impact of television viewing on children"), and the intention of the distraction
task in particular. In either case, the integrity of the manipulation would have suffered.
After considering a range of possible options (e.g., perform mathematical
calculations, think about what you'd like to do this sunmier, etc.) trying to remember an
advertiser's phone number was chosen as the critical distraction task. To explain the task
and motivate compliance, subjects in the distracted condition received the following
instructions (immediately after the first program clip and immediately prior to the
presentation of the first set of commercials).
"Many TV commercials include information the advertiser hopes you will
remember. The first commercial in the following set is one such commercial. It
includes a phone number that the advertiser wants you to remember.
Please try to remember the entire phone number, including the area code, until
you are asked to write it down in the survey booklet. The best way to try to
remember the number is to keep thinking about it even while different
commercials are shown.
If you forget part of the number, try to remember as many of the individual
digits as you can. For each digit you remember correctly, you will receive an
entry into a bonus sweepstakes with a grand prize of $100.
(audio only) The commercial with the phone number you should try to
remember will be shown now."
To again minimize noise through standardization, the distracted instructions were
prerecorded on the videotape. Specifically, they appeared in blue and red text on a white
background while being read out loud by a male narrator.
Subjects' comprehension of the distracted instructions was ensured prior to
showing the first set of conmiercials by asking the student participant to explain what
s/he was supposed to do while watching the advertisements. If the student demonstrated
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full understanding of the remember the phone number task, then the first set of
conmiercials was shown immediately; however, if the student failed to convince the
experimenter that they understood the task, then the videotape was rewound and the
distracted instructions were shown again prior to the presentation of the first set of
advertisements.
To reinforce the strength of the manipulation, an abbreviated version of the
distracted instructions was prerecorded on the tape immediately prior to the presentation
of the second and third sets of advertisements. The abbreviated version consisted of the
following instructions.
"Now, you will be shown another set of commercials. The first commercial in
this set also includes a phone number you should try to remember to increase the
number of entries you will receive for the $100 bonus sweepstakes."

It is important to note that both the full and abbreviated distraction instructions
informed subjects that they would be rewarded with an additional entry into a bonus
sweepstakes for each additional digit they remembered from the advertiser's phone
number. This incentive served to enhance subject's willingness to expend all of their
mental energy trying to remember a 10-digit phone number for 60 to 90 seconds. The
incentive also served to motivate individuals who may have forgotten one or more of the
digits during the 60 to 90 second remembering period to continue actively rehearsing the
remainder of the phone number. Without such an incentive, instances of non- or partial
compliance with task instructions would have undoubtedly increased, thereby
undermining the integrity of the distracted manipulation.
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Prior to its use in the main study, the distracted manipulation had succeeded in
two pretests, one employing five parent-child pairs and one utilizing 64 undergraduate
students enrolled in an introduction to marketing course. Using an experimental
procedure nearly identical to the one used in the main study, children (n = 3) remembered
87.1% of the digits shown in pretest advertisements, parents (n = 3) remembered 84.3%,
and undergraduates (n = 26) remembered 85.7%.
Subjective assessments of pretest participants observed during task completion
and post-study debriefing suggested that they viewed remembering the phone number as
enjoyable and did not suspect its true intention was to distract them during the
presentation of critical advertisements. This assessment also suggested that most subjects
would naturally maintain eye contact with the television screen while trying to remember
the phone number, thus obviating the need to explicitly instruct subjects to "watch the
television screen while trying to remember the advertiser's phone number." Therefore,
only on the rare occasions when subjects in the main study averted their gaze during task
completion were they informed that they needed to "keep watching."
Results from the main study further demonstrated the success of the distracted
instructions. Children in the distracted condition remembered an average of 20.9 out of
30 digits (69.5%), while parents remembered an average of 27.2 out of 30 digits (92.3%).
The fairly high absolute level of children's recall appears to indicate that they were
interested in the task and needed to devote their full attention to it to achieve successful
recall. Similarly, parents' high absolute level of recall was far enough from perfect to
indicate that successful task performance required a considerable allocation of processing
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resources. These interpretations are supported by the researcher's anecdotal observation
that at the end of the survey most children and some adults exhibited eagerness to leam
how many of the digits they had successfully recalled. Clearly, the pattern of phone
number recall means and the high level of interest bodes well for the strength and
integrity of the distracted manipulation.
As an aside, it is important to note that the high absolute level of recall exhibited
by children is at least partially attributable to the use of a rehearsal cue in the distracted
manipulation. Prior research has shown that many children in this age group can
effectively use memory strategies but generally fail to do so spontaneously (see Roedder
1981). Rather, they need to be cued to enact a particular strategy. Since low levels of
phone number recall would have left open the possibility that children were not
adequately distracted by the task, the cue that "the best way to remember the phone
number is to keep thinking about it even when different commercials are shown," was
included in the instructions.
No Advertisements. The instructions used in the no advertisements treatment
were identical to those employed in the naturalistic condition. Namely, participants in
the no ad exposure group received only the initial "Welcome to the University of
Arizona's Television Viewing Study..." instructions, which were detailed previously.
They received no durections pertaining to how to watch the commercials. The only
difference between the naturalistic and the no advertisements conditions stemmed from
editing out all instances of the three critical advertisements from the no advertisements
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version of the videotape. Thus, for each set of commercials only the phone number and
filler ads were shown (see "Advertising Stimuli" below).
Program and Advertising Stimuli
Videotapes developed for each of the four experimental conditions shared a
common set of three clips from educational television programs, and three sets of
commercials. With the exception of the no advertisements condition in which all
instances of the experimental advertisements were edited out, the program and
advertising content of the videotapes was identical across processing conditions. In
addition, the ordering of program clips and advertising stimuli was also identical between
conditions. Thus, only the processing condition instructions were manipulated between
groups.
Program Stimuli. In keeping with the desire to simulate marketplace conditions,
program stimuli had to be entertaining and representative of the types of programs
children and parents would watch together. Moreover, to avoid parental objections,
program content needed to be non-controversial (e.g, non-violent). To satisfy these
criteria, educational progranmiing was used. The final selection of educational program
content was based on a small pretest (n = S parent-child pairs) in which subjects were
asked to rate 2 out of 3 clips in terms of their overall and instructional qualities as well as
their entertainment value. The 3 clips used in the pretest were chosen to represent a
broad range of educational programming and featured information about crocodile
behavior, puppy biting, and the workers responsible for constructing the pyramids of
ancient Egypt. Although the initial goal of the pretest was to choose the one program
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with the broadest appeal for both children and adults, participants in the pretest exhibited
considerable preference heterogeneity both within and between age groups (as indicated
by their informal comments and formal ratings of the programs). Therefore, to maximize
the possibility that subjects would fmd at least some of the program content entertaining,
all 3 of the clips were retained for employment in the main study. Final program
segments ranged from 2 minutes and 12 seconds to 3 minutes and 42 seconds in length,
and included clips from Croc Files, National Geographic: Secrets of the Pharaohs, and
Petsburgh, USA.
Advertising Stimuli. Each of the three sets of commercials used in the main study
contained five advertisements, including (1) one ad featuring an advertiser's phone
number, (2) one filler ad containing no people or social situations, (3) one experimental
ad containing brand-gender meanings, (4) one experimental ad containing brandsociability meanings, and (5) one experimental ad containing brand-status meanings. The
advertisements containing brand-gender, brand-status, and brand-sociability meanings
were for Total Hair Fimess Shampoo, Yves Saint Laurent Eyewear, and Spartan Grocery
Stores, respectively. Complete transcripts of these three critical advertisements are
included as Appendix 3.3.
The same three critical experimental advertisements were placed in each of the ad
sets to provide sufficient repetition to potentially alter subjects' socio-cultural brand
associations (Krugman 1972). However, a unique phone number ad and a unique filler
ad were used in each set. The motivation for using unique phone number and filler ads
was three-fold. First, unique phone number ads were needed to maintain the integrity of
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the distracted manipulation. If the same ad had been used more than once, then subjects
could have learned the phone number well enough to accurately recall it on the second
and third trials without experiencing distraction due to active rehearsal. Second, the use
of unique phone number and filler ads served to reduce the likelihood that subjects'
would notice, and hypothesis guess about, the repetition of experimental ads. And third,
since the ensemble of advertisements typically employed during any given network
television show includes instances of single and multiple ad repetitions, the use of some
single repetition commercials also served to further the simulation of marketplace
conditions.
Ordering of the advertisements within sets was randomized during stimulus
construction and was subject to three constraints. Namely, (1) the phone number ad must
always appear first, (2) the filler ad must always appear third, (3) the experimental ads
must appear once each in the second, fourth, and fifth position across the three sets. The
resulting composition of the advertising stimulus sets are shown in relation to the
program clips in Figure 5.3.
Figure 5.3: Final Program and Advertising Stimuli
Program#!

Ad Set #1

Program #2

Jewelry
Factory (:30)
(734)525-3200
Croc Files
(2:12)

Yves Saint
Laurent (:15)
Osteobilflex
(:10)

Spartan
Stores (:30)
Total Hair
Fitness (:10)

Ad Set #2

Program #3

Piquette
Market (:30)
(313)875-5531
Secrets of the
Pharaohs
(3:42)

Total Hair
Fitness (:10)
Flooring
America (:10)

Yves Saint
Laurent (:15)
Spartan
Stores (:30)

Ad Set #3
Home for
Children (:30)
(517)663-1521

Petsburgh,
USA
(2:30)

Spartan
Stores (:30)
Pampers
Wipes (:15)

Total Hair
Fitness (:10)
Yves Saint
Laurent (:15)
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Experimental ads were considered for inclusion if and only if they (1) had not
been seen by research participants, (2) did not contain familiar brands, (3) emphasized a
particular socio-cultural brand meaning, and (4) promoted a member of a product
category that was likely to be used by both children and adults. Criteria #1 and #2 were
needed to ensure that the stimuli could have an impact due to the relative malleability of
new versus established attitudes and beliefs (see Eagly and Chaiken's 1993 discussion of
attitude strength). Criterion #3 was used to have something theoretically relevant to
measure. And criterion #4 was used to make sure that the advertisement would be at
least somewhat involving for both children and adults. As alluded to previously,
advertisements exhibiting slightly more relevance to adults were acceptable because they
worked against the CAM Model's prediction of automatic processing by adults and
controlled processing by children under naturalistic conditions.
The steps leading to the selection of the fmal set of three experimental
advertisements began with the identification of an initial set of ads for pretesting. This
was accomplished by reviewing more than SO hours of taped television, which had been
recorded in a Midwestern state to maximize the chances of capturing local and regional
brands not available in the southwestern market. Based on the researcher's opinions of
the extent to which the advertisements satisfied the selection criteria detailed above, 10
ads were chosen for initial testing. These ads were then shown to a convenience sample
of 18 sixth, seventh, and eight graders and 3 adults, ages 23-30, all of whom were
involved in an after-school program in a district that was similar to, but was not the same
as, the one used for the main study. The purpose of this pretest was to gauge subjects'
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familiarity with the brands and their understanding of the socio-cultural meanings
promoted by the conuiercials. Toward this end, subjects were first asked to list all
different brands they could think of for each of 11 product categories. They were then
shown the ads, two times each, and asked to (1) rate the ad on a 10-point scale ranging
from "worst" to "best," (2) rate the how interesting the ad was on a 5-point scale, (3)
indicate whether or not they had ever seen the ad before, and (4) indicate who they
thought the advertisement was targeting.
Results from the pretest coupled with further scrutiny of the socio-cultural
meanings represented in the advertisements suggested that only two of the ads, one for
Total Hair Fitness Shampoo and one for Yves Saint Laurent Eyewear, were well suited
for use in the final study. This conclusion was based on (1) the advertisement's moderate
"best-worst" and interestingness ratings, (2) the pretest subjects' general lack of
familiarity with the advertisements and the brands, and (3) the researcher and his
advisor's opinions that the two advertisements clearly focused on specific socio-cultural
meanings. In the case of Total Hair Fimess, the advertisement appeared to focus on
promoting the brand as a shampoo for men. And for Yves Saint Laurent eyewear, the
appearances and behaviors of the models used in the advertisement suggested that the
eyewear was meant to be worn by people seeking high social status.
After selecting the Total Hair Fitness and Yves Saint Laurent advertisements, one
more experimental advertisement was still needed. Therefore, an additional SOf hours of
videotape was collected from the same Midwestern market and reviewed. From this
second sampling, an additional 6 ads were identified as promising. The researcher and
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his advisor then scrutinized these ads, leading to the selection of the Spartan Stores
advertisement due to its apparent intention to convey the idea that Spartan Stores are
friendly and fiin places to shop through the use of smiling actors and actresses who sing
and dance throughout the commercial. No formal pretesting was conducted with this
advertisement. Rather, the ad was presumed to be (1) at least moderately relevant to
children and adults because people of all go to the grocery store, and (2) unfamiliar to
members of the main study's sampling frame because the stores are located only in and
around Lansing, Michigan, which is more than 2,000 miles from the school district
involved in the study. As Table 5.3 shows, this presumption was supported for both
children and adults in the fmal samples.
Table 5.3: Number of Subjects Who Had Used the Critical Products (Shopped at the Store)

Children (n=87)
Parents (n=86)

Total Hair Fitness
Shampoo
2
2

Yves Saint
Laurent Eyewear
0
2

Spartan Grocery
Stores
6
4

MEASURES

The experimental protocols detailed above called for the collection of all data at
the end of the videotape. Therefore, to maintain the cover story and allow time for
subjects' short-term memories to clear, both the student and parental surveys included
measures of program liking and program recall for the Croc Files, Secrets of the
Pharaohs, and Petsburgh, USA clips. These measures were placed before all hypothesisrelevant items and generally required 3-4 minutes to complete.
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Following the program-relevant measures, both student and parental surveys
presented subjects with hypothesis-relevant items. These items consisted of sociocultural brand association, attitude, and memory measures pertaining to the products
promoted in the three critical advertisements (i.e.. Total Hair Fitness Shampoo, Yves
Saint Laurent Eyewear, and Spartan Grocery Stores). The surveys also employed a
variety of supplemental measures, including acceptance of advertised claims, product
usage, perceived self-relevance, cognitive response, perceived targetedness, media usage,
and advertising skepticism, as well as several demographic items. The order of measure
administration remained constant across the student and parental surveys and is shown in
Figure 5.4.
Figure 5.4: Measurement Ordering for Student and Parental Surveys
Measures (In Order)
TV program liking & memory
Open-ended brand associations
Checklist brand associations
Projective brand associations
Acceptance of advertising claims
Attinide toward the product
Product usage
Product self-relevance
Memory for advertisement
Attinide toward the advertisement
Cognitive response
Perceived targetedness
Media usage
Advertising skepticism
Demographics

Stimulus Orderine
Croc Files. Secrets of the Pharoahs, Petsburgh. USA
Comfy Clothes, Total Hair Fitness, Yves Saint
Laurent, Spartan Stores
Total Hair Fitness, Yves Saint Laurent, Spartan Stores
Total Hair Fitness, Yves Saint Laurent, Spartan Stores
Total Hair Fitness, Yves Saint Laurent, Spartan Stores

Total Hair Fitness, Yves Saint Laurent, Spartan Stores

N/A
N/A
N/A
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The key consideration in determining the measurement order was to minimize the
potential for contamination of subsequent scales due to suggestion and residual priming.
Toward this end, the general rule of placing abstract, open-ended measures before
concrete, closed-ended measures was followed (Dillon, Madden, and Firtle 1987). In
determining the measurement order in cases where two or more measures were
approximately equal in abstracmess, the measure most central to the study's main
hypotheses was chosen to precede the less pertinent measure(s). To ensure that parents
adhered to the measurement order, they were instructed to "Please complete each
question in the order it appears. DO NOT SKIP AHEAD." For children, the order of
measurement was maintained via oral administration of the survey.
Ideally, the wording, response formats, and mode of responding for all measures
included in the study would have been identical for both children and adults.
Unfortunately, however, children's more limited vocabularies, less-fully-developed
abilities to reason abstractly (Piaget 19S4), and general dislike for writing responses to
open-ended questions necessitated the construction of different measures for children and
adults. In most cases, these measures were initially developed using undergraduate
subjects as proxies for adults due to their much greater availability. Resulting items were
then modified for use with children. In all cases, item modification involved (1)
smiplifying terminology by using shorter, less demanding words and/or (2) reducing the
number of response categories. For example, the 7-point advertising claim acceptance
items, which were anchored with "strongly agree" and "strongly disagree" for adults,
were replaced with 4-point items labeled "yes," "maybe," I don't think so," and "no way"
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for children. The wordings of all modified items and their corresponding response
options were pretested with a convenience sample of 2 children, ages 9 and 12, and a
small group of children (n = S) drawn &om the main study's sampling frame (see
"Children's Measures," below).
While the modified measures could have been used with adults, their inherent
simplicity would likely have proven offensive and/or uninteresting for adult respondents.
Therefore, similar, but not identical, measures of brand associations, attitudes, memories,
etc. were used. The remainder of this chapter details the hypothesis-relevant and
supplemental measures gathered via the student and parental surveys, respectively.
Children's Measures
Upon completion of the videotape, the researcher or one of his assistants
distributed a survey booidet to the adult participant and sought a location of the house
(school library) where the student questionnaire could be orally administered outside of
the parent's earshot. Once a suitable location was chosen, the following statement was
read in a thoughtful manner to put the child at ease and avoid reticence.
"Now, I want to ask you some questions about the video you just watched. And
just to let you know, you don't have to worry about how you answer any of the
questions I ask - you're not going to hurt my feelings, okay?"
To avoid alarming children about the use of a tape-recorder, which was needed to capture
open-ended responses, interviewers were also instructed to deliver the following line
before starting the recorder.
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"since I don't want to try to write down everything you say and since I have a
terrible memory, I'd like to tape what you tell me, okay?"
All participating children agreed to be tape-recorded and none exhibited any observable
signs of discomfort. (On the contrary, many appeared to enjoy being recorded).
Once the tape-recorder was turned on, children were asked to respond to a series
of program-relevant questions. As noted above, the primary purpose of the programrelevant questions was to maintain the study's cover story and provide sufficient time for
subjects' short-term memories to clear. In terms of the children's survey, however, their
inclusion also provided another important benefit. Namely, the questions allowed
children to become familiar with the set of response options used for all attitude-relevant
items included in the survey (see "Attitude Measures," below).
Following children's completion of all program-relevant items, the interviewer
transitioned to the hypothesis-relevant portion of the survey with the following statement.
"Now, I want to ask you about some products and stores that you may or may not
know anything about. If I ask you about a product or store that you don't know
anything about, that's okay, you can go ahead and guess. There aren't any right
or wrong answers, okay?"
The purpose of this statement was two-fold. First, it was intended to mask the connection
between the advertisements embedded in the video and the products (store) that children
were subsequently asked about. Second, it was meant to minimize reticence by assuring
children that none of their answers could be wrong.
Open-Ended Brand Associations Measures. After receiving the student's
assurance that they understood that there weren't any right or wrong answers, the
interviewer proceeded to read the open-ended brand associations items. Each of these
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measures involved instructing children to use their imaginations to picture a person in
their mind who would like to wear a given product (shop at a given store). Once the
child indicated that s/he had formed an image of a person in their minds, they were asked
to tell the interviewer "what the person you are imagining looks like." Student
participants were also asked to respond to a series required and optional follow-up probes
designed to elicit additional details regarding the person the child was imagining.
Required probes included "and what kinds of things does the person you are imagining
like to do?," and "if you were telling a friend about the person you are imagining what
would you say?." Optional probes took the general form of "what else can you tell me
about...?," and were utilized only when children's initial statements lacked detail.
To help disguise the connection between the advertisements on the video and the
open-ended brand association measures, children were first asked to imagine and describe
a person who would like to wear Comfy Clothes - a fictitious brand of clothing not
advertised during the video. Subsequent hypothesis-relevant measures asked children to
imagine and describe a person who would like to "use Total Hair Fitness Shampoo,"
"wear Yves Saint Laurent eyeglasses," and "shop at a Spartan Store," respectively.
It is important to note that children were provided with a small product picture to
aid in their completion of each open-ended brand association measure. Each picture was
printed on separate, 4 x 8.5-inch card in black and white (see Figure S.5). Use of the
product pictures was intended to reduce task difficulty by eliminating the need for the
child to try to remember the product while formulating responses to the interviewer's
queries. To the extent that the pictures succeeded in reducing task demands, greater
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measurement validity was expected to obtain. Consistent with this logic, children were
presented with a product picture during the completion of ALL product- and advertisingrelevant items.
Figure 5.5: Product Picture Cards

Comfy Clothes

Total Hair Fitness Shampoo

Yves Saint Laurent Eyeglasses

Spartan Grocery Stores

While great care was taken in constructing the open-ended brand association
measures to encourage children to use their imaginations to respond in terms of general
types of people, few appeared to have acquired the level of abstract thinking ability
necessary to validly complete the measures. Evidence for this claim stems from the fact
that most responses indicated that a specific acquaintance (e.g., "my dad") would like to
use the product. Only a few children demonstrated the intended level of abstraction. The
thought process most children used in respondiig to these items appeared to involve
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searching mental lists of people the children actually knew for instances where they could
remember someone using a product from the given product category (shopping at a
similar store). For example, participants would often say things like "my friend Steve
would like to wear Yves Saint Laurent glasses because he wears glasses," or "my mom
like to shop so she would like to shop at Spartan Stores." Because responses such as
these reflect superflcial matching of concrete exemplars to the products (store) rather than
the conceptual application of abstract socio-cultural associations with the products
(store), children's open-ended brand associations were not coded for content or valence.
Thus, no open-ended brand associations measures were included in testing hypotheses
involving the children's sample. These measures will not be discussed further.
Checklist Brand Association Measures. Checklist measures followed the openended brand association measures. The general form for items comprising these
measures involved asking children "which kinds of people would like to" use a given
product (shop at a given store). Although only one of the measures was relevant to each
critical product, brand-gender, brand-status, and brand-sociability measures were
gathered for all three of the products to minimize hypothesis guessing.
Children were instructed to respond to checklist items by saying "yes," "maybe,"
"I don't think so," or "no way." These response options were chosen on the basis of
pretesting employing S student participants from the main study's sampling frame, and
two additional children, ages 9 and 12. Since an identical set of response options had
proven successful with 2"^ and S"* grade children in an unpublished study by Brucks,
Wallendorf, and Freeman (1998), the aim of the pretests was to verify that children's
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understandings of the terms supported the notion that the options reflect distinct
gradations of agreement-disagreement. This was accomplished by asking children if
various pairs of response options were the same or different, and whether one of the
terms meant that they think so more than the other term. In all cases, children exhibited
full comprehension of the absolute and relative meanings of the 4 response options.
To facilitate children's utilization of the 4-point, "yes - no way" response format,
they were given a small, 4-inch x 8.5-inch card with the category labels printed on it (see
Figure 5.6). The card was intended to highlight the relationship between the categories
(e.g., "maybe" is between "yes" and "I don't think so"), and reduce the cognitive
demands that simultaneously remembering and considering the four response choices
would have imposed.
Figure 5.6: "Yes-No way" response card

Yes

Maybe

I don't think so

No way

The four checklist brand-gender associations items asked students whether "men,"
"women," "boys," and "girls" would like to use the given product (shop at the given
store). To prepare these items for reliability analysis, children's responses to the
"women" and "girls" items were recoded so that higher scores indicated stronger
associations with male users. Subsequent analysis revealed that the brand-gender
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associations checklist scale demonstrated adequate reliability for the critical product.
Total Hair Fitness Shampoo (Cronbach's a =.71). Therefore, its items were sunmied to
test the hypothesis that children in the prompted and naturalistic conditions exhibited
similar and stronger associations of Total Hair Fitness with masculinity than participants
in the distracted condition.
Items comprising the brand-status and the brand-sociability checklist measures
also utilized the 4-point, "yes - no way" response format and corresponding response
card. For Yves Saint Laurent, the three items comprising the brand-status scale asked
children to indicate whether "people with style," "people who are rich," and "people who
have fashion," would like to wear the eyeglasses. Psychometric analysis of the scale
showed satisfactory reliability (Cronbach's a =.72), so its three items were sunmied for
subsequent hypothesis testing.
For Spartan Stores, the four items comprising the sociability scale asked children
to indicate whether "people who are happy, "people who are cool," "people who like to
have fiin," and "people who care a lot about their looks" would like to shop at the store.
This scale demonstrated mediocre reliability (Cronbach's a =.6I), so thorough item
analyses were conducted. Unfortunately, the alpha-if-item-deleted statistics, item-total
correlations, and inter-item correlations suggested that the scale's reliability could not be
improved through item removal. Therefore, scale items were summed for subsequent
analysis. In addition, because low reliability suggests a high likelihood of committing a
Type n error if no effect for processing condition is found, and since all of the items were
deemed a priori to be conceptually relevant to sociability, the data analysis plan called for
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probing any null results for the summed scale with additional tests employing the
individual scale items.
Projective Brand Associations Measures. The third and final group of indicators
pertaining to children's socio-cultural brand associations involved projective measures.
Items comprising these measures utilized the general form of first telling children to
imagine that a given product (store) was a person, and then asking them what kind of
person the product (store) would be.
Four projective items pertaining to brand-gender associations were administered
for each of the critical products. For shampoo, these items asked children whether Total
Hair Fitness would be "manly," "pretty," "soft," and "strong" if it were a person.
Children were instructed to answer each question using the 4-point, "yes-no way"
response format. After recoding the "manly" and "strong" items so that higher scores on
all scale items reflected greater masculinity, scale reliability was assessed.
Unfortunately, the scale proved to be highly unreliable (Cronbach's a =.22).
Examination of the alpha-if-item-deleted statistics, item-total correlations, and inter-item
correlations suggested that the scale's reliability could not be improved through item
removal.
In an attempt to salvage this measure, each of the projective items was correlated
with each of the four items comprising the checklist measure of brand-gender
associations. Since the projective and checklist measures were intended to be
conceptually related, projective items tapping the brand-gender construct should be at
least moderately correlated with the checklist items. Surprisingly, only the "manly" item
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exhibited a significant correlation with all four of the checklist items (average r =.46,
average p <.01). None of the other items was significantly correlated with more than two
of the brand-gender checklist items (all average r's < .22, all average p's > .11) and that
item, "pretty," was not significantly correlated with "manly" (r =.15, p =.16). Therefore,
only the "manly" item was retained for employment as a single-item projective measure
of brand-gender associations.
The projective measure of brand-status associations included five items. For
Yves Saint Laurent, interviewers asked student participants whether the eyeglasses would
be "grown-up," "fancy," "poor," "confident," and "lazy." After recoding the "grown-up,
"fancy," and "confident" items so that higher scores would indicate greater perceived
status, psychometric analyses were performed. These analyses revealed that although the
scale was one-dimensional with factor loadings ranging from 0.59 to 0.69, the scale
possessed mediocre reliability (Cronbach's a =.64). Unfortunately, item analysis
indicated that the scale's reliability could not be improved through item deletion.
Therefore, the five items were summed for subsequent analysis. In addition, because low
reliability increases the likelihood of committing type n errors in statistical inference, the
decision was made a priori to follow any null results for the summed scale with analyses
employing the projective brand-status scale's individual items.
The projective measure of brand-sociability associations also utilized five items.
To complete the items pertaining to Spartan Stores, children were asked to indicate
whether the store would be "exciting," "ugly," "lonely," "friendly," and "nice." Children
answered each question using the 4-point "yes - no way" response card. Prior to
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assessing the scale's reliability, all responses to the "exciting," "friendly," and "nice"
items were recoded so that higher scores indicated stronger associations of Spartan Stores
with sociability. Subsequent testing suggested acceptable reliability (Cronbach's a
=.73). Therefore, the scale's five items were summed for hypothesis testing.
Table 5.4 summarizes the entire set of brand association measures used in
hypothesis testing for the children's sample.
Table 5.4: Children's Brand Association Measures Summary
Type
Checklist

Measure

brand-gender
brand-status
brand-sociability
Projective brand-gender
brand-status
brand-sociability

Abbrev.

THFCUen
YSLCLsis
SSCLsoc
THFPROwn
YSLPROsts
SSPROsoc

Initial
Items (n)
4
3
4
4
5
5

Retained
Items (n)
4
3
4
1
5
5

Scale
Reliability
.71
.72
.61
n/a
.64
.73

Attitude Measures. Two types of attitude measures were administered directly by
the interviewers. These indices included one-item measures of children's (a) attitude
toward a given product or store (Apnxtuct). and their (b) attitude toward the advertisement
for a given product or store (Aad)- The construction of an additional attitude measure (c)
from valence coding of children's open-ended brand associations (Abrand) was planned.
Unfortunately, as detailed above, the open-ended measures proved to be invalid
indicators of children's socio-cultural brand associations due to the abstract nature of the
response task and children's tendency to answer using concrete exemplars firom their
personal experiences. Therefore, the valence-based attitude measure was not constructed
and only the Aproduct and Agd items are detailed herein.
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The children's survey included Aproduct and Aad items for each of the three brands
promoted in critical advertisements. Aproduct items asked children to indicate if they
"would say that" the given product (store) was "awesome," "good," "just okay," "bad,"
or "really, really bad." Aad items utilized an identical S-option response format, while
asking children what they would say about the commercial for the given product (store).
Consistent with the logic of providing children with a response card for items requiring
"yes - no way" answers, an analogous card containing only the words "awesome,"
"good," "just okay," "bad," and "really, really bad" was utilized (see Figure 5.7). To
reiterate briefly, the card was intended to (1) help children understand the relationship
between the categories (e.g., "good" is between "awesome" and "just okay"), and (2)
reduce the cognitive demands that simultaneously remembering and considering the five
response choices would have imposed.
Figure 5.7: Attitude Item Response Card

Awesome

Good

Just okay

Bad

Really, really
bad

The five response options for the Apnxtuct and Aad items were chosen to reflect
distinct gradations of positivity-negativity readily understandable to children. The set of
options was pretested with 5 children drawn from the main study's sampling frame and 2
additional children, ages 9 and 12. The purpose of this pretesting was to verify the
underlying relationship between the response categories as well as their
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comprehensibility. Toward this end, participants in the pretest were presented with
category pairs and asked to indicate which term was better than the other one and
whether they understood the meaning of each term. In all cases, children correctly
identified the ordinal relationship between category pairs and demonstrated thorough
understandings of the meanings of all five terms.
Memory Measures. Prior to administering open-ended memory measures for
each of the critical advertisements, a screening item was utilized. Namely, children were
asked "do you remember seeing a conunercial for" the relevant product (store). The
purpose of these items was to ensure that children's responses to subsequent memory
probes would accurately reflect what they could recall about the advertisements. Had the
screening items not been used, children who did not remember seeing a given
advertisement may have provided invalid responses to comply with the interviewer's
request and/or avoid appearing dumb.
If a child answered "no" or "I don't know" to a screening item, then the
administration of the recall probes was postponed until the end of the survey when the
interviewer could reshow a portion of the pertinent advertisement(s) as a memory aid.
All instances where children answered "no" or "I don't know" were recorded so that
responses to memory probes following re-exposure could be distinguished from initial
responses in hypothesis testing. Table S.S shows the frequencies of "no" and "I don't
know" responses to the screening items by advertisement and processing condition.
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Table 5.5: "No" and "I Don't Know" Responses to Memory Screening Items

Total Hair Fitness
Yves Saint Laurent
Spartan Stores

Prompted
(n=23)

Distracted
(n=22)

Naturalistic
(n=22)

1
2
0

5
7
4

1
5
0

Not surprisingly, children in the distracted condition exhibited the greatest failure
to initially remember having seen each advertisement during the videotape. A chi-square
test performed on frequencies of "no" and "I don't know" responses aggregated by
processing condition obtained statistical significance {x'{2) = 11-2, p < .01). Given that
the highest incidences occurred in the distracted condition, this result lends credence to
the notion that the phone number task successfully prevented children from actively
thinking about the advertisements. Discussion of the potential biasing effects of this
difference in initial recollection of having seen the advertisements during the video is
deferred to the discussion of "Children's Results," in Chapter 6.
Regardless of whether the memory measures were administered after a "yes"
response to the pertinent screening item, or after a child was re-shown a portion of the
critical advertisement, two open-ended prompts were used to elicit children's memories
for each of the three critical advertisements. Specifically, children were asked "what do
you remember seeing in the commercial?" and "what do you remember hearing in the
commercial?" Unless a child indicated that they had said all that they could remember
(e.g., their statement ended with "and that's all I remember"), interviewers were
instructed to follow-up each of these initial prompts with "what else do you remember
seeing (hearing)?"
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To facilitate the conversion of children's responses to the recall prompts into
variables suitable for quantitative analyses, their statements were (1) transcribed, (2)
grouped by advertisement, and (3) coded using an advertisement-specific coding scheme.
The development of the ad-specific coding schemes was data-driven. In other words,
each set of codes was constructed by reading all transcribed memories for a given
advertisement, and assigning a unique code to each distinct element of the ad recalled by
at least one smdent. For example, "cleans hair" and "makes hair stronger" were assigned
unique codes as two distinct elements of the Total Hair Fitness advertisement. A total of
47 codes were needed to capture the distinct aspects of children's memories for the Total
Hair Fitness shampoo advertisement. Similarly, 52 codes were needed for both the Yves
Saint Laurent and Spartan Stores advertisements, respectively. Final coding schemes for
each advertisement are located in Appendix 3.4.
Due to time and resource constraints, the experimenter completed all memory
coding. Since he was clearly not blind to study hypotheses, great care was taken to
remove all identifying information from the copies of the transcripts used for coding (i.e.,
all subject ID's were blacked out). Care was also taken to scramble the transcripts prior
to coding so that their order would be uncorrelated with processing condition.
Once all coding had been completed, two memory measures were created for each
advertisement. The first measure, which was intended to serve as an indicator of
children's depth of processing, was constructed by summing ail elements correctly
recalled from the advertisement. This measure if referred to as total memory (MEMtot)The second measure was intended to provide an indicant of children's relative attentional
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focus on the social elements contained in each advertisement. This measure is termed
social memory (MEMsoc)- Construction of the MEMsoc measures involved talcing the
number of social elements that a child correctly recalled from a given advertisement and
dividing it by MEMtot for the ad. For this purpose, recall of socio-cultural descriptors
(e.g., woman, pretty, handsome) and the behaviors of the actors/actresses (e.g., dancing)
were counted as social elements of the advertisements. In contrast, functional product
benefits (e.g., cleans hair), executional visuals (e.g., showed a picture of the glasses),
executional verbals (e.g., song in the background), product visuals (e.g., bottle of
shampoo), and product verbals (e.g., said where you could get it) were counted as nonsocial.
Supplemental Measures. A variety of additional measures were also administered
to participating children by the interviewers. These measures included; acceptance of
advertised claims, product usage, perceived self-relevance, cognitive response, perceived
targetedness, media usage, and advertismg skepticism. Two demographic items were
also employed.
Acceptance of advertising claims measures were constructed to determine
whether or not children differed in their acceptance of product claims that were
conmiunicated verbally (i.e., through explicit statements contained in the ad's script), or
visually (i.e., through the employment of people representing various socio-cultural
categories). These measures were not pertinent to the study's main hypotheses, so they
will not be discussed further. They are, however, listed in Appendix 3.5.
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Two items pertaining to product usage were included for each of the three critical
advertisements. The first item asked whether children had ever used the product
(shopped at the store). The second item, which was only administered if the child
indicated that s/he had used the product, asked "how often do you currently" use the
product (shop at the store). These items were included to assess the extent to which the
advertised products were familiar to study participants. As noted in the "Advertising
Stimuli," section above, only 2,0, and 6 children (out of 87) indicated that they had used
Total Hair Fitness Shampoo, Yves Saint Laurent Eyeglasses, and (shopped at) Spartan
Stores, respectively, which suggests a low overall level of brand familiarity amongst
student participants.
Three cognitive response items were included for each advertisement to provide
processing condition manipulation checks. These items asked children to indicate
whether they were thinking about "the conunercial," "the people in the commercial," and
"the product (store) in the commercial," "a lot," "a little bit," or "not at all," respectively.
Reliability analyses showed that children's responses to the three items were marginally
consistent for each advertisement (Cronbach's a =.61, .58, and .58 for Total Hair Fimess,
Yves Saint Laurent, and Spartan Stores, respectively). Inspection of the alpha-if-itemdeleted statistics indicated that item removal would not improve the scales' reliabilities.
Therefore, because of the possibility of conmiitting a Type II error due to the low level of
reliability for these scales, both the sunmied scales and the individual cognitive response
items were tested to assess the success of the processing condition manipulations.
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Unfortunately, analyses employing the cognitive response measures failed to
detect any evidence that the prompted and distracted manipulations succeeded in
affecting children's processing of the three critical advertisements. With processing
condition serving as the sole independent variable, both an omnibus MANOVA with the
summed scales as dependent measures, and a series of nine one-way ANOVAs utilizing
each of the individual scale items as dependent measures, failed to reject the null
hypothesis of no differences in children's mean cognitive responses by processing
condition (all p's > .14). Pairwise comparisons of the prompted and disoracted group
means also failed to show differences in children's self-reported cognitive responses for
all nine individual items (all p's > .17)
While the lack of statistically significant differences in children's cognitive
responses across processing conditions is not a desirable result, it should not be
concluded that the prompted and distracted manipulations failed to simulate controlled
and automatic processing, respectively. As the "H5: Children's Memories," section in
Chapter 6 details, the patterns of means for the total memory measures strongly suggests
that the prompted manipulation succeeded in producing greater depth of encoding than
the distracted manipulation. Therefore, given the memory results, the most probable
explanation for the null findings for the effect of processing condition on children's
cognitive responses is that the measures were insensitive to processing differences, and
thus of dubious validity. One likely possibility in this regard is that children in the
distracted condition interpreted the "thinking about

portion of the cognitive
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response items as inclusive of thoughts about the phone number they were trying to
remember.
Perceived self-relevance and perceived targetedness measures were included in
the study as potential covariates. The basic rationale for including these measures stems
from the notion that consumers are more willing to devote mental energy to things to
which they attach greater importance. In other words, to the extent that children perceive
an advertisement as being self-relevant and/or directed towards them, they should be
more likely to elaborate on the advertisement. Perceived self-relevance and targetedness
items were included in the children's survey for each of the three critical advertisements.
Self-relevance items for each product (store) asked children, "if/when you use (shop at)
, would you say that you care about the kind you use (which store you went to)"
"a lot," "a little bit," "or not at all." Perceived targetedness items, asked children to
indicate whether the given commercial "is meant for people who are" "a lot like you," "a
little like you," "or not at all like you."
Five media usage items were gathered as indicants of the children's cumulative
processing experiences with different media, including print, radio, television, internet,
and computer games. Based on the automaticity principle, children with greater
experience in drawing social information from television advertising should exhibit
greater ability to draw socio-culniral meanings from TV ads through non-conscious,
automatic mental processes vis-a-vis less experienced children. Thus, for present
purposes, the television usage item, which asked children "about how much time each
day do you spend watching television?," served as a potential covariate
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The advertising skepticism measure was included to allow for any effects of
persuasion knowledge to be parsed from the hypothesis-relevant attitude measures.
Based on previous research, children of the ages specified by the sampling frame (i.e., 912) were expected to exhibit different levels of skepticism (Boush, Friestad, and Rose
1994), but the differences were not expected to translate into greater discounting or
counter-argumentation (Brucks, Armstrong, and Goldberg 1988). The six items
comprising the skepticism measure were borrowed from a larger set of eleven used by
Boush et al. (1994) to measure 6* thru 8* graders beliefs about advertising. The subset
of items used herein was chosen because they exhibited the highest loadings on Boush et
al's two advertising skepticism factors, (1) disbelief in advertising claims and (2) mistrust
of advertiser motives. When modified for use with 4"* and 5* graders, the items
employed the 4-point "yes-no way" response format described previously. The wordings
of the skepticism items used with the children's sample closely matched the wordings
used with parents. Both sets of wordings can be found in Appendix 3.6.
The final items on the children's survey were two demographic items pertaining
to gender and academic achievement. Interviewers completed the "female or male"
gender item without mentioning it to the children. Completion of the academic
achievement item involved asking "do you usually get grades of A, B, C, D, or E?" The
gender item was included as a possible blocking factor due to females more rapid
cognitive and social development as well as their tendency to exhibit greater awareness
of social cues than males. The academic achievement item provided a rough proxy of the
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child's cognitive processing abilities and was included in the survey for possible use as a
covariate.
Children's Measures Summary. All in all, participating children were asked to
respond to more than 200 individual items comprising a wide variety of measures. An
annotated copy of the entire children's survey instrument, which includes the
interviewer's script, is provided as Appendix 3.7.
Parental Measures
The item wordings, response options, and response formats utilized on the
parental survey differed somewhat from those used with the student sample. However,
the order of measure administration (see Figure 3.3 above), and the overall content of the
surveys was virtually identical. The only substantial deviation involved the addition of a
set of "your child's" media usage items and a few demographic items. Therefore, to
facilitate comparison, the discussion of parental survey measures will mirror the
presentation of children's measures. Hypothesis-relevant measures will be discussed first
and in the greatest detail followed by a brief overview of the supplemental measures.
Brand Association Measures. Three indicators of the degree to which parents
associated the products promoted in the critical advertisements with the pertinent sociocultural meanings were gathered. Listed in the order in which they appeared, these
measures included open-ended, checklist, and projective measures of socio-cultural brand
associations.
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Open-Ended Brand Association Measures. Open-ended brand association items
directly followed the program-relevant filler items, so it was conceivable that parents
would connect the hypothesis-relevant measures with the advertisements they had seen
during the videotape. Since elaboration on such a linkage may have encouraged
hypothesis guessing, a filler task was used to mask this connection. Consistent with the
children's survey, the filler task involved responding to an open-ended item about a
fictitious brand of clothing, Comfy Clothing. Parents were instructed to "use your
imagination to form a picture in your mind of a person who would like to wear Comfy
Clothing" and then "describe how the person you are imagining looks and how they
would act." A small black-and-white picture of the product, approximately 1.2S inches
wide by 1.5 inches tall, was provided on the survey (see the image in Figure 5.5 above) to
aid parents in using their imaginations. Seven ruled lines were provided to write a
response.
The open-ended brand associations items pertaining to Total Hair Fimess, Yves
Saint Laurent, and Spartan Stores, respectively, employed an identical protocol. Each
item asked subjects to imagine a person who would like to use the given product (shop at
the given store) and describe the person in the space provided. A small picture of the
relevant product appeared direcdy above the text of each item (see the images in Figure
5.5 above).
Transforming parents' qualitative responses into measures suitable for
quantitative analysis involved first transcribing what had been written, and then
employing the appropriate product-specific coding scheme. Each of the product-specific
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coding schemes was both data- and conceptually-driven. In other words, rather than
being built solely to accommodate the data, the decision to code parental responses for
distinct gradations in gender, status, and sociability associations, respectively, was made
a priori. The researcher again completed all coding due to time and cost constraints. To
ensure his blindness to experimental conditions, great care was taken to remove all
identifying information and scramble the ordering of the transcripts prior to coding.
Application of the coding schemes resulted in the assignment of single, whole
number scores to the sets of parental responses given to each of the opetended brand
associations items. Scores for brand-gender associations pertinent to Total Hair Fitness
ranged from I = "woman only" to 7 = "man plus elaboration on manliness, masculinity,
etc." Scores for brand-status associations germane to Yves Saint Laurent ranged from 0
= "adjectives suggest a lack of status or sophistication," to 5 = "elaborated mention of
status or sophistication." And scores for brand-sociability associations with Spartan
Stores ranged from 0 = "adjectives imply not fun or friendly," to 5 = "elaborated mention
of fun, friendliness, enjoyment." A complete listing of the advertisement-specific coding
schemes is included as Appendix 3.8.
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Checklist Brand Association Measures. Checklist measures followed the openended brand association measures. The general form for items comprising these
measures involved asking parents to indicate, "who is very likely to" use a given product
(shop at a given store) by checking all the classifications of people that apply. Although
only a subset of 2-4 items representing brand-gender, brand-status, or brand-sociability
associations was relevant to the respective products, a battery of 13 checklist items was
employed for each to minimize the potential for hypothesis guessing.
The checklist measure of brand-gender associations with Total Hair Fitness
involved asking parents whether "men" and "women" would like to use the shampoo. It
is important to note that in contrast with the children's measure where additional items
pertaining to "boys" and "girls" were utilized, only the older, age-specific items were
included in the adult measure. The presumption that adults view gender-appropriate
consumption of shampoo as an important issue for themselves and people their own age,
but not for children, guided this decision.
Since only two response options were available for each checklist item, checked
and not checked, the resulting data was not suitable for standard reliability or factor
analysis (i.e., it was not interval scaled). Therefore, as a proxy for the internal
consistency of the brand-gender and other checklist measures, Spearman's rank-order
correlations were calculated and used to guide scale construction. To obtain ordinal
consistency in the two brand-gender checklist items, the "women" item was reverse
coded to reflect the notion that that an unchecked response indicated a stronger
association of masculinity with Total Hair Fimess. After this procedure, the "men" and
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"women" items exhibited a significant positive correlation (rho = .23, p = .03). Both
items also correlated positively with the conceptually-related projective measure of
brand-gender associations reported below (rho = .45, .49, both p's < .01, respectively).
Therefore, scores for the "men" and "women" items were summed into a scale ranging
from 0 to 2 for use in hypothesis testing.
For Yves Saint Laurent, the four items comprising the brand-status checklist scale
asked parents to indicate whether "people with style," "people with class," "people who
are glamorous," and "people on a budget," would like to wear the eyeglasses. After
reverse coding the "budget" item to reflect the presumption that an unchecked response
indicated a stronger association of the eyeglasses with higher status individuals, bivariate
rank-order correlations were computed. Unfortunately, the pattern of these correlations
suggested that only the "style" and "class" items should be retained. These items
exhibited a high bivariate correlation (rho = .62, p < .01), and also demonstrated
significant positive relationships with the conceptually-related projective measure (rho =
.42, .37, both p's < .01, respectively), which is described below. In contrast, amongst all
pairwise combinations of the checklist items, "glamorous" correlated only with "class"
(rho = .28, p = .01), and "budget" did not significantly correlate with any of the items (all
p's > .07). Both the "glamourous" and "budget" items also failed to correlate with the
projective measure of brand-status associations (rho = .20, .15, p = .08, .20, respectively).
Therefore, responses to the "style" and "class" items were summed into a scale ranging
from 0 to 2 to test the hypothesis that adults in the naturalistic and distracted processing
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conditions would exhibit stronger brand-status associations than members of the
prompted group.
For Spartan Stores, the four items comprising the checklist measure of brandsociability associations asked parents to indicate whether "people who are happy,"
"people who are cool," "people who like to have fun," and "people who care a lot about
their looks" would like to shop at the store. Unfortunately, the pattern of inter-item
correlations again indicated that only two items should be retained, "happy" and "fun."
These items strongly correlated with each other (rho = .56, p < .01), and the "happy" item
also correlated positively with the conceptually-related projective measure of brandsociability associations (rho = .23, p = .04), which is described below. Of the additional
bivariate correlations involving the "cool" and "looks" items, and the projective brandsociability associations scale, only the relationship between "looks" and "cool" was
significant (rho = .28, p = .01). Therefore, scores for the "happy" and "fiin" items were
summed into a scale ranging from 0 to 2 for use in assessing H2c.
Projective Brand Association Measures. The final group of brand associations
indicants used a projective task to elicit parents' beliefs about the socio-cultural
descriptors pertinent to each product (store). Items comprising these measures utilized
the general form of if the brand was a person, what kind of person would the brand be.
Parents were instructed to respond to the projective prompts by circling the number that
best reflected their opinion for each of fourteen socio-cultural adjective pairs provided for
each product (store).
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The brand-gender associations scale consisted of four adjective pairs. For
shampoo, these items asked parents to rate the degree to which Total Hair Fitness would
be "masculine-feminine," "pretty-handsome," "soft-hard," and "strong-delicate" if the
brand was a person. An 8-point response format was used for each item to force parents
to lean towards one of the adjectives in each pair. After recoding responses to the
"masculine-feminine," and "strong-delicate" items so that higher scores on all scale items
reflected greater masculinity, scale reliability was assessed. The value obtained
(Cronbach's a = .85) suggested a high level of internal consistency. An exploratory
factor analysis indicated that the scale was also one-dimensional (item loadings on a
single common factor ranged from .79 to .85). So, the four items were summed for use in
hypothesis testing (H2a).
The projective measure of brand-status associations included five items. For
Yves Saint Laurent, these items asked parents to rate the extent to which the eyeglasses
would be "sophisticated-simple," "cheap-luxurious," "poor-rich," "confident-nervous,"
and "ambitious-lazy" if the brand was a person. After recoding all responses to the
"sophisticated-simple," "confident-nervous," and "ambitious-lazy" items so that higher
scores indicated greater perceived status, psychometric analyses were performed. These
analyses revealed that the scale possessed high reliability (Cronbach's a = .84) and could
be explained by a single underlying dimension (1-factor forced loadings ranging from
0.62 to 0.82). Therefore, the five items were summed for subsequent analysis.
The projective measure of brand-sociability associations also utilized five items.
To complete the items pertaining to Spartan Stores, parents rated how "exciting-boring,"

"ugly-attractive," "lonely-popular," "friendly-reserved," and "nice-rude" the store would
be if it were a person. Prior to assessing the scale's reliability, all responses to the
"exciting-boring," "friendly-reserved," and "nice-rude" items were recoded so that higher
scores indicated stronger associations of Spartan Stores with sociability. Subsequent
testing suggested acceptable reliability (Cronbach's a = .72) and unidimensionality
(forced 1-factor item loadings ranged from .60 to .78). Therefore, the scale's five items
were summed for hypothesis testing.
Table 5.6 summarizes the set of brand association measures used to test the
hypothesis that parents in the naturalistic and distracted processing conditions would
exhibit stronger brand- (a) gender, (b) status, and (c) sociability associations than
members of the prompted group.
Table 5.6: Parent's Brand Association Measures Summary
Type
OpenEnded

Measure

brand-gender
brand-status
brand-sociability
Checklist brand-gender
brand-status
brand-sociability
Projective brand-gender
brand-status
brand-sociability

Abbrev.
P-THFOE™,
P-YSLOESB
P-SSOEsoc
P-THFCL«„
P-YSLCLs«
P-SSCL,oc
P-THFPRO«„
P-YSLPROSB
P-SSPROsoc

Initial
Items (n)
I
I
I
2
4
4
4
5
5

Retained
Items (n)
I
I
1
2
2
2
4
5
5

Scale
Reliability
n/a
n/a
n/a
n/a
n/a
n/a
.85
.84
.72
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Attitude Measures. Three attitude measures were included in the parental survey.
These indices included 3-item, semantic-differential measures of (a) adult's attitudes
toward a given product or store (P-Aproduct). and (b) their attitudes toward the
advertisement for the product or store (P-Aod)- Also included in this set of measures was
(c) an unobtrusive indicant of parents' attitudes toward the brand (P-Abrand). which was
constructed from responses to the open-ended brand associations items.
The three P-Aproduct items involved asidng parents to "circle the number that best
corresponds to your overall opinion of the product (store) in terms of its being "goodbad," "high quality-low quality," and "positive-negative." Parents were presented with
an 8-option response scale for each item. The adjective pairs comprising the P-Aproduct
items used herein are similar to pairs that have been frequently employed to measure
attitudes toward consumption objects in the marketing literature (c.f., MacKenzie and
Spreng 1992). Therefore, it is not surprising that the items exhibited high reliability for
each product (Cronbach's a = .91, .95, and .89 for Total Hair Fitness, Yves Saint
Laurent, and Spartan Stores, respectively). Given this result, the three items pertinent to
each product (store) were summed for use in subsequent hypothesis testing.
P-Aod items also used a semantic-differential format in asking parents to rate the
extent to which the advertisements for Total Hair Fimess Shampoo, Yves Saint Laurent
Eyewear, and Spartan Stores were "enjoyable-not enjoyable," "pleasant-unpleasant,"
likable-not likable." An 8-option response scale was employed for each item. The
adjective pairs were again similar to those used in previous research (c.f., McQuarrie and
Mick 1999, study 2), and exhibited a remarkable level of internal consistency
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(Cronbach's a = .95, .98, and .97 for the Total Hair Fitness, Yves Saint Laurent, and
Spartan Stores advertisements, respectively). Therefore, the P-Ajd items pertinent to each
product (store) were summed to test H4b.
The final set of attitude measures (P-Abnmd) was constructed by valence coding of
parental responses to the open-ended socio-cultural brand associations measures. The
process of constructing the P-Abrand measures involved four steps. First, all identifying
information was blacked out and the order of the transcripts was scrambled so that the
researcher would be blind to experimental conditions while coding. Second, parents'
open-ended responses were broken into discrete units representing individual statements
about the people who would like to use the product (shop at the store). Third, each
individual statement was assigned a positive, negative, or neutral value by the researcher.
For example, "upwardly mobile," "stuck up," and "male or female" were coded as
positive (+1), negative (-1), and neutral (0), respectively. And fourth, the values of the
individual statements about the respective products (store) were summed to form separate
indicants of parental attitudes toward Total Hair Fimess, Yves Saint Laurent, and Spartan
Stores. Table 5.7 provides descriptive statistics for the resulting P-Abrond measures.
Table 5.7: Abnmd Descriptive Statistics (Parents)
Measure
P-THFATTbn„d
P-YSLATTbn„,d
P-SSATTbnmd

Minimum
-3.0
-3.0
-l.O

Maximum
5
6
4

Mean
1.51
2.14
1.44

Std. Deviation
1.74
1.77
1.14
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Memory Measures. Consistent with the procedures employed with children,
memory-screening items were used in the parental survey to ensure the validity of
responses to the open-ended recall prompts. To complete the screening items, parents
were asked to indicate whether or not they remembered seeing each commercial. If they
checked "no" for a given screen, then they were instructed to skip the section of the
survey containing questions about the corresponding advertisement. When this occurred,
their completion of the memory measure was postponed until the end of the survey when
they could be reshown a portion of the relevant advertisement as a memory cue. Table
5.8 exhibits the combined frequencies of "no" and "I don't know" responses to the
screening items by advertisement and processing condition.
Table 5.8: "No" and "I Don't Know" Responses to Memory Screening Items (Parents)

Total Hair Fitness
Yves Saint Laurent
Spartan Stores

Prompted
(n=21)
0
2
I

Distracted
(n=22)
11
5
8

Naturalistic
(n=23)
2
0
1

As Table 5.8 shows, adults in the distracted condition exhibited the greatest
failure to initially remember having seen each advertisement. A chi-square test
performed on frequencies of "no" and "I don't know" responses to the memory screening
items aggregated by processing condition obtained statistical significance (x^2) - 29.4, p
< .01). Given that the highest incidences occurred in the distracted condition, this result
indicates that the phone number task successfully prevented adults from actively thinking
about the advertisements. Unfortunately, however, this result also draws the intended
comparability of the distracted and the naturalistic groups into question. Specifically,
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even if the two groups exhibit the predicted similarities in brand associations, attitudes,
and memories, these findings suggest that at least with regard to initial recall of the
advertised brand names, qualitatively different encoding processes were most likely
involved. A thorough discussion of the ramifications of the observed differences in
initial recollection of the critical advertisements is deferred to the discussion of "Parental
Results," in Chapter 6.
Regardless of whether adults responded to the recall query after a "yes" answer to
the pertinent screening item, or after they were re-shown a portion of the critical
advertisement at the end of an experimental session, the same prompt was used. Namely,
adults were asked to "list everything you can remember hearing and seeing in the
commercial for" the product (store). Seven ruled lines with an asterisk {*) at the
beginning of each were provided to encourage element-by-element listing.
To convert parental responses to the recall prompts into variables suitable for
quantitative analyses, their statements were (1) transcribed, (2) grouped by
advertisement, and (3) coded using an advertisement-specific coding scheme. Coding
schemes were developed in the manner described previously for children's memory data.
To reiterate briefly, each set of codes was constructed by reading all transcribed
memories for a given advertisement, and assigning a unique code to each distinct element
of the ad recalled by at least one parent. A total of 35 codes were needed to capture the
distinct aspects of adults' memories for the Total Hair Fitness shampoo advertisement.
Forty and 44 codes were needed for the Yves Saint Laurent and Spartan Stores
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advertisements, respectively. Final memory coding schemes for each advertisement are
located in Appendix 3.9.
Once all coding had been completed, two memory measures were created for each
advertisement. The first measure, which was intended to serve as an indicator of depth of
processing (Craik and Lockhart 1972), was constructed by sunmiing all correctly recalled
elements. This measure if referred to as parents' total memory (P-MEM,ot). The second
measure was intended to provide an indicant of parent's relative attentional focus on the
social elements contained in each advertisement. This measure is termed social memory

(P-MEMsoc). Construction of the P-MEMsoc measures involved taking the number of
social elements that a parent correctly recalled from a given advertisement and dividing it
by the total number of elements they remembered from the ad. For this purpose, recall of
socio-cultural descriptions and the behaviors of the actors/actresses were counted as
social elements. In contrast, functional product benefits, executional visuals, executional
verbals, product visuals, and product verbals were all counted as non-social.
Supplemental Measures. A variety of additional measures were also collected
from parents. These measures included: acceptance of advertised claims, product usage,
perceived self-relevance, cognitive response, perceived targetedness, media usage, and
advertising skepticism. Five demographic items were also employed.
Acceptance of advertising claims measures were constructed to determine
whether or not adults differed in their acceptance of product claims that were
conununicated verbally or visually. These measures were not pertinent to the study's
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main hypotheses, so they will not be discussed further. They are, however, listed in
Appendix 3.10.
Two items pertaining to product usage were included for each of the three critical
advertisements. The first item asked whether parents had ever used the product (shopped
at the store). The second item asked "how often do you cunently" use the product (shop
at the store). These items were included to assess study participants' levels of familiarity
with the products promoted in the three critical advertisements. As noted in the
"Advertising Stimuli," section above, only 2,2, and 4 adults (out of 86) indicated that
they had used Total Hair Fitness Shampoo, Yves Saint Laurent Eyeglasses, and Spartan
Stores, respectively, suggesting a low overall level of familiarity.
Three cognitive response items were included for each advertisement to provide
checks of the processing condition manipulations. The items shared the common stem,
"when I watched the conunercial for

and asked adults to rate the extent to

which they were thinking about the commercial, the people in the commercial, and the
product (store) in the commercial, respectively. A 7-point response format ranging from
"I had MANY thoughts about" to "I had NO thoughts about" was used for each item.
Reliability analyses showed that adults' responses to these items were highly consistent
for each advertisement (Cronbach's a = .84 for all three of the advertisements).
Therefore, scores for the three items were summed for each advertisement and used as
dependent variables in an omnibus MANOVA to determine whether adults' mean
cognitive responses differed by processing condition. This analysis revealed a significant
effect for processing condition (F(2^) = 12.50, p > .01). Subsequent pairwise
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comparisons of the means for the prompted and distracted groups indicated that the
processing condition manipulations were successful in generating higher levels of
thoughts about the advertisements in the prompted (means = 3.77,4.53, and 4.54 for
Total Hair Fitness, Yves Saint Laurent, and Spartan Stores, respectively) versus the
distracted group (2.31,2.87, and 2.91). Unfortunately, exploratory investigation of the
levels of cognitive responses reported by members of the naturalistic group revealed that
contrary to expectations, the naturalistic group exhibited levels of thoughts substantially
higher than those found for the distracted group (2.92,3.76, and 4.43 versus 2.31,2.87,
and 2.91, respectively). The signiHcance of this finding in explaining study results is
discussed in the "Parental Results" section of Chapter 6.
Perceived self-relevance and perceived targetedness measures were gathered from
parents for use as potential covariates. The basic rationale for including these measures
on the parental survey is the same as the one articulated previously for including
analogous measures on the children's survey. To reiterate briefly, while adults are not
expected to exert much effort to draw socio-cultural meanings from advertised social
cues in general, situations where they perceive an advertisement as being self -relevant
and directed towards them may prompt greater elaboration. One perceived self-relevance
and two perceived targetedness items were included for each of the three critical
advertisements. The self-relevance items asked parents to rate the extent to which they
would care about their selections of the products (store) on 7-point scales ranging from "I
would NOT care at all" to "I would care a great deal." The two perceived targetedness
items asked parents to rate (1) the extent to which the commercial was intended for
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people like them and (2) the extent to which they believed the advertiser made the
commercial to appeal to people like them, respectively. Both items employed 7-point,
bipolar response formats.
Four media usage items were included as indicants of the adult's recent
processing experiences with the print, radio, television, and internet mediums,
respectively. Based on the proceduralization view of automaticity, which underlies the
automaticity principle, it is the chronic accessibility of memory traces associated with
various categorization algorithms that leads to automatic processing (Anderson 1992).
Since chronic accessibility is associated with memory strength, and strength is believed
to decay over time, an adult who is not an active television viewer currently may lose the
ability to automatically draw socio-cultural meanings from the social cues used in
television advertising. Thus, it was important to include an indicant of adults' recent
television viewing experiences. This was accomplished by asking parents "On average,
about how much time do you spend each day watching television?"
The advertising skepticism measure was included to allow for any effects of
persuasion knowledge to be parsed from the hypothesis-relevant attitude measures. The
six items comprising the measure were borrowed from a larger set of eleven advertising
skepticism items used by Boush, Friestad, and Rose (1994). The basis for selecting a
subset of the Boush et al. items was detailed previously in the discussion of children's
measures above. When used with parents, the advertising skepticism items employed a
7-point likert-type format, anchored by "strongly disagree" and "strongly agree." The
wordings of scale items can be found in Appendix 3.6.
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The final items on the parental survey were five demographic items pertaining to
gender, marital status, education, number of significant life events in the past 6 months,
and ethnicity. Most notable among these was the number of significant life events in the
past 6 months measure. This 1-item indicant was included as a potential covariate based
on the notion that significant life changes can temporarily enhance the salience of
advertised social information for adults. For example, a recent divorcee who wants to
create a new identity for themselves may pay close attention to the social information
contained in advertising to determine what products and brands are consistent with their
desired self-image. The other demographic items were included as potential blocking
factors or covariates.
Parental Measures Summary. In sum, participating adults responded to more than
215 individual items comprising a wide variety of measures. An annotated copy of the
entire parental survey instrument is located in Appendix 3.11.
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CHAPTER SUMMARY

The rationale and methods pertaining to my second dissertation study were
detailed in this chapter. This study is intended to provide an initial assessment of the
CAM Model's predictive utility. Toward this end, the study utilized four processing
conditions (naturalistic, prompted, distracted, and no advertisements), three primary sets
of measures (socio-cultural brand associations, attitudes, and memories), and two distinct
samples (children and adults) to test the prediction that the relative impact of automatic
versus controlled processing on consumers' socio-cultural brand associations increases
with cognitive and social development. Three critical advertisements, representing
brand-gender, brand-status, and brand-sociability meanings, respectively, were also used
to test this prediction. To simulate marketplace conditions, these advertisements were
embedded in a brief video, which was shown to study participants in the comfort of their
own homes.
While great care was taken to plan and execute all aspects of the study, mixed
results were obtained. The predictive successes and failures of the CAM Model are
detailed in the following chapter.
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CHAPTER 6: STUDY 2 RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Study 2 was intended to assess the predictive utility of the CAM Model's
processing specifications. To reiterate briefly, the model predicts that children and adults
will differ in their processing of social cues embedded in advertisements. Specifically,
children are believed to (1) use controlled processing under normal viewing conditions,
(2) exhibit limited ability to extract social meanings via automatic processes, and (3) fail
to counter-argue social meanings extracted from advertisements. In contrast, adults are
thought to (1) rely on automatic processing under normal viewing conditions, (2) exhibit
considerable ability to extract social meanings via automatic processes, and (3) actively
discount social meanings extracted from advertisements via controlled processes.
As Chapter S details, the operationalization of hypotheses related to these
predictions occuned within age level. Therefore, the discussion of study findings has
been grouped into two sections pertaining to children's results (HI, H3, and HS) and
parental results (H2, H4, and H6), respectively. Since both of these sections are rather
lengthy due to the large number of dependent variables utilized with each sample, tables
summarizing the supportive, null, and contradictory Hndings are provided at the end of
each section. A general discussion of the implications of the findings for the CAM
Model concludes this chapter.
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CHILDREN'S RESULTS
HI, H3, and HS concern children's socio-cultural brand associations, attitudes,
and memories, respectively. This section details the analytical procedures used to test
these hypotheses. While care was taken in all cases to employ only widely acceptable
procedures, the appropriateness of some of the choices reported herein may be questioned
on the grounds that they produced different results than one or more equally appropriate
alternatives. To address this issue, the sununary sections pertaining to each hypothesis
include discussions of the robustness of the reported findings based on the application of
alternative analytical procedures. The reporting of children's results consists of five
subsections, including (1) data transformations, (2) HI: Children's Socio-Cultural Brand
Associations, (3) H3: Children's Attitudes, (4) H5: Children's Memories, and (5)
Children's Results Summary.
Data Transformations
A series of three omnibus MANOVAs were planned to provide initial tests of the
processing condition mean differences predicted in HI, H3, and H5, respectively. To
ensure that children's brand association, attitude, and memory data was appropriate for
the planned analyses, the MANOVA assumption of multivariate normality was assessed
for each set of dependent variables prior to the performance of the onmibus tests. Since,
as noted in Hair, Anderson, Tatham, and Black (1995) there is no direct way to test this
assumption, univariate normality was used as an acceptable proxy. Each dependent
variable was tested for normality using the modified Kolmogorov-Smimov test (with
Lilliefors Significance Correction).
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As shown in Table 6.1, the distributions of all six of the brand associations
measures pertinent to HI (i.e., checklist and projective measures of brand-gender, brandstatus, and brand-sociability associations) exhibited significant deviations from univariate
normality. Inspection of the skewness and kurtosis statistics as well as the stem-and-leaf
plots for each distribution suggested that the departures were primarily due to positive or
negative skewness. Therefore, three common data transformations were employed to try
to improve the measures' suitability for multivariate analysis (Hoaglin, Mosteller, and
Tukey 1983). These transformations included (1) log (Y), (2) square-root (Y), and (3)
fourth-root (Y). Unfortunately, five of the distributions remained significantly nonnormal for all transformations; only the distribution of the checklist measure of THFgender associations was improved. Therefore, the square-root transformed measure of
THF-gender associations (THFCLgen*) was selected for use in the omnibus MANOVA
pertinent to HI. The five raw score measures THFPROgen, YSLCLSB, YSLPROSB,
SSCLsoc, and SSPROjoc were also chosen.
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Table 6.1: Univariate Normality Tests of Raw and Transformed Brand Association
Measures
Dependent

Raw

Measure
Skewness
Kunosis
Extreme Scores* (n)
K-S- Statistic'' (p)

THF-Gender
Associations
("Manly"
Projective)
YSL-Status
Associations
(Checklist)

Skewness
Kuitosis
Extreme Scores* (n)
K-S- Statistic''
Skewness
Kurtosis
Extreme Scores* (n)
K-S- Statistic''
Skewness
Kurtosis
Extreme Scores* (n)
K-S- Statistic'*
Skewness
Kurtosis
Extreme Scores* (n)
K-S- Statistic''
Skewness
Kurtosis
Extreme Scores* (n)
K-S- Statistic''

SS-Sociability
Associations
(Checklist)
SS-Sociability
Associations
(Projective)

(Y)'"

(Y).M

-.53
.15
0
.114**
-.53
-1.44
0
.312**
-1.83
3.66
5
.194**
-2.46
6.19
7
.255**
-.78
.22
1
.134**
-1.82
4.60
2
.189**

-.12
-.24
0
.086
-.39
-1.45
0
.291**
-1.36
1.83
5
.183**
-2.09
4.49
7
.227**
-.53
-.33
0
.127**
-1.35
2.22
2
.170**

-.32
-.10
0
.098*
-.46
-1.45
0
.302**
-1.59
2.66
5
.189**
-2.28
5.31
7
.242**
-.65
-.09
0
.126**
-1.57
3.27
2
.179**

Scores

THF-Gender
Associations
(Checklist)

YSL-Status
Associations
(Projective)

Log(Y)

.27
-.21
0
.116**
-.20
-1.43
0
.264**
-.96
.58
2
.169**
-1.71
3.02
7
.199**
-.32
-.67
0
.127**
-l.Ol
.76
1
.158**

* p<.05
*» p<.Ol
' observations more than three box lengths from the upper or lower edge of the box
where the box length is equal to the interquartile range
with Lilliefors Significance Correction

Modified Kolmogorov-Smimov assessment of the distributions of the attitude
measures germane to H3 (i.e., Apmduct and Aod measures for Total Hair Fitness, Yves Saint
Laurent, and Spartan Stores) also revealed significant departures from univariate
normality for all six measures. In this case, however, inspection of the skewness,
Icurtosis, and stem-and-leaf plots for each distribution suggested that the departures were
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not due to positive or negative skewness. Rather, they appeared to be caused by the
restricted range and discrete values inherent in each measure's employment of a single
item with five response options. To test this graphically-derived conclusion, the log (Y),
square-root (Y), and fourth-root (Y) data transformations were employed to ensure that
the statistical properties of the measures' distributions could not be improved. As shown
in Table 6.2, each of these transformations failed to improve the distributions' significant
deviations from univariate normality for all attitude variables. Therefore, the raw score
measures, THFATTpnjd. THFATTad, YSLATTprod, YSLATTad, SSATTprod, and SSATTad.
were retained for use in the omnibus analysis pertinent to H3.
The two types of memory measures relevant to H5 involve (1) the number of
elements recalled from each advertisement, and (2) the ratio of social elements to total
elements recalled, respectively. In other words, the memory measures consist of
frequencies and proportions. Since the distribution of frequency data tends to exhibit
skewness (outliers tend to be near zero or of very high frequency), it is standard practice
to utilize square root transformations to improve the extent to which frequency data
approximate univariate normality. Similarly, since the variance for a sample of
proportions depends on the value of the treatment proportion (i.e., variance = p[l-p]), the
variances of the error terms will not be stable if the treatment proportions differ.
Therefore, it is appropriate to utilize an arcsine transformation (i.e., 2 times the arcsine of
the square-root of Y) to stabilize the error variances prior to hypothesis testing (Neter,
Wasserman, and Kumer 1990).
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Table 6.2: Univariate Normality Tests of Raw and Transformed Attitude Measures
Dependent

Raw

Measure

Scores

THF Attinide
toward the AD

Skewness
Kurtosis
Extreme Scores' (n)
K-S- Statistic''
Skewness
Kurtosis
Extreme Scores* (n)
K-S- Statistic**
Skewness
Kurtosis
Extreme Scores* (n)
K-S- Statistic''
Skewness
Kurtosis
Extreme Scores* (n)
K-S- Statistic''
Skewness
Kurtosis
Extreme Scores* (n)
K-S- Statistic''

YSL Attitude
toward the
Product
YSL attitude
toward the AD

SS Attitude
toward the
Product
SS Attitude
toward the AD

-.14
-.05
0

.200**
-.18
1.14
1
.291**
-.44
1.02
1
.254**
.22
-.18
0
.285**
-.26
1.35
1
»

Skewness
Kurtosis
Extreme Scores* (n)
K-S- Statistic'' (p)

OO

THF Attitude
toward the
Product

-.30
-.02
2
.201**

Log(Y)

(Y)"'

CO"'

-2.16
7.95
2
.262**
-1.80
7.42
1
.298**
-2.17
7.90
2
.268**
-.35
.41
0
.271**
-2.26
9.16
2
.286**
-1.47
3.21
2
.261**

-1.22
3.33
2
.257**

-1.66
5.32
2
.260**

-.86
3.08
1
.267**
-1.25
3.29
2
.261**
-.05
-.06
0
.279**
-1.24
4.20
2
.249**
-.82
1.04
2
.222**

-1.30
4.88
1
.281**
-1.68
5.27
2
.265**
-.19
.13
0
.276**
-1.72
6.36
2
.266**
-1.13
1.96
2
.241**

p<.01
" observations more than three box lengths from the upper or lower edge of the box
where the box length is equal to the interquartile range
** with Lilliefors Significance Correction

In keeping with these practices, the three total memory measures were subjected
to square root transformations, while the three social memory measures were modified
using arcsine transformations. Unfortunately, the resulting distributions deviated
significantly from univariate normality (see Table 6.3). However, since the square-root
transformations succeeded in reducing the number of extreme scores for each of the three
total memory measures, and the arcsine transformations reduced the error variance
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instability problem, the transformed measures, THFMEMiot*, THFMEMsoc*.

YSLMEMiot*, YSLMEMsoc*. SSMEMiot*, and SSMEMsoc* were retained for use in the
omnibus MANOVA for H5.
Table 6.3: Univariate Normality Tests of Raw and Transformed Memory Measures
Dependent
Measure
THF Memory
(Total)

THF Memory
(Social)

YSL Memory
(Total)

YSL Memory
(Social)

SS Memory
(Total)

SS Memory
(Social)

*

Raw Scores

(Y)'"

.55
-.01
3
.180**
.10
.18
3
144**
.86
1.42
4
194**
-.84
1.23
I
.184»»
.77
.83
1
.146»*
-.32
l.ll
8
.110

-.02
.11
1
.150**

Skewness
Kurtosis
Extreme Scores* (n)
K-S- Statistic** (p)
Skewness
Kurtosis
Extreme Scores® (n)
K-S- Statistic**
Skewness
Kurtosis
Extreme Scores' (n)
K-S- Statistic**
Skewness
Kurtosis
Extreme Scores® (n)
K-S- Statistic**
Skewness
Kurtosis
Extreme Scores® (n)
K-S- Statistic**
Skewness
Kurtosis
Extreme Scores® (n)
K-S- Statistic**

-

-

-

-

.14
.73
I
.173»»
-

-

-

.16
.11
0
.123*
-

-

-

-

2*Arcsine
(SQRT root(Y))
-

-

-

-.10
1.49
9
.158**
-

-

-

-.29
.45
0
.2I3»*
-

-

-.09
3.00
8
.166*»

p<.05
p<.01
observations more than three box lengths from the upper or lower edge of the box
where the box length is equal to the interquartile range
** with Lilliefors Significance Correction
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In sum, all but one of the dependent variables used in hypothesis testing pertinent
to children exhibits a significant departure from univariate normality. This finding
strongly suggests that the combined distributions of the brand associations, attitude, and
memory measures also deviate substantially from multivariate normality. Fortunately,
both ANOVA and MANOVA are generally believed to be robust to violations of
normality assumptions in cases where deviations are due to skewness (Hair et al. 1995).
In cases where normality violations are due to the presence of outliers, however,
both tests may be overly liberal or overly conservative depending on the disuibution of
the outliers amongst experimental treatments. Therefore, to mitigate potential biases due
the presence of outliers, subjects providing an extreme score on at least one dependent
variable were excluded from the relevant omnibus MANOVA. Toward this end, scores
were considered extreme if and only if they were three or more boxlengths lower than the
25"* percentile score or higher than the 75"* percentile score for the pertinent variable. (A
boxlength is equal to the interquartile range, which is defined as the 75"' percentile score
minus the 25"' percentile score). This criterion resulted in 9,4, and 12 exclusions from
the MANOVAs for HI, H3, and H5, respectively. Table 6.4 shows the distribution of
children providing one or more extreme score by analysis and condition.
Table 6.4; Number of Children Providing Extreme Scores by Analysis and Condition

Prompted (n=23)
Distracted (n=22)
Naturalistic (n=:22)
No Advertising (n=20)

HI
MANOVA
2
0
4
3

H3
MANOVA
1
0
2
1

H5
MANOVA
3
6
3
n/a
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Elimination of outliers reduced the potential for normality violations to cause the
Type I error rates for the MANOVAs to deviate from the pre-specified level, a = .05.
However, one problem remained. Namely, the test statistic used to detect violations of
the equality of covariance assumption for MANOVA, the Box M, is known to be highly
sensitive to deviations from multivariate normality (Hair et al. 1995). In other words, it
often registers false positives due to non-normality even when the assumption of equality
of covariance matrices is appropriate. Thus, given that the multivariate normality
assumption was almost certain to have been violated for the children's MANOVA
analyses, a stringent significance level of a = .01 was adopted for the Box M statistic
associated with all hypothesis-relevant MANOVAs to reduce the probability of falsely
rejecting the assumption of covariance equality. This decision was based on the
reconmiendations of Hair et al. (1995).
After checking the appropriateness of the multivariate normality assumption,
omnibus analyses and follow-up tests pertaining to HI, H3, and H5 were conducted.
Results for each hypothesis are detailed in separate sections below.
Hypothesis 1: Children's Socio-Cultural Brand Associations
HI predicts that children's socio-cultural brand associations resulting from the
naturalistic processing of the three experimental advertisements will be (1) similar to
those observed for the prompted group, and (2) stronger than the observed associations of
the distracted group. HI also predicts that the brand associations of the distracted group
will be equal to the associations of the no advertisement group because children will have
yet to acquire the ability to automatically draw meaning from advertised social cues.
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Contrasts between the naturalistic and prompted groups versus the distracted group were
planned for each advertisement to test these predictions. However, prior to these direct
hypothesis tests, an omnibus MANOVA was performed to determine whether children's
brand associations differed by processing condition.
After excluding 9 cases due to extreme scores and 2 additional cases due to
missing data, a doubly multivariate analysis of variance was conducted to determine
whether children's brand associations differed by processing condition. This analysis
was doubly multivariate because repeated measures were taken from each child for two
qualitatively distinct variables, checklist associations and projective associations, for each
of three advertisements. Advertisement served as a within-subjects, repeated factor for
the analysis, while processing condition served as the sole between-subjects independent
variable. Although the equality of covariance matrices assumption was supported for this
analysis (Box M<63,10.944) = 82.1, p = .27), Pillai's trace was chosen as the test statistic due
to its greater robusmess to violations of the multivariate normality and equality of
covariance matrices assumptions (Olson 1974, 1976) than alternative statistics (i.e.,
Wilks' Lambda, Hotelling's Trace, Roy's Greatest Characteristic Root).
MANOVA results for HI revealed significant effects for processing condition
(Pillai's Trace = .237, F(6, 144) — 3.23, p ^ .01) and advertisement (Pillai s Trace — .940,
F(4. 69) = 271.43, p < .01). This analysis also detected a significant advertisement by
processing condition interaction effect (Pillai's Trace = .533, F(i2.2i3) = 3.83, p < .01),
which suggests that the impact of processing condition on children's brand associations
was not uniform across advertisements. To probe these findings, a series of univariate
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analyses were performed, including separate analyses employing the six brand
association measures as dependent variables. Processing condition served as the lone
independent variable in all cases.
Since Hla, Hlb, and Hlc concern children's processing of gender, status, and
sociability cues, respectively, discussion of univariate analyses is organized by sociocultural meaning.
Hla: Gender. One-way ANOVAs involving the checklist measure of THFgender associations (transformed) and the projective measure of THF-gender associations
detected significant differences in group means across processing conditions. For
THFCLgen*, F(3. 72) = 8,44, p < .01, and for THFPROgen, Foji) = 9.77, p < .01. Immediate
interpretations of these results were not undertaken, however, due to violations of the
ANOVA assumption of variance homogeneity for both analyses (forTHFCLgen*. the
Levene statistic = 3.20, p = .03; for THFPROgen, the Levene statistic = 5.40, p < .01).
According to Monte Carlo simulation studies by Box (1954), ANOVA is robust to
violations of the variance homogeneity assumption in cases where the ratio of the largest
variance to the smallest variance (i.e., Fmax) is near 3.0 or less and sample sizes are
approximately equal. For the analyses of THFCLgen* and THFPROgen, Fmax = 3.62 and
3.35, respectively, and the ratio of the number of subjects in the largest cell to the
smallest is 1.38. Therefore, no corrective action was taken to preserve the Type I error
rate; rather, the results of the ANOVAs were readily interpreted.
As shown in Figure 6.1, the patterns of means underlying the processing condition
main effects were consistent with Hla. Namely, both the prompted and naturalistic
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groups exhibited stronger associations of Total Hair Fitness with masculinity than the
distracted group for both THFCLgen* (1.63 and 1.57 vs. 1.48) and THFPROgen (3.05 and

3.28 vs. 2.50). One-tailed planned contrasts between the prompted and naturalistic
groups versus the distracted group revealed that these differences were statistically
significant for both THFCLgen* (t(72) = 2.26, p = .01) and THFPROgen (1(72) = 2.55, p < .01)
Contrary to HI a, however, the distracted group exhibited stronger associations of
the shampoo with masculinity than the no advertisement control group for both

THFCLgen* (1.48 vs. 1.30) and THFPROgen (2.50 vs. 1.63). Post hoc comparisons
revealed that the differences were statistically significant for both THFCLgen* (two-tailed
t(37) = 2.59, p = .01), and THFPROgen (two-tailed t(37) = 2.74, p < .01). These surprising
flndings suggest the possibility that the student participants had already accumulated
sufficient processing experience to acquire some ability to automatically process gender
cues. A thorough consideration of this possibility is presented in the "Children's Results
Summary" section, which follows the presentation of HI, H3, and H5 results.
Before presenting the results for HIb, it is important to note that SPSS's Least
Significant Difference (LSD) procedure is used throughout the analyses of all study
hypotheses to determine which pairwise comparisons between processing condition
groups exhibit statistically significant differences. This procedure works by calculating
the mean differences and corresponding error terms for each unique pairwise
combination of groups, and assessing the magnitude of the resulting test statistics versus
the appropriate critical value of the t-distribution (determined by denominator degrees of
freedom, and a). The LSD procedure does not adjust for the inflation of familywise
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Type I error rates due to multiple comparisons. It is therefore much more liberal than
Scheffe's test and Tukey's honestly significant difference method, which are commonly
used to preserve familywise a's at or below a prespecified value (Hair et al. 1995).
Given that the CAM Model is at a very early stage in its development, the SPSS LSD
procedure was chosen over the more conservative alternatives due to its lower risk of
missing potentially interesting avenues for subsequent research (see Keppel 1991).
Figure 6.1: Brand-Gender Association Means by Processing Condition (Children)
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Hlb; Status. The one-way ANOVA involving the checklist measure of Yves
Saint Laurent-status associations (YSLCLju) yielded a significant main effect for
processing condition (F(3.72) = 3.16, p = .03); however, the effect of processing condition
on the projective measure, YSLPROSB, was not significant (F(3,72) = 1.39, p = .25). The
Levene statistic for the analysis of YSLCLsts detected a violation of the variance
homogeneity assumption for ANOVA (Levene statistic = 3.08, p = .03). Fortunately, the
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Fmax statistic for this analysis was again near 3.0 (3.88), so the Type I error rate was
presumed to be preserved at a = .05 (Box 1954).
Given the significant effect for YSLCLSB, the planned contrast pitting the
prompted and naturalistic groups against the distracted group was conducted. The
resulting one-tailed t-statistic was marginally significant (taz) = 1.47, p = .07). Inspection
of the processing condition group means revealed that this effect was due to stronger
brand-high status associations in the prompted (3.60) versus the distracted group (3.11).
While this finding was consistent with HIb, the equivalence of the means of the
naturalistic (3.11) and the distracted groups (3.11) was contrary to expectations. Post
hoc pairwise comparisons of the group means for YSLCLju revealed that the brand-status
associations of the prompted group were stronger than those of the naturalistic (two-tailed
t(72) = 2.53, p = .01), distracted (t(72) = 2.38, p = .02) and no advertisement groups (t(72) =
2.54, p s .01). All comparisons between the naturalistic, distracted, and no advertisement
groups were non-significant (all p's > .80). Processing condition means for YSLCLsu are
shown in Figure 6.2.
Since the F-statistic corresponding to the effect of processing condition on

YSLPROsts was not statistically significant, the planned comparison between the
prompted and naturalistic groups versus the distracted group was not performed. Rather,
post hoc pairwise comparisons were conducted to determine whether any of the group
means differed significantly from die others. These analyses detected marginally
significant differences between each of the three experimental conditions and the no
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advertisement control condition. For the comparison of prompted to no advertisement,
two-tailed t(35) = -1.76, p = .08; for distracted versus no advertisement, two-tailed t{37) =
-1.81, p = .08; and for naturalistic versus no advertisement, two-tailed t(33) = -1.52, p =
.13. As shown in Figure 6.2, the mean for the no advertisement condition was higher
than the mean for the experimental group in all cases. This pattern of results for
YSLPROsts

contradicts Hlb, so it will be considered in the "HI Sunmiary" section below.

Figure 6.2: Brand-Status Means by Processing Condition (Children)
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Hlc; Sociability. The variance homogeneity assumption was supported for the
one-way ANOVAs pertaining to brand-sociability associations (Levene statistics = 2.36
and 2.02, p's = .08 and .12, respectively). Unfortunately, the effect of processing
condition failed to achieve significance for SSCL,oc (F(3,72 >= .41, p = .75), and it was only
marginally significant for SSPROsoc (F(3.72) = 2.21, p = .09). Therefore, neither of the
plarmed contrasts between the prompted and naturalistic groups versus the distracted
group was performed. Rather, a series of pairwise post hoc analyses were conducted for
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each measure to see if any of there was any evidence that processing condition exerted a
differential impact on children's brand-sociability associations.
For SSCLsoc, none of the pairwise comparisons of the processing condition group
means detected a statistically significant difference (all p's > .30). Two of the pairwise
tests were significant for SSPROsts, however. Namely, the mean differences between the
prompted and the naturalistic (3.51 vs. 3.17) and the distracted and naturalistic groups
(3.57 vs. 3.17) were statistically significant (two-tailed t's = 2.00 and 2.42, df s = 37 and
39, p's = .05 and .02, respectively). While the higher mean for the prompted versus the
naturalistic group mirrors the findings for YSLCLju, there is no obvious reason why the
mean for the distracted group - members of which should have had little or no available
processing resources during exposure to the advertisement for Spartan Stores - reflects
stronger brand-sociability associations than the mean for the naturalistic group, which
faced no such constraints. Therefore, consideration of these findings is left to the
"Children's Results Summary" section (below). Processing condition group means for

SSCLjoc and SSPROsoc are shown in Figure 6.3.
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Figure 6.3: Brand-Sociability Association Means by Processing Condition (Children)
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HI Summary. Overall, the findings for children's socio-cultural brand
associations provide mixed support for the hypothesis that the brand-gender, brand-status,
and brand-sociability associations exhibited by members of the prompted and naturalistic
groups would be stronger and more consistent with the meanings represented in the
stimulus advertisements than the associations of the distracted group.
For gender, means for the three experimental groups precisely follow the
predicted pattern for both the checklist and projective measures (i.e., prompted,
naturalistic > distracted), which strongly supports the hypothesis. Somewhat
surprisingly, children in the distracted group show stronger brandgender associations
than children in the no advertisement group for both measures. The most plausible
explanation for this outcome is that the 4"* and S"* grade participants in the study have
acquired some degree of automatic processing ability. In retrospect, this finding makes
perfect sense because unlike status and sociability distinctions, gender meanings are
learned very early (Fagot and Leinbach 1989) and are closely tied to concrete, static
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physical features. Thus, children's levels of cumulative processing experiences should be
high for gender meanings, making the corresponding mental operations well practiced
and very resource efficient (as per the automaticity principle, see Chapter 3).
The brand-status outcomes offer minimal support for HI. For the checklist
measure of brand-status linkages, prompted children exhibit stronger status associations
than distracted children, which is consistent with the hypothesis. However, the
naturalistic group shows weaker associations than the hypothesis predicts. The most
plausible explanation for this mixed finding is that children can extract status meanings
from advertising, but they are generally not motivated to do so under normal viewing
conditions. One specific possibility in this regard is that while children may not be
motivated to encode the material-based portrayal of status employed in the Yves Saint
Laurent advertisement, they might exert considerable effort to process popularity-based
status meanings under marketplace viewing conditions.
For the projective measure of brand-status associations, there is no compelling
theoretical explanation for the stronger associations of the no advertisement group versus
the three experimental groups. Two possibilities in this regard are (I) the higher mean is
due to chance processes (i.e., it is a Type I error), or (2) children exhibit a general
tendency to agree with positive adjectives (grown-up, fancy, confident) and disagree with
negative adjectives (poor and lazy) in the absence of additional information. Given that
this unusual finding is not robust when the full sample is included (see below), the chance
processes account appears to be the most plausible of these explanations. With regard to
the statistical equivalence of the three experimental groups, it is conceivable that the lack
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of significant differences between the prompted and naturalistic versus the distracted
group was due to a ceiling effect, as the absolute level of brand-stanis associations (3.4)
was near the scale maximum (4.0) for each of the three groups. Thus, even if children in
the prompted and naturalistic groups exerted higher levels of effort in processing the
status meanings contained in the commercial, it may not have been possible for their
brand-status associations to get any stronger.
The brand-sociability results offer no support for HI. The null findings for the
effect of processing condition on SSCLjoc can be attributed to poor scale reliability
(Cronbach's a < .70), which could have attenuated the relationship. For the projective
measure, the finding that the prompted group exhibited stronger associations than the
naturalistic group can be explained by assuming that children at this stage of
development may not be motivated to draw sociability meanings from advertised social
cues (just as for material-based notions of status, see above). Since this finding is not
robust to the inclusion of the full sample (see below), chance processes (i.e., Type I error)
may also account for this hypothesis-contradicting result. The finding that SSPROjoc is
higher in the distracted versus the naturalistic group is somewhat problematic, however,
as there is no compelling theoretical explanation for why children with few available
resources would be more successful in drawing sociability meanings from advertising
than those with all of their processing resources available. Based solely on the brand
associations data. Type I error is the only apparent explanation for this finding.
As the introduction to this section on "Children's Results" indicates, the outcomes
reported herein are based on particular treatments of the data that are widely accepted.
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but represent only one of several possibilities. Therefore, additional analyses were
conducted to examine the robustness of the findings for children's socio-cultural brand
associations. These tests mvolved: (I) rerunning all analyses with no exclusions for
extreme scores, (2) checking the results for the transformed variable, THFCLgen*. against
the results obtained from THFCLgen raw scores, and (3) checking the results for
individual scale items against those obtained for SSCLjoc and YSLPROjts because the
summated scales' reliabilities were poor (i.e., well below .70).
Rerunning the analyses with no exclusions for extreme scores had no effect on the
hypothesis-supporting findings reported above. These tests did, however, show that one
of the unusual findings lacks robustness. Namely, the significant differences between the
no advertisement and the three experimental groups for YSLPROSB were eliminated by
the inclusion of all cases in the analyses (all pairwise p's > .25). Thus, it appears that the
higher brand-status associations shown by the no advertisement control group for this
measure was not reliable.
In terms of the results for THFCLgen* versus the non-transformed measure

(THFCLgen), all results were identical, suggesting that the hypothesis-supporting findings
for this measure are robust. Assessments of the individual scale items for SSCL

sk and

YSLPROsis failed to produce any meaningful deviations from the outcomes reported
above. Therefore, the null findings between the experimental groups for the checklist
measure of brand-sociability and the projective measure of brand-status associations also
appear to be robust.
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Hypothesis 3: Children's Attitudes
H3 predicts that (a) children's attitudes-toward-the-products (Aproduct's) and (b)
attitudes-toward-the-advertisements (Aad's) will be more positive in the naturalistic and
prompted groups than they will be in the distracted group. The hypothesis also predicts
that the attitudes of children in the distracted group will be equal to the attitudes of
children in the no advertisement control group. A series of contrasts was planned to test
these predictions; however, an omnibus MANOVA was first conducted to determine
whether there was any evidence that children's attitudes differed by processing condition.
Four cases were excluded from the H3 MANOVA analysis due to extreme scores.
In all instances, these scores resulted from children selecting the "really, really bad"
response option. Seven additional cases, including 5 from the distracted group and 2
from the naturalistic group, were also excluded due to missing data for at least one Aad
item. Rather than reflecting interviewer error, all missing Aad scores were due to the
placement of the measures after the memory screening items on the questionnaire. All 7
of the missing data cases involved children who were never asked to give their opinions
of one or more of the advertisements because their response(s) to the memory screening
item(s) indicated that they did not remember seeing the advertisement(s) during the
video.
Consistent with the MANOVA assumption of equality of the covariance matrices,
the Box test for the omnibus analysis suggested that the covariance matrices of the
Aproduct and Aad variables were statistically equal (Box M = 64.77, p = .10).
Unfortunately, the multivariate test statistics failed to provide any evidence of attitudinal
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di^erences due to processing condition. Pillai's Trace statistics for the effect of
processing condition (Pillai's Trace = .02, F(4.i08) = -30, p = .88), and the advertisement by
condition interaction effect (Pillai's Trace = .18, F(g,io4)= 1.25, p = .28) were not
statistically significant. The within-subjects effect of advertisement, which is of no
consequence to the present hypothesis, was marginally significant (Pillai's Trace =.15,
F(4. SI) = 2.24, p s .08), reflecting some variation in children's overall attitudes toward the
three advertisements. Taken together, the MANOVA results provide no support for H3
and insufficient evidence to further probe the relationship between processing condition
and children's attitudes. However, since the inclusion of both the Aproduct and A^d
measures in the analysis dictated the exclusion of data from the no advertisement conurol
group (i.e., no advertisement subjects completed the Apnxiuct items but were not asked to
complete the Aad items), two additional MANOVAs were conducted to more fully
examine H3.
H3a: Aproducts- The first supplemental MANOVA employed only the attitudetoward-the-products measures (THFATTprod. YSLATTprod, and SSATTprod) as dependent
variables. Results from this analysis were mostly consistent with the initial MANOVA.
Namely, both the effect of processing condition and the processing condition by
advertisement interaction remained non-significant (p's = .59 and .44, respectively),
while the within-subjects effect of advertisement achieved the pre-specified .05 level of
statistical significance (F(2.i60) = 5.30, p < .01). Given that a significant effect for
advertisement in this case indicates only that children exhibited differential liking of the
products promoted in the three advertisements (mean Aproduct ratings of 3.76,3.82, and
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3.52 for Total Hair Fitness, Yves Saint Laurent, and Spartan Stores, respectively), this
finding provides no justification for further hypothesis-relevant analysis.
However, despite the lack of unpetus provided by the omnibus test, a series of
post hoc pairwise comparisons was performed for each Aproduct measure to fiilly explore
the data patterns underlying these poor results. In defiance of the probabilistic nature of
inferential statistics, and without the application of any of the experiment-wide error rate
protection procedures often used for multiple comparisons, none of the 18 pairwise tests
yielded a significant two-tailed t-statistic. All p-values were greater than .20. The
statistically-equivalent processing condition means underlying these null fmdings are
shown in Figure 6.4.
Figure 6.4: Attitude-Toward-the-Product Means by Processing Condition (Children)
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H3b; Aads- The second follow-up MANOVA utilized the three attitude-towardthe-advertisement measures as dependent variables, THFATTad, YSLATTad, and

SSATTad. Processing condition served as the only between-subjects factor for this
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analysis. Consistent with the prior MANOVAs for H3, the effect of processing condition
again failed to achieve statistical significance (F(2.55) = .41, p = .67). However, in
contrast with the previous analysis, the within-subjects e^ect of advertisement was non
significant (F(2, 110)= .87, p = .42), while the advertisement by processing condition
interaction met the threshold for statistical significant (F(4,1 lo) = 2.51, p = .05).
Interpretation of this interaction e^ect was complicated somewhat by Mauchly's test of
sphericity, which showed that the corresponding repeated-measures ANOVA assumption
had been violated (Mauchly's W = .843, p = .01). After imposing the conservative
Greenhouse-Geisser correction to the degrees of freedom for the interaction test, the
corresponding significance level dropped into the marginal range (p = .055). Given that a
significant interaction indicates a differential effect of processing condition on Aad
measures for the three experimental stimuli, and given the potential to gain insight into
children's processing of the advertisements through further data exploration, this
marginal finding was interpreted as providing sufficient justification to probe this
relationship via a series of univariate analyses.
To explore the processing condition by advertisement interaction, a series of one
way ANOVAs was performed with THFATTad, YSLATTad, and SSATTad serving as
dependent variables and processing condition serving as the sole independent variable.
Levene statistics of .51,2.22, and .17 for the respective analyses indicated that each
analysis satisfied the homogeneity of variances assumption (p's = .61, .12, and .84).
Unfortunately, the between groups F-statistics failed to provide evidence of a differential
effect of processing condition on any of the Aad measures. For THFATTad, F(248) = -22,
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p = .80; for YSLAL iad« F(2.55)— -lOi p — .91; and forSSATTAJ, F(2^g) = 2.08, p = .13.
Thus, thorough analysis of the Aad measures also failed to provide support for H3.
To gain insight into the data patterns underlying the null Aad findings, all possible
pairwise comparisons between processing condition groups were performed for each
measure. Of the nine test statistics generated, only the difference between the prompted
and distracted group for SSATTad was statistically significant (two-tailed t = 2.03, p =
.05). While this result is directionally consistent with H3 (i.e., the prompted group
exhibited more favorable attitudes toward the advertisement than the distracted group),
there is no reason to suspect that this difference was due to anything other than chance
processes, especially since any of the experiment-wide alpha protection procedures
would render the effect statistically non-significant. Processing condition means for

SSATTad, and the two other Aad items are shown in Figure 6.5.
Figure 6.5: Aad Means by Processing Condition (Children)
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H3 Summary. Analyses of the Aprodua and Aad scores for children detect no
evidence for the hypothesis that the prompted and naturalistic groups exhibit more
favorable attitudes than the distracted group. In fact, all but one of twenty -seven pairwise
comparisons between the prompted, distracted, naturalistic, and no advertisement groups
demonstrate statistical equivalence. There are a variety of plausible explanations for
these null findings, including (1) the attitude measures were conceptually invalid, (2) the
advertisements failed to influence attitude-relevant beliefs, and (3) the advertisements
were processed at the category level rather than the brand level. Each possibility will be
discussed in turn.
In terms of the conceptual validity of the attitude measures, it is readily
conceivable that the Aproduct and Aod items were too general or too vague to arouse
children's interest. Consequently, the items may have been subject to a "whatever"
response. In retrospect, a much better formulation of the items would have involved
making children's responses more ego-involving. For example, rather than asking
"Would you say that Total Hair Fitness is...," a more valid item might ask "If your mom
bought Total Hair Fimess shampoo for you to use, would you say that it was awesome,
good, just okay, bad, or really, really bad."
The plausibility of measure invalidity as an explanation for the null attitude
findings is supported by the moderate levels of perceived self-relevance and relatively
low levels of perceived targetedness exhibited by children. For perceived self-relevance,
sample means were 2.10,2.39, and 1.92 for Total Hair Fitness, Yves Saint Laurent, and
Spartan Stores, respectively (on a 1-3 scale ranging from "care not at all" to "care a lot"
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about the kind of the product they use). For perceived targetedness, sample means were
1.63,1.63, and 1.64 for the respective advertisements (on a 1-3 scale ranging from the ad
was meant for people who are "not at all like you" to "a lot like you").
Further evidence for the lack of validity of the attitude measures comes from an
examination of the correlations between the Aads and Aproducts- If these measures are
conceptually valid, then the average bivariate correlations between Aad and Aproduct scores
for the respective experimental stimuli should be higher than the average correlations
between the three Aad and the Apnduct items only. Stated differently, a conceptually valid
measure of a child's attitude toward a given advertisement should predict their attitude
toward the corresponding product better than a measure of their attitude toward an
unrelated product. This does not appear to be the case for these data, however, as the
average Aad-Apnduct correlation (.40) for the three experimental stimuli is actually lower
than the average Aad-Aad (-50) and Aproduct-Aproduct (-41) correlations.
While conceptual invalidity of the attitude measures appears to offer a compelling
account of the null flndings, it is not the only possibility. A second explanation for the
null results is that the ads failed to influence beliefs pertinent to children's attitudes. This
explanation is partially supported by the lack of significant correlations between the
measures of brand-gender associations, which differed by processing condition (see the
discussion of Hi above), and the attitude measures (all Pearson r's <.16, p's >.18).
However, the statistical significance of both bivariate correlations between the measures
of brand-status associations (YSLCLsts, YSLPROsts) and YSLATTprod (r = .37, .35,
respectively, p's < .01) and three of the four correlations between measures of brand-
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sociability associations (SSCLjoc, SSPROjoc) and attitudes toward Spartan Stores
(SSATTprodi SSATTad) suggests that failure of the advertisements to influence beliefs
pertinent to children's attitudes at best represents a partial explanation for the null results.
A third explanation for the lack ui significant processing condition effects is that
children's attitudes are more reflective of their opinions regarding the respective product
categories than the specific brands. The plausibility of this explanation is enhanced by
the presumed lack of ego-involvement children have for the product categories
represented in the three experimental advertisements (see Chapter 5, "Advertising
Stimuli,) and the low perceived self-relevance of the product stimuli (see the means
reported on the previous page). Assuming children's attitudes are more reflective of their
opinions of shampoo, eyeglasses, and grocery stores than they are of the respective
brands, you would expect to see null results for the prompted and naturalistic groups.
Even if members of these groups actively processed the social cues in the advertisement
their attitude would likely remain unchanged due to the greater difficulty in shaping wellestablished attitudes toward the product categories versus attitudes for specific,
unfamiliar brands.
To determine whether the exclusion of extreme scores altered the children's
attitude findings reported herein vis-a-vis those that would have obtained using data from
all participants, the analyses reported above were rerun with no exclusions for extreme
scores. The results of these tests show that the null findings for H3 are robust to
inclusion criteria, as none of the MANOVA or ANOVA test statistics detected a
significant effect of processing condition on any of the children's attitude measures. The
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27 possible post hoc painvise comparisons between processing groups were similarly
non-significant at a = .05.
Hypothesis 5: Children's Memories
According to H5a, children's overall recall of advertising elements (MEMwi)
should be higher for both the naturalistic and prompted groups than for the distracted
group. HSb predicts that the proportion of social cues recalled (MEMjoc) by the
naturalistic and prompted groups will be higher than the proportion of social elements
remembered by children in the distracted processing condition. A series of univariate
contrasts were planned to test these predictions. However, prior to their implementation,
a MANOVA was performed to determine whether there was any evidence to suggest that
children's memories differed by processing condition. This analysis employed the
square-root transformed measures of total memory (THFMEMMI*, YSLMEMtot*, and
SSMEMiot*), and the arcsine transformed measures of social memory (THFMEMsoc*.

YSLMEMsoc*. and SSMEMjoc*) as dependent variables. Processing condition served as
the sole between-subjects factor.
Three different sets of inclusion criteria were available for the omnibus
MANOVA. First, only children who remembered at least one aspect of each
advertisement could be included. (This was a necessary condition for the construction of
the social memory measure to avoid division by zero). Second, only children who
answered "yes" to each of the three memory screening items (i.e., do you remember
seeing a commercial for

during the video?") could be included. And third,

children whose memory scores were extreme (defined previously) could be excluded.
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Because each of these criteria appeared valid, separate MANOVAs were performed on
the various sub-samples of children using the item remembered, memory screening, and
extreme score criteria, respectively. Fortunately, each analysis produced consistent
results. Therefore, since the memory-screening criterion was the most conservative from
a conceptual standpoint (i.e., all of the items children recalled were remembered without
re-exposure to one or more of the critical advertisements, see the "Memory Measures"
subsection of "Children's Measures" in Chapter 5), only the findings resulting from the
utilization of the memory-screening criterion will be reported herein.
It is worthwhile to note that the application of the memory-screening criterion was
also empirically conservative for total memory. As noted in the following paragraph, use
of the screening criterion led to the exclusion of a large number of subjects (19), the
majority of which (10) were from the distracted condition. While it would have been
reasonable to treat subjects responding "no" or "I don't know" to a given screening item
as possessing total memory for the corresponding advertisement equal to zero, such cases
were omitted from the total memory analysis. Therefore, since the total memory means
for the distracted group would have seen the largest reduction is those responding
negatively to the screens had been coded as total memory = 0, and since HS predicts
lower total memory in the distracted versus the prompted and naturalistic conditions, this
data handling procedure most likely results in the underestimation of the effect of
processing condition on total memory.
Using the screening criterion, a total of 19 children were excluded from the
omnibus MANOVA pertaining to HS, including 3 from the prompted condition, 10 from
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the distracted condition, and 6 from the naturalistic condition. The Box test for this
analysis suggested that the covariance matrices of the MEM,ot* and MEMjoc* variables
were statistically equal (Box M = 72.55, p = .07), so the analysis proceeded without
concern about Type I error rate inflation. Consistent with H5, the results of the doubly
multivariate test detected differences in children's memories due to processing condition.
Pillai's Trace for this between-subjects effect was marginally significant (Pillai's Trace =
.188, F(4,88) = 2.28, p = .07). Although of little theoretical importance, the within-subjects
effect of advertisement was also significant (Pillai's Trace = .62, F(4.4i)= 16.52, p < .01),
suggesting that children remembered differing numbers of items and/or differing ratios of
social cues for the three advertisements. Only the advertisement by processing condition
interaction was non-significant (Pillai's Trace = .241, F(8,84)= 1.44, p = .19), which
indicates the effect of processing condition on memory was constant across
advertisements.
Given the marginally significant processing condition effect, a series of univariate
analyses was conducted to probe the relationship between processing condition and
memory and directly assess the contrasts germane to H5. To maximize the power of
these analyses, only subjects who failed the memoiy-screening item corresponding to the
various memory measures were excluded from the respective analyses. For example, a
subject who responded "yes" to the Total Hair Fitness memory-screening item but "no"
to the Yves Saint Laurent item was included in the THFMEM,ot* and THFMEMjoc*
analyses, but excluded from the YSLMEMwt* and YSLMEMsoc* analyses. This
procedure resulted in slight differences in the number of cases included in the respective
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analyses. Due to these disparities, discussion of the univariate analyses has been grouped
by advertisement.
H5: Total Hair Fitness (gender). Based on the memory screening criteria, 7 cases
were excluded from the separate one-way ANOVAs employing THFMEMiot* and
THFMEMsoc* as dependent variables, including 1 child each from both the prompted and

naturalistic groups and 5 children from the distracted group. Processing condition served
as the only independent variable for each analysis.
For the analysis of THFMEMtoi*, the Levene statistic indicated that assumption of
variance homogeneity had been violated (Levene statistic = 5.98, p < .01). Fortunately,
the Fmax for this analysis (2.46) was less than 3.0, suggesting that the findings were robust
to this violation (Box 1954, see also Keppel 1991, p.106). Inspection of the F-statistic
indicated a significant effect of processing condition on total memory for the Total Hair
Fimess advertisement (F(2,57) = 4.50, p = .02). The follow-up conurast comparing the
prompted and naturalistic groups against the distracted group provided strong support for
H5a (t(57 )= 2.85, p < .01). Pairwise comparisons of processing condition group means
showed that children in both the prompted (2.25) and the naturalistic (2.10) groups
recalled considerably more elements of the Total Hair Fitness advertisement than
children in the distracted group (1.72). For prompted versus distracted, t(38) = 2.95,
p < .01, and for naturalistic versus distracted, t(37) = 2.08, p = .02. Figure 6.6 shows the
pattern of means for THFMEMiot*.
The assumption of variance homogeneity held for the univariate analysis of
children's THFMEMsoc* scores (Levene statistic = 1.47, p = .24). Contrary to H5b,
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however, the test statistic corresponding to the effect of processing condition on
THFMEMsoc* failed to surpass the critical value (F(2^5) = .35, p = .71). This result

suggests retention of the null hypothesis of equal processing condition means. Thus, the
planned contrast between the prompted and naturalistic groups versus the distracted
group was not performed. Rather, post hoc pairwise tests were conducted using SPSS's
LSD procedure to gain insight into the pattern of means underlying this analysis. The
two-tailed t-statistics resulting from these tests showed no significant differences between
any of the three pairwise combinations of groups (all p's > .42). Thus, children's
recollection of social elements for the Total Hair Fitness advertisement appear to be
statistically equivalent across treatments. Treatment means for THFMEHoc* are shown
in Figure 6.6.
Figure 6.6: Processing Condition Means for THFMEM,ot* and THFMEMjoc*

32.52 -

1.5-

H5: Yves Saint Laurent (status). Based on the memory screening criterion, 10
cases were excluded from the one-way ANOVAs involving YSLMEMmt* and
YSLMEMsoc*. The distribution of excluded cases was as follows: 1 prompted, 5
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distracted, and 4 naturalistic. The assumption of variance homogeneity held for the
separate one-way ANOVAs employing YSLMEMtot* and YSLMEMsoc* as dependent
measures (Levene statistics = 1.47 and 1.20, p's = .24 and .31, respectively). The Fstatistics generated by these separate analyses indicated a significant effect of processing
condition on YSLMEMtot* (F(2.50)= 5.31, p = .01), and a marginally significant effect of
processing condition on YSLMEMsoc* (F(2,50)= 2.53, p = .09). Therefore, the planned
contrast between the prompted and naturalistic groups versus the distracted group was
conducted for each of the memory measures.
For YSLMEMioc*, the contrast provided strong support for H5a (t<50) = 2.79,
p < .01). One-tailed pairwise comparisons of the group means for this variable show that
children's total memories for elements of the Yves Saint Laurent advertisement were
higher in the prompted (2.17) versus the distracted (1.74) group (t(35) = 3.26, p < .01).
They were also higher in the naturalistic (1.98) versus the distracted (1.74) group (t(3i) =
1.70, p = .05).
The contrast for YSLMEMsoc* provided support for H5b. The t-statistic for this
contrast was 2.05 (df = 50, p s .02), and both the prompted and naturalistic groups
exhibited higher transformed proportions of social memory (2.25, 2.50) than the
distracted group (1.91). Subsequent testing of these differences revealed that the
difference between the prompted and distracted group was only marginally significant
(t(3S) = 1.36, p = .09), while the difference between the naturalistic and the distracted
group achieved significance (t^D = 2.25, p = .01). Figure 6.7 illustrates the hypothesissupporting pattern of means for YSLMEMwc* and YSLMEMsoc*.
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Figure 6.7: Means for YSLMEMtot* and YSLMEMsoc* by Processing Condition
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H5: Spartan Stores (sociability). The final set of one-way ANOVAs pertinent to
H5 involved the SSMEMwi* and SSMEMsoc*. Application of the memory screening
criterion led to the exclusion of 4 cases - all members of the distracted group - from these
tests. For the analysis employing SSMEMtoi* as the dependent variable, the Levene
statistic was non-significant (Levene statistic = .24, p = .79), while the F-statistic
corresponding to the effect of processing condition on SSMEMtoi* was statistically
significant (F(2.60) = 5.53, p < .01). Therefore, the planned contrast pitting the prompted
and naturalistic groups versus the distracted group was performed. This comparison
provided support for H5a as the one-tailed t-statistic (t(60) = 1.83) exceeded the critical
value for a = .05 (p = .04). Pairwise comparisons of the three processing condition group
means revealed that the difference between means for the prompted (2.59) and distracted
(2.17) groups was statistically significant (t(40) = 2.93, p < .01), while the difference
between the naturalistic (2.22) and distracted (2.17) conditions was non-significant (t(39) =
.34, p = .38). Contrary to H5b, however, the difference between the prompted and the
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naturalistic groups was positive and statistically significant (t(44) = 2.75 p < .01). Given
that greater total memory is presumed to be indicative of greater depth of processing, this
finding suggests that children's elaboration of the Spartan Stores advertisement was
greater in the prompted versus the naturalistic condition. Further consideration of this
mixed result is provided in the HS Summary section below.
The one-way ANOVA involving SSMEMsoc* failed to provide support for H5b.
The F-statistic for the main effect of processing condition was well below the critical
value (F(2.60) = .91, p = .41). Therefore, post hoc pairwise comparisons of group means
were conducted instead of the planned contrast. Results of these two-tailed tests
indicated that the three experimental groups were statistically equivalent in terms of their
social memories for the Spartan Stores advertisement (all p's > .18). Figure 6.8 shows
the patterns of means for both SSMEMtot* and SSMEMsoc*Figure 6.8: Means for SSMEMwt* and SSMEMjoc* by Processing Condition
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H5 Summary. Analyses of children's MEMwi* and MEMsoc* scores offer some
support for the CAM Model's predictions. The total memory results, in particular,
largely demonstrate the pattern of outcomes predicted by the model. For the Total Hair
Fitness and Yves Saint Laurent advertisements, children in the both prompted and the
naturalistic groups exhibit higher levels of total memory than children in the distracted
condition. Given that the memory levels of the prompted and naturalistic groups are
statistically equivalent for both ads, these data patterns strongly support the prediction
that children will be highly motivated to actively process advertising under normal
marketplace viewing conditions.
For Spartan Stores, the total memory findings are somewhat mixed, however.
Specifically, the observation that children in the prompted group recalled more elements
of the advertisement than members of the distracted group is consistent with H5, but the
finding that recall in the prompted group exceeds recall in the naturalistic group
contradicts the hypothesis. The most likely explanation for the contradictory finding
involves qualifying the presumption that children will always be highly motivated to
process the social cues contained in advertising by allowing for some situational
variability in processing effort. For the Spartan Stores advertisement, low levels of
perceived self-relevance or targetedness, or a general lack of concern for the sociability
meanings contained in the commercial could have reduced the processing effort exerted
by children in the naturalistic condition. The plausibiliQr of this explanation is enhanced
by its ability to also account for the HI contradicting pattern of results obtained for
SSPROsoc (i e-. prompted > naturalistic). If children in the naturalistic group were less
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motivated to process the Spartan Stores advertisement than children in the prompted
group, stronger brand-sociability associations in the prompted versus the naturalistic
group would be expected.
The MEMtot* findings showing substantial differences between the prompted and
distracted groups for all ads are extremely important due to the failure of the cognitive
response measures to detect differences by processing condition (see the "Supplemental
Measures" subsection of "Children's Measures" in Chapter 5). If no differences in
children's total memories between the prompted and distracted processing conditions had
been detected, then the validity of the respective processing condition manipulations
would have been drawn into question. Comparisons of the naturalistic group to the
automatic and controlled processing benchmarks provided by the distracted and prompted
groups, respectively, would have also been highly suspect. Fortunately, however, the
differences did obtain.
Since total memory reflects overall depth of processing rather than the processing
of social cues per se, it is important to note that the strong MEMtoi* findings do not
specifically implicate children as possessing high motivation to draw social meanings
from advertising. Rather, findings for children's social memories are more directly
germane to this issue. Unfortunately, the results for MEMsoc* offer only partial support
forH5.
For Total Hair Fitness, the MEMjoc* results show a lack of significant differences
between the prompted, naturalistic and distracted conditions. Although this null outcome
was not predicted, it is consistent with the logic of the CAM Model. The pattern of
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outcomes predicted in H5 (prompted = naturalistic > distracted) is based on the
presumption that 4"* and S"* grade children would not have accumulated sufficient
processing experience to acquire automatic processing abilities. As the discussion of HI
details, however, children in the distracted condition unexpectedly showed the ability to
automatically draw gender meanings from the Total Hair Fitness advertisement. Thus,
their recall of the social cues contained in the commercial was higher than expected,
leading to the null result.
For Yves Saint Laurent, the MEMsoc* findings support H5. Specifically, children
in the prompted and naturalistic groups show higher proportions of social information
recall than members of the distracted group. This pattern of results suggests that children
naturally possess the ability and the motivation to draw status meanings from advertising,
but cannot do so automatically. However, given the hypothesis-contradicting findings for
YSLCLsoc (i e., prompted > naturalistic), there is some question as to whether children
focus on the same social cues under normal and prompted circumstances. Thus, a more
refined classification of children's social memories should be undertaken to address this
issue in future research.
The null results for SSMEMsoc* are not surprising given the non-significant
differences for the checklist measure of brand-sociability associations and the strange
mixed results for the projective measure. Taken together, the pattem of findings for the
Spartan Stores advertisement suggests that the sociability meanings embedded in the
advertisement might not be salient to children, or that the advertisement may not have
conveyed the intended meanings.
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To test the robustness of the outcomes reported above, the analyses of children's
memory scores were repeated using raw scores for MEM,ot and MEMsoc rather than the
transformed indices. Analyses employing different inclusion criteria were also
undertaken. Fortunately, both sets of analyses produced substantively equivalent
outcomes. Thus, the fmdings reported above for children's memories appear to be robust
to the data transformations and the criteria for inclusion in statistical testing.
Children's Results Summary
HI, H3, and H5 derive from the basic logic underlying the initial formulation of
the CAM Model (see Chapter 3). According to this logic, children were expected to
exhibit controlled processing of advertisements under marketplace viewing conditions
due to their high need for social meanings and their failure to discount advertising as a
veracious source of such meanings.
To test specific predictions about children's socio-cultural brand associations
(HI), attitudes (H3), and memories (H5), three types of processing instructions
(prompted, distracted, and naturalistic) as well as a no advertisement control group were
utilized. The ability to draw inferences about the mental processes used by children
under marketplace viewing conditions depended on the integrity of the prompted and
distracted processing manipulations. The pattern of results obtained for total memory
(i.e., prompted > distracted for all three advertisements) suggests that the instructions
given to these groups succeeded in approximating how children would process
advertisements when they utilized controlled mental operations versus relied on
automatic processes only.
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With outcomes from the prompted and distracted groups serving as points of
reference, mixed results were obtained for the notion that children will utilize controlled
processes to extract social meanings from advertising under normal (i.e., naturalistic)
viewing situations. Table 6.5 sunmiarizes the supportive, null, and contradictory
findings. The remainder of this section discusses the implications of the outcomes for the
CAM Model.
Table 6.5: Children's Results Sunmiary
Inference
Supportive

Null Findings

Contradictory
Findings

Hypothesis
HI a: Gender

Measure
THFCLgen.
THFPROge,

Data Pattern
prompted = naturalistiodistracted
prompted = nahiralistiodistracted

Hlb: Status

YSLCU

prompted > distracted

H5a: MEM,o,

THFMEM,o,.
YSLMEMio,
SSMEMio,

prompted = naturalistiodistracted
prompted = namralistiodistracted
prompted > distracted

H5b: MEM,oc

YSLMEM,oc

prompted = naniralistic > distracted

Hlc: Sociability

SSCLjx

NS

H3a:Apfoduct

THFATTpred,
YSLATTp™,
SSATTpiod

NS
NS
NS

H3b: A«,

THFATTad,
YSLATT^i.
SSATT,d

NS
NS
NS

H5b: MEMjoc

THFMEMjoc

NS

HI a; Gender

THFCLge„,
THFPROge,

distracted > no advertisement"
distracted > no advertisement*

Hlb: Status

YSLCU
YSLPROstt

prompted > naniralistic"
no advertisement > all experimental"

Hlc: Sociability

SSPROsoc

prompted = distracted > namralistic

H5a: MEM,™

SSMEMio,

prompted > naturalistic

finding contradicts the a priori hypodiesis, but it is consistent with the CAM Model's initial formulation
finding is not robust to alternative analytical procedures
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The socio-cultural brand association and total memory data show children to be
somewhat variable in the level of processing effort they exert under marketplace viewing
conditions. Since the initial formulation of the CAM Model is unable to account for such
variability, a refinement is needed to highlight the types of social information that will be
salient to children at different stages of cognitive and social development. Ideally, the
revised model could then predict which types of socio-cultural meanings children are
likely to be highly motivated to process at what age level. Assuming this could be
accomplished, the implication for adult processing would be that only the types of social
meanings that were salient at some point during the process of cognitive and social
development would be candidates for the acquisition of automatic processes. For
example, if independence meanings are salient (e.g., highly self-relevant) during
adolescence, then they would represent strong candidates for automaticity in early
adulthood.
One unexpected finding pertaining to children's processing of the social cues used
in advertising is that there is some evidence of automaticity. Specifically, the brandgender, total memory, and social memory scores of children in the disuracted group
suggest the operation of automatic processes. Fourth and S'** grade participants were not
believed (a priori) to have obtained the level of cumulative processing experience
necessary to create productions strong enough to process social cues automatically. In
retrospect, however, it makes sense that if they possessed any automatic processing
ability, it would be for gender due to children's early recognition of gender meanings
(Fagot and Leinbach 1989) and the relatively concrete perceptual algorithm used to
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decipher gender. Given this outcome, future work should consider the possibility that
children may have acquired the ability to automatically process other socio-cultural
meanings tied to concrete perceptual features. Age and race seem to be likely candidates.
In any case, the surprising gender findings serve to support the CAM Model's logic, but
not its presumption about the timing of acquisition.
As far as the CAM Model's proposition that children will not discount the sociocultural meanings they draw from advertising via controlled processes, the data appear
supportive. Investigations of the prompted group's socio-cultural brand associations and
attitudes show no evidence that children counter-argued any of the visual and verbal
claims contained in the experimental advertisements. Thus, this portion of the CAM
Model's theoretical specifications appears appropriate for children.
PARENTAL RESULTS

H2, H4, and H6 derive from the basic logic of the CAM Model. According to this
logic, the socio-cultural brand associations (H2), attitudes (H4), and memories (H6) of
adults under naturalistic viewing conditions should reflect a tendency to rely on
automatic processes to draw meanings from the social cues used in advertising. In
addition, these variables should provide evidence indicating that adults (I) possess
considerable automatic processing abilities for drawing meanings from advertised social
cues, and (2) actively discount meanings resulting from controlled processing.
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Data Transformations
The data analysis plan for the parental sample mirrored that utilized for the
student sample. Three omnibus MANOVAs were planned to provide initial tests of mean
differences pertaining to H2, H4, and H6, respectively. Prior to conducting these tests,
assessments of univariate normality were performed to approximate the extent to which
the various sets of dependent variables satisfied the MANOVA assumption of
multivariate normality. Each assessment of univariate normality examined a single
dependent variable using the modified Kolmogorov-Smimov test (with Lilliefors
Significance Correction).
Distributions of eight out of the nine socio-cultural brand associations measures
pertinent to H2 exhibited significant deviations from univariate normality (see Table 6.6).
Only the distribution of P-SSPROsoc passed this initial test.
In terms of the open-ended measures, inspection of the stem-and-Ieaf plot for PSSOEsoc showed a high concentration of 65 out of 85 scores (76.5%) at the sociability
neutral point, so no transformations were undertaken to attempt to improve the
distribution of this variable. In contrast, the plots for P-THFOEgen and P-YSLOEsu, as
well as the skewness and kurtosis statistics, suggested that the scales' departures from
normality were primarily due to skewness. Therefore, in an attempt to improve the
measures' suitability for multivariate analysis, three data transformations were employed,
including (1) log (Y), (2) square-root (Y), and (3) fourth-root (Y). Unfortunately, all
resulting distributions for both measures remained significantly non-normal. Moreover,
none of the measures succeeded in reducing die large number of extreme scores (20)
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observed for P-THFOEgen. Since either throwing out the variable's 20 extreme cases or
retaining them would have biased subsequent analyses, scores for this variable were
recoded into an interval-scaled measure with 3 levels reflecting (1) female, (2) gender
neutral, and (3) male associations, respectively. This recoded measure is termed PTHFOEgen(R). Due to the equivocal desirability of the transformed brand-status and

brand-sociability distributions, and the large number of extreme scores for the raw
measure of brand-gender associations, scores for P-YSLOESK and P-SSOEsoc. as well as
the recoded raw measure P-THFOEgen(R), were utilized to assess H2.
The respective stem-and-ieaf plots for the three checklist measures of sociocultural brand associations showed little hope of distributional improvement through data
transformation. In the case of P-THFCLgen and P-SSCUoc, the restricted range (0-2), and
limited number of discrete values (3) led to this conclusion. In the case of P-YSLCLsts.
the decision to not invoke data transformations was based on the observance of a high
concenuration of cases at the scale's maximum value of 2. An astounding 66 of 86
observations (76.7%) were clustered on this value. Thus, no transformations were
attempted for the three checklist measures; rather, raw scores for P-THFCLgen, PYSLCLsts. and P-SSCLsoc were retained for H2 analyses.

Raw scores from the two projective measures of brand associations with nonnormal distributions, THFPROgen and YSLPROsts, were subjected to the log(Y), squareroot (Y), and fourth-root (Y) transformations. Although the plots and distributional
statistics for the raw variables offered promise of improvement, the transformed
distributions remained statistically non-normal for each of the three operations.
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Consequently, raw scores for P-THFPROgen, P-YSLPROsts, and P-SSPROsoc were
retained to test the H2 predictions that in comparison with the prompted group, the sociocultural brand associations observed for the naturalistic and distracted groups would be
stronger.
Modified Kolmogorov-Smimov assessment of the distributions of the three PAptoduci> three P-Aod, and three P-Abmnd scales germane to H4 revealed significant
departures from univariate normality for all measures. Inspection of the skewness,
kurtosis, and stem-and-leaf plots for each distribution suggested that these departures
were primarily due to skewness. Therefore, the log (Y), square-root (Y), and fourth-root

(Y) transformations were employed to determine whether or not the measures'
distributional properties could be improved. For P-THFATTbnmd. P-YSLATTbrand. and P-

SSATTbrand. a constant was added prior to transformation to recalibrate the scales'
minimum values to zero. Specifically, the constants 3,3, and 1 were added to raw scores
for the respective variables to satisfy necessity for square-root transformations (i.e., Y
must be greater than or equal to zero). As shown in Table 6.7, all transformed attitude
distributions failed to approximate univariate normality. Therefore, the raw measures, P-

THFATTp,od, P-THFATTad, P-THFATTb™,d, P-YSLATTprod. P-YSLATTad. PYSLATTbtand. P-SSATTprod. P-SSATTad, and P-SSATTbnnd were retained for use in the
omnibus analysis for H4.
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Table 6.6: Univariate Normality Tests of Raw and Transformed Brand Association
Measures (Parents)
Dependent
Measure
THF-Gender
Associations
(Open-ended)
THF-Gender
Associations
(Checidist)
THF-Gender
(Projective)

YSL -Status
Associations
(Open-ended)
YSL-Status
Associations
(Checidist)
YSL-Status
Associations
(Projective)
SS-Sociability
Associations
(Open-ended)
SS-Sociability
Associations
(Checklist)
SS-Sociability
Associations
(Projective)

Log(Y)

CO'"

(Y)W4

.44
.01
20
.265"

-.76
-.18
18
.313**

-.19
-.34
20
.262**

-.48
-.31
20
.288**

-.12
-.44
0
.321**
-.73
.04
0
.109*
.27
-1.36
0
.292**
-1.75
1.62
20
.462**
-1.99
7.35
4
.137**
2.47
6.10
20
.441**
-.09
-1.72
0
.268**
-.05
-.31
0
.066

-

-

-

-

-

.

-

-

-

-

-

-

-1.97
3.78
6
.193**
-.25
-1.05
0
.231**

-1.31
1.48
5
.136**
-.35
.09
1
.248**

-1.63
2.54
5
.158**
-2.21
11.46
1
.214**

.

-

-

-

.
.

-

-

-

-

-

-

-5.01
34.04
5
.217**

-3.24
16.99
5
.174**

-4.08
24.64
5
.195**

Raw

Scores
Skewness
Kurtosis
Extrenje Scores' (n)
K-S- Statistic** (p)
Skewness
Kurtosis
Extreme Scores' (n)
K-S- Statistic** (p)
Skewness
Kurtosis
Extreme Scores* (n)
K-S- Statistic**
Skewness
Kurtosis
Extreme Scores* (n)
K-S- Statistic** (p)
Skewness
Kurtosis
Extreme Scores* (n)
K-S- Statistic**
Skewness
Kurtosis
Extreme Scores' (n)
K-S- Statistic**
Skewness
Kurtosis
Extreme Scores* (n)
K-S- Statistic** (p)
Skewness
Kurtosis
Extreme Scores* (n)
K-S- Statistic**
Skewness
Kurtosis
Extreme Scores' (n)
K-S- Statistic**

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-.65
.63
2
.079

-.33
.01
1
.062

-.48
.28
1
.070

* p<.05
p<.01
^ observations more than three box lengths from the upper or lower edge of the box
where the box length is equal to the interquartile range
^ with Lilliefors Significance Correction
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Table 6.7: Univariate Normality Tests of Raw and Transformed Attitude Measures
(Parents)

Skewness
Kurtosis
Extreme Scores' (n)
K-S- Statistic*" (p)

THF Attitude
toward the
AD

Skewness
Kurtosis
Extreme Scores* (n)
K-S- Statistic'*
Skewness
Kurtosis
Extreme Scores' (n)
K-S- Statistic**
Skewness
Kurtosis
Extreme Scores' (n)
K-S- Statistic''
Skewness
Kuitosis
Extreme Scores' (n)
K-S- Statistic**
Skewness
Kurtosis
Extreme Scores' (n)
K-S- Statistic**
Skewness
Kurtosis
Extreme Scores' (n)
K-S- Statistic**
Skewness
Kurtosis
Extreme Scores' (n)
K-S- Statistic**
Skewness
Kurtosis
Extreme Scores' (n)
K-S- Statistic**

•

THF Attitude
toward the
Product

THF Attitude
toward the
Brand
YSL Anitude
toward the
Product
YSL attitude
toward the
AD
YSL Attitude
toward the
Brand
SS Attitude
toward the
Product
SS Attitude
toward the
AD
SS Attitude
toward the
Brand

Raw
Scores

Log(Y)

(Y)"^

(Y)./4

-.16
1.23
5
.141"
-.23
.51
11
.157**
-.47
.17
8
.180**
-.22
-.98
0
.148**
-.27
-.55
1
.113*
-.41
.56
6
.178**
-.35
.42
2
.118**
-.01
-.56
0
.129*
.27
-.13
7
.232**

-2.25
9.77
3
.198**
-1.75
3.67
12
.247**
-1.67
2.44
10
.264**
-.67
-.07
1
.157**
-1.30
1.77
7
.172**
-1.70
3.82
7
.231**
-1.97
5.78
4
.179**
-.82
.45
3
.162**
-.40
-.36
12
.231**

-1.01
3.63
3
.169**
-.96
1.46
12
.200**
-1.49
3.12
8
.226**
-.42
-.65
0
.154**
-.74
.16
2
.131*
-1.72
5.45
3
.224**
-1.04
2.03
2
.138**
-.39
-.25
0
.129*
-1.20
3.09
7
.247**

6.09
3
.184**
-1.35
2.41
12
.224**
-3.35
17.36
8
.270**
-.54
-.40
I
.156**
-1.00
.81
2
.152**
-4.14
25.62
3
.249**
-1.48
3.58
2
.158**
-.60
.05
0
.146**
-3.21
12.82
3
.315**

00

Oependent
Measure

* p<.05
p<.01
' observations more than three box lengths from the upper or lower edge of the box
where the box length is equal to the interquartile range
** with Lilliefors Significance Correction
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The two memory indicants relevant to H6, P-MEMtot and P-MEMjoc, involve
frequencies and proportions, respectively. As mentioned previously, square-root
transformations of frequency data and arcsine transformations of proportions data often
succeed in improving the statistical properties of resulting distributions vis-a-vis raw
data. Therefore, the three P-MEMtm measures were subjected to square root
transformations, while the three P-MEMjoc measures were altered via arcsine
transformations. Unfortunately, the resulting distributions deviated significantly from
univariate normality (see Table 6.8). The distribution for P-YSLMEMsoc*, in particular,
appeared to have little in conmion with the family of Gaussian distributions as 42 of the
59 valid observations for this variable were clustered on the scale value representing a
social-to-total memory ratio of 1. In other words, nearly 3 out of 4 parental participants
recalled only social elements of the Yves Saint Laurent advertisement.
While the square-root transformations of the raw total memory scores did not
render the resulting distributions univariate normal, they did succeed in reducing the
number of exureme scores from 2 to zero. In addition, although they also remained nonnormal, the transformed distributions of the P-MEMsoc scores resulting from arcsine
algorithm can be presumed to be less subject to the error variance instability problem
noted previously. Therefore, the transformed measures, P-THFMEMtoi*, P-

THFMEMsoc*. P-YSLMEM,o,*, P-YSLMEMjoc*, P-SSMEM,o,*, and P-SSMEMsoc* were
chosen over the raw measures for use in the omnibus MANOVA for H6.
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Table 6.8: Univariate Normality Tests of Raw and Transformed Memory Measures
(Parents)
Dependent

Raw Scores

(Y)'"

THF Memory
(Total)

THF Memory
(Social)

YSL Memory
(Total)

YSL Memory
(Social)

SS Memory
(Total)

SS Memory
(Social)

2*Arcsine
(SQRT(Y))

Measure
Skewness
Kurtosis
Extreme Scores' (n)
K-S- Statistic*' (p)
Skewness
Kurtosis
Extreme Scores* (n)
K-S- Statistic*"
Skewness
Kurtosis
Extreme Scores* (n)
K-S- Statistic**
Skewness
Kurtosis
Extreme Scores* (n)
K-S- Statistic*"
Skewness
Kurtosis
Extreme Scores* (n)
K-S- Statistic**
Skewness
Kurtosis
Extreme Scores* (n)
K-S- Statistic*"

.30
-.56
0
.120*
-.75
-.39
0
.198**
.44
-.46
0
.175**
-2.60
6.85
6
.396**
.62
.27
2
.134**
-.34
-.23
0
.125*

-.66
-.77
0
.219**
-

-.79
.36
0
.181**
-

-

-.72
-.02
0
.202**
-

-

-

-.57
-.23
8
.163**
-

-

-2.20
5.01
2
.415**
-

-.20
.40
14
.137*

'observations more than three box engths from t le upper or lower edge of the

the box length is equal to the interquartile range
** with Lilliefors Significance Correction

In sum, 23 of 24 dependent variables used in hypothesis testing for adults exhibit
significant departures from univariate normality. This finding strongly suggests that the
combined distributions of the brand associations, attitude, and memory measures also
deviate substantially from multivariate normality. Fortunately, both ANOVA and
MANOVA are thought to be fairly robust to violations of their respective normality
assumptions except in cases where deviations are due to the presence of outliers (Hair et
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al. 199S). Therefore, to mitigate potential biases due to outliers, the data analysis plan
called for subjects providing an extreme score on at least one dependent variable to be
excluded from the relevant omnibus test.
Unfortunately, this plan could not be implemented for two reasons. First, removal
of cases meeting the definition of extreme provided above (i.e., cases more than three box
lengths above the 75"'-percentile score or below the 25'''-percentile score) would have
rendered P-YSLCLsts, and P-SSOE,oc equal to constants due to the high concentrations of
data on single values. Second, the list-wise removal of cases exhibiting one or more
extreme score on the nine brand associations variables germane to H2, the nine attitude
variables relevant to H4, and the six memory variables pertaining to H6 would have
resulted in tremendous loss of power due to the exclusion of 20%+ of the total sample for
each test. Thus, the planned exclusion of extreme scores would have produced invalid
and/or low power omnibus tests for H2, H4, and H6.
To remedy both the problems caused by including extreme scores and the
problems caused by excluding extreme scores, the plan for onmibus analysis required
alteration. Although no ideal solution was forthcoming, the decision was made to (1)
initially employ separate multivariate analyses for each distinct type of measure, while
(2) excluding the three problematic variables (i.e., P-SSOEsoc. P-YSLCLSB. and PYSLMEMsoc)

and all extreme scores from these analyses. Then, assuming the

multivariate analyses provided evidence consistent with a given hypothesis, all pertinent
measures including the problematic ones would be examined in follow -up univariate
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testing. Table 6.9 shows the number of extreme cases excluded from the omnibus
analyses by hypothesis, measure type, and processing condition.
Table 6.9: Number of Adults Providing Extreme Scores by Analysis and Condition

Prompted
Distracted
Naturalistic
No Advertising

H4 MANOVAs
H2MANCIVAs
OE CL PRO Aprod Aad Abtand
6
0
0
1
2
I
0
0
5
0
0
I
3
4
3
0
0
I
0
3
N/A
3
0
I

H6 MANOVAs
MEMioc
MEMjoc
0
4
0
6
0
5
N/A
N/A

H2: Parent's Socio-Cultural Brand Associations
H2 predicts that under naturalistic processing conditions, adults' (a) brand-gender,
(b) brand-status, and (c) brand-sociability associations will be equal to the those of the
distracted group and be stronger than the associations observed for members of the
prompted group (since the prompted group is expected to counterargue). H2 makes only
a weak prediction regarding the brand-gender, brand-stams, and brand-sociability
associations of the no advertisement control group. Namely, the associations of the
control group are predicted to be less than or equal to the associations observed for the
naturalistic and distracted groups. Univariate contrasts between the naturalistic and
distracted conditions versus the prompted condition, and pairwise comparisons of the
naturalistic, and distracted groups versus the no advertisement control group, were
plaiuied for each advertisement to test these predictions.
Prior to direct hypothesis testing, three separate MANOVAs were conducted.
Processing condition served as a between-subjects independent variable for each analysis;
sets of open-ended, checklist, and projective socio-cultural brand associations measures
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served as dependent variables, respectively. As noted above, P-SSOEjoc and P-YSLCLSB
were excluded from the analyses due to their unusually high concentrations of
observations at single scale values. Also, as noted above, the open-ended measure of
brand-gender associations for Total Hair Fitness was collapsed into the three level
variable P-THFOEgen(R) prior to testing.
H2 MANOVA results are shown in Table 6.10. The Box M statistic for each
MANOVA was non-significant (all p's > .01), reflecting satisfactory compliance with the
assumption of the equality of covariance matrices. Consistent with H2, significant test
statistics were detected for the effects of processing condition on the checklist measures
of socio-cultural brand associations (F(3.82) = 4.58, p = .01) and projective measures of
association (F^jo) = 3.82, p = .01). Significant effects for advertisement and the
advertisement by processing condition interaction were also found for the projective
measures. Based on these findings, univariate analyses were conducted to probe the
ejects of processing condition on the three checklist and three projective measures of
socio-cultural brand associations.
Unfortunately, no effect for processing condition was found for the MANOVA
involving open-ended brand associations measures (F(3,82) = .42, p = .74). The
advertisement by processing condition interaction was similarly non-significant for these
variables (F(3,82)= 1.44, p = .24). Therefore, only exploratory post hoc testing using
SPSS's LSD procedure was completed for the open-ended indicants of socio-cultural
brand associations.
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Table 6.10: MANOVA Results for Brand Association Measures (Parents)
Measures

Effects
Processing COND

df
3,82

F
.42

P
.74

Ad
Ad X COND
Processing COND
Ad
Ad X COND
Processing COND

1,82
3,82
3,82
1,82
3,82
3,70

23.15
1.44
4.58
1.04
.66
3.82

.00
.24
.01
.31
.58
.01

0E(2)

CL(2)

PR0(3)
34.78
1.67,117"
.00
Ad
4.58
Ad X COND
5.01,117'
.00
" Greenhouse-Geisser Correction applied due to violation of the sphericity assumption
Since H2a, H2b, and H2c concern adults' processing of gender, status, and
sociability meanings, respectively, discussion of follow-up univariate tests for the
checklist and projective measures as well as post hoc exploration of null omnibus
fmdings for the open-ended measures is organized by socio-cultural meaning.
H2a: Gender. Consistent with H2a, the one-way ANOVAs employing PTHFCLgen and P-THFPROgen detected significant main effects for processing condition.

For P-THFCLgen, F(3.82) = 6.84, p < .01; and for P-THFPROgen, F(3.70) = 6.86, p < .01.
Given these results, the linear contrasts comparing the naturalistic and distracted groups
against the prompted group were computed for each variable. Unfortunately, both test
statistics failed to achieve statistical significance. For the checklist measure, t(g2) = -.64,
p = .53 and for the projective measure, t(70) = .36, p = .72. Pairwise comparison of the
group means for each variable revealed that while the brand-gender associations of the
naturalistic (means = 5.83 and 1.39 for P-THFPROgen and P-THFCLgm, respectively),
distracted (6.17,1.18), and prompted (5.83,1.38) groups were all comparable (all p's >
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.21), each group's brand-gender associations were significantly stronger than the
associations observed for the no advertisement (3.94,0.70) condition (all p's < .01, see
Table 6.11). While not entirely supportive of H2a, these results suggest that adults were
equally adept in extracting gender meanings from the Total Hair Fitness advertisement
regardless of their available processing resources.
Table 6.11: Pairwise Comparisons for P-THFCLgen and P-THFPROgen by Processing
Condition
Measure
two-tailed p
Comparison
df
t
naturalistic vs. no ad
4.02
.00
42
2.78
.01
THFCLgen
distracted vs. no ad
41
prompted vs. no ad
3.88
40
.00
3.53
.00
naturalistic vs. no ad
36
THFPROgen
distracted vs. no ad
35
4.12
.00
3.45
prompted vs. no ad
34
.00

Post hoc comparisons for P-THFOEgen(R) show a pattern of results that is
generally consistent with the fmdings for P-THFCLgen and P-THFPROgen. In this case,
the comparisons between the naturalistic versus the no advertisement and the distracted
versus the no advertisement groups showed that the means for parents in the naturalistic
(2.26) and distracted (2.18) conditions were signiHcantly higher than the mean for parents
who did not see the advertisements (1.70). However, the comparisons of the prompted
(2.05) versus the no advertisement group mean (1.70), as well as all pairwise
combinations of the three experimental processing conditions were non-significant (for
prompted versus no advertisement, p = .12; all experimental group comparisons p's >
.30). Test statistics associated with the three experimental versus control group
comparisons are provided in Table 6.12. Patterns of means for the three brand-gender
associations measures are shown in Figure 6.9.
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Table 6.12; Pairwise Comparisons for P-THFOEgen(R) by Processing Condition
Comparison
naturalistic vs. no ad
distracted vs. no ad
prompted vs. no ad

df
42
41
40

t
2.60
2.21
1.58

two-tailed p
.01
.03
.12

Figure 6.9: Processing Condition Means for P-THFCLgen, P-THFPROgen, and
P-THFOEge„(R)
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H2b: Status. Given the significant MANOVA results for the effects of processing
condition on the checklist and projective measures, one-way ANOVAs were conducted
using P-YSLCLsts and P-YSLPROsts as dependent variables. F-statistics for these
analyses showed a significant effect of processing condition on P-YSLCLSB (F(3.82) =
4.27, p < .01), but a non-significant effect on P-YSLPROjb (F(3.72)= .84, p = .48).
As mentioned previously, a high concentration of scores equal to 2 (i.e., 66 of 86
cases) was observed for P-YSLCLJB- Therefore, it was not surprising to find that the
Levene statistic (4.81) for the ANOVA employing this measure indicated a violation of
the homogeneity of variances assumption (p < .01). Fortunately, the Fmax for the test was
below 3.0, suggesting its robustness to the violation (Box 19S4). So, the planned contrast
between the naturalistic and distracted groups versus the prompted group was computed
without concern for a inflation. This one-tailed test provided strong support for H2b (t(82)
= 3.40, p < .01). Pairwise comparison of the groups involved in this contrast showed that
the mean for the prompted group (1.24) was lower than the means for both the
naturalistic (1.78) and distracted (1.82) groups (pairwise t'S(43,42) = 2.88 and 3.03, both
p's < .01). Additional comparisons showed that the mean for the no advertisement group
(1.80) was also higher than the mean for the prompted group (t(40) = 2.87, p < .01), while
the means for the naturalistic, distracted, and no advertisement groups were statistically
equivalent (all p's > .84).
Since the ANOVA for the P-YSLPROSB and the MANOVA involving PYSLOEsts both exhibited non-significant effects of processing condition, only pairwise
comparisons using SPSS's LSD procedure were conducted for these variables. Contrary
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to H2b, these comparisons detected no significant differences between any of the
processing condition groups. For P-YSLPROsts, the significance levels for all pairwise
mean differences were greater than .13, and for P-YSLOEjts. all p's were greater than .21.
Thus, only the findings for the checklist measure of brand-status associations supported
H2b. Figure 6.10 graphs the processing condition means for the three brand-status
measures.
Figure 6.10: Processing Condition Means for P-YSLCLSB, P-YSLPROSB, and
P-YSLOESB
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H2c: Sociability. Based on the multivariate findings, two one-way ANOVAs
were performed prior to direct testing of H2c. Specifically, P-SSCLjoc and P-SSPROsoc
were employed as dependent variables in separate analyses. Unforunately, both tests
resulted in the retention of the null hypothesis that brand-sociability association means
did not differ by processing condition. For P-SSCLsoc. Fo.gi) = .69, p = .56, and for P-

SSPROsoc, F(3,71) = .25, p = .87. Given these non-significant findings, contrasts between
the naturalistic and distracted groups versus the prompted group were not completed.
Rather, a series of six pairwise comparisons was performed for each variable. Results
from these tests showed no differences in processing condition group means for either P-

SSCLsoc (all p's > .16) or P-SSPROsoc (all p's > .39).
Test statistics for pairwise comparisons of processing condition means for P-

SSOEsoc were also computed using SPSS's LSD procedure. Contrary to predictions, the
prompted group exhibited brand-sociability associations (mean = 1.81) that were
marginally significantly stronger than the associations of the naturalistic (1.32) group
(two-tailed t(42)= 1.96, p = .054) and the distracted (1.32) group (two-tailed t(42)= 1-96,
p = .054). The test statistic for the comparison between the prompted (1.81) and the no
advertisement control group (1.00) was also significant (two-tailed t(40)= 3.15, p < .01).
All other comparisons were non-significant (all p's > .21). Patterns of processing
condition means underlying the statistically significant findings for P-SSOEsoc as well as
the null findings for SSCLjoc and P-SSPROsoc are shown in Figure 6.11.
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Figure 6.11: Processing Condition Means for P-SSCLsoc, P-SSPROsoc. and P-SSOE.soc
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One intriguing Hnding, which is not reflected in the H2c tests reported above, is
the observation of zero variability in the P-SSOEsoc scores for the 20 parents in the no
advertisement control group. When asked to imagine a person who would like to shop at
Spartan Stores, all members of this group responded without alluding to the sociability of
the person they were imagining. This outcome suggests that the possibility that asking
about people who would like to shop at the store as an indicant of consumers' socio-
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cultural brand associations was niisguided in the case of sociability. While adult
consumers might presume that men like to use "male" products and high status people
prefer high status brands, the friendliness of a store may not be diagnostic of the kinds of
people who would like to shop there. In other words, consumers may think that nice
people like to shop at a friendly store, but they may also think that complete jerks would
like to shop there as well. Thus, since both the open-ended and checklist measures ask
about people who would like to shop at the store, the non-diagnosticity of the store's
sociability in terms of predicting its likely customers may have led to the poor results for
the sociability measures.
H2 Summary. Analyses of parental brand associations data provide partial
support for H2. For Total Hair Fitness, findings for P-THFCLgen, P-THFPROgen, and FTHFOEgen(I^). which show that the distracted group exhibits stronger brand-gender
associations than the no advertisement group, support the contention that adults will have
acquired the ability to automatically process gender cues contained in advertising. The
statistical equivalence of the brand-gender measures for the distracted and naturalistic
groups is also consistent with H2.
According to the logic underlying H2, brand-gender associations for prompted
group should have been weaker (i.e., lower) than the means of the other groups due to
adults' active discounting of the meanings extracted from advertising via controlled
processes. The lack of mean differences in P-THFCLgen and P-THFPROgen scores for the
prompted versus the naturalistic and distracted groups ran contrary to this expectation,
however. There are two plausible explanations for these findings. First, adults may not
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use their persuasion knowledge to actively discount socio-cultural meanings extracted
from advertising. Since no previous experimental studies have examined how consumers
process the social information contained in advertising, the generalizability of the
persuasion knowledge construct to this context has never been established. Second, the
lack of evidence for prompted group discounting of gender meanings may be due to
meaning-driven situational variability in adults' applications of persuasion knowledge.
For gender meanings, it is conceivable that adults may not exhibit counter-argumentation
because distinctions pertaining to gender do not have inherent valences in product
contexts. In other words, consumers may simply accept gender meanings because they
do not appear biased and intended to persuade (e.g.. What does an advertiser have to gain
by convincing me that Brand X is a shampoo for men?).
For Yves Saint Laurent, analyses of scores on the checklist measure offer support
for the CAM Model's predictions, as both the naturalistic and distracted groups exhibit
stronger brand-stams associations than members of the prompted group (consistent with
H2). This pattern of results provides the only evidence suggesting the operation of
cognitive defenses detected in either the parental or the children's sample. Unfortunately,
the prompted < naturalistic = distracted outcome pattern observed for P-YSLCLsu
conflicts with the other brand-status findings. For both P-YSLPROsts and P-YSLOESB,
the prompted group shows no evidence of counter-arguing. Rather, on these measures,
the prompted group demonstrates brand-status associations that are strong in an absolute
sense and no lower than the associations observed for the naturalistic and distracted
groups. The two most likely explanations of these null results are: (I) adults in this
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condition failed to employ cognitive defenses to actively discount the status meanings
contained in the advertisement, and (2) adults did employ cognitive defenses but the lag
between stimulus presentation and test allowed their associations to return to pre-study
levels comparable to the no advertisement group. While both explanations appear
plausible, they also conflict with the H2 supporting P-YSLCLsts results. Thus, only the
attribution of the P-YSLCLSB finding to a Type I error, or the attribution of the null P-

YSLPROsts and P-YSLOEsis findings to Type n errors can cleanly account for the
conflicting brand-status results.
The statistically equivalent means found for the naturalistic, distracted, and no
advertisement control groups (for all three brand-status measures) lends no support to the
H2 prediction that adults in the naturalistic and distracted groups would utilize automatic
processes to extract meanings from the Yves Saint Laurent commercial. However, since
the absolute values of the brand-status associations of the no advertisement group were
extremely high (e.g., 1.8 on the 0-2 CL scale), the lack of mean dii^erences can be
attributed to a ceiling effect. In other words, even if adults in the naturalistic and
distracted groups did successfully employ automatic processes, their brandtatus
associations would have had no room to move higher on the measurement scales.
For Spartan Stores, the null findings for P-SSCLsoc and P-SSPROsoc are consistent
with the poor results obtained from the children's sample for this advertisement. Taken
together, the findings for this commercial suggest the possibility that the advertisement
either failed to convey the intended sociability meanings, and/or the meanings
represented in the commercial are non-diagnostic for predicting the types of people who
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would like to shop at Spartan Stores. One hypothesis contradicting finding for PSSOEjoc
is worthy of note, however. Namely, the finding that the prompted group held stronger
brand-sociability associations following three exposures to the advertisement than each of
the other processing condition groups totally contradicts the idea that controlled
processing of advertisements by adults includes the active employment of cognitive
defenses. While this finding may be due to a spurious relationship, there is one
additional explanation for this result - parents in the prompted group may have processed
the sociability meanings represented in the commercial at a deeper level than adults in the
other groups without skepticism. As noted in the "Future Directions; Much Work
Remains" section of Chapter 7, this intriguing possibility warrants attention in future
research.
Results for H2 were obtained without exclusions due to extreme scores, so
alternative samples were not tested. Rather, the H2 findings should be viewed as robust.
H4: Parent's Attitudes
Due to their knowledge of persuasive tactics and active employment of cognitive
defenses, H4 predicts that adults in the prompted group will exhibit more negative (a) PApcoducis. (b) P-Aads. and (c) P-Abrands than members of both the naturalistic and distracted
groups. Contrasts between the prompted versus the naturalistic and distracted groups
were planned to directly test these predictions. Prior to their calculation, however,
omnibus MANOVAs were performed for each type of attitude measure to ensure the
preservation of the experiment-wide Type I error rate at a =.05. Processing condition
served as the only between-subjects variable for these analyses.
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Subjects providing extreme scores (i.e., cases more than 3 boxlengths above the
75* percentile score or below the 25'*' percentile score) on one or more of the dependent
measures in a given analysis were excluded to avoid the potential biasing effects of
outliers (Hair et al. 1995). For the MANOVA involving P-Aproduct measures, this
exclusion criterion resulted in the omission of 1 member of the prompted group and 3
members each from the naturalistic and no advertisement groups. A total of 6 cases were
excluded from the MANOVA using P-Aad measures as dependent variables, including 2
adults from the prompted group and 4 adults from the naturalistic group. And for the
MANOVA employing indicants of P-Abtand, 6 cases from the prompted group, 5 cases
from the distracted group, and 3 cases each from the naturalistic and no advertisement
groups were omitted.
Table 6.13 reports the disappointing results for the three MANOVAs. As the
non-significant effects for processing condition and the advertisement by processing
condition interaction indicate, these analyses failed to find any evidence that
experimental treatments impacted adults' attitudes toward the products (store),
advertisements, or brands. Only differences in the absolute level of adults' attitudes by
advertisements were detected (all p's < .01). Given that differences in overall attitudes
for the three advertisements are of no theoretical interest, they will not be discussed
further. Rather, post hoc analyses of the patterns of means for each of the attitude
variables will be considered to illustrate die basis for the null findings.
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Table 6.13: MANOVA Results for Attitude Measures (Parents)
Measures

Effects
Processing COND

df
3,70

F
.17

P
.92

Ad
Ad X COND
Processing COND
Ad
Ad X COND
Processing COND

1.8,127"
5.4,127'
2,43
1.5,63.2"
2.9,63.2"
3,65

15.19
1.44
.46
6.46
.35
1.56

.00
.22
.63
.01
.78
.21

Aproduct(3)

Aad(3)

Abiand(3)
.00
Ad
2,130
11.25
.92
Ad X COND
6,130
.33
' Greenhouse-Geisser Correction applied due to violation of the sphericity assumption
All possible pairwise comparisons between the four experimental conditions for
each of the nine attitude variables were tested using SPSS's Least Significant Difference
procedure. In total, 54 unique comparisons (6 per attitude variable) were tested.
Astonishingly, not a single significant difference (all p's > .OS), and only two marginally
significant differences were found (2 of 54 p's <.10). Thus, even extensive data probing
failed to locate evidence supportive of H4. Plausible explanations for this failure are
provided in the next section. The patterns of means producing these findings for Total
Hair Fitness, Yves Saint Laurent, and Spartan Stores are illustrated in Figures 6.12,6.13,
and 6.14, respectively.
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Figure 6.12: Processing Condition Mears for Total Hair Fitness Attitude Measures
Aproduet
Ntutral

Figure 6.13: Processing Condition Means for Yves Saint Laurent Attitude Measures
Aproduet
Nwtral

Figure 6.14: Processing Condition Means for Spartan Stores Attitude Measures
Aproduet
Nouini
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H4 Summary. Thorough analyses of the P-Aproduet. P-Aad, and P-Abnmd measures
for the three advertising stimuli detect no evidence supporting H4. In fact, processing
condition appears to have no effect of any kind on parent's attitudes, even in reference to
the no advertising control group.
For Yves Saint Laurent and Spartan Stores, the null fmdings for attitude are
consistent with the general lack of processing condition effects shown by the measures of
socio-cultural brand associations. The null results are somewhat surprising for Total Hair
Fimess, however. Since measures of parent's brand-gender associations show that the
advertisement increased the strength of associations between the shampoo and
masculinity for the members of the three experimental conditions (prompted, distracted,
and naturalistic) vis-^-vis the no advertisement condition, you would expect to see
attimdinal differences between the experimental conditions versus the control group. The
predominantly female composition of the adult sample (i.e., 86%) furthers this
expectation, as it seems reasonable to suspect that women would view a men's shampoo
less favorably than a women's shampoo. Based on the data, however, the only way this
could have occurred is if the advertisement succeeded in enhancing the attitudes of adults
in the experimental groups (versus the baseline attitudes of the control group) by about
the same amount that their attitudes were diminished through the creation of a link
between the product and men. In other words, the non-brand-gender-related attitude
enhancement from the ad would have had to cancel out the reduction in favorability
caused by the association of the product with men - an unlikely scenario.
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When the attitudinal outcomes for the stimulus advertisements are jointly
considered, there are three plausible explanations for the overall null fmdings. First,
adults in the prompted condition may have failed to counter-argue the persuasive
elements used in the commercials. The H4 prediction of less positive attitudes for the
prompted versus the naturalistic and distracted groups is predicated on the presumption
that adults would view the advertisement and its embedded social meanings as biased and
intended to persuade. So, if adults in the prompted group did not actively discount the
advertisement, equivalent attitudes would be likely to obtain.
A second explanation for the null attitude findings is that adults may have
counter-argued the advertisements in a manner that did not produce a lasting impact. The
measurement of parental attitudes followed the third exposure to each advertisement by at
least 10 minutes. Therefore, the impact of initial skepticism without extensive
elaboration may have decayed to a point of equivalence with non-skeptical, lower-effort
processing.
And third, the attitude measures may have been invalid, or at least inappropriate.
While there is no doubting the internal consistency of the scales, they may have suffered
from a similar lack of self-relevance believed to have affected children's responses. At
an abstract, general level, it is conceivable that adults' attitudes may be determined by
their beliefs about functional product benefits. Thus, only when the product is highly
self-relevant would their socio-cultural beliefs factor into the attitude equation. In other
words, the predominantly female sample may have arrived at their attitudes toward a
shampoo for men by considering its cleaning power, etc. since the attitude measures were
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stated in general terms, but they may have felt quite negatively about it as a shampoo for
their own use.
One additional explanation for the null attitude findings is that the exclusion of
subjects providing extreme scores (7,6, and 17 cases were excluded for P-Aproduct. P-Aad,
and P-Abrand. respectively) may have resulted in type n errors due to the loss of
considerable statistical power. To address this concern, the attimdinal analyses were
repeated with no exclusions. Once again, outcomes of the omnibus MANOVAs,
univariate ANOVAs, and pairwise comparisons failed to detect a meaningful number of
statistically significant differences (i.e., 1 of 54 pairwise comparisons conducted using
the LSD procedure was signiHcant, a =.05). Thus, the null attitude fmdings do not
appear to have been caused by the exclusion of extreme scores, which enhances the
plausibility of the explanations provided above.
H6: Parent's Memories
According to H6a, adults' overall recall of advertising elements (P-MEM,ot)
should be higher for the prompted group than for the naturalistic and disuracted groups.
In contrast, H6b predicts that the proportion of social cues recalled (P-MEMsoc) by the
naturalistic and distracted groups will be higher than the P-MEM,oc scores for adults in
the prompted condition. A series of univariate contrasts were planned to test these
predictions. However, prior to their implementation, separate MANOVAs were
performed to determine whether there was any evidence to suggest that the (1) P-MEM(ot
and (2) P-M£Msoc variables for the three advertisements differed by processing condition.
The employment of separate MANOVAs for the two types of memory measures
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represents a departure from the analytical strategy followed for children. Although it
would have been preferable to maintain consistency across the samples, the higher level
of missing data for parental versus children's social memories (i.e., S cases versus 1)
necessitated this departure.
The MANOVA investigating total memory employed the square-root transformed
measures, P-THFMEMtot*, P-YSLMEM,ot*, and P-SSMEMIM* as dependent variables.
The analysis of social memory used two of the three arcsine transformed measures of
social memory, P-THFMEMjoc* and P-SSMEMsoc*. P-YSLMEMsoc* was excluded from
the onmibus analysis due to concerns that its high concentration of scores on a single
scale value (42 out of 59) would bias the multivariate test. Processing condition served
as the sole between-subjects factor for both MANOVAs.
Four inclusion criteria were considered for the onmibus MANOVAs. First, only
adults who remembered at least one aspect of each advertisement could be included.
Second, only data from parents answering "yes" to the three memory screening items
(i.e., do you remember seeing a conunercial for

during the video?") could be

used. Third, only cases with non-extreme memory scores (i.e., those within three
boxlengths of the 75"* or 25"* percentile scores) could be investigated. And fourth, all
parents could be included. Each of these criteria produced differing numbers of
exclusions for the respective MANOVAs. A sunmiary of the number of subjects
excluded by each criterion for each analysis is provided in Table 6.14. As the table
indicates, the memory screening criterion and total memory criterion were the most
restrictive across analyses.
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Table 6.14: Parental Cases Filtered by Exclusion Criteria for P-MEM,ot* and P-MEMsoc*
MANOVAs and Resulting Cell Sizes (n)'
All MEM,o,>0
MEM,„
3(18)
Prompted
Distracted
10(12)
Naturalistic 6(17)

MEM„

All Screens =
"Yes"
MEM„,

MEM««

Extreme Scores
MEMu,,

3(18) 3(18) 3(17) 0(21)
10(12) 11(11) 11(10) 0(22)
6(17) 3(20) 3(16) 0(23)

No Exclusions

MEM««

MEMim

MEM„

3(15)
6(6)
5(12)

0(21)
0(22)
0(23)

0(18)
0(12)
0(17)

missing data.

Fortunately, the MANOVA results were largely robust to differences in exclusion
criteria (see the discussion of robustness in the "H6 Summary" section below), so, to be
consistent with the discussion of HS, only the findings resulting from the application of
the memory-screening criterion will be reported herein.
It is worthwhile to note that consistent with the children's analysis, the exclusion
of subjects who responded in the negative to the memory screens provided a statistically
conservative estimate of the impact of processing condition on total memory. Once
again, the omitted subjects were concentrated in the distracted condition (11 out of 17,
see below). Thus, smce these cases could have been validly coded as total memory = 0,
and since H6 predicts lower total memory in the distracted versus the prompted
condition, the decision to exclude cases based on the screening criterion most likely
resulted in an underestimate of the effect of processing condition on total memory.
Using the screening criterion, a total of 17 adults were excluded from the omnibus
MANOVAs pertaining to P-MEMtot* and P-MEMsoc*. including 3 from the prompted
condition, 11 from the distracted condition, and 3 from the naturalistic condition. An
additional five adults were lost from the P-MEMsoc* MANOVA due to missing data. The
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p-values associated with the Box M statistics for the two MANOVAs were above the prespecified threshold of .01 (Box M's = 26.14 and 9.38, p = .03, .20 for the P-MEM,ot* and
P-MEMsoc* analyses, respectively), so the analyses proceeded without concern that
covariance inequality may have inflated the experiment-wide Type I error rate.
Results for the two MANOVAs are shown in Table 6.15. Consistent with H6a, a
significant effect of processing condition was found for adults' total memories for
elements of the advertisements (F(2,46) = 3.12, p = .054). Although of little theoretical
importance, the within-subjects effect of advertisement was also significant for PMEMtot* (F(4.4I)=: 16.52, p < .01), suggesting that adults remembered differing numbers
of items for the three advertisements. Unfortunately, no processing condition effect was
found for the P-MEMjoc* variables (F(2.40)= .09, p = .91), which is contrary to the H6b
prediction of higher social recall in the naturalistic and distracted conditions versus the
prompted condition. The advertisement effect for P-M£Msoc*. and the advertisement by
processing condition interactions for both sets of memory variables, were non-significant.
Table 6.15: MANOVA Results for Memory Measures (Parents)
Measures

Effects
df
F
P
Processing COND
.054
3.12
2,46
MEM,01* (3)
Ad
8.00
.00
2,92
.45
Ad X COND
.94
4,92
Processing COND
.91
.09
2,40
MEMSOC*(2)
.94
Ad
1,40
.01
.40
Ad X COND
.95
2,40
" Greenhouse-Geisser Correction applied due to violation of the sphericity assumption

Given the significant processing condition effect for the P-MEMut* variables, a
series of univariate analyses was conducted to probe the relationships between processing
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condition and total memory. Since the processing condition effect for P-MEMsoc"' was
non-significant, only post hoc pairwise comparisons were performed to examine the
pattern of results for adults' recall of social elements from the three experimental
advertisements. To maximize the power of the univariate analyses, only subjects who
failed the memory-screening item corresponding to each respective dependent variable
were excluded from the follow-up analyses. Discussion of the hypothesis-relevant testing
of P-MEM,oi* and exploratory probing of P-MEMsoc* is grouped by advertisement.
H6: Total Hair Fitness (gender). Fourteen cases were excluded from the one-way
ANOVA employing P-THFMEMmt* as the dependent variable, including 11 adults from
the distracted group and 3 adults from the naturalistic condition. An additional 5 cases
were lost from the exploratory analyses of P-THFMEMsoc* due to missing data (i.e., their
total memory scores were zero, so no ratio of social-to-total memory could be
constructed).
The Levene statistic for the one-way ANOVA of P-THFMEM,oi* indicated that
assumption of variance homogeneity was appropriate (Levene statistic = 1.58, p = .22).
Consistent with the H6a prediction of differences in adults' total memories for the Total
Hair Fimess advertisement, a marginally significant effect of processing condition was
found (F(2. 50) = 2.90, p = .06). Based on this result, the contrast between the naturalistic
and distracted groups versus the prompted group was calculated. The negative value of
the contrast and the corresponding t-statistic provided strong support for H6a (t(so) =
-2.34, p = .01). Subsequent pairwise comparisons of processing condition group means
showed that adults in die prompted group (mean = 2.00) recalled significantly more
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elements of the Total Hair Fitness advertisement than members of the distracted (1.41)
group (one-tailed t(3i) = 2.32 , p s .01) and marginally more elements than members of
the (1.67) naturalistic group (one-tailed t(4i)= 1.55, p = .06). As predicted, the
comparison between the naturalistic and the distracted group was non-significant (onetailed t(3i)= 1.03, p = .31).
For P-THFMEMsoc*, post hoc pairwise tests suggested retention of the null
hypothesis of no differences between processing conditions. The two-tailed t-statistics
for each of the three pairwise comparisons was greater than .23. Treatment means for PTHFMEMtot* and P-THFMEMsoc* are shown in Figure 6.15.

Figure 6.15: Processing Condition Means for P-THFMEM,ot* and P-THFMEMsoc*

2.52 -

1.5 •
1 •

H6; Yves Saint Laurent (status). Application of the memory screening criterion
led to the filtering of 7 cases firom the one-way ANOVA for P-YSLMEMjot* and post hoc
comparisons of P-YSLMEMsoc* scores by processing condition. Included amongst the
excluded cases were 2 members of the prompted group and 5 members of the distracted
group.
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The assumption of variance homogeneity held for the one-way ANOVA
employing P-YSLMEM,ot* as its dependent variable (Levene statistic =.11, p = .90).
The F-statistic generated by this analyses indicated a non-significant effect of processing
condition (F(2.56)= 1 84, p = .17). Therefore, the planned contrast between the prompted
and naturalistic groups versus the distracted group was not conducted; rather pairwise
comparisons were undertaken. Of the three pairwise tests of the mean differences
between experimental groups, only the t-statistic for the comparison of the prompted
(2.09) versus the distracted group (1.68) was marginally significant (twotailed t<3j) =
1.91, p = .06). Inspection of the group means shows that the prompted group exhibits the
higher level of recall, which provides partial support for H6b.
For P-YSLMEMsoc*, post hoc pairwise comparisons show that social memory for
the Yves Saint Laurent advertisement was marginally significantly higher in the
prompted (2.90) versus the distracted (2.45) group (two-tailed t<34) = 1.81, p = .08) and the
naturalistic (2.87) versus the distracted (2.45) group (two-tailed

1.76, p = .08).

Both findings contradict the pattern predicted in H6b (i.e., naturalistic approximately
equal to distracted, both greater than prompted). Figure 6.16 illustrates the pattern of
means for P-YSLMEM,ot* and P-YSLMEMMK*.
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Figure 6.16: Means for YSLMEM,ot* and YSLMEMsoc* by Processing Condition
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H6: Spartan Stores (sociability). The final set of memory analyses involves
measures of memory for the Spartan Stores advertisement. Based on the memory
screening criterion, 10 cases were excluded from the one-way ANOVA involving P-

SSMEMiot*. including 1 member each from the prompted and naturalistic groups, and 8
parents who had been subjected to the distracted manipulation. An additional 3 parents all from the naturalistic group - were excluded from the post hoc testing of P-

SSMEMsoc* due to missing data.
For the one-way ANOVA employing P-SSMEMtw* as the dependent variable, the
Levene statistic was significant (Levene statistic = 3.41, p = .04), indicating a violation of
the assumption of variance homogeneity. The Fnuu statistic was somewhat above the 3.0
heuristic adopted for the present analyses (4.67), suggesting that the observed
significance level for the F-statistic may underestimate the true p-value. In any case, the
F-statistic corresponding to the effect of processing condition on P-SSMEMui* was not
statistically significant (F(2^3) = 1-97, p < .15). Therefore, only pairwise comparisons of
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the three processing condition group means were performed. Consistent with H6a, the
mean differences between the prompted (2.32) and both the naturalistic (1.88) and
distracted (1.93) groups were marginally statistically significant (two-tailed t(33.4i) =1.71
and 1.68, p = .09 and.10, respectively). Also consistent with the H6a predictions, the
difference between the naturalistic and the distracted groups was not statistically
significant (p = .82).
For P-SSMEMsoc*, post hoc comparisons failed to produce any evidence
supportive of H6b, as the two-tailed t-statistics for the three comparisons failed to surpass
their respective critical values (all p's > .24). Figure 6.17 shows the patterns of means for
both P-SSMEM,o,* and P-SSMEMsoc*.
Figure 6.17: Means for P-SSMEMwc* and P-SSMEMsoc* by Processing Condition
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H6 Summary. Analyses of the parental memory data provide partial support for
the H6 claims regarding total memory, but offer no support for the social memory
predictions. This section Hrst discusses results relating to total memory then offers a
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brief consideration of what might have gone wrong with the portion of H6 pertaining to
social memory.
In terms of parents' total memories for the Total Hair Fitness advertisement,
subjects in the prompted condition recalled more advertising elements than members of
the naturalistic and the distracted groups, whose memories were statistically equivalent
(between groups). This pattern of results, which was also observed for the Spartan Stores
advertisement, supports the CAM Model's contention that under naturalistic conditions,
adults are more likely to rely on less effortful, automatic processes to extract social
meanings from advertisements. Had the adults in the naturalistic condition recalled more
elements than subjects in the distracted condition, a higher level of processing could have
been attributed to the naturalistic subjects based on the firmly established, positive
relationship between depth of processing and memorability (Craik and Lockhart 1975).
Thus, given that equivalent levels of total memory were observed, approximately equal
depth of processing can be reasonably concluded.
For the Yves Saint Laurent advertisement, the total memory pattern is somewhat
less supportive of H6, as only the distracted group demonstrated lower recall than the
prompted group. One plausible explanation for the prompted = naturalistic finding is that
something in the advertisement triggered some or all of the adults in the naturalistic
group into using slightly more effortfid processing. To assess this possibility, the
naturalistic group's perceived self-relevance, perceived targetedness, and cognitive
response scores were checked across advertisements to see if there is any evidence to
support this explanation. The patterns of means for these variables show that adults in
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the naturalistic group rated the Yves Saint Laurent advertisement as the lowest of the
three ads in terms of self-relevance, and the second to lowest in terms of perceived
targetedness and cognitive responses. Therefore, something other than these three
variables is needed to account for the anomalous prompted = naturalistic total memory
finding for Yves Saint Laurent. Other than a Type I error, however, no other
explanations are apparent.
In terms of adults' social memories, there is no support for the prediction that
social memory will be higher in the naturalistic and distracted groups than the prompted
group. Upon further reflection, this hypothesis seems misguided for the adult sample.
Presumably, since the manipulations appear to have been successful (see parent's
cognitive response results reponed in the "Supplemental Measures" section of Chapter
S), adults in the prompted condition should have exerted great cognitive effort to draw
meanings from the social cues contained in the advertisements while those in the
naturalistic and distracted groups should have employed automatic processes only. Thus,
if the CAM Model's rationale is correct, each group should show relative attentional
focus on the social cues. Therefore, controlling for overall depth of processing, which
the social memory measure does by taking a ratio of social to total memory, you would
expect to observe equal ratios of social memories. In other words, the null hypothesis
should obtain.
The misguided hypothesis explanation appears to provide the most plausible
accounting of the null findings for the Total Hair Fitness and Spartan Stores
advertisements. However, something else is needed to explain hypothesis-contradicting
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observation of higher social memories for the prompted and naturalistic groups versus the
distracted group for the Yves Saint Laurent commercial. One likely possibility is that
greater depth of processing in the prompted and naturalistic groups led to very high levels
of social recall because the ad contained few non-social elements (see the memory coding
scheme for the Yves Saint Laurent advertisement in Appendix 3.9). This is not to say
that pai'^nts' memories for cues pertaining to status were necessarily higher in the
prompted and naturalistic conditions than the distracted one, as several of the elements
coded as social had little to do with status per se (e.g., male, female). Thus, a more finely
grained construction of the social memory measure may detect the equal levels of social
memory that the revised hypothesis would predict.
To assess the robustness of the hypothesis-supporting P-MEMmt* results, the
analyses reported above were rerun using (1) the raw score measures, and (2) the
alternative inclusion criteria (i.e., all M£Mtoi> 0, exclude extreme scores, and include all
scores, respectively). The outcome patterns produced by these additional tests were
consistent with those reported above, suggesting that the P-MEMim* outcomes are robust
to inclusion criteria and square-root data transformations.
Parental Results Summary
According to the CAM Model's logic, adults should have acquired the ability to
successfully draw socio-cultural meanings from advertising via automatic processes as a
result of their vast cumulative processing experiences. Consequently, under naturalistic
viewing conditions, adults are predicted to rely on automatic mental operations to draw
meanings from the social information used in advertising due to their low motivation to
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process such cues. When controlled processes are used, however, adults should show
skepticism towards the socio-cultural meanings represented in the stimulus
advertisements as a consequence of their high levels of persuasion knowledge. Specific
predictions regarding differences in adults' socio-cultural brand associations (H2),
attitudes (H4), and memories (H6) across prompted, distracted, naturalistic, and no
advertisement processing conditions derive from this logic.
The extent to which inferences regarding the types of processes utilized by adults
under naturalistic viewing conditions could be validly drawn depended on the success of
the prompted and distracted manipulations. These experimental treatments were
designed to simulate the outcomes that would obtain if only controlled and only
automatic processes were used, respectively. As the cognitive response measures
discussed in Chapter 5 indicate, the manipulations appear successful based on the
observation of higher levels of self-reported thoughts about the three advertisements in
the prompted versus the distracted conditions. The P-MEMut* data further suggest the
success of these manipulations, as the prompted group shows much higher total recall of
the elements contained in each of the stimulus commercials than the distracted group.
With outcomes from the prompted and distracted group serving as points of
reference, mixed results were obtained for the prediction that adults will utilize automatic
processes under marketplace viewing conditions to extract socio-cultural meanings from
advertising. Table 6.16 summarizes the supportive, null, and contradictory evidence
pertaining to H2, H4, and H6. The remainder of this section discussed the implications of
the outcomes for the CAM Model.
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Table 6.16: Parental Results Summary
Inference
Supportive

Null Findings

Hypothesis

Measure

H2a: Gender

P-THFCLgen
P-THFPROge„
P-THFOEge„(R)

pronipt=natural=distract>no ad*
pronipt=natural=distract>no ad*
pronipt=(nanirai=distract>no ad)*

H2b: Status

P-YSLCL,o

prompted<naturalistic=distracted

H6a: MEM,c,

P-THFMEM,«*
P-YSLMEMco,*
P-SSMEM,o,*
P-YSLPRO.U
P-YSLOE,,.
P-SSCL,oc
P-SSPRO,oc
P-THFATTp„xi
P-YSLATTp^i
P-SSATTpnrf

prompted>naniralistic=distracted

P-THFArr,d
P-YSLATT,d

NS
NS
NS

H2b: Stanis
H2c: Sociability
H4a; Aproduct

H4b: A,d

P-SSATTad

prompted>distracted
pronipted>naniralistic=dtstracted

NS
NS
NS
NS
NS
NS
NS

P-THFATTbnnd
P-YSLATTh,™,
P-SSATTb„«i
P-YSLMEM,o,*

NS
NS
NS

H6b: MEM.OC

P-THFMEM,oc*
P-SSMEM,oc*

NS
NS

H2c; Sociability

P-SSOE««

prompted>naturalistic=distracted

P-YSLMEM.oc"'

proinpted=naniralistic>distracted

H4c. AiKjQd

H6a; MEM,„,

Contradictory
Findings

Data Pattern

H6b:

MEM«

prompted = naturalistic

^ pattern is not as hypothesized, but is fully consistent with the operation of automatic processes in the
distracted and naturalistic conditions, and controlled processes in the prompted condition (without
discounting of the resulting brand-gender meanings)

In terms of the CAM Model's proposition that adults should have acquired
considerable automatic processing ability, the only strong supporting evidence comes
from the brand-gender associations of the distracted group versus the no advertising
control group. Across all three brand-gender measures, the distracted group was shown
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to have stronger associations of the shampoo with masculinity than the no advertisement
group. Since these results obtained despite the fact that only 50% of the participants (11
out of 22) in the distracted group recalled even having seen the Total Hair Fitness
commercial, they provide compelling evidence for automaticity in the extraction of
gender meanings from the ad.
Unfortunately, however, no evidence of automaticity was found for status or
sociability meanings. While ceiling effects for adults' perceptions of the status of Yves
Saint Laurent Eyewear and/or stimulus problems for Spartan Stores are likely
explanations for these outcomes, it is also possible that study participants simply did not
possess the ability to automatically process status and sociability meanings. In assessing
the plausibility of the latter account, it is important to note that the disuracted
manipulation used herein provided a strict test of the automaticity prediction. The CAM
Model specifies that automaticity should be expected under normal, passive viewing
conditions, not the multi-tasking, cognitively busy conditions used herein to rule out
consciousness as a plausible explanation. In any case, however, additional research is
needed to address this important concern.
Findings for the socio-cultural brand associations and memory measures provide
mixed support for the CAM Model's prediction that adults will utilize automatic
processes to draw meanings from the social cues used in advertising under naturalistic
conditions. Specifically, the pattern of equivalent brand-gender associations and total
memory means for the naturalistic and distracted groups suggests that gender meanings
are extracted automatically under normal, marketplace viewing conditions. However, the
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level of social memory shown by the naturalistic group for the Yves Saint Laurent
advertisement, which was equivalent to the level shown by the prompted group and
higher than that of the distracted group, suggests that at least some members of the
naturalistic group utilized controlled processes for this commercial. Given these
conflicting outcomes, refinement of the CAM Model's specifications regarding the
situational drivers of consumers' processing motivations appears warranted.
And finally, in terms of adults' utilization of cognitive defenses during controlled
processing of advertised social cues, there is very little evidence to support the contention
that adults' will actively discount the sccio-cultural meanings represented in advertising.
Only one of the nine indices of adults' brand associations shows discounting of sociocultural meanings by members of the prompted group and none of the nine measures of
parental attitudes shows a reduction in favorability due to controlled processing. Other
than attributing the outcomes to Type II errors, there are three plausible interpretations of
these null findings, including (I) adults are highly selective in their application of
cognitive defenses to controlled processing of advertised social cues, (2) adults do not
generally invoke active defenses in processing social information, or (3) adults cognitive
defenses are not effective against this type of persuasive message.
Since the prediction that adults utilizing controlled processing (i.e., the prompted
group) would be skeptical towards the socio-cultural meanings represented in advertising
draws from a body of research investigating responses to specific fimctional claims, none
of the possibilities outlined in the previous paragraph detracts from the promise of the
CAM Model. Rather, they serve to further illustrate the notion that social information is
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conceptually distinct from non-social information about product features and utilitarian
benefits. Assuming future research documents the veracity of one (or moc) of the
explanations, the necessity of formulating an information-processing framework
specifically to address the processing of social information will be further highlighted. In
any case, future work on the CAM Model must address the validity of the presumption
that adults will actively employ their persuasion knowledge to account for the biases
inherent in the socio-cultural meanings contained in advertising.
GENERAL DISCUSSION

Study 2 was designed to test the CAM Model's proposition that relative to
controlled processes, the potential impact of automatic processes on socio-cultural brand
associations will increase with cognitive and social development. Since the study occurs
in a simulated marketplace environment, it provides an initial test of the model's practical
utility. Based on the study's results, the model appears to offer considerable promise, but
its current formulation offers limited predictive power.
Across the child and the parental samples, the brand-gender associations and total
memory findings suggest considerable potential for the CAM Model's processing
specifications. Namely, the findings for the Total Hair Fitness advertisement suggest that
children are highly motivated to draw gender meanings from advertising under normal
viewing conditions (naturalistic = prompted), while adults tend to exert little effort in
extracting such meanings (naturalistic = distracted). This pattern is exactly the one
predicted by the model. In addition, although participants in the distracted versus the no
advertisement control group exhibit stronger brand-masculinity associations in both
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samples, only the distracted parents' brand-gender associations show statistical
equivalence with the prompted group. Thus, while children do appear to have acquired
some ability to extract gender meanings from advertising, adults appear to have greater
abilities in this regard, which is consistent with the CAM Model's automaticity principle.
Chapter 7 discusses the contributions of the CAM Model and these initial fmdings to the
brand management, product symbolism, and information processing literatures.
While the results for the Total Hair Fitness advertisement provide support for the
CAM Model's basic processing specifications, poor outcomes for the advertisements
containing status and sociability cues suggest that the model needs substantial
modification before it will succeed in fully predicting and explaining developmental
changes in social information processing. Specifically, results for the Yves Saint Laurent
and Spartan Stores advertisements indicate that the model needs to be refined to account
for situational variability in children's and adult's levels of motivation to draw various
types of socio-cultural meanings from advertising under normal viewing conditions. In
addition, the presumption that adults will actively employ cognitive defenses when they
thoughtfully process the social information contained in advertisements needs to be
revisited. Both of these issues are examined in the Chapter 7 discussion "Future
Directions: Much Work Remains," which provides a roadmap for additional research
involving the CAM Model.
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Lessons Learned
In addition to the theoretical refinements suggested by the study's outcomes, three
methodological lessons were also learned. First, the need to make attitude measures
more self-relevant was highlighted by the null findings for both the child and parental
samples. Hopefully, future research can take advantage of this lesson, thereby increasing
the likelihood of detecting the effects of differing socio-cultural meanings on product,
advertisement, and brand attitudes. Second, the importance of considering the baseline
associations of the consumers who are not familiar with the brand/product employed in
experimental stimuli was learned from the ceiling-level brand-status associations
observed for the no advertisement control groups. Hopefully, the expanded use of
members of the final sampling frame in pretesting will eliminate the interpretative
ambiguities associated with such observations in future research. (The use of parentchild pairs for pretesting was minimal for this study due to difficulties in recruiting such
participants). And third, consideration of the relative diagnosticity of various sociocultural meanings for the types of customers that are likely to want a given product
(service) was shown to be vital. Hopefully, more thorough analysis of the relationship
between the meanings represented in an advertisement and their implications for
consumer behavior should address this problem in subsequent work.
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Limitations
The results reported herein suffer from three primary limitations. First, for the
parental sample, the heavy gender skew towards women restricts the generalizability of
the finding that parent's will rely on automatic processes in drawing gender meanings
from advertising. The heavy gender skew is particularly problematic because of the
notion that women tend to pay closer attention to social cues than men. Assuming this
notion is correct, there is reason to doubt whether men and women will show equivalent
acquisition of automatic processes. Rather, based on the automaticity principle, women
should show greater automatic processing capabilities than men. In any case, additional
research is needed to address this shortcoming.
A second limitation of the present study is the lack of direct measurement of
cognitive responses. Since there is no way to approximate naturalistic processing if such
measures are gathered, direct indices of cognitive responses were omitted from study
protocols. As a result, the process-tracing richness of direct measures was not obtained.
For example, the contents of prompted subjects' thoughts about the social cues
represented in advertising were not captured. Rather, only coarse measures pertaining to
self-reported total thoughts and attitudes were gathered. As a result, the degree of
counter-argumentation exhibited by adults in the prompted and naturalistic conditions
could not be definitively determined. Given that the available evidence suggests that
adults did not discount the social meanings contained in the experimental advertisements,
which was contrary to expectations, the employment of measures providing a richer
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glimpse of consumers' cognitive responses promises to aid future efforts aimed at
refining the CAM Model.
And fmally, only single ads were used to represent gender, status, and sociability
meanings. This limitation allows for the possibility that different results would have been
found for other stimuli. Given the inconsistencies between the gender, status, and
sociability findings, this limitation will need to be overcome in future efforts if
confidence in the veracity of the CAM Model processing specifications is to be
successfully increased.
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CHAPTER 7: SUMMARY, CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE DIRECTIONS

The central aim of this dissertation was to further knowledge regarding the
specific mental mechanisms through which advertising impacts consumers' socio-cultural
brand associations. Toward this end, a new information processing framework, the
Controlled-Automatic Meaning Model, was formulated and two studies were conducted
to provide initial assessments of (1) the model's specification of an automatic route to
influence from advertising, and (2) its predictions of developmental contingencies in
consumers' processing of social information, respectively. While few of the studies'
hypotheses received strong empirical support, much was learned about the manner in
which consumers draw meaning from the social cues used in advertising, and many
insights germane to future work were uncovered. The following section reviews the key
findings from this dissertation, highlighting its unique contributions to the brand
management, product symbolism, and information processing literatures reviewed in
Chapter 2. A roadmap for future research is then provided.
CONCLUSIONS: MUCH HAS BEEN LEARNED

The first study reported herein failed to determine the veracity of the CAM
Model's speciHcation of a truly non-conscious, automatic mechanism through which
advertising impacts consumers' socio-cultural brand associations. Fortunately, however.
Study 2 partially upholds the model's basic formulation. Specifically, the second study's
outcomes support the CAM Model's core proposition that exposure to advertising can
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impact consumers' socio-cultural brand associations through two qualitatively distinct
types of social information processing, automatic and controlled.
While the CAM Model is certainly not the first two-process model to be proposed
and validated (see Chaiken and Trope 1999), it is the first framework to identify the need
for social meaning as a motivational driver of social information processing. And, to the
best of my knowledge, it is also the first framework pertinent to marketing that explicitly
models developmental factors that tie the children's mental operations and processing
experiences directly to the processes exhibited by adults. The value of these unique
aspects of the model are illustrated by the contrasting findings for children and parental
participants in Study 2. Namely, under marketplace viewing conditions children are
more apt to employ controlled processes to draw gender meanings from the social cues
contained in advertising than adults, who will typically rely on the less effortful processes
they have acquired through experience. Hopefully, additional investigations of the
developmental factors incorporated into the CAM Model will help us to more fully
understand consumption-relevant processes in both children and adults, perhaps sparking
greater interest in studying children's consumption-relevant behaviors (see John 1997).
In terms of the brand management literature, current perspectives (c.f., J. Aaker
1997) suggest that the people, slices of life, and user imagery employed in advertising
play an important role in shaping consumers' perceptions of brand personalities, as well
as their lifestyle and symbolic associations with brands. Prior to the present inquiry,
however, this basic proposition had gone untested. Thus, the Study 2 results reported
herein for brand-gender meanings provide the first direct empirical evidence that the
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social cues represented in advertising do, in fact, impact consumers' socio-cultural brand
associations. More importantly, the findings demonstrate the promise of the CAM Model
as a comprehensive framework for investigating how to best use advertising to shape
consumers' socio-cultural brand associations. Given that the brand management
literature has been devoid of such a framework to date, the formulation and initial
validation of the CAM Model removes a substantial obstacle from the path leading
towards the development of a normative communications framework for strategic brand
concept image management (Park, Jaworski, and Maclnnis 1986).
This dissertation contributes to the product symbolism literature by providing a
socio-cognitive complement to McCracken's (1986, 1989) model of meaning uransfer.
Specifically, the CAM Model details the individual-level motivational drivers and mental
operations involved in transferring the meanings resident in people to consumption
objects through advertising. In so doing, the model enriches McCracken's (1986,1989)
proposal that advertising serves as a conduit through which meaning transfers when
consumers glimpse an essential similarity between a person used in an advertisement and
a product. Hopefiilly, future research involving the CAM Model will further our current
understandings of advertising as a shaper of symbolic product meanings and a cultural
agent that reflects, and perhaps distorts, the social values and perceptions of consumers
(s&i Holbrook 1987; PoUay 1986,1987).
With regard to the information processing literature, the formulation of the CAM
Model and the initial studies reported in this dissertation serve to augment the persuasionbased frameworks and corresponding investigations that have proven successful in
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predicting consumers' attitudes following exposure to advertisements. Specifically, the
CAM Model's casting of social information in a central role, and its principal concern for
the impact of advertising on consumers' socio-cultural associations distinguish the model
from extant information processing frameworks like the Elaboration Likelihood Model
and the Heuristic-Systematic Model. Although the results &om the studies offer only
mixed evidence for the utility of these model components, such distinctions are likely to
prove vital to the success of future efforts aimed at predicting and explaining consumers'
processing of the social information used in advertising. Hopefully, the similarities and
distinctions between the CAM Model and extant information processing frameworks will
be explored in future research so that synergies between the models, as well as their
respective boundary conditions, can be more fully articulated.
FUTURE DIRECTIONS: MUCH WORK REMAINS

As the preceding discussion illustrates, the formulation and initial assessments of
the CAM Model reported herein contribute to the brand management, product
symbolism, and information processing literatures. In so doing, this dissertation enriches
current understanding regarding the mental processes through which exposure to
advertising impacts consumers' socio-cultural brand associations.
However, as discussions of the poor results from Study 1 and the non-hypothesissupporting Study 2 findings for status and sociability cues indicate, much work remains
before the promise of the CAM Model as a comprehensive framework for investigating
consumers' processing of advertised social information will be fiilly realized.
Fortunately, carefiil analysis of the non-hypothesis-supporting outcomes from the two
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studies suggest several directions for future research that promise to further enhance the
predictive and explanatory utilities of the model. Namely, additional research is needed
to determine the precise nature of the automatic mechanisms through which advertising
impacts consumers' socio-cultural brand associations. Future work must also succeed in
(1) formulating a developmentally-driven typology of social information, (2) identifying
the situational drivers of consumers' need for social meaning, (3) articulating the
relationship between automatic and controlled processes, especially in terms of automatic
triggers of conscious deliberation, and (4) determining the extent to which consumers
employ persuasion knowledge to actively discount the socio-cultural meanings
represented in advertising when deliberative processes are utilized.
To provide a roadmap for future research, the importance of each of these issues
and the contributions they promise to brand management theory and practice are briefly
discussed in turn. This dissertation then closes by highlighting the additional payoffs of
future research involving the CAM Model for furthering our current understandings of
advertising's role in consumer socialization and the unintended consequences of
advertising.
Determining the Precise Nature of Automatic Processing Mechanisms
As noted in the discussion of Study I's poor results, the social cognition literature
identifies several conceptually distinct varieties of automatic processes. In general, these
varieties involve different combinations of what Bargh (1994, p.l) refers to as the "four
horsemen of automaticity; awareness, intention, efficiency, and control." Because the
implications for marketing strategy differ depending on which of these properties pertain
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to consumers' automatic categorization of the social cues used in advertising, future
research needs to clarify the precise nature of the CAM Model's automatic components.
For example, if consumers automatically categorize social stimuli without awareness,
intention and control, then their cognitive defenses are likely to be ineffectual in
preventing advertising from influencing their socio-cultural brand associations - anytime
a consumer possesses the threshold level of cognitive resources during stimulus exposure,
an acquired automatic process would run preconsciously, thus impacting the consumer's
socio-cultural brand associations while making them none the wiser. If, however,
awareness proves to be a necessary condition for automatic categorization, then
consumers may have the opportunity to actively discount the outcomes of such processes.
Formulating a Developmental-Driven Typology of Social Information
As the inconsistent Study 2 fmdings for brand-gender, brand-status, and brandsociability meanings highlight, children's levels of motivation to process social cues
appear to vary based on the types of socio-cultural distinctions represented in advertising.
In other words, the initial presumption that children will be highly motivated to process
advertised social cues due to their rapidly changing self-concepts and lack of persuasion
knowledge appears far too coarse to guide future inquiries using the CAM Model.
Therefore, a typology of social information is needed to more precisely predict the types
of meanings that consumers of different ages will exhibit high levels of motivation to
process. Ideally, the typology will be firmly grounded in developmental theory.
To the extent future work succeeds in achieving this result, considerable insight
mto the types of automatic processes likely to be acquired through normal ontology will
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be uncovered. For example, if young children are highly motivated to process physicalactivity based socio-cultural distinctions, then the processing algorithms related to
athleticism and strength would be promising candidates for the automaticity. On the
other hand, if consumers reach early adulthood before material-based meanings related to
status become salient, then such meanings will be unlikely candidates for automaticity
(due to the presumption that consumers of this age would normally discount meanings
extracted from advertisement as part of their processing algorithm). In any case, the
successful formulation of a developmentaliy-contingent typology of social information
will aid in clarifying the phenomenological domain of automatic processes in the CAM
Model.
Identifying the Situational Drivers of Processing Motivation
In addition to the formulation of a typology of social information, further research
on the situational drivers of consumers' levels of need for social meaning will also
enhance the CAM Model's explanatory power. Specifically, direct assessments of the
relationship between self-concept stability and persuasion knowledge will lead to better
understandings of the independent and/or interactive effects of these factors on
processing effort. Study 2 results for gender cues support the model's general
proposition that low levels of both stabillQr and persuasion knowledge lead to high levels
of processing motivation while high levels of both factors lead to low levels of
motivation. However, it is unclear whether these outcomes were due to the independent
effects of self-concept stability and persuasion knowledge, an interaction between the
factors, or both. Successfiil prediction of advertising's impact on consumers' socio-
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cultural brand associations in situations where consumers possess a high level of one
factor, but a low level of the other, requires clarification of this issue. For example, it is
currently uncertain what effect a high level of persuasion knowledge but a low level of
self-concept stability (e.g., due to divorce or some other life-changing event) would have
on processing motivation.
Given that the brand-status and brand-sociability results from Study 2 failed to
support the CAM Model's predictions about children's and adults respective levels of
processing motivation, additional factors that are likely to impact consumer's motivation
to extract social meanings from the social information used in advertising should also be
explored. Two prominent possibilities include the self-relevance of the meanings
represented in advertising and the novelty/familiarity of social stimuli. Only by
establishing a comprehensive set of factors that affect consumers' motivations to process
the social cues used in advertising will the potential usefulness of the CAM Model for
formulating communications strategies to convey different brand meanings to different
target audiences be fully realized.
Articulating tlie Relationship Between Automatic and Controlled Processes
Two important aspects of the relationship between the CAM Model's automatic
and controlled processes require further elaboration in future work. First, the aggregate
impact of the respective processes on consumers' socio-cultural associations remains to
be determined. In other words, while controlled processes can be presumed to exert
stronger influences than automatic processes due to greater depth of processing, it is
unclear whether the processes exert independent influences on socio-cultural brand
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associations, or whether they can interact to produce synergistic and/or competing
outcomes.
Second, the extent to which automatic processes play a role in triggering
controlled processing wanants further exploration. As the parental results from Study 2
for status meanings appear to suggest, consumers' may utilize more effortful processes if
they first automatically categorize the meaning(s) represented by a social stimulus, and
then deem them to be self-relevant. As Bargh (1982) shows, self-relevance judgments
may also be automatic (see also Bargh 1997). This proposition has intuitive appeal as
adults exhibit far greater perceptual filtering abilities than children (see Bjoridand 199S).
In other words, with experience, non-self-relevant objects in our environment become
less distracting.
An additional possibility in this regard is that consumeis' failures to successfully
categorize a given social stimulus may trigger deliberative processing. For example,
encountering a novel social stimulus like a 75 year-old woman with short green hair
wearing a two-piece bikini is likely to spark at least some level of deliberative
processing. Consumers' presumed need for social meaning and a view of the consumer
as a sense-maker suggest this possibility.
Determining the Extent to Whicli Consumers Apply Persuasion Knowledge
The final research direction for refining the CAM Model pertains to gaining a
better understanding of consumers' utilization of persuasion knowledge. The initial
formulation of the CAM Model views persuasion knowledge as an important component
of consumers' conscious, deliberative efforts aimed at extracting socio-cultural meanings
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from advertising. However, almost no evidence of active discounting was found for adult
participants in Study 2, as even consumers who were prompted to recognize and
elaborate on the connections between the social cues used in experimental advertisements
and the advertiser's desired brand meanings showed no negative adjustments in their
socio-cultural brand associations or attitudes.
The determination of whether consumers' lack of application of their cognitive
defenses during social information processing represents a reliable phenomenon is crucial
to meeting the goal of using the CAM Model to develop a normative conmiunications
framework for brand management. If adults show no inclination to discount social
meanings extracted from advertising, perhaps due to the cues iconicity (see Messaris
1997), then strategies that succeed in increasing the use of controlled processes will
maximize the impact of advertising on resultant socio-cultural associations. In other
words, depth of processing would translate directly into the strength of socio-cultural
brand associations following exposure to advertising. If, however, adults actively
discount some meanings under some circumstances, then encouraging only automatic
processing in such cases should prove more efficacious.
Additional Payoffs of Future Research
The proceeding discussion of model refinements is couched solely in terms of the
payoffs for brand management theory and practice. However, this is not the only area
that stands to benefit from further research involving the CAM Model. Additional work
will also add to our current understandings of consumer socialization and the unintended
consequences of advertising.
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Marketing scholars and practitioners generally accept the proposition that
advertising plays an important role in shaping the consumption related beliefs and
attitudes of children and adolescents. What is unknown, however, is the extent to which
the meanings that children and adolescents attach to consumption objects are learned
through advertising. As it now stands, the CAM Model serves to highlight the notion that
advertising provides a vital source of socio-cultural brand and product meanings.
Assuming the agenda outlined above is successfiiUy accomplished, this basic idea will be
substantially elaborated to show which meanings come from advertising, when, and
through what specific mental operations.
An additional insight provided by the CAM Model pertains to the idea that the
socializing influence of advertising does not end with adolescence. According to the
model, processing experiences during youth alter their abilities to draw meanings from
the social cues used in advertising. As a result, exposure to advertising continues to exert
influence on perceptions of the socio-cultural meanings contained in various consumption
objects into adulthood and beyond through automatic mechanisms. Consequently, adults
are probably not as immune to influence from advertising as they may want to believe.
A notion related to advertising's role in consumer socialization pertains to the
unintended consequences of advertising. From the marketer's perspective, the desired
outcomes of advertising are increased brand awareness and product knowledge, changed
or reinforced product beliefs, higher likelihood of brand purchase, etc. Even the most
cynical amongst us would be hard pressed to argue convincingly that individual
marketers intend for the overall ubiquity of advertising and the consistent representation
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of particular types of socio-cultural meanings to result in cultural distortions. However,
many critics (see Pollay 1986) have charged that advertising's ubiquity unintentionally
produces such outcomes by reflecting certain cultural values (e.g., materialism) to the
relative exclusion of others (e.g., simplicity). To date, content analyses showing the
consistent employment of social images with distorting themes (e.g. cigarettes with
healthiness, see Schooler, Basil, and Altman 1996) have provided the only evidence
germane to such claims. Unfortunately, because there has not been a process-based
model to tie the high probability of repeated exposure to speciHc types of influence, such
evidence has been discounted as a matter of opinion (Holbrook 1987).
Now, however, based on the logic provided by the CAM Model, there is a
process-based rationale for predicting that repeated exposure to representations of
particular socio-cultural meanings will result In the acquisition of automatic processes.
To the extent that this occurs, certain meanings for consumption objects will be
privileged by always being (1) available to the marketer for a new product or brand, and
(2) chronically accessible in the minds of consumers. Consequently, the tremendous
availability and accessibility of such meanings in memory may serve to shape consumers'
values and perceptions of reality (see O'Guinn and Shrum 1997). It is my sincere hope
that future research involving the CAM Model will directly address this issue.
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APPENDIX 1:
OVERVIEW OF PRETESTING PROCEDURES FOR STUDY 1

Several pretests were utilized to develop the measures, stimuli, and procedures
needed to determine whether preconscious exposure to gender and status imagery
automatically primes corresponding socio-cultural categories in memory.
Measures
According to associative network models of memory (Collins and Loftus 1975),
successful priming of a socio-cultural category will result in the spread of activation to
closely related nodes in memory. For example, priming an individual's concept of "men"
will also activate the nodes "masculinity" and "strong" if they are closely linked with
"men" in memory. Therefore, the construction of brand perceptions scales related to
gender and status began by attempting to determine what subject pool members most
closely associated with "men," "women," and high and low status individuals, respectively.
Brand Perceptions Scale. To determine their associations with study-relevant sociocultural categories, stereotypes pertaining to men, women, wealthy, poor, popular, and
unpopular were elicited from fifteen undergraduate students (9 males, 6 females) enrolled
in Principles of Marketing at the University of Arizona. Since the norm of social
appropriateness may result in reluctance to report negative personal beliefs about members
of these socio-cultural categories, elicitation prompts focused on subject's perceptions of
other people's beliefs about these groups. Specifically, subjects were asked, "what
stereotypes do you think some people have about

?" and, "what adjectives do
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you think people would use to describe the personality of the typical

?" To

reduce the chances that aggregated responses would reflect consistent contrast effects, as
would be the case if male stereotypes were always queried before female stereotypes, etc.,
the ordering of stereotype elicitation was randomized for each subject.
Analysis of subjects' open-ended responses to the elicitation prompts involved
grouping all statements about a particular socio-cultural category together and then
choosing adjectives to represent the meaning(s) of the most common responses. Not
surprisingly, adjectives chosen to describe men-women, wealthy-poor, and popularunpopular, respectively, suggested natural oppositions along sets of shared dimensions.
Therefore, three initial semantic-differential scales were developed containing bipolar
adjective pairs pertaining to gender, status, and sociability. Items for these initial scales are
shown in Table A1.1.
Table Al.l; Initial Gender, Sociability, and Status Scales
Gender
strong
warm
masculine
compassionate

1
1
1
1

2
2
2
2

3
3
3
3

4
4
4
4

5
5
5
5

6
6
6
6

7 weak
7 cold (R)
7 feminine
7 uncaring (R)

Sociability
attractive
outgoing
exciting
confident

1
1
1
1

2
2
2
2

3
3
3
3

4
4
4
4

5
5
5
5

6
6
6
6

7
7
7
7

influential 1
2
3
boastful 1
2
3
ambitious 1
2
3
luxurious 1
2
3
(R) indicates a reverse scaled item

4
4
4
4

5
5
5
5

6
6
6
6

7 not influential
7 modest
7 unambitious
7 not luxurious

unattractive
introverted
boring
insecure

Status
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The gender, sociability, and status scales were then used to pretest product and
social image stimuli. As the section on "Stimuli Development" details below, eighty-one
undergraduates completed the gender, sociability, and status scales for each of eight
products and eight social images. Unfortunately, the average reliabilities observed for the
initial gender scale across the sets of products and social images fell below the criterion of
0.7 suggested by Nunnally (1978) for preliminary research (see also Peterson 1994). While
a relatively small sample was realized for each product and social image involved in the
pretest (i.e., n < 45), sample size alone cannot begin to account for such poor reliability. In
contrast to the results for gender, the sociability and status scales demonstrated high
reliability across all product categories and sets of social images (see Table A1.2).
Therefore, based on these results, a complete overhaul of the gender scale was undertaken,
while the status scale was merely fine-tuned. (At this point, the decision was made to
utilize gender and status-related social image stimuli rather than sociability-related stimuli
in the main study; therefore, the sociability scale was not included in subsequent pretesting
and will not be discussed further).
Table A1.2: Initial Scale Reliabilities

Gender
Sociability
Status

Cigarettes
0
.87
.85
Men

Gender
Sociability
Status

.27
.80
.77

Products
Fragrances
Clothes
.27
.12
.77
.89
.86
.81
Socia Images
Women
Romance
.28
.79
.70

.15
.89
.77

Body washes
.32
.84
.81
High Status
Women
.12
.86
.78
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Gender Scale Revisions. An item analysis was utilized to begin the process of
revising the gender scale. This analysis yielded two important findings. First, semantically
reversed items correlated strongly and positively with each other, but weakly and
negatively with the other items, suggesting a method effect. Second, mean ratings for three
of the items appeared to discriminate between pictures showing people of different genders,
while mean ratings for one of the items (i.e., warm/cold) remained fairly constant. Based
on this analysis, two initial changes were undertaken: (1) all semantically similar items
were placed on one side of the scale in a manner consistent with the recommendations of
Herche and Engelland (1996), and (2) the warm-cold item was dropped from further
consideration.
Additional modifications to the gender scale were guided by two primary sources.
First, several stereotypical ttait adjectives were taken from Broverman, Vogel, Broverman,
Clarkson, and Rosenkrantz (1972). Although some of the trait adjectives identified by
Broverman et al are outdated (e.g., men are worldly, women are dependent) and many have
strong negative valences (e.g., women are submissive and illogical), several were selected
for inclusion (i.e., rough, decisive, logical, and active for men and indecisive, emotional,
and passive for women) because they seemed consistent with the results of the stereotype
elicitation task discussed previously. Second, one additional adjective pair, (i.e., familyoriented/not family-oriented), as well as an antonym for rough (i.e., smooth) were added to
the scale based on J. Aaker's (1997) measure of brand personality. The resulting eight-item
semantic differential scale (shown in Table A1.3) was then employed in a second pretest (n
= 39) to guide the final selection of gender images.
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The revised eight-item gender scale showed acceptable reliability when used to rate
images of women (average a = 0.78), but low reliability when used to rate images of men
(average a = 0.41). An item analysis indicated that the not family-oriented/family oriented
item was partially responsible for this lowered reliability, so it was omitted from
subsequent analyses. The remaining seven items were then entered into a series of
exploratory factor analyses. Although the relatively small sample that rated each image
produced considerable instability in the observed factor structure, four items tended to load
together on a conmion factor, (1) strong/weak, (2) masculine/feminine, (3) rough/smooth,
and (4) active/passive. Therefore, these items were retained for additional analyses.
Table A 1.3: Revised Gender Perceptions Scale
strong
masculine
uncaring
not family-oriented
rough
decisive
logical
active

2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2

3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3

4
4
4
4
4
4
4
4

5
5
5
5
5
5
5
5

6
6
6
6
6
6
6
6

7
7
7
7
7
7
7
7

weak
feminine
compassionate
family-oriented
smooth
indecisive
emotional
passive

The now four-item scale was first tested for reliability. In contrast to the eight-item
measure, the four-item gender scale showed adequate and roughly equivalent reliability
when used to rate both female and male images (average a's = 0.66). Since the sample size
for these reliability computations was small (n = 39), and the level of reliability remained
somewhat marginal, a pooled reliability analysis was then conducted to provide a heuristic
for the level of reliability that would obtain with a larger sample. This analysis, which
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included all ratings of gender images employing the revised scale (n s 1S6), suggested the
scale was highly reliable (a = 0.86).
With evidence for its reliability in hand, the four-item revised gender scale was then
tested for discriminant validity. This was accomplished by including the four gender items
and four status-related items in a series of exploratory factor analyses. Unfortunately, both
unconstrained and constrained, 2-factor models failed to consistently produce the desired
factor strucnire. However, given that the sample size (n = 39) falls below the minimum
recommendation of five subjects per item for factor analysis (Hair, Anderson, Tatham, and
Black 1995), considerable factor instability was almost certain to obtain. Therefore, a
pooled factor analysis was conducted to provide a larger sample heuristic. This analysis,
which (1) included all ratings of gender images employing the revised scale (n = 156) and
(2) forced a two-factor, orthogonal solution, provided evidence for discriminant validity.
As Table A1.4 shows, the four gender items loaded cleanly on a single factor, while the
four status items loaded cleanly on a second factor.
Table A1.4: Rotated Factor Loadings from a Pooled Analysis of Gender Image Ratings
Item
Factor 1
strong/weak
.89
masculine/feminine
.88
rough/smooth
.77
active/passive
.80
*
influential/not influential
*
ambitious/unambitious
*
luxurious/not luxurious
*
sophisticated/not sophisticated
* indicates factor loading is less t ianO.5

Factor 2
*
*
*

*

.53
.71
.81
.79
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The final assessment of the scale involved testing its ability to differentiate between
stereotypical images of men and women. As the section on stimuli development details
below, the revised four-item gender scale produced ratings that readily differentiated
between stereotypical images of men and women (all pairwise t's > 10, p < .01). Thus, the
scale was cautiously deemed successful.
To ensure that the statistical successes of the revised four-item gender scale did not
result merely from capitalizing on chance processes, the four-item scale was utilized in a
subsequent pretest of high and low status images. Forty-nine undergraduates completed the
gender scale for each of twelve images depicting high and low status males and females.
Separate computations for each status-related image suggested that the scale was
marginally reliable (average a = 0.60). However, since the gender meanings represented
by the images in this pretest were intertwined with status meanings and therefore much less
clear-cut, a slight reduction in scale reliability was interpreted as non-problematic.
Although the revised four-item gender scale had now proven successful in two
pretests, an additional modification was needed prior to its employment in the main study.
Specifically, the format of the scale needed to be changed from semantic differential to
more of a likert-type format. The basic rationale for this change relates to the effect of
processing a series of adjectives related to a non-primed, naturally opposing socio-cultural
category. As social information processing studies employing the scrambled sentence
paradigm have convincingly shown (e.g. Bargh et al. 1996, study 2), exposure to, and
minimal processing of, a series of stereotypical adjectives automatically primes the relevant
socio-cultural category in memory. For the present study, these findings imply that
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completing semantic differential-type ratings may prime both the intended socio-cultural
category (i.e., the category pertaining to the preconsciously processed social image) and the
naturally opposing category. While comparing the experimental group to a control group
can account for any priming of the intended socio-cultural category due to measurement
per se, unintentional priming of a naturally opposing category is problematic for two
reasons. First, unintentional priming would serve to wash out the effects of preconscious
exposure to images representing a particular socio-cultural category by increasing the
accessibility of a naturally opposing category in memory. Second, unintentional priming
would increase error variance by introducing uncontrolled measure-stimuli interactions that
could not be modeled.
Based on this logic, the adjectives comprising the gender scale were split into two
sets related to men and women, respectively. Jennifer Aaker's (1997) measure of brand
personality was then used to guide the addition of a response format to the sets of
adjectives. The resulting items asked subjects to "rate the extent to which the word listed
below describes [a product or person]" on a 7-point scale ranging from "not at all
descriptive" to "very descriptive." The resulting four-item measures pertaining to men and
women, respectively, were then employed in the main study.
Status scale revisions. Following an initial pretest involving eighty-one
undergraduates, the status scale underwent three minor revisions prior to its use in the main
study. These revisions included: (1) broadening the domain of the scale, (2) replacing
adjectives involving negations (e.g., not X, un-Y) with synonyms, and (3) reformatting
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items by splitting adjective pairs into two sets pertaining to high and low status,
respectively.
While the initial pretest suggested that the status scale possessed desirable statistical
properties, further consideration revealed that the scale did not encompass a key aspect of
social status. Namely, the scale failed to include the complexity and refinement generally
associated with high social status, and the simplicity and crudeness generally associated
with low social status. To address this shortcoming, the item, sophisticated/not
sophisticated, was added to the scale. The now five-item measure was then employed to
pretest a set of status-relevant social images.
Thirty-nine undergraduates completed the scale for each of four images depicting
high status males. Although the scale exhibited high reliability across the entire set of
images (average a = 0.79), an item analysis indicated that one item consistently reduced
the reliability of the scale, boastfiil/modest. After first deciding that the removal of the item
would not artificially narrow the domain of the scale, boastfiil/modest was excluded from
further consideration. The revised four-item scale remained highly reliable (average a =
0.80), so it was then tested for discriminant validity.
Assessing the stahis scale's discriminant validity followed a procedure analogous to
the one reported in the "gender scale revisions" section above. To reiterate, due to the
small sample size (n = 39), a pooled factor analysis was conducted to provide a larger
sample approximation of the underlying factor structure. This analysis included all ratings
of the four status-relevant images collected using the status scale's four remaining items
and the four items firom the revised gender scale (n = 156). A two-factor orthogonal
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solution was forced for this analysis. As Table A1.5 shows, the four status items loaded
cleanly on a single factor, while the four of the gender items loaded cleanly on a second
factor. These results, and the pooled factor analysis results reported in the "Gender Scale
Revisions" section for ratings of four gender-relevant images (see Table A 1.4), provide
strong evidence for the discriminant validity of the status scale. Thus, it was deemed
successful.
Table A1.5: Rotated Factor Loadings from a Pooled Analysis of Status Image Ratings
Item
Factor 1
.67
influential/not influential
ambitious/unambitious
.74
luxurious/not luxurious
.84
sophisticated/not sophisticated
.83
*
surong/weak
*
masculine/feminine
*
rough/smooth
*
active/passive
* indicates factor loading is less t ianO.S

Factor 2
*
*
*

•

.74
.67
.70
.66

Unfortunately, however, an additional limitation had been overlooked in the first
two status scale development efforts. If the scale was going to provide a valid measure of
priming for both high status and low status stereotypes in memory, then all of the adjectives
used in the scale must directly relate to nodes stored in memory so as to be capable of
priming. While the adjectives associated with high social status (i.e., influential, ambitious,
luxurious, and sophisticated) clearly satisfy this criterion, the adjectives related to low
social status (i.e., not influential, unambitious, not luxurious, and not sophisticated) are
merely negations of high status concepts and as such they are very unlikely to be stored in
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memory. To address diis conceptual limitation, the low status negations were replaced
with synonyms and the scale was retested.
The revised status scale (shown in Table A1.6) was utilized in a final pretest to
guide the selection of status-related images. Forty-nine undergraduates completed the fouritem scale for each of twelve images representing high and low status males and females.
The scale exhibited high reliability across the entire set of images (average a = 0.78).
Subsequently, a pooled factor analysis, which (1) included all ratings of the twelve statusrelated images employing the four-item status scale and the four-item gender scale (n =
588), and (2) forced a two-factor, orthogonal solution, provided mixed evidence for
discriminant validity. As Table A 1.7 shows, the four status items loaded cleanly on a
single factor; however, two of the gender items also loaded on the same factor.
Table A 1.6: Revised Status Scale
influential 1
ambitious 1
luxurious 1
sophisticated 1

2
2
2
2

3
3
3
3

4
4
4
4

5
5
5
5

6
6
6
6

7
7
7
7

meek
lazy
cheap
simple

Table A 1.7: Rotated Factor Loadings from a Pooled Analysis of Status Image Ratings
Factor I
Item
.89
influential/meek
ambitious/lazy
.86
luxurious/cheap
.86
sophisticated/simple
.88
strong/weak
.86
•
masculine/feminine
*
rough/smooth
active/passive
.77
* indicates factor loading is less than 0.5

Factor 2
.53
.71
.81
.79
*

.87
.87
*
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In light of the fact that our culture has historically tended to elevate men to
positions of high social status while relegating women to positions of low stanis, it is not
surprising to find gender meanings and status meanings interwoven. This notion is
especially plausible given that the status items were asked first for each image and could
have therefore framed the interpretation of the gender items. In any case, since each
subject in the main study would complete only the status scale or the gender scale, the
mixed evidence for discriminant validity was interpreted as non-problematic.
The final test of the revised stanis scale involved assessing its ability to differentiate
between images depicting high status and low stams individuals, respectively. As the
section on "Stimuli Development" details below, the four-item status scale produced
ratings that clearly differentiated between high status and low status images (all pairwise t's
> 12,p<.01).
Although the revised status scale had now proven successful, an additional
modification was needed prior to its utilization in the main study. Specifically, the format
of the scale needed to be changed from semantic differential to more of a likert-type format
by splitting the adjective pairs into two sets related to high stanis and low status,
respectively. The rationale for this alteration is detailed in the "Gender Scale Revisions"
section above. To reiterate briefly, completing semantic di^erential ratings to measure
priming from preconscious exposure to social imagery can be expected to prime both the
stimulus-relevant socio-cultural category and the nanirally opposing category in memory.
Consequently, the ejects of preconscious exposure are likely to be washed out due to
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increased accessibility to both the primed and non-primed socio-cultural categories.
Therefore, only stimulus-relevant adjectives should be used in the priming measure.
After splitting the revised status scale's adjectives pairs into two sets and borrowing
a response format from J. Aaker (1997), the resulting status items asked subjects to "rate
the extent to which the word listed below described [a product or person]" on a 7-point
scale ranging from "not at all descriptive" to "very descriptive." The resulting four-item
measures pertaining to high and low status, respectively, were then employed in the main
study.
SdmuU Development
The development of experimental stimuli occurred concurrently with the
measurement efforts detailed above. This section describes how one focus group and three
pretests (n = 81,39, and 49) led to the final selection of product and social image stimuli
for use in the main study.
Product Stimuli
To have any chance of observing the formation of socio-cultural brand associations
from preconscious exposure to social images, unfamiliar, gender and status-neutral product
stimuli were needed. To assist in the development of these stimuli, seven undergraduate
subjects were recruited to brainstorm neutral brand names. During a single SO-minute
session, each subject was asked to list up to five fictitious names for new brands of
cigarettes, beer, clothing, cologne/firagrances, sunglasses, shampoos, soaps, cars, and
hand/body lotions. The product categories for this task were selected based on the
following criteria: (1) widespread use of brands within the category by both men and
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women. (2) considerable price/status variations among existing brands within the category,
and (3) relevance to members of the subject population (i.e., marketing undergraduates).
Subjects generated an average of 3.7 brand names per product category (234 unique
names total). Careful review of the complete list of names yielded four bogus brands from
each of four product categories for pretesting. Adding each brand name and a brand mark
to a unique full-color product picture completed the construction of sixteen product stimuli
for pretesting. Prior to the addition of a fictitious brand name, each full-color product
picture had been: (1) drawn from a magazine advertisement, (2) scanned, and (3) edited to
remove ail brand-specific information, which included modifying package color and shape
when necessary.
Eighty-one University of Arizona undergraduates were employed to pretest the
product stimuli. Subjects participated in small groups, ranging in size from three to ten.
The pretesting procedure involved sequentially showing full-color transparencies of each
product using an overhead projector. Subjects were asked to give their first impressions of
each product by completing the initial 4-item, 7-point semantic differential scales for
gender, sociability, and status described above (see Table A1.1). Subjects were also asked:
(1) whether the product was appropriate for men, women, or both, (2) whether the product
was high end/upscale, middle-of-the-road, or economy, and (3) whether others would find
them more attractive, equally attractive, or less attractive if they used the product. Each
subject viewed a total of eight product stimuli representing two different product
categories. All brands from a given category were shown consecutively; the order
presentation within a given category and the pairing of product categories was varied
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between groups to avoid potential bias due to ordering effects. As the section on "Social
Image Sdmuli" details below, subjects also rated eight pictures of people using the initial
gender, sociability, and status scales.
Ideally, the gender scale and the product appropriateness measure would both have
been utilized to select gender-neutral product stimuli. Unfortunately, the gender scale
demonstrated abysmal reliability (see Table A1.2), so only the typical user measure was
used. Based on this measure. Ocean Fragrance, Meringer Cigarettes, and Comfy Clothing
were selected for employment in the main study's gender conditions. As Table A1.8
shows, these products were widely perceived as appropriate for both genders. Since
Meringer Cigarettes (rated by 76% of subjects as appropriate for both gender) and Comfy
Clothes (89%) showed the greatest neutrality, they were selected for use during the main
study's two critical uials; Ocean Fragrance (42%) was chosen for the practice trial.
The selection of status-neutral product stimuli was based on both the four-item
status scale and the single-item product perception measure. To qualify as status-neutral,
brands should be: (1) rated near the item midpoints on the status scale (i.e., those with an
average item mean = 4.0) and, (2) predominantly perceived as "middle-of-the-road." As
Table A1.9 shows. Carnival Fragrance, Shell Bodywash, and Blue Moon Clothing satisfied
both criteria; therefore, they were selected for use in the study. Since Shell Bodywash
(status scale average item mean = 4.08, rated by 70% of subjects as middle-of-the-road)
and Blue Moon Clothing (4.22,78%) showed the greatest neutrality, they were selected for
employment during the main study's two critical trials; Carnival Fragrance (3.99,67%)
was chosen for the practice trial.
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Table A1.8: Appropriate User Percentages for Gender

Product
Kansas Gold
Red Leaf
Clear Sky
Meringer
Uni-One
Spring Creek
Medici
Shell
Point
Ocean
Carnival
Nevada
ZoneOne
Blue Moon
Comfy
Head-to-Toe

Men (n)
36(15)
29(12)
7(3)
17(7)
3(1)
3(1)
12(4)
0(0)
69 (25)
28(10)
25 (9)
47(17)
62 (28)
27(12)
2(1)
64(29)

Appropriate User
Both (n)
55 (23)
67 (28)
48 (20)
76(32)
55 (18)
21(7)
52 (17)
27(9)
19(7)
42(15)
11(4)
22 (8)
29(13)
69(31)
89 (40)
29(13)

Women (n)
10(4)
5(2)
45(19)
7(3)
42(14)
76(25)
36(12)
73 (24)
11(4)
31(11)
64(23)
31(11)
9(4)
4(2)
9(4)
7(3)

Table A 1.9: Status Scale Average Item Means and Product Perception Percentages
Status
Item Mean
4.08
4.06
4.60
4.16
4.68
3.60
4.55
4.08
4.66
4.0
3.99
4.03
4.91
ZoneOne
4.22
Blue Moon
5.08
Comfy
3.64
Head-to-Toe

Product
Kansas Gold
Red Leaf
Clear Sky
Meringer
Uni-One
Spring Creek
Medici
Shell
Point
Ocean
Carnival
Nevada

Product Perception
High end/upscale (n) middle-of-the-road (n)
48 (20)
26(11)
50(21)
10(4)
0(0)
45(19)
50(21)
21(9)
42(14)
6(2)
52(17)
39(13)
9(3)
64(21)
70(23)
15 (5)
47(17)
3(1)
64(23)
3(1)
67 (24)
11(4)
47(17)
28 (10)
9(4)
58 (26)
13 (6)
78 (35)
0(0)
31(14)
40(18)
44(20)

economy (n)
26(11)
41(17)
55 (23)
29(12)
52(17)
9(3)
27(9)
15(5)
50(18)
33(12)
22(8)
25(9)
33(15)
9(4)
69(31)
16(7)
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Social Images
The procedures utilized to develop sets of social images representing meanings
related to men, women, high status, and low status, respectively, resembled those used for
the development of product stimuli. First, large samples of full-color photographs were
taken from a variety of magazines. Second, the author and at least one undergraduate
student carefully screened each picture and chose the eight pictures that best represented
each socio-cultural category for pretesting. Following this initial screening, all pictures
were: (1) scanned, (2) edited to remove any products or text appearing in the pictures, and
(3) cropped to include only the head and shoulders of the models. A series of three pretests
were then conducted to select the two images that best represented meanings related to
men, women, high status, and low status, respectively.
Eighty-one University of Arizona undergraduates participated in the initial pretest.
Each subject rated a total of eight social images using the initial gender, sociability and
status scales (see Table A1.1). The social images rated by each subject included two, fourimage blocks containing pictures representing two different socio-cultural categories (e.g.,
men and women). Each picnire in a stimulus block was shown individually for about one
minute on an overhead projector, all pictures in a given block were shown consecutively.
The order of presentation within each block and the pairing of stimulus blocks was varied
to control for ordering effects. A total of six stimulus blocks were employed in the pretest,
including two blocks of male images, two blocks of female images, and one block of
status-relevant images. (An additional four-image block representing sociability meanings
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was also used, but given the subsequent decision to include only gender and status-related
social images in the main study, it will not be discussed further).
Since the gender perceptions measure utilized in the initial pretest exhibited
dubious reliability and validity (see the section on "Measures" above), it was not be used to
guide the final selection of social image stimuli pertaining to gender. Rather, three of the
individual scale items were used to identify two images of males and two images of
females for subsequent pretesting. Based on the presumption that the central distinction
between gender meanings relates to masculinity and femininity, mean ratings on the
masculine/feminine scale item were considered first in deciding which images to retain. In
cases where two or more images were rated as equally masculine/feminine, their
strong/weak ratings and uncaring/caring ratings were also considered. The one exception
to this selection process occurred for female image #2, which was eliminated from
consideration because it was poorly edited (i.e., her face appeared very splotchy on the
overhead). As Table Al.IO shows, this process led to the retention of male images #2 and
#3 and female images #4 and #6.
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Table Al.lO: Mean Ratings of Gender Images
Male Images
(7 = highest, 1 = lowest)
image# strong masculine uncaring
(n)
2(32)
5.64
6.41
3.44
3(32)
5.50
6.10
2.77
1(32)
4.91
5.91
3.96
4(32)
4.69
5.72
3.75
5(21)
5.76
5.43
3.62
6(21)
4.05
5.52
4.14
7(21)
4.71
4.24
2.76
8(21)
4.57
5.19
3.38

f 'emale Images
(7 = lighest 1 = lowest)
image #
(n)
4(32)
6(21)
1(32)
2(32)
3(32)
5(21)
7(21)
8(21)

weak

feminine

caring

4.62
3.81
5.28
4.03
3.03
5.38
4.33
4.95

6.47
6.33
5.88
6.53
6.31
6.24
5.38
6.48

5.16
5.43
5.44
5.22
4.39
4.52
4.71
5.38

To verify the apparent gender distinctions between the male and female images, a
second pretest was conducted. This pretest involved two sessions of roughly equal size
(n=19,20). A total of thirty-nine undergraduates participated in the pretest to partially
fulfill course requirements. Following a procedure analogous to the one reported for the
initial pretest, each subject rated the two male and two female images using the revised
four-item gender perceptions scale (see Table A1.3). Subjects also rated four images of
high status males using the revised four-item status scale (see Table A1.6).
Results of the second pretest confirmed the distinctions between the male and
female images. As Table Al.l 1 shows, the average gender scale item means for male
images #2 and #3 were 2.30 and 2.99. In contrast, the average item means for female
images #4 and #6 were 4.91 and 5.12. A series of related-sample t-tests comparing the
ratings of the male images with the ratings of the female images indicated that these
differences were statistically significant (all pairwise t's > 10, p < .01). Given that ratings
lower than 4.0 indicated closer association with male adjectives while ratings higher than
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4.0 indicated closer association with female adjectives, these results support the claim that
the images represented socio-cultural meanings pertaining to men and women,
respectively. Thus, the two male and two female images were selected for use in the main
study (see Chapter 4, Figure 4.2 above).
Table A 1.11: Gender Scale Average Item Means for Gender Images
Image
male #2
male #3
female #4
female #6

n
39
39
39
39

item mean
2.30
2.99
4.91
5.12

item stdev
0.85
0.66
0.71
0.97

Results of the second pretest also suggested that the four status-related images
adequately represented socio-cultural meanings pertaining to high stanis. As Table A1.12
shows, the average item means for all of the images were well below the status scale's
midpoint, 4.0, indicating a stronger association with high status vs. low status adjectives.
While these results suggested that any of the images could be retained for subsequent
pretesting using the final version of the status scale, image #I was chosen because it had
the lowest average item mean.
Table A1.12: Stanis Scale Average Item High Status Male Images #1 thru #4
Image
UM#l
UM#2
UM#3
UM#4

n
39
39
39
39

item mean
2.02
2.89
2.35
2.50

item stdev
0.79
0.86
0.87
0.93

The final pretest of social image stimuli included one four-image block of high
status images, and two four-image blocks of low status images. In a single experimental
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session, forty-nine undergraduates individually rated every image in each block using the
final 4-item semantic-differential version of the status scale (see Table A1.6). Images were
displayed for about one minute each on an overhead projector; all images in a given
stimulus block were shown consecutively.
Results from the fmal pretest suggested that subjects perceived substantial status
differences between the high and low status images. As Table Al.13 shows, the item
means for the four high status images were all considerably less than the scale's midpoint,
4.0, indicating that the pictures were more closely associated with high status adjectives
than low status adjectives. In contrast, the item means for all but one of the eight low status
images were greater than the scale's midpoint, indicating that they were more closely
associated with low status adjectives. Based on these results, the images um#l and uw#6
were tentatively chosen to represent high status meanings (average scale item means = 2.0
and 2.4, respectively), while the images hn#4 and lw#I were tentatively chosen to
represent low status meanings (average scale item means = 5.6 and 4.9, respectively). Four
related-sample t-tests were then conducted to compare the ratings of the two high status
images versus the two low stanis images. Results indicated that all pairwise differences
were statistically significant (all t's > 12, p < .01). Thus, the images um#l and uw#6, and
the images lm#4 and lw#l, were chosen, respectively, to represent high status and low
status meanings in the main study (see Chapter 4, Figure 4.2 above).
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Table A1.13; Status Scale Item Means for Status-Relevant Images
high status image #
um#l (male)
uw#6 (female)
uw#7 (female)
uw#5 (female)
low status image #
lm#4 (male)
lw#l (female)
lw#2 (female)
lw#3 (female)
lw#4 (female)
lm#l (male)
lm#2 (male)
lm#3 (male)

n
49
49
49
49

item mean
2.00
2.37
2.24
3.00

stdev
0.84
0.90
0.70
0.78

49
49
49
49
49
49
49
49

5.61
4.85
4.27
4.09
4.73
6.30
3.69
5.61

0.95
0.97
0.95
0.82
0.75
0.74
1.04
0.98

Exposure Duration
Once the measures, product stimuli, and social image stimuli had been fmalized,
only the exposure duration for 'flashing' social images on a computer screen needed to be
determined. Based previous research (e.g., Lewicki 198S), the longest exposure duration
expected to result in preconscious processing of a given social image was believed to be
about 30 milliseconds. Therefore, an exposure duration pretest was designed to assess time
periods slightly shorter than, slightly longer than, and about equal to 30 milliseconds.
Eleven undergraduates enrolled in principles of marketing participated individually
in the exposure duration pretest for course credit. Using a cover story and senip identical to
that plaimed for the main study, each subject was seated in front of a computer screen,
which prompted them to rate the extent to which the adjective "contemporary" described a
new product displayed on the screen. After rating the product by ciicidng on an appropriate
response, subjects were instructed to click an "okay" button appearing just below the rating
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item. When the "okay" button was clicked, a social image and pattem mask flashed briefly
on the screen before another product rating item appeared. Prior to their completion of the
new item, the experimenter asked subjects "did you notice anything when you clicked on
the okay button?" If subjects answered in the affirmative, then they were also asked "what
did you see?" After the experimenter coded the subject's response, monitor settings were
adjusted and the computer program was restarted to test a different exposure duration. This
process was repeated up to four times for each subject.
Exposure duration was manipulated by varying the monitor's refresh rate. Monitor
settings of 60,75,100, and 120 hertz produced exposures of 33.3,26.66,20, and 16.66
milliseconds, respectively, for two screen refreshes. (The hertz setting indicates the
number of times per second that the monitor's electron gun sweeps left to right and top to
bottom across the screen, thereby "refreshing" it). The relative duration of the pattem
mask, which consisted of a variety of colors and geometric shapes, was held constant at
four screen refreshes. In other words, the pattem mask was always shown for twice as long
as the social image for all exposure durations tested. The use of a pattem mask was
dictated by the manner in which the eye perceives light and the way in which computer
monitors display light. Without a pattem mask, the combination of die averaging process
used by the eye and the residual glow left by the monitor would have effectively translated
the intended exposure durations into much longer lengths.
Although the initial plan for testing different exposure durations called for
randomizing the ordering of exposure lengths for each subject, it quickly became clear that
subjects exerted increasing effort to try to notice something happening on the screen after
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the first trial. To compensate for this additional effort and still provide a valid assessment,
the exposure duration trials for nine of the last ten subjects were ordered from longest
exposure to shortest exposure. Thus, as subjects focused more effort on trying to determine
what happened when they clicked okay, the task became harder.
To determine the exposure duration for the main study, responses from the nine
subjects for whom the O'ials were ordered from longest exposure duration to shortest were
examined. Subjects' responses to the experimenter's prompts were initially as^ed one
of the seven codes shown in Figure Al. 1. These codes were subsequently combined into
three higher-order categories, which indicated whether subjects (1) noticed nothing, (2)
noticed the pattern mask, or (3) noticed the social image, respectively. Results for these
categories are shown in Table A1.14.
Figure Al.1: Coding Scheme for What Subjects Noticed When They Clicked Okay
0
1
2
3
4
5
6

noticed nothing
noticed something flash
noticed colors flash (i.e., the pattern mask)
noticed colors and something else flash
noticed colors and a person flashing
noticed colors and the gender of the person
noticed colors and can described the person accurately

Table A1.14: Aggregated Responses by Exposure Duration
Exposure
Duration
33.33 ms
26.66 ms
20 ms
16.66 ms

n
9
9
5
3

noticed nothing
(code = 0)
6 (67%)
2 (22%)

noticed pattern
mask (code = 1-3)
2 (22%)
3 (33%)
4 (80%)
3 (100%)

noticed person
(code =4-6)
1(11%)
4(44%)
1 (20%)
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Based on these results, an exposure duration of 26.66 milliseconds was chosen for
use in the main study. Although subjects were much less likely to notice the social image
flashing during the 33.33 millisecond trials than they were during the 26.66 millisecond
trials (U% vs. 44%), this result was interpreted as an artifact of the within subjects design
utilized for the pretest. Since high subject loss due to awareness in the main study would
require the use of a prohibitively large initial sample and jeopardize the validity of any
findings, an awareness rate of less than 10% was desired. Given that only one out of nine
subjects (i.e., 11%) noticed the social image at 33.33 milliseconds, the use of a 26.66
millisecond duration was expected to satisfy this criterion.
Summary
A total of two hundred and one undergraduates participated in an array of pretests
conducted prior to the initiation of study 1 (see chapter 4). In completing tasks ranging
from brainstorming brand names to rating the masculinity of products to indicating what
they saw when the monitor flashed, these subjects helped to develop the measures, stimuli,
and procedures needed to determine whether preconscious exposure to gender and statusrelated imagery automatically primes corresponding socio-cultural meanings in memory.
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APPENDIX 2:
MEDIA USAGE, DEMOGRAPHIC AND EXPERIMENTAL DEMAND MEASURES FOR STUDY 1
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Media use habits:

strongly
agree
1 2

1.

I watch less television than most people I know.

2.

I spend time watching television almost every day.

1

3.

When I was younger, I used to spend a lot of time
watching television.

1

3

4

S

strongly
disagree
6 7

2

3

4

S

6

7

2

3

4

5

6

7

4. I watch television an average of: 01234567 8+ hours per day
5. In the past, I watched television an average of: 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8-t- hours per day
6. I read magazines an average of; 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8-h hours per day
7. I use a computer an average of: 01234567 8-»- hours per day
8. I read the newspaper an average of: 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8-h hours per day
9. I surf the internet an average of: 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8-t- hours per day

Demographics.
1. What is your current age?
2. Are you:

Male

Female

3. Do you consider yourself to be:
Afncan/African American
European American (white)
Native American
4. Are you an international student:
5. Are you a marketing major:

Asian/Asian-American
Hispanic/Hispanic American
Other (please specify):
Yes

Yes

No
No
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Demand checks:
I. Please describe the purpose of this survey in your own words.

2. Other than the pictures of the products you rated during the survey, do you recall
seeing any other pictures during the product ratings portion of this survey?
Yes

No

If "Yes," please describe the picture(s) you saw in as much detail as you can
recall.

3. Do you recall seeing a colorful pattern being flashed during the product ratings portion
of this survey?
Yes
No

4. Do you remember seeing any other images being flashed during the product ratings
portion of this survey?
Yes
No

If "Yes," what other images did you see?
animals
shoes
nature scenes

cars
people
Chinese idiographs

brand names
other products
I'm not sure what I saw
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APPENDIX 3.1:
STUDY 2, INTERVIEW RECORD FORM

Survey Code; _

Interview Observation Form

1. Parent's eye contact w/TV during program clips
constant eye contact I

2. Parent's eye contact

3

4

S

6

7

made no eye contact

7

made no eye contact

during the commercials.

constant eye contact 1

3.

2

2

3

4

5

6

grader's eye contact w/TV during the program clips
constant eye contact 1

2

3

4

5

6

7

made no eye contact

4. ^"/S"'grader's eye contact w/TV during the commercials.
constant eye contact 1

2

3

4

5

6

7

made no eye contact

5. Please rate the frequency of parent-child interactions during the program clips.
constant interactions 1234567 no interactions

6. Please rate the frequency of parent-child interactions during the commercials.
constant interactions 1

2

3

4

5

6

7

no interactions

Please describe the nature of the parent-child interactions rated above.
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Please list and describe any noises or distractions that occurred during the VIDEO
portion of the study

Please list and describe any noises or distractions that occurred during the SURVEY
portion of the study.

7. Your rating of the parent's attitude toward the study.
enjoyable

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

not enjoyable

pleasant

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

unpleasant

likable

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

not likable

8. Your rating of the 4'V5'* grader's attitude toward the study.
enjoyable

I

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

not enjoyable

pleasant

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

unpleasant

likable

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

not likable

Additional Comments:

Approxiiiiate tune elapsed:

hours and

minutes
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APPENDIX 3.2:
PARENTAL CONSENT LETTER, PARENTAL PERMISSION FORM, AND SWEEPSTAKES PRIZE FLYER
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Parental Consent Letter

[PRINTED ON UNIVERSITY OF ARIZONA LETTERHEAD]

January 10,2000
Dear Desert Willow Parent/Guardian,
You and your child are invited to participate in an important study that will help to further understanding
about the impact of television viewing on children. The study is being conducted by Dan Freeman, who is
a doctoral student at the University of Arizona. Mr. Freeman supervised the completion of nearly 200
individual interviews with children from the Vail District last year. (A letter of reference from Connie
Erickson, Principal of Mesquite Elementary School, is available upon request). The study has been
approved by the University of Arizona, the Vail District, and the principal at Desert Willow Elementary
School.
The study has been designed to be interesting and enjoyable for both children and adults. Your
participation in the study will involve (1) watching a short television program with your son or daughter
and (2) individually completing a brief survey about the program. Each task will require about 20 minutes.
The study is being conducted for academic purposes only. All of your responses and the responses of your
child will remain anonymous and confidential.
In return for your participation, your names will be entered into a sweepstakes drawing. Since inclusion in
the study will be limited to about 7S parent-child pairs, you will have a good chance of winning the grand
prize, a new SONY DVD player (or S250 cash), or one of the many other prizes (see the enclosed flyer). A
small donation will also be made to your child's school.
Your involvement in this study is vital to its success - parent/guardian responses will provide a reference
point for assessing the impact of television viewing on children. Therefore, every attempt will be made to
And a time, date, and location to accommodate your busy schedule. Morning, afternoon, evening,
weekday, and weekend times will be available in both February and March.
If you are willing to participate with your child, please complete the permission form and return it in the
postage paid envelope by January 24. If you have any questions about this study, please feel free to
contact me at 621-7480 ordfreeman@bpa.arizona.edu. Your assistance with this important project will be
greatly appreciated.
Sincerely,

Dan Freeman, M.A.
Doctoral Candidate

Participation in this study is voluntary. If you have any questions about your rights as a research subject,
please contact the University of Arizona's Human Subjects Committee at 626-6721.
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PARENT/GUARDUN PERMISSION FORM
University of Arizona Study of Television Viewing and Children

I do give my consent:

j

I

I do not give my consent:
1.

to be contacted to schedule a convenient time to participate in the study with my child,

2.

to view a short television program including a few commercials, and

3.

to be asked about the television program and commercials viewed during the study.

Parent/Guardian Name: (Please Print)
Parent/Guardian Signature:
Address:
Phone:

(to be used for scheduling purposes only)

Child's Name:

Child's Grade: (circle one)

4

5

To facilitate scheduling, please indicate your preferences.
1. I would be most comfortable watching the program and completing the survey: (check one)
in my home

at my child's school

at another location:

2. The best time to reach me at the phone number listed above is:
morning (Sam - noon)

afternoon (noon - 5pm)

evening (5pm - 8pm)

{Pleau mum thafont in Ihe postage paid envelope that has been pmvided)

THANK YOU VERY MUCH!!!
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Sweepstakes Prizes
Television Viewing Study
1 - Grand Prize: New SONY DVD PLAYER (model DVP-S330) or $250
cash.
1 - First Prize: $100 cash or a $100 gift certificate to a store of your choice.
7 - Second Prizes: $25 cash or a $25 gift certificate to a store of your choice.
One entry per parent-child pair. Sweepstakes entry forms will be distributed at
the time of participation. Winners will be randomly selected. A list of winners
will be available April 1,2000 from Dan Freeman, 320 McClelland Hall,
Department of Marketing, University of Arizona, Tucson, AZ 85721. Overall
odds of winning a prize are about 1 in 9. All prize awards are supported by a
grant to Dan Freeman by the Sheth Foundation for the best public purpose
dissertation proposal.

APPENDIX 3 J:
CRITICAL ADVERTISEMENT TRANSCRIPTS
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Total Hair Fitness Shampoo
(approximate length: 10 seconds)
Edit# Verbal
I.
2.

Male Narrator: Healthy hair starts with a
healthy scalp.
Male Narrator: New Total Hair Fitness
Shampoo...

3.

Male Narrator: ...helps stimulate the
scalp and unclog pores...

4.

Male Narrator: ...for stronger healthier
hair.

5.

Male Narrator: New Total Hair Fitness.

Visual
* man jogging with shirt off
* blue background
* product shot, single bottle at an angle
* water falling around product
* blue background
* computerized graphic of hair follicles
* blue drops of shampoo hit scalp & brown dots
disappear firom around individual hairs
* hair shown is brown
* man shown with Fixed gaze (appears as though he
is looking at himself in mirror, but not shown)
* wearing black turtle neck
* shakes his head and then runs fingers through his
hair
* blue background
*shot of four packages of product, presumable
different varieties
* logo in lower right comer
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Yves Saint Laurent eyewear bv Luxottica
(approximate length; 25 seconds)
Edit# Verbal
1.

Female Narrator; Yves Saint Laurent
eyewear by Luxottica.

2.

Female Narrator: What do you want
people to see?
Man: I want you to see...

3.
4.
5.

Man: ...discretion.

6.

Woman 1 (presumably - mouth does not
move); Dignity.

7.

Woman2 (presumably - mouth does not
move); I want you to sec...

8.

Woman2: ...how the girt next door
turned out

9.

Female Narrator: Let them see you in
Yves Saint Laurent Eyewear...
Female Narrator;... by Luxottica.

10.

Visual
* man's right eye shown on right side oF screen
* wearing black-rimmed glasses
* man has dark hair
* logo in upper left comer
* in black and white
* close-up on man's right eye from above
* profile of man wearing black shirt
• "I want you to see" appears on screen
* frontal shot of man facing the camera
• switch to color
* woman I's mouth and lower half of face shown
* woman I looking down then glances up at camera
* black straps of outfit visible
* woman has dark hair, wearing glasses
* woman2 leaning against something
* woman2 facing forward
* she has long blonde hair, wearing sunglasses
* reflection is visible on window?
* outdoors shown in background appears to be a
high-up view
* moves hand from above head to touch her chest
* woman2 now slumping up against something (not
shown)
* somewhat of a profile
* close-up of her face and sunglasses
* black and white Yves Saint Laurent logo only
* screen says "Luxottica **; let the see you; call 1888-Luxoitica"
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Spartan Stores
(approximate length: 30 seconds)
Edit# Verbal
1.

music starts

2.

Male Singing: Well variety is the spice
of life...

3.

Male Singing: ...and the quality you're
looking...

4.

Male Singing: for...
Male2: Oh Yeah!
Male Singing: That feelin' leaves you
reelin'...

5.

6.
7.
8.
9.
10.

11.

Male Singing:... when you step
inside...
Male Singing;... swing into your
Spartan Store.
Chorus: Just...
Chorus:... come and get it!
Male Narrator: Come and get Gorton's
fish sticks, fillets, or tenders, two for
five dollars.
Male Narrator; And Suave shampoo or
conditioner, sixty-nine cents.

12.

Male Singing: Step it up...

13.

Male Singing: ...when you're stepping
out...

14.

Male Singing: ...swing into your
Spartan Store!

15.

Male Narrator; Come and get it at your
Spartan Store.

Visual
* people pushing carts enter from both sides of
screen and cross in front of "S" logo
* confetti falling
* four people in aisle with carts spin around an hold
up a product above their heads at the same time
* products include paper towels and juice
* three employees spin toward middle of screen
* each is holding a basket of produce
* produce includes peppers, apples, and oranges
* spot light shines on Spartan logo (full screen)
* logo appears to be printed on the side of a bag
three employees spinning back to back (on lazy
susan?)
* each holding a tray with loaves of bread
* three other employees shown holding trays of meat
like waiters
* six employees swing white grocery bags with the
Spartan logo on the side into a line
* banner shown "Just come and get it!"
* woman in blue shirt enthusiastically pushes cart
through the banner
* Gorton's fish sticks product shot - 2 boxes shown
* fade-in; 2/$5 at bottom left of screen
* Suave shampoo and conditioner product shot
* shown on left side of screen, stack of towels on
right
* fade-in: 69(t at bottom right of screen
* close-up of family (man, woman, and daughter)
pushing cart
* lots of people pushing carts full of groceries
* store mock-up in background with "Come and get
it! banner"
* confetti falling
* "S" logo on floor
* people walking across edges of logo pushing carts
* "S" lights up on last note of song
* "Come and get it" shown on screen
* fake store firont with artistic buildings surrounding
it in the background
* logos in each tower of fake storefront
* bottom of screen reads "call 1-800-732-3477;
www.spartanstores.com"
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APPENDIX 3.4:
ADVERTISEMENT-SPECIHC MEMORY CODING SCHEMES (CHILDREN)
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TOTAL HAIR HTNESS SHAMPOO:
CODING SCHEME FOR MEMORY MEASURES (Student Sample)
(#) depicts the number of children recalling
Recall of functional product benefits:
1. (S) cleans hair, disintegrates dirt
2. (9) stimulates scalp, helps scalp, protects scalp, takes away dry scalp
3. (10) good for hair, nice for hair, makes hair great, helps your hair, get better hair, is the greatest, good
product (general)
4. (3) puffs up hair, makes hair fuller, makes hair loose, bouncy
5. (I) nice looking hair, nice hair
6. (6) makes hair smooth, makes hair shiny
7. (6) makes hair stronger
8. (6) makes hair healthier, revises hair
9. (7) unclogs pores, clears up pores, doesn't clog pores, cleans out your scalp
10. (2) takes away dandruff
11.(1) easy way to do hair
12.(1)cheap
13. (0) hair grows more
14. (3) no knots, unclogs hair, untangles
15. (1) hair smells good
16. (I) kills scalp
Recall of socio-cultural associations:
20. (SO) guy, male, men, man
21. (I) gentlemen
22. (2) woman, female
23. (1) looked like Tom Cruise
24. (1) strong
25. (I) thought he was all that
26. (1) enjoyable; someone enjoying it
27.(1) looking pretty
Recall of social visuals without inference:
30. (IS) using it, washing hair, putting it on hair, doing their hair
31. (S) showing off hair, flashing hair, shaking head
32. (6) hair, black hair, hair not messed up, hair kinda messed up
33. (19) brushing hair with hand, combing hair, pulling hair back, slicking back hair, rubbing hair, fingers
thru hair, moving hair
34. (S) person, people, they
35. (1) looking in mirror
36. (13) running
37. (1) shirt off
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Recall of advertising verbals:
40. (4) brand name (THF)
41. (6) trying to convince you to buy, you should use it, something to interest you, buy THF
42. (4) people talking, voices
43. (6) sounded like a shower, shower
44. (2) boasting about how good it is, saying that it is good
45. (8) talking about the product, people advertising it, telling about THF
46. (4) how it works, said it works, what it does
Recall of product and executional visuals without inference:
50. (21) bottle, picture of shampoo
51. (21) scalp animation, hair closeup, hair sticking up, picture of hair closer - 3D, brown things that
represented hair
52. (IS) drops landing on head, taking away dirt, taking away red spots, flakes going away, pretended to
wash it and it was all clean
53. (2) different kinds
54. (5) beach, shore
55. (9) water, water splashing, wetness
56. (1) 69 cents
57. (2) three times
Counterarguments:
60. (1) I wasn't going for it, wouldn't make hair shiny

YVES SAINT LAURENT EYEWEAR;
CODING SCHEME FOR MEMORY MEASURES (Student Sample)
Recall of functional product benefits (and attributes):
1.(13) sunglasses, all sorts of glasses, different kinds, oval glasses
2. (7) good glasses, great to use
3. (0) glasses look good, attractive
4. (3) make you see good, helps you see better, good for eyes
5. (I) great ^es
6. (I) feel better
7. (2) people like 'em, they like it
Recall of social product benefits:
10. (I) will want to be seen in glasses
11.(1) everybody will notice
12. (1) feel good about yourself
13. (2) lots of people wear YSL
14. (I) people will look at you in a different way
15. (2) gives you a new look, better look, look better than used to
16. (I) had to have them
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Recall of socio-cultural associations:
20. (21) guy, boy, he, man
21. (33) woman, lady, girl, she, women
22. (3) stylish, fashion people
23. (2) enjoyable, happy to have YSL
24. (2) wear fancy clothes, fancy
25. (I) comfortable
26. (I) TV jockey
Recall of social visuals without inference:
30. (4S) wearing glasses, with glasses, with glasses on
31. (28) people, lot of people, 3 or 4 people, different people, different kinds of people, person, someone
32. (9) on porch, next to window, sitting in chair, standing against things, surrounded by big things,
standing by a mirror
33. (I) made a gesture with her hand
34. (1) talking to camera
35. (2) in mirror, reflection of the mirror
36. (3) hair sticking up, black hair
37. (3) putting on glasses, trying on glasses
38. (3) hice(s)
39. (1) smiling
40. (2) going into store to look at glasses, trying to buy them
41. (I) long dress
Recall of product and executional visuals without inference:
50. (4) glasses, pairs of glasses
51. (8) letters, the name brand, the logo, the title YSL, a sign
52. (1) in black and white, then color
53. (2) showed three times, repeated it
54. (1) fixing them in a way they wanted to be fixed
Recall of product and executional verbals without inference:
60. (7) trying to convince people to buy, buy this kind of glasses, you should try/buy this, you should wear
it
61. (2) what do you want people to see, what they want people to see
62. (11) what the girl next door did/is doing, how the girl turned out next door, want the girl next door to
notice, how the girl next door is going to look, something about something next door
63. (9) people talking, voices talking, talking in background
64. (3) talking about glasses, advertising eyeglasses
65. (3) saying "YSL"
66. (2) talking about how they feel about the glasses
67. (2) how people looked in glasses, talking about their looks, the looks of it
68. (3) I'd like you to be my neighbor, see what neighbor looks like today
69. (1) where you could get them
70. (2) want people to look at me in a certain way, what people might think of them
72. (I) they were dark?
73. (5) a song in the background, music
74. (1) please come on down
75. (1) what they would like to see (talking about)

SPARTAN STORES:
CODING SCHEME FOR MEMORY MEASURES
Recall of functional product benefits (and attributes^:
1.(11) lowest/low prices, discounts, great prices, cheap prices
2. (3) really good, good place to shop
3. (3) better food, good quality stuff, best in quality
4. (6) stuff on sale, great sales, save a lot of money, deals, great savings
5.(l) great selection
6. (I) friendly employees
7. (I) people like the store
Recall of socio-cultural associations:
9. (2) guy
10. (7) happiness
11. (9) girl, woman, lady
12. (1) excited, excitement
13. (I) friendly
14. (1) kids w/parents
15. (2) whacky, weird
16. (1) having a good time, enjoyment
Recall of social visuals & verbals without inference:
20. (56) people, person, people who come there
21. (27) holding food, showing food/drinks, holding products, food in hand
22. (29) dancing
23. (1) smiling, smiling faces
24. (9) shop owners, salesmen, employees, chefs, guys who worked there, waiters
25. (19) singing
26. (13) shopping, buying things, putting things in cart, getting particular food
27. (8) picking up items, taking food off shelf, putting things on shelf, grabbing things
28. (8) pushing carts/baskets
29. (6) talking, talking about products, talking about the store, advertising
30. (7) running around, jumping out, tuming/twisting/going around
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Recall of product and executional visuals & verbals without inference:
40. (17) shopping carts
41. (6) suave shampoo, shampoo, shampoo bottles
42. (16) food, products, basket/plates/trays of food, groceries
43. (5) ham, meat
44. (10) music, song about store
45. (11) prices given, 69 cents, 2 for $S, $1 off, advertising
46. (S) fruit, boxes of fruit, apples, lettuce
47. (8) fry sticks, fish sticks, Gorton's fish sticks, chicken Angers, crispy chicken
48. (S) banner, sign, logo, yellow & green sign, little design
49. (2) shown 3 times
50. (13) trying to convince you to shop there, you should buy the food, "come to Spartan stores," shop at
Spartan Stores today, come get some, "come on down," "people who come there"
51.(1) towels in background
52. (3) paper towels, a paper towel thing
53. (3) a picture of the store, at the store, in the store
54. (12) aisles, aisle numbers, shelves, big shelves
55.(1) tile
56. (1) voices talking to each other
57. (4) bread
58. (3) confetti, green stuff -decorations, stuff fell on it
59. (1) there's a Spartan store near you
60. (4) the word "Spartan store," the name
61. (2) items being rung up, a barcode thing
62. (1) store has many appliances
65. (1) tray
Counterarguments
63. (1) it was pathetic
64. (1) didn't really sing nothing

APPENDIX 3.5:
ACCEPTANCE OF ADVERTISING CLAIMS MEASURES (CHILDREN)
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Now, I want to read you some sentences about Total Hair Fitness Shampoo and after each sentence I want
you to tell me yes, maybe, you don't think so, or no way. Okay? (circle)
a.

Total Hair Fitness stimulates the scalp.

Y

M

YDTS

NW

b.

Total Hair Fitness is good for women's hair.

Y

M

YDTS

NW

c.

Total Hair Fimess helps unclog pores.

Y

M

YDTS

NW

d.

Total Hair Fitness works best after exercise.

Y

M

YDTS

NW

e.

Using Total Hair Fitness gives you stronger hair.

Y

M

YDTS

NW

f.

Total Hair Fitness is good for men who play sports.

Y

M

YDTS

NW

S-

Using Total Hair Fitness makes your hair healthier.

Y

M

YDTS

NW

h.

Total Hair Fitness smells good.

Y

M

YDTS

NW

Now, I want to read you some sentences about Yves Saint Laurent eyeglasses. Okay?
a.

People feel proud to be seen wearing Yves Saint Laurent
eyeglasses.
Peoplewho wear Yves Saint Laurent eyeglasses are
conifoitable being alone.
People who wear Yves Saint Laurent eyeglasses will get
noticed by others.
Yves Saint Laurent eyeglasses are for people who want to
look attractive.
Other people will see you differently if you're wearing
Yves Saint Laurent eyeglasses.

Y

M

YDTS

NW

Y

M

YDTS

NW

Y

M

YDTS

NW

Y

M

YDTS

NW

Y

M

YDTS

NW

f.

People who think they're all that will like Yves Saint
Laurent eyeglasses the best.

Y

M

YDTS

NW

g.

Yves Saint Laurent eyeglasses are difficult to break.

Y

M

YDTS

NW

b.
c.
d.
e.

Now, I want to read you some sentences about Spartan Stores.
a.

Spartan Stores sell a lot of different grocery products.

Y

M

YDTS

NW

b.

Y

M

YDTS

NW

c.

The people who work at Spartan Stores are very
fnendly.
Spartan Stores sell high quality products.

Y

M

YDTS

NW

d.

Shopping at Spartan Stores makes people happy.

Y

M

YDTS

NW

e.

Shopping at Spartan Stores saves money.

Y

M

YDTS

NW

f.

Spartan stores are fun places to shop.

Y

M

YDTS

NW

g-

Shopping at Spartan Stores is convenient.

Y

M

YDTS

NW
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APPENDIX 3.6:
ADVERTISING SKEPTICISM MEASURES (CHILDREN AND ADULTS)

[CHILDREN'S VERSION]
Now, I'm going to read you some sentences, and after each sentence I want you to tell me "yes, maybe, you
don't think so, or no way. Okay?" (Circle Response)
a.

TV commercials tell the truth.

Y

M

YDTS

NW

b.

You can believe what the people in commercials say or do.

Y

M

YDTS

NW

c.

The products advertised on TV are always the best products
to buy.
Advertisers care more about getting you to buy things than
what is good for you.

Y

M

YDTS

NW

Y

M

YDTS

NW

e.

TV advertisers often use tricks to get you to buy something.

Y

M

YDTS

NW

f.

TV commercials try to make people buy things they don't
really need.

Y

M

YDTS

NW

d.

[ADULT VERSION]
Please circle the number that best represents your level of agreement with each of the following
statements?

Strongly
Disagree

Strongly
Agree

a.

TV commercials tell the truth.

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

b.

Youcanbelieve what the people in commercials say or do.

1

2

3

4

S

6

7

c.

The products advertised on TV are always the best
products to buy.

I

2

3

4

S

6

7

d.

Advertisers care more about getting you to buy things than
what is good for you.

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

e.

I often nou'ce tricks that TV advertisers play to get me to
buy something.

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

f.

TV commercials try to make people buy things they don't
really need.

I

2

3

4

S

6

7

APPENDIX 3.7:
ANNOTATED CHILDREN'S INTERVIEW QUESTIONNAIRE

Survey Code:

Study of Television Viewing
University of Arizona
Department of Marketing

STUDENT VERSION
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[PROGRAM-RELEVANT HEMS]

CROC FILES
"Now, I want to ask you some questions about the video you just watched. And just to let you know, you
don't have to worry about how you answer any of the questions I ask you're not going to hurt my feelings,
okay?" So, first I want to ask you about the CROC EHLES program. Okay? And since I don't want to try
to write down everything you say and since I have a terrible memory, I'd like to tape what you tell me,
okay? Great!" (RESPONSE OPTIONS #1)
la. So, would you say that CROC FILES was:
awesome

good

just okay

bad, or

really, really bad

bad, or

really, really bad

bad, or

really, really bad

bad, or

really, really bad

lb. Would you say that the people in the program were;
awesome

good

just okay

Icl. Would you say that the stories about crocodiles were:
awesome

good

just okay

Ic2. Would you say that the pictures of crocodiles were:
awesome

good

just okay

Ic3. ***No parallel for educational content***
Id. When you were watching CROC FILES, were you chinking: (check one)
only about the program
mostly about the program
mostly about something else
only about something else
2. If one of your fnends asked you about CROC FILES, would you tell them that they should watch it?
Yes
No
Not sure/Don't know
3. Did you learn anything from CROC FILES that you didn't already know?
Yes

No

Not sure/Don't know

If "YES," then ask "what is one thing that you learned from CROC FILES?" and follow-up with
"what is another thing that you learned?"

4. Have you ever seen CROC FILES before?
Yes

"Alright, great job NAME."

No

Not sure/Don't know
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SECRETS OF THE PHARAOHS
"Now, I want to ask you some questions about the Secrets of the Pharaohs program you saw."

la. First, would you say that the secrets of the pharaohs was:
awesome

good

just okay

bad, or really,

really bad

bad, or really,

really bad

lb. Would you say that the people in the program were:
awesome

good

just okay

IcI. Would you say that the stories about the people who worked on the pyramids were:
awesome

good

just okay

bad, or really,

really bad

Ic2. Would you say that the pictures of the pyramids were:
awesome

good

just okay

bad, or

really, really bad

lc3. •••No parallel for educational content***
Id. When you were watching the secrets of the pharaohs program, were you thinking:
only about the program
mostly about the program
mostly about something else
only about something else
2. If one of your friends asked you about the Secrets of the Pharaohs program, would you tell them that
they should watch it?
Yes

No

Not sure/Don't know

3. Did you learn anything from the secrets of the pharaohs program that you didn't already know?
Yes
No
Not sure/Don't know
If "YES," then ask "what is one thing that you learned ftom the program?" and follow-up with
"what is another thing that you learned?

4. Have you ever seen Secrets of the Pharaohs before?
Yes

"Alright"

No

Not sure/Don't know
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PETSBURGH, USA
"Now, I want to ask you some questions about the Petsburgh USA program you saw."
la. First, would you say that Petsburgh, USA was:
awesome

good

just okay

bad, or

really, really bad

bad, or

really, really bad

bad, or

really, really bad

bad, or

really, really bad

lb. Would you say that the people in the program were:
awesome

good

just okay

Icl. Would you say that the stories about puppies were:
awesome

good

just okay

Ic2. Would you say that the pictures of the puppies were:
awesome

good

just okay

lc3. *«*No parallel for educational content***
Id. When you were watching the Petsburgh, USA program, were you thinking:
only about the program
mostly about the program
mostly about something else
only about something else
2. If one of your friends asked you about Petsburgh, USA, would you tell them that they should watch it?
Yes

No

Not sure/Don't know

3. Did you learn anything from the Petsburgh, USA program that you didn't already know?
Yes

No

Not sure/Don't know

If "YES," then ask "what is one thing that you learned from the program?" and follow-up with
"what is another thing that you learned?

4. Have you ever seen Petsburgh, USA before?
Yes

Great!

No

Not sure/Don't know
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Products
Now, I want to ask you about some products and stores that you may or may not know anything about. If I
ask you about a product or store that you don't know anything about, that's okay, you can go ahead and
guess. There aren't any right or wrong answers, Okay?
So, first, I'm going to show you some pictures and I want you to use your imagination to picture a person in
your mind who would like to use the product you see in the picture. Okay?

Show picture #1 (Comfy CloUiuig)
I. So, here is a picture of some clothes. As you know, everybody wears clothes, but different people like
to wear different kinds of clothes. What I want you to do is use your imagination to picture a person in
your mind who would like to wear Comfy clothes. Pause. Okay, tell me what the person you are
imagining looks like. (Follow-up Probe: What else can you tell me about how the person you are
imagining looks?)

And what kinds of things does the person you are imagining like to do? (Probe: If you were telling a
friend about the person you are innagining, what would you say?) (Follow-up Probe: What else do they
like to do?)

Great job!!! You have a really good imagination.

ALTERNATIVE PROBES; (use only when non*responsive)
(1) Tell me about a person who would like to wear Comfy Clothes.
(2) Tell me what kinds of things a person who likes to wear Comfy Clothes would like to do.
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[BEGIN HYPOTHESIS-RELEVANT PORTION OF THE SURVEY]
[OPEN-ENDED BRAND ASSOCIATIONS ITEMS]

Show picture #2 (Total Hair Fitness Shanpoo)
2. Alright, here is a picture of a bottle of shampoo. As you know, everybody uses shampoo, but different
people like to use different kinds. What I want you to do this time is use your imagination to picture a
person in your mind who would like to use Total Hair Fitness shampoo. Pause. Okay, tell me what
the person you are imagining looks like. (Follow-up [*robe: What else can you tell me about how the
person you are imagining looks?)

And what kinds of things does the person you are imagining like to do? (Probe: If you were telling a
friend about the person you are imagining, what would you say?) (Follow-up Probe: What else do they
like to do?)

Excellent These are really hard questions, but you're doing a great job answering them.

Show picture #3 (Yves Saint Laurent eyewear)
3. Alright, here is the name of one kind of eyeglasses. As you know, lots of different kinds of people need
to wear glasses and there are a lot of different kinds that they can wear. What I want you to do this time
is use your imagination to picture a person in your mind who would like to wear Yves Saint Laurent
eyeglasses. Pause. Okay, tell me what the person you are imagining looks like. (Follow-up Probe:
What else can you tell me about how the person you are imagining looks?)

And what kinds of things does the person you are imagining like to do? (Probe; If you were telling a
friend about the person you are imagining, what would you say?) (Follow-up Probe: What else do they
like to do?)

Show picture #4 (Spartan Stores)
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4. Alright, here is the name a grocery store. As you know, lots of different kinds of people shop for
groceries and when they do there are a lot of different stores that they can go to. What I want you to do
this time is use your imagination to picture a person in your mind who would like to shop at a Spartan
Store. Pause. Okay, tell me what the person you are imagining looks like. (Follow-up Probe: What
else can you tell me about how the person you are imagining looks?)

And what kinds of things does the person you are imagining like to do? (Probe: If you were telling a
friend about the person you are imagining, what would you say?) (Follow-up Probe: What else do they
like to do?)

That's all of those questions. You did a great job answering them.
(RESPONSE OPTIONS #2)
[CHECKLIST MEASURES OF SOCIO-CULTURAL BRAND ASSOCIATIONS]
5. Now, remember that when different kinds of people need to use shampoo there are a lot of different
kinds that they can use. I want you to tell me which kinds of people would like to use Total Hair
Fitness Shampoo! First, would (INSERT & ROTATE) like to use Total Hair Fitness?
men

Yes

Maybe

YDTS

No Way!

women

Yes

Maybe

YDTS

No Way!

boys

Yes

Maybe

YDTS

No Way!

girls

Yes

Maybe

YDTS

No Way!

babies/infants

Yes

Maybe

YDTS

No Way!

(Fill in ... with types of people chosen above)
... with style

Y

M

_YDTS

NW!

... who are rich

Y

M

_YDTS

NW!

... who are happy

^Y

M

_YDTS

NW!

... who are cool

^Y

M

_YDTS

_NW!

... who like to have fun

^Y

M

_YDTS

NW!

... who care a lot about their looks

^Y

M

_YDTS

_NW!

... who have fashion

Y

M

_YDTS

_NW!

... who need to be careful with their money

^Y

M _YDTS

_NW!

... who are stuck up

Y

M

_NW!

_YDTS
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6. Now, remember that when different kinds of people need eyeglasses there are a lot of different kinds that
they can wear. I want you to tell me which Idnds of people would like to wear Yves Saint Laurent
eyeglasses! First, would (INSERT & ROTATE) like wear Yves Saint Laurent eyeglasses?
men

Yes

Maybe

YDTS

No Way!

women

Yes

Maybe

YDTS

No Way!

boys

Yes

Maybe

YDTS

No Way!

girls

Yes

Maybe

YDTS

No Way!

babies/infants

Yes

Maybe

YDTS

No Way!

(Fill in... with types of people chosen above)
with style

Y

M

YDTS

NW!

who are rich

Y

M

YDTS

NW!

who are happy

Y

M

YDTS

NW!

who are cool

Y

M

_YDTS

NW!

who like to have fun

Y

M

YDTS

NW!

who care a lot about their looks

Y

M

YDTS

NW!

who have fashion

Y

M

YDTS

NW!

who need to be careful with their money

Y

M

YDTS

NW!

who are stuck up

Y

M

YDTS

NW!

7. Now, remember that when different kinds of people go shopping there are a lot of different stores that
they can go to. I want you to tell me which kinds of people would like to shop at Spartan Stores'!
First, would (INSERT & ROTATE) like to shop at Spartan Stores?
men

Yes

Maybe

YDTS

No Way!

women

Yes

Maybe

YDTS

No Way!

boys

Yes

Maybe

YDTS

No Way!

girls

Yes

Maybe

YDTS

No Way!

babies/infants

Yes

^Maybe

YDTS

No Way!

(Fill in ... with types of people chosen above)
.. with style

Y

M

YDTS

NW!

..who are rich

Y

M

_YDTS

_NW!

.. who are happy

^Y

M

_YDTS

_NW!

.. who are cool

Y

M

_YDTS

NW!

.. who like to have fiin

^Y

M

_YDTS

_NW!

.. who care a lot about their looks

^Y

^M

_YDTS

_NW!
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. who have fashion

Y

M

YDTS

NW!

, who need to be careful with their money

Y

M

YDTS

NW!

. who are stuck up

Y

M

YDTS

NW!

[PROJECTIVE MEASURES OF SOaO-CULTURAL BRAND ASSOCIATIONS]

Now I'm going to ask you some silly questions, oiuiy?
8. What I want you to do is to try to pretend that Total Hair Fitness Shampoo is a person. And I want you
to tell me what icind of person Total Hair Fimess would be.

Would Total Hair Fitness be: (INSERT AND ROTATE)
manly

yes

maybe

you don't think so

noway

pretty

yes

maybe

you don't think so

noway

soft

yes

maybe

you don't think so

no way

strong

yes

maybe

you don't think so

noway

grown-up

yes

maybe

you don't think so

no way

fancy

yes

maybe

you don't think so

no way

poor

yes

maybe

you don't think so

no way

confident

yes

maybe

you don't think so

no way

lazy

yes

maybe

you don't think so

no way

exciting

yes

maybe

you don't think so

no way

ugly

yes

maybe

you don't think so

no way

lonely

yes

maybe

you don't think so

no way

ihendly

yes

maybe

you don't think so

no way

nice

yes

maybe

you don't think so

no way
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9. Now I want you to try to pretend that Yves Saint Laurent eyeglasses are a person. And I want you to tell
me what kind of person Yves Saint Laurent would be.

Would Yves Saint Laurent bt: INSERT AND ROTATE)
manly

yes

maybe

you don't think so

no way

pretty

yes

maybe

you don't think so

no way

soft

yes

maybe

you don't think so

no way

strong

yes

maybe

you don't think so

no way

grown-up

yes

maybe

you don't think so

no way

fancy

yes

maybe

you don't think so

no way

poor

yes

maybe

you don't think so

no way

confident

yes

maybe

you don't think so

no way

lazy

yes

maybe

you don't think so

no way

exciting

yes

maybe

you don't think so

no way

ugly

yes

maybe

you don't think so

no way

lonely

yes

maybe

you don't think so

no way

friendly

yes

maybe

you don't think so

no way

nice

yes

maybe

you don't think so

no way

10. Now I want you to try to pretend that Spartan Stores are a person. And I want you to tell me what kind
of person Spartan Stores would be.

Would Spartan Storea be: (INSERT AND ROTATE)
manly

yes

maybe

you don't think so

no way

pretty

yes

maybe

you don't think so

no way

soft

yes

maybe

you don't think so

no way

strong

yes

maybe

you don't think so

no way

grown-up

yes

maybe

you don't think so

no way

fancy

yes

maybe

you don't think so

no way

poor

yes

maybe

you don't think so

no way

confident

yes

maybe

you don't think so

no way

lazy

yes

maybe

you don't think so

no way

exciting

yes

maybe

you don't think so

no way

ugly

yes

maybe

you don't think so

no way

lonely

yes

maybe

you don't think so

no way

fnendly

yes

maybe

you don't think so

no way

nice

yes

maybe

you don't think so

no way
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[ADVERTISING CLAIM ACCEPTANCE MEASURES]
11. Now, I want to read you some sentences about Total Hdr Fitness Shampoo and after each sentence I
want you to tell me yes, maybe, you don't think so, or no way. Okay? (circle)
a.

Total Hair Fitness stimulates the scalp.

Y

M

YDTS

NW

b.

Total Hair Fitness is good for women's hair.

Y

M

YDTS

NW

c.

Total Hair Fitness helps unclog pores.

Y

M

YDTS

NW

d.

Total Hair Fitness works best after exercise.

Y

M

YDTS

NW

e.

Using Total Hair Fitness gives you stronger hair.

Y

M

YDTS

NW

f.

Total Hair Fitness is good for men who play sports.

Y

M

YDTS

NW

g-

Using Total Hair Fitness makes your hair healthier.

Y

M

YDTS

NW

h.

Total Hair Fitness smells good.

Y

M

YDTS

NW

Now, I want to read you some sentences about Yves Saint Laurent eyeglasses. Okay?
a.

People feel proud to be seen wearing Yves Saint Laurent
eyeglasses.

Y

M

YDTS

NW

b.

People who wear Yves Saint Laurent eyeglasses are
comfortable being alone.

Y

M

YDTS

NW

c.

People who wear Yves Saint Laurent eyeglasses will get
noticed by others.

Y

M

YDTS

NW

d.

Yves Saint Laurent eyeglasses are for people who want to
look attractive.

Y

M

YDTS

NW

e.

Other people will see you difl°erently if you're wearing
Yves Saint Laurent eyeglasses.

Y

M

YDTS

NW

f.

People who think they're all that will like Yves Saint
Laurent eyeglasses the best.

Y

M

YDTS

NW

g-

Yves Saint Laurent eyeglasses are difficult to break.

Y

M

YDTS

NW

Now, I want to read you some sentences about Spartan Stores.
a.

Spartan Stores sell a lot of different grocery products.

Y

M

YDTS

NW

b.

The people who work at Spartan Stores are very friendly.

Y

M

YDTS

NW

c.

Spartan Stores sell high quality products.

Y

M

YDTS

NW

d.

Shopping at Spartan Stores makes people happy.

Y

M

YDTS

NW

e.

Shopping at Spartan Stores saves money.

Y

M

YDTS

NW

f.

Spartan stores are fun places to shop.

Y

M

YDTS

NW

g-

Shopping at Spartan Stores is convenient

Y

M

YDTS

NW
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[ATTTTUDE TOWARD THE PRODUCT]
14. Would you say that Total Hair Fitness Shampoo is:
awesome

good

just okay

bad, or really,

really bad

[PRODUCT USAGE]
15. Have you ever used Total Hair Fitness Shampoo!
Yes

No

Don't know/Not Sure

16. How often do you use Total Hair Fitness Shampoo:
never
everyday
about once a week
about once a month
less than once a month
[PERCEIVED SELF-RELEVANCE]
17. When you use shampoo, would you say that you care about the kind you use:
a lot

a little bit. or

not at all

[MEMORY SCREENING ITEM]

Show Picture #1 (Total Hair Fitness Shampoo)
18. Do you remember seeing a commercial for Total Hair Fitness Shampoo (during the video)?
Yes

No (skip to question #22)

Don't know/Not Sure

[RECALL PROMPTS]
If "Yes," then ask "what do you remember seeing in the commercial?" (Follow-up probe: what
else do you remember seeing?)
"And what do you remember hearing in the commercial?" (Follow-up probe; what else do you
remember hearing?)
[ATTITUDE TOWARD THE ADVERTISEMENT
19. Would you say that the commercial for Total Hair Fitness Shampoo was:
awesome

good

just okay

bad, or really,

really bad

[COGNITIVE RESPONSE MEASURES]
20. When you watched the commercial for Total Hair Fitness Shampoo would you say that:

You were thinking about
the commercial a lot

a little bit, or

not at all
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You were thinking about
the PEOPLE in the
conunercial a lot

a little bit, or

not at all

You were thinking about
the shampoo in the
commercial a lot

a little bit, or

not at all

[PERCEIVED TARGETEDNESS]
21. Do you think that the commercial for Total Hair Fitness Shampoo is meant for people who are:
a lot like you
a little like you, or
not at all like you
[ATTITUDE TOWARD THE PRODUCT]
22. Would you say that Yves Saint Laurent eyeglasses are;
awesome

good

just okay

bad, or

really, really bad

[PRODUCT USAGE]
23. Have you ever worn Yves Saint Laurent eyeglasses!
Yes

No

Don't know/Not Sure

24. How often do you wear Yves Saint Laurent eyeglasses:
never
everyday
about once a week
about once a month
less than once a month
[PERCEIVED SELF-RELEVANCE]
25. If you had to wear glasses, would you say that you would care about the kind you wore:
a lot

a little bit, or

not at all

[MEMORY SCREENING ITEM]

Show Picture #2 (Yves Saint Laurent eyeglasses)
26. Do you remember seeing a commercial for Yves Saint Laurent eyeglasses (during the video)?
Yes
No (skip to question #30)
Don't know/Not Sure
[RECALL PROMPTS]
If "Yes," then ask "what do you remember seeing in the conunercial?" (Follow-up probe: what
else do you remember seeing?)
"And what do you remember hearing in the commercial?" (Follow-up probe: what else do you
remember hearing?)
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[ATTITUDE TOWARD THE ADVERTISEMENT]
27. Would you say chat the commercial for Yves Saint Laurent eyeglasses was:
awesome

good

just okay

bad, or

really, really bad

[COGNITIVE RESPONSE MEASURES]
28. When you watched the commercial for Yves Saint Laurent eyeglasses would you say that:
You were thinking about
the commercial a lot
You were thinking about
the PEOPLE in the
commercial a lot

a little bit, or

not at all

a little bit, or

not at all

You were thinking about
the eyeglasses in the
conunercial a lot

a little bit, or

not at all

[PERCEIVED TARGETEDNESS]
29. Do you think that the commercial for Yves Saint Laurent eyeglasses is meant for people who are:
a lot like you
a little like you, or
not at all like you
[ATTITUDE TOWARD THE PRODUCT]
Would you say that Spartan Stores are:
awesome

good

just okay

bad, or

really, really bad

[PRODUCT USAGE]
31. Have you ever shopped at a Spartan Store!
Yes

No

Don't know/Not Sure

32. How often do you shop at Spartan Stores?:
never
everyday
about once a week
about once a month
less than once a month
[PERCEIVED SELF-RELEVANCE]
33. If you had to go to the grocery store, would you say that you would care about which store you went to:
a lot
a little bit, or
not at all
[MEMORY SCREENING ITEM]

Show Picture #3 (Spartan Stores)
34. Do you remember seeing a commercial for Spartan Stores (during the video)?
Yes

No (skip to section "You")

Don't know/Not Sure
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[RECALL PROMPTS]
If "Yes," then ask "what do you remember seeing in the commercial?" (Follow-up probe; what
else do you remember seeing?)
"And what do you remember hearing in the commercial?" (Follow-up probe: what else do you
remember hearing?)

[ATTITUDE TOWARD THE ADVERTISEMENT]
35. Would you say that the commercial for Spartan Stores was:
awesome

good

just okay

bad, or

really, really bad

[COGNITIVE RESPONSE MEASURES]
36. When you watched the commercial for Spartan Stores would you say that:
You were thinking about
the commercial a lot

a little bit, or

not at all

You were thinking about
the PEOPLE in the
commercial a lot

a little bit, or

not at all

You were thinking about
the store in the
commercial a lot

a little bit, or

not at all

[PERCEIVED TARGETEDNESS]
27. Do you think that the commercial for Spartan Stores is meant for people who are:
a lot like you

a little like you, or

not at all like you

[MEDIA USAGE]
YOU

"Alright, now, I want to ask a few questions about you." "
I. About how much time each day do jrou spend:
a. reading books, magazines, and/or newspapers?

.hours +

minutes

b. listening to the radio?

.hours +

minutes

c. watching television?

. hours +

minutes

d. on the internet (e-mail, surfing, newsgroups, etc)?

.hours +

minutes

e. playing computer or video games?

.hours +

minutes
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[ADVERTISING SKEPTICISM, ITEMS A-F]
2. Now, I'm going to read you some sentences, and after each sentence I want you to teil me "yes, maybe,
you don't think so, or no way. Okay?" (Cirde Response)
a.

TV conunercials tell the truth.

Y

M

YDTS

NW

b.

You can believe what the people in conunercials say or do.

c.

The products advertised on TV are always the best products to buy. Y

d.

Advertisers care more about getting you to buy things than what is good for you.
Y M YDTS
NW

e.

TV advertisers often use tricks to get you to buy something.

f.

TV commercials try to make people buy things they don't really need. Y

M

YDTS

NW

g.

TV programs U7 to make people buy things they don't really need.

Y

M

YDTS

NW

h.

Video games try to make people buy things they don't really need.

Y

M

YDTS

NW

i.

The pictures used in TV commercials are more trustworthy than what is said.
Y M YDTS
NW

j.

The people you see in most TV commercials probably don't use the things they are trying to sell.
M YDTS
NW

k.

You find it easy to ignore commercials when you see them.

I.

Seeing commercials makes you want to buy things.

m.

You often think about what commercials have told you when you decide what you want to buy.
M YDTS
NW

Y

Y

Y
Y

M

M

M

YDTS

NW

M

M

YDTS

YDTS

YDTS

YDTS

NW

NW

5. Note gender (DO NOT READ):
female
male
[AGE]
6. How old are you?
[ACADEMIC ACHIEVEMENT]
A

B

C

D

Y

NW

[GENDER]

7. Do you usually get grades of: (circle one)

NW

E

THANK YOU VERY JVIUCH!!!!

Y
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APPENDIX 3.8:
OPEN-ENDED BRAND ASSOCIATIONS CODING SCHEMES (PARENTS)
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TOTAL HAIR FITNESS SHAMPOO:
CODING OF OPEN-ENDED BRAND ASSOCIATIONS
Age:
0 = no mention
1 = did mention

Gender:
0 = no gender mention
1 = woman only
2 = adjectives used suggest woman
3 = both genders
4 = adjectives used suggest man
5 = man only
6 = man plus adjectives typically associated with men
7 = man plus elaborating on manliness, masculinity, machoism, etc.

Athletic/Fitnesa/Active:
0 = mention implies lack of athleticism, fitness, or activity
1 = no mention of athletic, fitness, body shape, activity level, etc.
2 = adjectives used suggest athletic, etc (e.g., trim)
3 = direct mention of person as "athletic, fit," etc.
4 = multiple direct mention
5 = elaborated mention(s)

Valence for each association:
•1 = negative
0 = neutral
1 = positive

Also code:
# of attribute-relevant associations
# of gender-relevant associations
# of fitness-relevant associations
Total # of associations

YVES SAINT LAURENT EYEWEAR by LUXOTTICA:
CODING OF OPEN-ENDED BRAND ASSOCIATIONS
Age fl):
0 = no mention
1 = mention

Age (2):
0 = no relative age adjective mention
1 = young, youthful
2 = young to middle aged
3 = middle aged
4 = middle to older
5 = older to old
6 = any age (mentioned speciflcally)

Age f3V.
0 = no specific age mentioned
1 = 20-30 years old
2 = 30-40 years old
3 = 40-50 years old
4 = 50-60 years old
5 = 60+
Gender:
0 = no gender mention
1 = woman only
2 = adjectives used suggest woman
3 = both men and women
4 = adjectives used suggest man
5 = man only

Statua/Sophisticatioii
0 = adjectives suggest a lack of status or sophistication
1 = no mention pertinent to status/sophistication
2 = adjectives used imply status or sophistication (e.g., expensive)
3 = direct mention of status or sophistication related adjectives
4 = multiple direct mention
5 = elaborated mention(s)

Valence for each association:
-I = negative
0 = neutral
1 = positive

Also code:
# of attribute-relevant associations
# of status-relevant associations
Total # of associations
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SPARTAN STORES:
CODING OF OPEN-ENDED BRAND ASSOCIATIONS
Gender:
0 = no gender ntention
1 = woman only
2 = adjectives used suggest woman
3 = both men and women
4 = adjectives used suggest man
5 = man only

Fun/Friendliness:
0 = adjectives imply not fun or friendly
1 = no mentions of fun/finendliness
2 = adjectives used suggest fiin/friendliness (e.g., looks happy, smiling)
3 = direct mention of fun, friendliness, enjoyment
4 = multiple direct mentions
5 = elaborated mention(s)

Also code:
# of attribute-relevant associations
# of gender-relevant associations
# of status-relevant associations
Total # of associations
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APPENDIX 3.9:
ADVERTISEMENT*SPECINC MEMORY CODING SCHEMES (PARENTS)
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TOTAL HAIR FITNESS SHAMPOO:
CODING SCHEME FOR MEMORY MEASURES
Recall of functional product benefits:
1. keeps hair healthy/healthy looking hair
2. strengthens hair/£trong looking hair
3. unclogs pores
4. helps scalp/stimulates follicles/makes scalp feel good
5. cleans hm
6. makes hair fuUerlmon body/fluffy
7. makes hair thicker/lhick looking hair
8. hair looks shiny
9. nice looking hih/good looking hair/perfect hair
10. grows hair/helps prevent fallout
Recall of socio-cultural associations:
21. man/male
22. attractive/handsome/cute
23. younger
24. athletic looking/fit/in shape
25. confident
26. strong/muscular
27. serious
28. stuck-up
29. model-type
30. well-groomed
Recall of social visuals without inference:
41. running on the beach/exercising
42. running hand through hair/combing hair
43. dressing/slipping shirt over head
44. showering/washing hair (error)
45. shown after washing and drying hair
46. shaking head
47. clothing: black shirt/swim trunks
48. not wearing shirt/no hair on chest
49. dark hair
Recall of product and executional visuals without inference:
61. scalp graphic/diagram
62. picture of bottle
63. water drops
64. in black and white (error)
65. miscellaneous comments/descriptors (do not count for ratio construction)
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YVES SAINT LAURENT EYEWEAR:
CODING SCHEME FOR MEMORY MEASURES
Recall of functional product benefits fand attributes^
1. expensive/pricey/high price
2. high quality
3. nice glasses/glasses look good
4. different styles: sunglasses, regular, wire-rimmed, etc.
Recall of social product benefits:
11. makes you look better/look good
12. improves your image/makes a statement/makes an impression
13. gets you noticed
14. shows how you've changed
Recall of socio-cultural associations:
21. man
22. woman
23. young/younger/generation X'r
24. attractive/sexy/good looking
25. tall/slim/thin/effeminate
26. discretion
27. dignity/respected
28. discernment/reserved
29. smart looking/distinguished
30. confident
31. business looking/professional/serious
32. unique/different/individual
33. popular/stylish
34. sophisticated/high class/classy
35. luxurious/glamorous
36. ambitious/for people on the go
37. well-groomed/nicely dressed/dressed for a nice evening out
38. fun
39. model-types/too perfect
40. snobby/snobbish/stuffy
Recall of social visuals without inference:
51. people
52. wearing glasses
53. leaning against post/on balcony
54. hair color(s) or style: blonde, brown, hair sticking up, etc.
55. attire: blue dress, black dress, dark suit, etc.
Recall of product and executionai visuals without inference:
61. black background/in black and white
62. eyewear
63. logo, Luxottica name, brand name
64. people shown individually/close-ups/faces used
65. "the girl next door"
66. miscellaneous comments/descriptors (do not count for ratio constiuction)
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SPARTAN STORES: CODING SCHEME FOR MEMORY MEASURES
Recall of functional product benefits (and attributesV.
1. low prices/discount prices/great prices/great savings
2. name brands/great selection/lots of products
3. quality products/great foods
4. great place to shop/you would like to shop there
5. employees ready to serve/employees like their jobs
Recall of socio-cultural associations:
11. men
12. women
13. all types of people
14. families
15. fnendly
16. happy
17. fiin
18. energetic/enthusiastic
19. simple/foolish/ridiculous
Recall of social visuals without inference:
31. dancing/dancing in the aisles/prancing/jumping
32. singing
33. smiling
34. shopping/things in hands
35. pushing carts/buggies/baskets
36. very busy/rushed
37. employees
38. employees' clothing: wearing aprons, in green shirts, similar clothing
39. people
40. peoples' clothing: casually dressed, out of style, plaid, polyester, etc.
41. peoples'appearance: brunettes, etc.
Recall of product and executional visuals without inference:
51. pricesy2 for$S/69(t
52. groceries/food/produce
53. bread/bakery items
54. vegetables/^it
55. paper towels
56. Suave shampoo/sale on Suave
57. Gorton's fish sticks/sale on Gorton's
58. pork or meat on a platter
59. clean/cleaners
60. shopping carts (different from pushing cart)
61. music/swing music
62. "Come and gel it!"
63. criss-cross abdominal shot
64. bright colors
65. locations/www address/phone number
66. logo/symbol
67. steaks on grill/sale on chicken or meat (error)
68. miscellaneous comments/descriptors (do not count for ratio construction)
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APPENDIX 3.10:
ACCEPTANCE OF ADVERTISING CLAIMS MEASURES (PARENTS)

Please circle the number that best represents your level of agreement with each of the following statements
about Total Hair Fitness Shampoo!

Strongly
Disagree

Strongly
Agree

a.

Total Hair Fitness stimulates the scalp.

2

5

6

b.

Total Hair Fitness is good for women's hair.

2

5

6

c.

Total Hair Fitness helps unclog pores.

2

5

6

d.

Total Hair Fitness works best after exercise.

2

5

6

e.

Using Total Hair Fitness gives you stronger hair.

2

5

6

f.

Total Hair Fitness is good for men who play sports.

2

5

6

g.

Using Total Hair Fitness makes your hair healthier.

2

5

6

h.

Total Hair Fitness smells good.

2

5

6

Please circle the number that best represents your level of agreement with each of the following statements
about Yves Saint Laurent eyewear"}

Strongly
Disagree

Strongly
Agree

a.

People feel proud to be seen wearing Yves Saint Laurent
eyewear.

2

3

5

6

b.

People who wear Y ves Saint Laurent eyewear are
comfortable being alone.

2

3

5

6

c.

People who wear Yves Saint Laurent eyewear will get noticed
by others.

2

3

5

6

d.

Yves Saint Laurent eyewear is for people who want to look
attractive.

2

3

5

6

e.

Other people will see you differendy if you're wearing
Yves Saint Laurent eyewear.

2

3

5

6

f.

People who are vain prefer Yves Saint Laurent eyewear.

2

3

5

6

g.

Yves Saint Laurent eyewear is difficult to break.

2

3

5

6
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Please circle the number that best represents your level of agreement with each of the following statements
about Spartan Stores!

Strongly
Disagree

Strongly
Agree

a.

Spartan Stores sell a lot of different grocery products.

1

2

3

5

6

7

b.

The people who work at Spartan Stores are very fnendly.

1

2

3

5

6

7

c.

Spartan Stores sell high quali^ products.

1

2

3

5

6

7

d.

Shopping at Spartan Stores makes people happy.

1

2

3

5

6

7

e.

Shopping at Spartan Stores saves money.

1

2

3

5

6

7

f.

Spartan stores are fun places to shop.

1

2

3

5

6

7

g-

Shopping at Spartan Stores is convenient.

1

2

3

5

6

7
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APPENDIX 3.11:
ANNOTATED PARENTAL SURVEY INSTRUMENT
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Survey Code:

Study of Television Viewing
University of Arizona
Department of Marketing

Instructions:
Now, you will be asked some questions about the videotape you just
watched. Please complete each question in the order it appears. DO NOT
SKIP AHEAD. To ensure that all of your answers will remain anonymous
and confidential, do NOT put your name on this survey booklet.
Thank you again for your help with this study.
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[PROGRAM-RELEVANT MEASURES]

Part L The Programs.
A. CROC FILES (Program Clip Ml)
1. For each of the following questions, please circle the one number that best reflects your opinion.
(EXAMPLE: If you think the television program is definitely one of the best you've seen, then you
would circle "I" for question a; however, if you think it is pretty bad then you might circle "6," '7," or
"8").

a. Overall, what is your opinion of Croc Files?
one of the best I've seen

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

one of the worst

b. Overall, how interesting were the program's actors/actresses?
very interesting

1

23456789 very boring

c. How much did you like each of the following elements of Croc Files?

strongly liked
main topic?

stronelv disliked

123456789

visuali m a g e s ?

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

educationalc o n t e n t ?

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

d. When you were watching the program, were you thinking: (check one)
only about the program
mostly about the program
mostly about something else
only about something else
2. If you were asked about Croc Files, would you recommend it to other parents?
Yes

No

3. Did you learn anything from the program that you didn't already know?
Yes

No

If "yes," please use the space below to write down two things that you learned.
a.

b.

4. Have you ever seen this or any other episode of the program Croc Files before?
Yes

No
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B. SECRETS OF THE PHARAOHS (Program Clip #2)
1. For each of the following questions, please circle the one number that best reflects your opinion.
a. Overall, what is your opinion of the Secrets of the Pharaohs?
one ofthe best I've seen 123456789 one of the worst
b. Overall, how interesting were the program's actors/actresses?
very interesting 123456789 very boring
c. How much did you like each of the following elements of the Secrets of the Pharaohs?

strongly liked
main topic?

strongly disliked

123456789

visuali m a g e s ?

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

educationalc o n t e n t ?

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

d. When you were watching the program, were you thinking: (check one)
only about the program
mostly about the program
mostly about something else
only about something else
2. If you were asked about the Secrets of the Pharaohs program, would you recommend it to other parents?
Yes

No

3. Did you learn anything from the program that you didn't already know?
Yes

No

If "yes," please use the space below to write down two things that you learned.
a.

b.

4. Have you ever seen Secrets of the Pharaohs before?
Yes

No
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C PETSBURGH, USA (Program dip #3)
1. For each of the following questions, please circle the one number that best reflects your opinion.
a. Overall, what is your opinion of Petsburgh, USA?
one of the best I've seen 123456789 one of the worst
b. Overall, how interesting were the program's actors/actresses?
very interesting 123456789 very boring
c. How much did you like each of the following elements of Petsburgh, USA?

strongly liked
main topic?

stronglv disliked

123456789

visuali m a g e s ?

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

educationalc o n t e n t ?

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

d. When you were watching the program, were you thinking: (check one)
only about the program
mostly about the program
mostly about something else
only about something else
2. If you were asked about Petsburgh, USA, would you recommend it to other parents?
Yes

No

3. Did you learn anything from the program that you didn't already know?
Yes

No

If "yes," please use the space below to write down two things that you learned.
a.

b.

4. Have you ever seen this or any other episode of the program Petsburgh, USA before?
Yes

No
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[BEGIN HYPOTHESIS-RELEVANT PORTION OF SURVEY]

Part n. Products.
This section asks you to give your opinions about a variety of products that you may or may not know anything
about When you are asked about unf^liar products, please make your b^t guess.

(OMFY

1. Use your imagination to form a picture in your mind of a person who would like to wear Comfy
Clothing. Please describe how the person you are picturing looks and how they would act (in the space
below).

[OPEN-ENDED BRAND ASSOCIATIONS MEASURES]

2. Use your imagination to form a picture in your mind of a person who would like to use Total Hair
Fitness Shampoo. Please describe how the person you are picturing looks and how they would act.
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3. Use your imagination to form a picture in your mind of a person who would like to wear Yves Saint
Laurent eyewear by Liaonica. Please describe how the person you are picturing looks and how they
would act.

spaprran
stones

4. Use your imagination to form a picture in your mind of a person who would like to shop at a Spartan
Store. Please describe how the penon you are picturing looks and how they would act.
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[CHECKLIST MEASURES OF SOCIO-CULTURAL BRAND ASSOCIATIONS]
S. Who is very likely to use Total Hair Fitness Shampoot (please check all that apply)
men
women
boys
girls
babies/infants

people with style
people with class
people who are happy
people who are cool
people who like to have fun
people who care a lot about their looks
people who are glamorous
people on a budget

6. Assuming that members of all of these groups need glasses, who is very likely to wear Yves Saint
Laurent eyewear by Luxoitical (please check all that apply)
men
women
boys
girls
babies/infants

people with style
people with class
people who are happy
people who arc cool
people who like to have fun
people who care a lot about their looks
people who are glamorous
people on a budget

7. Who is very likely to shop at Spartan Stores! (please check all that apply)
men
women
boys
girls
babies/infants

people with style
people with class
people who are happy
people who are cool
people who like to have fiin
people who care a lot about their looks
people who are glamorous
people on a budget
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[PROJECTIVE MEASURES OF SOCIO-CULTURAL BRAND ASSOCIATIONS]
8. If Total Hair Fitness Shampoo was a person, what kind of person would Total Hair Fitness be? (For
each word pair, circle the number that best reflects your opinion).
Total Hair Fitness would be:
masculine

12

3

4

S

6

7

8

feminine

pretty

12

3

4

S

6

7

8

handsome

soft

12

3

4

S

6

7

8

hard

strong

12

3

4

S

6

7

8

delicate

sophisticated

12

3

4

S

6

7

8

simple

cheap

12

3

4

S

6

7

8

luxurious

poor

12

3

4

5

6

7

8

rich

confident

12

3

4

5

6

7

8

nervous

ambitious

12

3

4

5

6

7

8

lazy

exciting

12

3

4

5

6

7

8

boring

ugly

12

3

4

5

6

7

8

attractive

lonely

12

3

4

5

6

7

8

popular

friendly

12

3

4

5

6

7

8

reserved

nice

12

3

4

5

6

7

8

rude

9. If Yves Saint Laurent eyewear was a person, what kind of person would Yves Saint Laurent be?
Yves Saint Laurent would be:
masculine

12

3

4

5

6

7

8

feminine

pretty

12

3

4

5

6

7

8

handsome

soft

12

3

4

5

6

7

8

hard

strong

12

3

4

5

6

7

8

delicate

sophisticated

12

3

4

5

6

7

8

simple

cheap

12

3

4

5

6

7

8

luxurious

poor

12

3

4

5

6

7

8

rich

confident

12

3

4

5

6

7

8

nervous

ambitious

12

3

4

5

6

7

8

lazy

exciting

12

3

4

5

6

7

8

boring

ugly

12

3

4

5

6

7

8

attractive

lonely

12

3

4

5

6

7

8

popular

friendly

12

3

4

5

6

7

8

reserved

nice

12

3

4

5

6

7

8

rude
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10. If Spartan Stores were a person, what kind of person would Spartan Stores be?
Spartan Stores would be:
masculine

12

3

4

S

6

7

8

feminine

pretty

12

3

4

S

6

7

8

handsome

soft

12

3

4

5

6

7

8

hard

strong

12

3

4

5

6

7

8

delicate

12

3

4

5

6

7

8

simple

cheap

12

3

4

5

6

7

8

luxurious

poor

12

3

4

5

6

7

8

rich

confident

12

3

4

5

6

7

8

nervous

ambitious

12

3

4

5

6

7

8

lazy

exciting

12

3

4

5

6

7

8

boring

ugly

12

3

4

5

6

7

8

attractive

lonely

12

3

4

5

6

7

8

popular

friendly

12

3

4

5

6

7

8

reserved

nice

12

3

4

5

6

7

8

rude

sophisticated

[ADVERTISING CLAIM ACCEPTANCE MEASURES]
11. Please circle the number that best represents your level of agreement with each of the following
statements about Total Hair Fitness Shampoo!
Strongly

Strongly

Disgrec

Agree

a.

Total Hair Fitness stimulates the scalp.

1

2

3

4

5

6

b.

Total Hair Fitness is good for women's hair.

1

2

3

4

5

6

c.

Total Hair Fitness helps unclog pores.

1

2

3

4

5

6

d.

Total Hair Fitness works best after exercise.

1

2

3

4

5

6

e.

Using Total Hair Fitness gives you stronger hair.

1

2

3

4

5

6

f.

Total Hair Fitness is good for men who play sports.

1

2

3

4

5

6

g-

Using Total Hair Fitness makes your hair healthier.

1

2

3

4

5

6

h.

Total Hair Fitness smells good.

1

2

3

4

5

6
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12. Please circle the number that best represents your level of agreement with each of the following
statements about Yves Saint Laurent eyewearl
Strongly
Strongly
tMsgrce
Agree
a.

f.

People feel proud to be seen wearing Yves Saint Laurent
eyewear.
People who wear Yves Saint Laurent eyewear are comfortable
being alone.
People who wear Yves Saint Laurent eyewear will get noticed by
others.
Yves Saint Laurent eyewear is for people who want to look
attractive.
Other people will see you differently if you're wearing Yves
Saint Laurent eyewear.
People who are vain prefer Yves Saint Laurent eyewear.

g.

Yves Saint Laurent eyewear is difficult to break.

b.
c.
d.
e.

I

2

3

4

3

6

1

2

3

4

S

6

1

2

3

4

S

6

1

2

3

4

5

6

1

2

3

4

S

6

1

2

3

4

5

6

1

2

3

4

5

6

13. Please circle the number that best represents your level of agreement with each of the following
statements about Spartan Stores'!
Strongly
Strongly
DIsgrcc
Agree
a.

Spartan Stores sell a lot of different grocery products.

1

2

3

4

5

6

b.

The people who work at Spartan Stores are very fnendly.

I

2

3

4

5

6

c.

Spartan Stores sell high quality products.

1

2

3

4

5

6

d.

Shopping at Spartan Stores makes people happy.

1

2

3

4

5

6

e.

Shopping at Spartan Stores saves money.

1

2

3

4

5

6

f.

Spartan stores are fun places to shop.

1

2

3

4

5

6

g.

Shopping at Spartan Stores is convenient.

1

2

3

4

5

6

[ATTITUDE TOWARD THE PRODUCT]
14. Please circle the number that best corresponds to your overall opinion of Total Hair Fitness Shampoo.
good
1
2
3
4 j 5
6
7
8 bad

j

high quality

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8 low quality

positive

1

2

3

4 15

6

7

8 negative

[PRODUCT USAGE]
15. Have you ever used Total Hair Fitness Shampoo'!
Yes

No

Don't Know/Not Sure

16. How ol^en do you currently use Total Hair Fitness Shampoo'!
Never

0

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

Everyday
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[PERCEIVED SELF-RELEVANCE]
17. In selecting from the many types and brands of shampoo available in the market, would you say that:
I would NOT care at all about
which shampoo I buy.

1

2

3

4

5

6

I would care a great deal about
which shampoo I buy.

7

[MEMORY SCREENING ITEM]

18. [)o you remember seeing a commercial for Total Hair Fitness Shampoo (during the video)?
Yes

No {skip to question #22)

Don't Know/Not Sure

[RECALL PROMPT]
If "Yes," please list everything you can remember hearing and seeing in che commercial you saw
for Total Hair Fitness (in the space below).

[ATTTTUDE TOWARD THE ADVERTISEMENT]
19. The commercial for Total Hair Fitness Shampoo was; (circle the number that best represents your opinion)
enjoyable

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

not enjoyable

pleasant

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

unpleasant

likable

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

not likable

[COGNITIVE RESPONSE ITEMS]
20. When I watched the commercial for Total Hair Fitness Shampoo :
I had MANY thoughts about
the commercial

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

I had NO thoughts about
the commercial

I had MANY thoughts about the
PEOPLE in the commercial

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

I had NO thoughts about the
PEOPLE in the commercial

I had MANY thoughts about
the shampoo

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

I had NO thoughts about
the shampoo
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[PERCEIVED TARGETEDNESS]
21. For each pair of statements below, please circle the number that best conesponds to your opinion
regarding the commercial for Total Hair Fitness Shampoo.
I feel the commercial was
intended for people like me.

The advertiser made the
commercial to appeal to people
like me.

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

I feel the conmiercial was
NOT intended for people like
me.

1

2

3

4

S

6

7

The advertiser made the
commercial to appeal to people
who are NOT like me.

[ATTITUDE TOWARD THE PRODUCT]
22. Please circle the number that best corresponds to your overall opinion of Yves Saint Laurent eyewear.
5
6
7
8 bad
good
12
3
4
high quality

12

3

4

5

6

7

8 low quality

positive

12

3

4

5

6

7

8 negative

[PRODUCT USAGE]
23. Have you ever worn Kves Saint Laurent eyewear!
Yes

No

Don't fCnow/Not Sure

24. How often do you currently wear Yves Saint Laurent eyewear!
Never

0

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

Everyday

[PERCEIVED SELF-RELEVANCE]
25. In selecting from the many types and brands of eyewear/eyeglasses available in the market, would you
say that:
I would NOT care at all about
which kind of eyewear I buy.

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

I would care a great deal about
which kind of eyewear I buy.
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[MEMORY SCREENING ITEM]

26. Do you remember seeing a commercial for Yves Saint Laurent eyewear by Luxottica?
Yes

No (skip to question #30)

Don't Know/Not Sure

[RECALL PROMPT]
If "Yes," please list everything you can remember hearing and seeing in the commercial you saw
for Yves Sainf Laurent.

[ATTITUDE TOWARD THE ADVERTISEMENT]
27. The commercial for Yves Saint Laurent eyewear was:
enjoyable

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

not enjoyable

pleasant

1

2

3

4

S

6

7

8

unpleasant

likable

1

2

3

4

S

6

7

8

not likable

[COGNITIVE RESPONSE ITEMS]
28. When I watched the commercial for Yves Saint Laurent eyewear:
I had MANY thoughts about
the commercial

1

2

3

4

S

6

7

I had NO thoughts about the
commercial

I had MANY thoughts about the
PEOPLE in the commercial

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

I had NO thoughts about the
PEOPLE in (he commercial

I had MANY thoughts about
the eyewear/eyeglasses

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

I had NO thoughts about the
eyewear/eyeglasses

[PERCEIVED TARGETEDNESS]
29. For each pair of statements below, please circle the number that best corresponds to your opinion
regarding the commercial for Yves Saint Laurent eyewear.
I feel the commercial was
intended for people like me.
The advertiser made the
commercial to appeal to people
like me.

5
1

2

3

4

5

6

I feel the commercial was NOT
intended for people like me.
The advertiser made the commercial
to appeal to people who are NOT
like me.
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(ATTITUDE TOWARD THE PRODUCT]
30. Please circle the number that best corresponds to your overall opinion of Spartan Stores.
good
1
23415 67
8 bad
high quality

1

2

3

4| 5

6

7

8

low quality

positive

I

2

3

4 { S

6

7

8

negative

[PRODUCT USAGE]
31. Have you ever shopped at a Spartan Storel
Yes

No

Don't Know/Not Sure

32. How often do you currently shop at Spartan Stores'!
Never

0

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

Everyday

[PERCEIVED SELF-RELEVANCE]
33. In selecting from the many different grocery stores in the market, would you say that:
I would NOT care at all about
which grocery store I shop at.

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

I would care a great deal about
which grocery store I shop at.

[MEMORY SCREENING ITEM]

34. Do you remember seeing a commercial for Spartan Stores (during the video)?
Yes

No (skip to part

ni, question #1)

Don't Know/Not Sure

[RECALL PROMPT]
If "Yes," please list everything you can remember hearing and seeing in the commercial you saw
for Spartan Stores.
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[ATTITUDE TOWARD THE ADVERTISEMENT]
35. The commercial for Spartan Stores was:
enjoyable

I

2

3

| ^

6

7

8

not enjoyable

pleasant

1

2

3

4| S

6

7

8

unpleasant

6

7

8

not likable

likable

12

3^

[COGNITIVE RESPONSE ITEMS]
36. When I watched the commercial for Spartan Stores:
I had MANY thoughts about
the commercial
I had MANY thoughts about the
PEOPLE in the commercial
I had MANY thoughts about
the store

12

3

4

5

6

7

12

3

4

5

6

7

12

3

4

5

6

7

I had NO thoughts about the
commercial
I had NO thoughts about ihe
PEOPLE in the commercial
I had NO thoughts about the
store

[PERCEIVED TARGETEDNESS]
37. For each pair of statements below, please circle the number that best corresponds to your opinion
regarding the commercial for Spartan Stores.
I feel the commercial was
intended for people like me.
The advertiser made die
commercial to appeal to people
like me.

1

2

3

4

5

6

I feel the commercial was
NOT intended for people like
me.

1

2

3

4

5

6

The advertiser made the
commercial to appeal to people
who are NOT like me.

[MEDL\ USAGE]

Part in. YOU AND YOUR FAMILY
1. On average, about how much time per day do jrou spend:
a. reading books, magazines, and/or newspapers?

hours •)-

. minutes

b. listening to the radio?

hours +

. minutes

c. watching television?

hours +

. minutes

d. on the internet (e-mail, surfing, newsgroups, etc)?

hours -t-

. minutes

2. On average, about how much time per day does vour child spend:
a. reading books, magazines, and/or newspapers?

.hours +

. minutes

b. listening to the radio?

.hours +

. minutes

c. watching television?

.hours +

. minutes

d. on the internet (e-mail, surfing, newsgroups, etc)?

.hours +

. minutes

e. playing computer or video games?

.hours +

. minutes
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[ADVERTISING SKEPTICISM MEASURE. ITEMS A-F]
3. Please circle the number that best represents your level of agreement with each of the following
statements?
Strongly
Strongly

Dis2rcg
a.
b.
c.
d.
e.
f.
gh.
i.
jk.

1.
m.

Agree

TV commercials tell the truth.
You can believe what the people in commercials say or do.
The products advertised on TV are always the best products
to buy.
Advertisers care more about getting you to buy things than
what is good for you.
I often notice tricks that TV advertisers play to get me to buy
something.
TV commercials try to make people buy things they don't
really need.
TV programs try to make people buy things they don't really
need.
Video games try to make people want things they don't
really need.
The pictures used in TV commercials are more trustworthy
than what is said.
The people you see in most TV conunercials probably don't use
the product they are promoting.
I find it easy to resist the persuasive appeals of advertising.

2
2
2

3
3
3

5
5
5

6
6
6

2

3

5

6

2

3

5

6

2

3

5

6

2

3

5

6

2

3

5

6

2

3

5

6

2

3

5

6

2

3

5

6

Advertising often influences what I buy.
I frequently rely on product information from advertisements
in choosing which products to purchase.

2
2

3
3

5
5

6
6

[GENDER]
4. Are you:
female
male
[MARITAL STATUS]
5. Are you:
married
divorced
separated
widowed
single, never married
(EDUCATIONAL ATTAINMENT]
6. What is the highest level of education you've had the opportunity to complete?
completed some high school or less
graduated from high school
completed some college
graduated from a 2-year college
graduated from a 4-year college
completed some grsuluate school
completed a graduate degree
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[NUMBER OF SIGNIFICANT LIFE EVENTS IN THE PAST 6 MONTHS]
7. Previous research suggests that important events in an individual's life will strongly influence their
opinions. Therefore, please read through the list of important events below and count how many of
them have happened to you in the past 6 months? Please write the total number of events on the line at
the end of the list. (If any of the events has happened more than once in the past 6 months, please count
each event separately).
* became separated or divorced
* got engaged or married
* became widowed
* quit or got flred ftom a job
* started a new job or received a promotion
* started a new business
* retired
* purchased or moved into a new home
* lost a member of your immediate family or a close friend
* added a new member to the family through birth, adoption, or marriage
* started or quit smoking, drinking alcohol, or gambling regularly
* started or quit using illegal drugs
* lost or gained a lot of weight
* lost or gained a lot of money
* started participating in a new activity
* health improved or declined dramatically
* received treatment for a serious medical condition or injury
* went back to school
* earned a degree
* any other important events that you believe have changed your life

Total Number of Important Events:

[ETHNICmn
8. I consider mvself to be;
White (Caucasian, Anglo-American)
Black (African-American)
Hispanic/Latino (Mexican American)
Asian (Asian-American)
Native American
Other (SPECIFY:

)

9. I consider mv child to be:
White (Caucasian, Anglo-American)
Black (African-American)
Hispanic/Latino (Mexican American)
Asian (Asian-American)
Native American
Other (SPECIFY:

)

[CHILD'S GRADES]
10. In general, my child gets grades of: (ctrde one)

A

B

C

D

E
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[HYPOTHESIS GUESSING]
11. Please describe the purpose of this study in your own words.

12. Comments about this study:

THANK YOU VERY MUCH FOR PARTICIPATING!!!
Now, please complete the Sweepstakes Entry Form on the Next Page.
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